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TRANSACTIONS

OF THE

ASIATICK SOCIETY,

I"

Account of a Discovery of a modern imitation of the

Vedas, with Remarks on the Genuine Works*-

By FRANCIS ELLIS,, Esq.

X'N proceeding to give an account of an instance of literary forgery,

Gr*atherr as the -object of the^author or authors-, was certainly not literary

distinction,- of religious imposition without parallel ; I shall in the first

instance^ confine myself to the description of the writings in which it is

contained, adding, as specimens, a few passages selected from them,

and such remarks as- are necessary for the distinct elucidation of the

subjects For, a& my sole* object is to shew what these writings really are,

A



% Account of a Discovery of a

a statement of their contents, as simple as prespicuity will allow, will

effect this more readily than a lengthened dissertation ; though the subjects

calculated as it is to
:

-excite serious reflection, is well worthy -of a more

detailed consideration,.

In the year UT?8, a book was printed at Pans, entitled ^^''Ezour

** Ve"dam^ ou Ancien Commentaire du Vedam, contenantl'exposition des

opinions religieuses et phiiosophiques des Indkm* Traduit dm Sam-

scretam par un Brame.' 5 The origin of this work is stated in the fol-

lowing extract from the prefaces 6t Cet ouvrage vient originairement

" des papiers de M.Barthelemy^ second membre du conseil d&Pondi~

« chert; M. De Mobave, '-eon-nii par son -esprit et par ses services, en

" apporta des Indes une ©opie9 dont il fit present a M. De Voltaire, qui

" Penvoya en 1761 a la Uibliotheque 'de Hoi de France. CJet illustre

" ecrivain (Vide Siecle -de Louis XV. 'Chap. .XXIX. :Not) nous

apprend que ce livr-ea e'te' traduit -du Samscretaim par !e i^rand pretre

ou archi-branie de la pagode d&€kereng}iam^ vieiUard respecte par sa

" vertu incorruptible'.'" The note in Voltaire% work here referred to,

is as follows s
Cf Lie grand pretre de :Uile KtJheren§hams -dans la pro~

46 vince d'Arcate9 qui justiiiaie ChevalierXass, contre les accusations

" du Gouverneur Duplesx, etait un vieill&rd de cent anne'es, respecte

6C par sa vertu incorruptible. Ilsavaif ie Francaiset rendit de grands ser-

66 vices a la compagnie des. Indes.: Cest lui qui traduisit UEzour

u Vedam, dont j
5ai remis le manuscript a la Bibliothequedu Hoi.' 9-—The

copy of this work thus traced through the hands of Voltaire to the

library of the kiag of Fi*am$j not being complete the editor adds

;

it

iC

sc

(C



Modern Imitation op the Vedas, &c. 3

if Nous avons supplie ce qui manque a cette copie par celle qu'en avoit

i6 faite M. Anquetil du Perron, egalement distingue par son savoir et

*' celebre par ses voyages," &c» It is clear, therefore, that Voltaire

considered this an authentic work, and actually, as stated to be, a Com*

mentary on the Vedam, and Anquetil du Rerron, who had passed many-

years of his life in India and professed a profound knowledge of its religion3

antiquities and literature, assisted in bringing it forward, as such, to' the

world. Now, observe what M. Sonnerat says on this subject! « II faut

f* bien se garder de mettre an nombre des livres canoniques indiens LPMzour

" Vedam, dont nous avons la pretendue traduction a la Ribliotheque du

" Roi, et qui a ete imprimee en 1778.—Ce n'est bien certairiement pas

6e l'un des quatres Vedams^ quoiqu'il porte le nom; mais plutSt uri livre

*' de cowtroveriie €criti a Masulipatam par un Missionnaire* C9est ime

* fi refutation de qpielques Fouranons a la iouange de Vichenqn, qui sont

" de bien dessiedes posterieurs aux Vedams, On wait que PAuteur

" a voulu tout ramener a la religion "Ckretienne^ en y laissant eepen<*

** dant 4guelquc8 -ttrenrsy a Jin qu^om me reeonnut pas le Missionnaire

*6 $om le mantean Brame. C'est done a tort que M. de Voltaire et

6C quelques autres donnent 4 ce livre une importance qu'il ne merite pas

66 et le regardent centime canonique."—«M. Sonnerat's representation of

the work is perfectly correct, except that he must be mistaken ia saying

it was written at Masulipatam; all the Sanscrit terms used in it, being

altered according to the Bengali pronunciation, as will be more particu-

larly shewn hereafter. An inspection of the printed book5 which was a

short time in my possession, led me, therefore, to conclude, that this work

was written in the Bengali language by one of the missionaries and re-
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composed by the author in French: for, as the object of it' is undoubtedly

that, stated by M. Sonnerat, namely to refute the doctrines of the

Purdnas and to lead indirectly to the introduction of Christianity, it was

evident, that to attain this object,, it must have been originally composed

in one of the Indian dialects.

At the time this inference was drawn, I was not aware that there existed

any means of verifying it, and it was chance that enabled me to ascer*

tain that the original of this work still exists among the manuscripts in

the possession of the Catholic missionaries at Pondicherry^ which are

understood to have originally belonged to the society of Jesuits, Besides

the Ezonr Vedarn^ there are, also, among these manuscripts, imitations

of the other three Vedas; each of these are in Sanserif in the Roman

character, and in French^ these languages being writtea on the opposite

pages of the manuscripts, to give them the appearance of originals with

translations annexed. As the best way of proving tothose competent to

form an opinion aa the subject, what these works really are, Lshall, pre-

viously to noticing ths-others, make an extract from the commencement

of the " Chomo Bedo," m, both languages, , giving:/the Sanscrit as it

appears in the work, and in its proper* orthography,, and I shall then state

the substance of each chapter of the five books into which the workas

divided, from the abstracts in the margin of the manuscript. I must

premise, however, that the corrupt pronunciation of the Sanscrit and

the peculiar mode of orthography^ adopted by the author to express at*

has made the reduction of the Sanscrit to . its natural state, .difficult and

liable to error,.



Modern Imitation of the "Ve"bas
5 &c. 5

The supposed translation of the " CAawio Redo,'?* (.Sama Ve'daA

thus .commences s-

" Zoimini touched
'
de compassion- el presses du tuLfesft d& sauvei* les

61 hommes qui dans ce siecle de peche s'estoient fait des fausses idees de

" la divinite entreprend deies- rappellef, a Pidee du vray-dieu en. retrain

t

6C a ieurs ieux ce que fait son essence et son caracthere, et d'abord il com-

« mence par luioffiirOes hommages de< la maniere q«i» suit Adoration
g

< au dieu quiamille tetes; il est le vengeur du crime le soutien de tout ce

" qui existeet le gcurou du mende
3

il est eternel de^a nature s il n'a jamais

"-eu-de principe; il n'aura jamais de fin et no fut jamais sujet au prestige

66 one syllabe compose son nom; il est le createur de toutes choses; il est

4i l'etreau dessus de tons <les etres, et le dieu de toute verite ; il est Petre par

" lui mesme; il est le voy de voys et le maitre des maitres et le lieu ou il fait

"•sademeure est le lieu du vray>bonheur| il est esprit de sa nature toujours

S£ le mesme et toujours venerable; il ne prouve dans lui m changementni

u vicissitude; il est .heureux et heureux par lui mesme ; il est en fin le com-

5t ble de toutes perfections et.au dessus de toutes nos connoissances, c'est

a au dieu qui a pour eeux qui Penvoquent la tendresse d'un way pere

" qui j'offre mes adorations et mes hommages et c9
est par la que je com-

u mence le livre que je_vay,.mettre au jour; puissent tons les hommes

" imiter cet example et commencer.,.tous leurs ouvrages par offrir leurs

* This title is, also, written " Chdmo Vedan."<

i The orthography and wording of the original hare been carefully retained in this extract.

B
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st hommages au vray dieu—Dans ce moment narajon qui avail entendu

" parler des difFerentes metamorphoses de la divinite et - qui avait donne

u dans toutes ces reveries se present les mains jointes devant Zoimini, le

" maitre du Vedon, le pria de la lui enseigner et lui dit."

IV". " Je suis seigneur tin homme tout Here a Perreurje m?adresse a

" vous comme au plus eclaire de tous les hommes pour vous prier de

&i m"*enseigner la route queje dots desormais suture pour me saucer."

Z. " II n^est point de vraye connoissance que cette que nous commu»

" niquer Le Vedon, Le Vedon est ce qit'il y a de plus grand, de plus

" sublime, de plus cache ', et les hommes livres a Verreur ne furentjamais

" en etdt ne de le gouter hi de le comprendre"

The Sanscrit of the preceding is as follows: the first line is written

exactly as in the original, in the second the orthography is corrected, a

few syllables conjecturally supplied, and a literal translation, according to

this reading, subjoined.

PROSE.

Poromo haroniko zaimeni koli kolmocho,

Parama cdrinico jaimenih, call calmasha.

The most merciful Jaimeni knowing the impurity of Cali,
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Bibranto sedocho hrommono ozatartoto,

Vibhrdnta chetasah brahmanah ajnydtdrthatah,

The minds of men were much confounded, and that from the want

of a knowledge of the deity.

Ognano holon oaddaron monochi hibedio^

Ajnydna uddhdram manasi vivedya.

The power of ignorance had sprung in their minds.

Adohu brommo sorgion boktun arebei

Adau brahmdcharyam vactum drebhe.

Began to declare the duties of Brahmachari,

Totrddolm poromanando siteno poromechoron nanamo^

Tatrddau paramdnanda chitena parameswaram nandma.

Then in the beginning, with a most delighted mind, he worshipped

the most high God.

VERSE.

1.

Oum choosero chirichan debon dux to nigroho hardkon^

Oni Sahasra sirsham defvam dusltfta nigraha cdracam.

Om ! the god with a thousand heads
5
who causeth the destruction

of the wicked,
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2,

Stapokon zontou adlnampromtochi zogaot gurum^

Bihdpacam jentu ddindm pranatdsmijagat gurum.

The establisher of all creatures. Him, I reverence the cliief of the

3.

Adaram chorho loJcanam tmadi nidonon prohun,,

Adhdram serva locdndm anadi nidjianam prahhum.

The supporter of all worlds, the Lord without,beginning, or end*

Ohedion chorho majanam pronotochi mohotprohun
9

Ah hedyam serva mdydnam pranatdsmi mahatprabhum.

Him
s
not subjected to ail the Mdyqs9 l reverence the great Lord.

o*

Okioram poromon ntiion MchuaJcion bichitochon hohun^

'Acsharam paramam nityam viswdchyam viswdsdm bhuvam*

The indestructible, the highest, the eternal. Him, who is called the

universe* the station of the happiness of the universe.

Chorho toiuamojon debon pronotochi poratporon*,

Serva tatwa mayam devam pranatdsmi pardtparam.

The God, who energizes all elements. Him, I reverence, the high-

est of the. high*
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7;

Prodono pourouchon chiddon chorbo gnanoiko koronm,

Pradtidna purusham siddjiam servajnydn'aica cdranam.

The chief male, the fixed, the sole cause of all knowledge.

8.

porat porotoron debon pronotochimoha probim,

Parot parataram devam pranatdsmi mahdprabjium.

The most high God, him I reverence, the great Lord.

9.

Porongioti porom damopobitron poromon podon9

Paramjyoti param djiamah pavitram paramam padam^

The highest light, the highest throne, the pure, the highest place.

10.

Chodoilco bobm poromon pronotochi mahachojon,

Sadaica bhiivam paramam pranatdsmi maha" sayam.

Him, whose nature never changes, the most high, I reverence Hoi,

whose ideas are sublime.

11*

Tdnchodanondo sit matron serextanam sorbo serexton.

Tarn saddnanda chin mdtram sreshtdnam sarva sreshtatam.

That pure spirit which is ever happy, of excellent things the most

excellent.

C
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12;

Nirgoimon nioton naton pronotochi h'ltanzoli,

Nirgunam niyatam ndtjiam pranatdsmi critanjalih.

Him, who is without qualities, who never varies, the Lord, him I

worship with joined hands.

13.

Porecho poromonodochoroiiagoto bossolo,

Pare'sa paramdiianda sarandgata vatsala,

O thou, the high Lord, O thou the pre-eminently happy, ihou

who shewest mercy to those who take refuge with thee*

14.

Trahimau koruno chindo mootito namostuie,

Tralii mam caruna sin,d
s

ho°> muctiddya namastuttf.

Deliver me, O sea of mercy ! for the sake of eternal beatitude, I

worship thee.

PROSE.

Iti cJii'chi-chi Jciarton brommo toutocho,

ItPsishya ^sicshPdr tham brahma stutasya.

Thus it was declared as an admonition to the disciples of Him,

who thus lauded the Supreme.

Itochin chomoje nanabotaro serobome boto narajono mahamaho
9

Etasminsamaye ndnhivatdra Jsravanav-at Narayana mahamaham,

At that time Narayana, who had heard of the various incarnations;
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Obapotochat kretanzoli houtua bedo gourun
9

Avdpatasmat cfitdnjelihhjiulwa Veda gurum.

Approached the great one and, reverently joining his hands,

be drew near to the teacher of the Veda,

Zoimeni richi boron prortojo^

Jaimeni fishi varam prapaya»

To Jaimeni, the select of the sages.

VERSE.

15.

N. Chondino himomidatm.ua no hinchit Jcritohan houln
3

Aham dina vimiid'atma na cinchit critavan hhuvi.

. I am a wretch whose mind is void of understanding) who hay©

done no good in the world*

16.

Kenome toronom noto* Jcoipoja bedo bistoron%

Cena me taranam ndtha cr'ipaya vada vistaram.

Wherefore, O Lord ! have pity on me, and tell me, at length by

what means salvation may he obtained,

17.

Ton bina gnojoto lolce nohidionte Icodassona,

Twdm vindjnydtayd Idee na vidyante caddchana.

Besides Thee, there is none in the world, who knows any thing

respecting it.
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18.

55. Bina bedat notognanam hedohi dourgnomon poron
9

Vina veddt natajnydnam vedahi durgamam param.

The knowledge of that, can he obtained only by the Veda, but

a knowledge of the Veda is most difficult to acquire.

19.

Pochondonadicarisso, bedo chastro chemussojon,

Pdshandandstitfarch, han Veda Sdstra samuchchayam.

Heretics and atheists have confused the whole of the Veda

Sdstra,

This specimen of the original will suffice to convince those acquainted

with the Sanscrit and with the changes it undergoes in the Prdcrits and

spoken dialects, that this work, whether the author were a Native or a

European, must either have originated in the provinces of Bengal and

Orissa, or have been composed by some one, who had there learned the

rudiments of the Sanscrit. As the establishment of this fact will tend

materially to facilitate the tracing of these forgeries to their origin, I

shall, also, endeavor to prove it to the satisfaction of those not acquainted

with the Sanscrit and its derivative dialects. The Bengali, with which

the Uddaya corresponds in most points to which the following obser-

vations extend, is written in a character derived in form and system

from the Ndgari, but rejecting many of the letters of the latter and

permuting others in a very corrupt but uniform mode: the more pro»
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y &ca 13,

yninent of these changes are the "rejection* Of the hissing and harsh

sibilants, being the thirty-first and thirty-second consonants of the Ndgari-

system, and the-substitution for theni of the 'soft fiibit&iif, expressed

throughout these works by the French ch; the-tttler" rejection of va as a>

letter and the substitution of ha in all cases where It ought to occur; the

conversion of the first vowel, a short, into ©, of the diphthong ai into o« s
°

of ya intoj$, (written in the preceding' extract gea) of cha into sa, ja

into. \m} and 1 of csli®
\
into ey-a ./(,kia}^ ' A comparison" ; of : the original

extract with the interlined correction will furnish repeated examples of

each of these changes—thus the soft sibilant- ch is written for the hissing

sibilant in the word chorbo, properly sarva, and for the harsh sibilant in

richi, r'ishi; in the first syllable of chirichon (sirsham) it is used for the

corresponding: Samcrii letter, but in the last it is substituted for the harsh

sibilant. In words bedo (Veda), debo (deva^ and many others va is

converted to ha-; majanam (mdydnam) is an instance of the conversion

of ya intoja,° somussojon (samwchchayam) of cha into sa and (Zoimeni),

(Jaimeni), of ja into za and of ai'inlooii' okioram for acsharam, affords

an instance of the lapse of the cska\—-All the Pseudo-Vedas conform, in

the Sanscrit part to these changes as' uniformly as they will be found to

take place in the preceding extract; and in addition, however, to these
J

dialectic variations the author has still farther disfigured the language by

dropping all the aspirated letters, as cha, g ha, chha, &c. and by retaining

only one of many compound consonants, as in the word-written lochia for

tasmiii, &c, ' -*

*
. ...... '

! . a '

j

I
,

=
* See Dr. Carey's Bengali Grammar for the several changes here noticed in the latter part of Sect. J#-

K On the pronunciation of the letters," frcm page 4 to 10.

D
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The following abstracts of the several chapters are inserted in the

margin of the French part and are evidently intended for the information

of the European reader only, as the views of the author are more

explicitly declared in them, than can possibly be gathered from the text

either of the original or translation,

'

;

'

i

> "
< e1 k

•
, / / « LIVRE l

tr—CHAPITRE I"."

" Contient
.
l'exorde de tout I'ouvrage, le motif qui a engage Zoimeni

" a le composer-—Dedieace de son Livre a L'JStre Supreme-caractere

™ du vrai gourou et ses fonctions."

« CHAPITRE 2nd."

" Qui contient une grande Idee de Dieu et de ses attributs et refute la

" fausse idee que les faux Vedes donnent de la Divinite, abrege de la

5' creation du monde.' 9

" CHAPITRE 3mV»

cs Traite de la creation fabuleuse des faux Veds, fait la refutation ; i!

se traite ensuite, de la vertu et de ceux qui sont habiles et inhabiles a lire

st le VedamP

« CHAPITRE 4mV

" Parle du vrai Dieu et du culte qu'on doit lui *endre-en etablissant

a le cutte du vrai Dieu
3

il condamne le culte que Naraion vent qu'on

" rende a Vichnoii et ChibP
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"LITRE 2n<1—CHAPITRE l"»

" Parle des 5 opinions fabuleuses de la Creation: la l
ere

appellee Pad-
a: mokolpo, attribuee a Vichnou; la

2

nde a la Tortue ; la 3me au Cochon; la

« 4me a Gonech-; la5me a la Deesse Biroza; ensuite il parle de la 2 nd& Crea-

" tion, attribue'e a la Tortue, du Deluge, de la Metamorphose, de L'Etre

" Supreme en Tortue, de la Creation d'une fille avec laquelle la Tortue

" se marie, des 3 mondes qui naisserit chacun d'un Oeuf que la fille

" produit au bout d'un million d'ans—du l
er

sortit le Chouargam un

," million d'anne'es apres sortit la Terre, du 2 nd Oeuf, &c. elle crea dans

" le Chouargam, Kachiopo et Odite qui eurent pour enfans Bamon, Indro^

i6 Coubero, les Geants, de Bamon est la caste des Brames, d'Indro celle

" des Roys, de Coubero celle des Marchants, and des Geants celle des

" Choudras."

« CHAPITRE 2BV

" Renperme la refutation du precedent—belle Ide'e de Dieu tire'e du

" vrai Vedam,

« CHAPITRE 3
me."

" Contient la continuation de la Metamorphose de L'Etre Supreme en

" Tortue, il renfermele systeme des Metamorphoses totales et partiales, c'est

" a dire qui renferment toute la divinite; systeme qu'on trouvera bien

M developpe' dans UOdorbo Bedo ou 4mc Fed, Li v. qui en parle ex •pro-'

" fesso, refutation de ce systeme—beau caractere du vrai dieu. Zoimeni

" fait dans ce chapitre Naraion auteur du faux Chama Ved, remarque

** essentielle."
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« LIVRE 3^-CHAPITRE rV'---

§* Contient la. Creation attribue'e aq..^o.c)iqn,,cfest PaAMiv^ou.^Etue

" Supreme, sous le nom de Gh(3 qui se metaF.aorpho.3e en Cochon3
:

..et.

66 Parvati sa famme en Ttuye pour retirer et jsoutenir .\a, Terre,

" description du Lieu qu5 habitait .Chid.'*-

i . .; i . oi>i .
•. . tu/'h iitili

'

'

« CHAPITRE *-,».

u Contient la refutation du precedent.'*3

« CHAPTBB y?w

u Contient la description de la creation que fit le Dieu Cbchon, '1^

fond du system© de cette creation.se trcuve dans le corps du vraiu

id 55" Esour Fed

« LIVRE 3~—CHAPITRE 4mV»

86 Est la refutation do precedent. 55

" LIVRE 4me—CHAPITRE 1«V»

66 Contient le mariage de Ghib L'Etre Supreme la naissance de son

u
fils Gonech3

la perte de sa tele, a la quelle Chib substitua celle d'utt

66 elephant et le commencement de la creation attribue'e a Gonech,' 5"

CHAPITRE -TV*

' s Est la refutation des fables du precedent,"'

CHAPITRE- a™,?-..

65 Parle de la maniere dont Gonech fit les 3 mondes avec ses ^ye.uxs*-

\
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7

w du l
cr

il fit le Chouargam; de celui du Milieu, la Terre; du 3mc le

Ci Patalam, il crea les 3 Gounalous>* il placa la Chotagunam dans le

" Chouargam, le Rozo Gounam sur la Terre'et le Tomo Gounam dans

& le Patalam ensuite il fait la description du Patalam qu'il parage en 7

" parties comme i! a partage ee devant dans les liyres precedents, la

" Terre en 7 Isles, jl assigne le nom, la figure, et les mceurg des

u habitans de chaeune de ces parties—ce chapitre finit par deux opinions

* 6 sur la nature de 1'ame les uns veulent qu'elle soit immortelle, sans

*6 principe et sujette aux Gounalous e't qu'elle se reunisse et s'identifie

* 6 avec Dieu en terns du Deluge, c'est a dire a la fin de chaque age

5

64 le autres qu'elle soit mortelle et qu'elle ne soit par rapport a Dieu

" que ce qu'est au soleil son image quand il se peint dans l'eau."

« CHAPITRE 4*V»

" Est la refutation du precedent. Zoimeni auteur du vrai Chama

Ci Vedarn combat comme faux le systeme qui fait Tame une emanation

w de Dieu qui va se reunir a Dieu a la fin de chaque age; systeme

" qu' Onguira, auteur de vrai Odurho Bedo, paroit adopter comme on

w le pent voir au lieu«"

" N. Preuve evidenteque le vrai Chama Vedaijietle vrai Odoi^bano,

46 Vtdam ne sont pas sortis de la meme main et que le Brame qui les a.

" communiques n'en^st pas l'auteur,"

* Tms word bas the plural termination of the Telugu language.

E
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« LIVRE 5
m% CHAPITRE TV

44 Traite de la Creation par la Deesse Biroza et des 3 Gounalous,

44 ensuite vient la refutation, et ce que c'est 3 Gounalous selon les

44 vrais Vedams, ce qu'ils en disent a donne occasion an* fables des faux

44 Veds sur les Gounalous; le chapitre finit par enseiguer ce qu'il taut

44 faire pour se sauver*" ,>

« CHAPITRE T>' . .)

44 Developpe le systeme de Dieu autant qu'aroe imiverseUe, ilpavla

44 aussi des 5 Elements et des 5 Ceiux, ou d«s £ E^peces des BouSiuns

44 apres la mort, dont le plus parfait est Tideatite- a,ve$ Dieu, ce systems

44 est bien developpe."

«« CHAPITRE 3T-"

64 Refute le precedent, 5 '

.

.
« GHAPITRE 4*V»

44 Parle de la maniere dont BtRoza. crea, tout—=>refutation-~nouvdla

44 idee de Dieu, de la L^>i q l'ii donna au l* p homme,.. de l'amour

44 parfait, du ciel ou de I'etemite bien heureuse, ce qu'il faut faire

44 pour Pobtenir; de la- nature de Dieu et^ de 1'am©,, le tout tire du

44 vrai VedamP

The following is a list of the- manuscripts and a sketch of their

contents. I have for the sake of easy reference numbered them as chance

brought them to notice during the examination^ but the originals are not

so distinguished^
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: .
.
No. 1 ? ,,

A copy of the Ezour Vedam in French only,, probably 'the. original

phence the transcript sent to France was made, as the original title of

the. work
s
" Jozour Bedf which pppaars at the head of the first page has

liee^.crqssed wkh';a«pen'and the words « FzouxiV.edam^. as it stands in

the, printed book^writte'a above it.-, Tu£ fonder is the«iodeii* w,hic]*:the

$a/£scr^,.na.i^e';V/oiildbs. written .ancl'pi'ono^nQ.ed- in. the. dialect of Bengal?

and is-in conformity with the orthography cf> the rest -of. the -workf. ,-th.e-

substituted title approaches the, pronunciation of ,the inhabitants, of the,

§>outh of India,.but is, still incorreqt, ,ss.. it, ought, to-be. written. Yeji.tr*

Vedam. The contents of this manuscript appear.. to-be exactly the same as

the printed work s as. I had, not, however,, an opportunity af perusing....the

whole of the latter, I. can only speak decidedly of.the- former part which

Is thesame as the manuscript.- . It consists wholly^Qtatcolioquy-.between •

Ghoumonto -(Sumanta),-and -Biaci* (Vya'sa) and is
j

divided into six,

books, of . which .the, 1st contains- six. chapters, the &d 9 3ds @th and

7th six
3
and the 4th and 5th five each. -

This- manuscript > is a quarto volume bound in black leather/ Ife s

contains that .parLof .the " Zpzocki. KQrmo Btfdo^ which treats on Ihe

Sandhyibi &g. the whole of the >J£zour. rVsdam,, as -contained in the

preceding, manuscript, &nd the eupplement of \hQ,-]£a<Mr-:Vedam,> All. is
•

33 ':. i jg

* TuEj.erud^.nQfla^ is Yeju.s.h, the fiuiaj ,consoo*nt of which ia Btvder, cerUio rules, convertible

to r^nd A...
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French only without the Sanscrit.—*Tt is a fair copy of the French part

of some of the manuscripts hereafter mentioned.

No."3.

A single section quarto, entitled in French t
u La Chakadu Riketde

6C Ezour Vedamf in Sanscrit and French. Many passages are un-

translated, a corresponding blank being left in the French page.

" Rik Beder Chaka" is the Sanscrit title. It consists of dialogues between

« Poipolado," as the teacher, and « Narodo," as the disciple. Tiie

subject of the first is the origin of evil. Narodo at the commencement says:

" Vous avez dit en parlant de la creation que Bieu crea d'abord un

" homme qui devait donner naissance au reste du genre humain, ee

" premier homme n'estant qu'un, il n'avait par consequence qu*une figure

" d'ou vient done que ceux qui sont nes de iui sont de differentes figures

u d'ou vient que les uns sont vertueux les autres pecheurs, voila que je ne

64 puis com'prendre cette diificulte ne se trouve point dans le sisteme qui

6C
j

9ay suivi et que j'ay enseigne jusqu^icL"

This work is divided into four dialogues, each consisting oftwo chapters?

in the former Narodo, who may be considered either as the Indian

Sishya, or the Christian Neophyte, states the point of doctrine or the

religious rite to be described, which in the latter^ Poepolado, the Indian

Guru, or Christian priest, confutes. The abstracts at the end of each

second chapter will shew the subject of each dialogue:—-the first is

" iti risi dokino chake kormo prodomiio baronon, proton oullacho,"
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(iti rich! dacsliina sace carma pradanya varanam prathama ullasa*), ren*

deredin French, « du rik chaka refutation da sentiment qui fait desoeuvres

46 le principe de tout le bien et de tout le mal que nous eprouverons." 2d

Dialogue; « iti risi pottioio chake adiatniko zogue kuondonon 2 oullacho,"

(iti richi paschima sace adyatmicayoge c'handanam ullasa), " du risi

u chaka refutation de la maniere propose dans le chapitre- precedent

M pour parvenir par le rnoyende la meditation a I'etre purement spirituel.55

3d Dialogues t€
iti risi autaro chake boichichiko serexte baronem 3

" oullacho,55
(iti richi isttara sace vais6shaca srishti varanam 3 ullasa)

* £ du risi chaka refutation de Sa prokrite et de la creation qu'on lui

" attribue." 4th Dialogue: " iti risi purba chake kalponiko diano baro-

" Rem 4 oullacho,' 5
(iti richi purva sac&Qalpanica-dhyana varanam 4 ul«

lasa). The substance of this chapter is not stated in the French part, the

Sanserif means the refutation of the practice of meditation^ proceeding

from human invention, not divine authority.

The €< Zozur Beder -ChakaJ* like line Ezour Vedam, consists of col-

loquies between Choumonto as teacher and Biach as disciple, (See No. 1),

the work consists of four parts, called bistaro,(oistara)j which literally

means a collection of words and may be rendered a division, chapter, or

as in the French^ a dialogue ; the first relates to the Sucftapta Sddhana,

the means of obtaining happiness by the worship of various objects con-

* Ulla'sa, means literally that which is pleasant, an entertainment, but here a division, chapter,

or dialogue.

F
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sidered sacred, such as the Salagramam, &c. the second to the worship

of Ganes a, considered as the Supreme Being; the third relates to the

notion that brutes possess knowledge (« connoissanee") and are capable

of virtue and vice like haman beings and to other points, which the

author supposes to be connected with the Hindu doctrine of the trans-

mio-ration of souls ; and the fourth the mythological account of the several

Manus and Manwantaras. Like the former, each dialogue is dividedinto-

two parts, containing the statement of the dogma and the refutation.

This manuscript contains, also, the title " 'Chamo BederChaka," but

it is followed by one verse only, six blank leaves being left for this C/iafoi,.

which seems never to have been- written.

The hand writing of this manuscript differs from that in which the.

Ezour Vedam is written, but agrees with that of the Sdma Vedam and.

of all the others in which the Sanscrit and French are found together.

The 'Sanscrit part, of all these manuscripts contains many alterations and

variations of reading in the same hand, either inserted in the margin or

interlined j these sometimes correct, sometimes alter the sense and are

such as an author only would mike to an original work. A single ex-

ample of this, will perhaps be sufficients—a line in the "Chamo Bedpf?

is thus written. in the text—" pizouch o- kolochon tiokUia. bicho bandon

« zotipsoti" (piyusha calasha tyectwa visha bhan d am yedi'psati) and an

asterisk over." pizoucho," refers to the woi;d." omrito," which has the

saiiie meaning, in the margin, indicating that the author intended the

Ike to be read "omrito koloshon," &c. and this substitution agrees with the
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French, which is

—

4t qui rejetterait un vase plain d'amrouion pour aller

" -s'eiiiiivre de venain^'

No. "4.

A single section quarto, rather less than th s precedirigy - entitled

fiC Odorbo Beder Chaka" in Sanscrit and French :—it consists of four dia»

iogues between-" Otri-" (Atri) and ii Ons-ira" (Angiras) on thsseveral

subjects stated in the abstracts, appended to each, and' copied below.

The translation- of this work, Ihm conamsncesj " Atrij J'ay entendu de

Sf - votre bouche^ UOdorho. Vedmi ja voudrais bien^e&cora apprende de

" wous quelque< expedient facile pouiydelrutre et efiucer les peehes. J'e n

* & appris un. dans ce -gout dans le temps que je demeurais dansle -bonsjuo

"-dechan je vous-?n ferai part si vous me promebtez de nervous mettre en*

66 colere.?? The words here underlined, occur again at the conclusion of

the next speech of AtrIv when the following- marginal-note is referred to,

6t
il est a Pest du Benguale ;

,? this seems to corroborate the notion that

these- works, were composed, in BengaL—The titles of the several

dialogues, in the French part are " de Podorbo chaka refutation du

66 genre de penitence proposee dans le chapitre. precedent,"^-The

penance here alluded to, should rather be. called an.expiation, as it is the

prayaschittam, prescribed in the Dherma-Sdstram^ for the slaughter of a

cow, manslaughter, &.c. " De l'ordorbo chaka refutation de la meditation

M qui a pour objet et qui se termine au pronobos"—" de Podorbo

" chacko refutation du genre de penitence appellee otos"—

-

w de Podorbo

" ckfco refutation du rentiment qui sentient que c'est la volonte qui est

M purine ei du genre de penitence proposee pour cela,"—At the end of
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the manuscript, this remark is found? «ce livre et eatre les mains de tous

66 les Pouroitudu* c'est leur rituel."
m

No. 5.

The " Chama Vedan," noticed at the commencement of this paper

is on two sections foolscap and is endorsed " Chama Vedam, l
er

caierM

(Cahier). Besides this, there are other portions of this ¥e da, indorsed

severally. « Du Chama Vedon, 3m€ cajer" in one section j

—

H* premier

cayer de la supplement du Chama Vedam" (in Sanscrit, u€hamo Beder

« Oupo Bed") in one section: "3™ 4m* et 5me cajer de supplement du

Chamo Vedam" in four sections. The first of these is in French only,

the others in French and Sanscrit. The first consists of dialogues be-

tween Zoimeni and Naraion, respecting the Pamhangon and the

astrological notions of the Hindus, which it professes to refute. The

several sections of the second, also, consist of dialogues between the

same persons, but with a change of character, for here Naraion is made

the teacher and Zoimeni the disciple. The translation of that indorsed

" premier cajer," commences thus? " Zoimeni euchante de la beaule du

" Vedam qu'il venait d'entendre et charme tout a la fois de verites qui y
kc sont continues y prit gout et dans Pempressement d^en apprendre

" d'avantage s'adresse de nouveau a Naraion et lui dit continues

" seigneur a m'instruire de la nature du premier etre et a me developer

* This word has the nominatire masculine termination of the Telugu language : it means a domestic

priest.
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" ses grandeurs." The general subject h explained by this extract.

The third section is the same in form as the preceding:—the Sanscrit

abstract of the first chapter of that indorsed " 3 n " Cajer," is " iti

66 Gkomo OupaBede adia, prokrite DuRGAabotarokotono pollabon" (ili

Sdma Upa Vedi adya Pracrili Durga avatara catjiana pallavarn), which

may be rendered, the section of the Sama Upa Vedam, containing the ac-

count of the Aoatdrams of the goddess Durga', considered as primaeval

nature; the whole relates to the several PracrUis and Avatarams, detailed

by " -Zoimeni," and refuted by "Naraion;" the abstract of the last

chapter ends with a speech of Naraion's, in answer to an account given

by Zoimeni, of the four-faced Brahma, of which the following is the

commencement: " J'ay entendu tout ce que tu viens de dire au sujet de

" Bramma aquatre visages, tout cela est une pure fiction, un pure mensonge

46 ecoute moi je vay fee cpyaincre;''^=and it concludes by denying* the

divinity of Brahma", and asserting: him to have been a man in all respects

resembling other human beings.

Connected with the last mentioned manuscripts is a single section,

containing detached passages, in Wrench and Sanscrit, with many

alterations and corrections: it appears to consist of original notes to

facilitate the composition of the several parts of these works,

* An extract is hereafter given from this part of this manuscript, as 3 Specimen c:i the French

translation,

G
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No. 6.

The next manuscript to be noticed is one apparently older than any yet

mentioned, though written in the same hand : it is on foolscap, bound in

parchment and is much stained and worm-eaten: there is no general titles

but the first leaf of the French is headed, " Du Sartdia^ and the abstract

after one of the books mentioned is " De Zozochi Kormo Beda, des actions

66 propres des Br'ames, refutation du sandiade midi.M^—It professes, there-

fore, to be the Carmacdnd'am of the Yejur Veda, containing a, refuta-

-lion of the ceremonies observed in performing the Sandjiya at noon..

This work contains an account of ail the 'Brahminical ceremonies, as

prescribed in the Smritik'kt'id what the author calls, the " Refutation,"'of

each; the interlocutors are, as m'J the other Ezmir Vcdam^ ," Biach,"'-

who gives the detail of the several cerembhie^, and IS Ch'owmo'nto,." who*

refutes them.—-Each book or chapter, as in most of the other manuscripts

is regularly divided into two parts, as here indicated'; the account of the

ceremonies and the refutation of them. The following is an extract from

the 33th books "33 Livre, du ZjzocIu Kormo Be do de la maniere de
46 donner la vie aux i doles etdelesanimer;?* being the commencement of

the second part or refutation. « G„ Til viens- de me faire part des

" grandes ceremonies qui sei t a animer un statue et a lui donner la vie9

" tu a dit d'abord que les Clwuires ne peuvent point faire cette ceremohie-

" et qu'ils doivent appeller un..Bmme pour la faire en leurs noms. Dieu
« a cree les quatres castes pour pratiquer la, vertu si c'est done un act

" du vertu de faire pareille chose pour quol en sont ili exclus?" The-

last book, "-42-livrej" of this, work ends thus: "Du Zozochi Kormo
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" Bedo refutation de ce qui a este dit au sujet des epreuves ^—" iti

** Zoz. Kor» Bed* noro krite porikia barono bibeko—42 livre,
59

" Fin de VBzour V(fdam,"

" Jesus-.- i Mama. Joseph,,59

No.- 7;

The manuscript next to be noticed is in large quarto or small' folio,

bound in-' parchments—it is written in
1

the Sams hand as the rest, but

fairer and has fewer corrections v-—it is less damaged and apparently not

go old as the -one last' noticed"—On the back of the first leaf, the title is

thus written:-'"-!" "Liv s Rik ' Vfdam,"* and the translation is headed

" llik" Beder'Odpo Bed.™ This manuscript which is probably the

largest of the whole, though it" does not greatly exceed some of the

others, contains eight sections ! of* nine sheets- each,, or, 28& pagesr

each page contains about 5Q lines of " sixteen syllables each, being

the half stanza of the- Anushtuip or blom Vriltam, and, consequently,

the whole work consists of IS, 123 lines or» 8,084 ''stanzas* At the end of

this manuscript are two -dates on a^ slip of paper, on which the conclude

ing lines of the translation are written, one is
4S Annee 1732," the other

" Annee 1-75 1." This work professes to be an Upa Veda of thcRzo* Veda?

it commences as follows:. " Narado n'etant entierement point satisfait

f* de ce qu'ilvenait d'entendre au sujet de la creation chercha a proposer

« de nouveau ses doutes a Poipolado et lui dit s N. J ?ay entenda seig-

* Tins title, which is in the Tamil language and character is correctly spelt, according to the

orthography of that language Iruccu V&dam,
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" neur ce que vous venez de me dire au sujet de la creation mais je.ne

" suis point pleinement satisfait ; ayez la bonte d'entendre a votre tour

" ce que j'en say moi mesme et ce que j'en ay entendu dire—je viens

" soumettre le touta votre examen—-je trouvray dans vos responses de

" quoy achever de dissiper mes erreurs."—The -abstract *>f the first

chapter iss " Bu Rife Opo Bedo du sisteme qui donne au monde la

* fc figure d'une fleur et des grandeurs de la deesse Ta'ra qui habite sur la

" l
ere

fueille a Pest.' 5 This chapter (Commences by -stating, that

64 Durga l'etre Supreme, l'etre eternal, a pris sous le norn de Ta'ra' une

64 figure humain et paroit soubs la figure de une femaie pourque les

hommes puissent plus aisement fixer «ur elle leurs imaginations et leurs

coeurs, eHe qui cree qui conserve et qui detruit tout c^est elle stussi

" qui soubs difFerents noms exerce la mesme puissance dans tous les

" autres difFerentes pais. Le ministre qu'elle Pest chuisee pour conamu-

Gt niquer aux hommes ses ordres et pour conserver tout ce qu'elle a cree

66 est une oye (
u O/ic/io,' 5 Hamsa),, blanche d"une grandeur extraordi-

5t naire qui la transporte d'un lieu a un autre avec la meme rapiditc

u que le vent. Le principale occupation de qette oye est de celetorer

41 les grandeurs de la deesse et de dire ineessament—Beepe ^ui avez

* 6 donne l'etre a Br&mma, a Roudro, a Indro, «t qui avez cree toutes

&& choses pour quelle fin nVavez vous cree moy mesme dignez me don-

6 = ner vos ordes et m'apprendre ma destinee," Then the work proceeds

in a dialogue between the goddess and *' L'Oi/e,"* in which the princi*

(t

6«

* The word thus tranlated in the original,, " Onchd," Hamsa
y

is either the swan or the phcenicopte-

tos ; in Southern India the former is usually represented as the vehicle of Saraswat/, and of the

goddess Ta'ra" here mentioned (called, also the black Saraswati ), and at 6««ths latter : —There are
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pal part is- borne by the former. She instructs her pupil in ^ every thing

relating to the arrangement of the universe which she thus describes s;

sc La fleur qui compose le monde repondit la deesse est elle mesme com-

" pose de dix feuilles je dois me metamorphoser sur chacune des ces

" feuilHs et'y'paroitresoubs differents figures tu auras: la mesme sort et

" tu insiruiras les'hotomes- des different vertus qu?ils;xioivent pratiquer et

" quels sont lesS S8scri&ees- qu'ils doivent ifiteffrir..
,

-

i—Then follows 'an.

account of .(he first leaffof the. flower.,:
:
which 0oi^8 1 iL^t-es i Ua© first.part of the

^hapteiv whicji i^ secceeded by a reflation ; as in'.lthet.'&rmer. manUs-*:

erupts* 'the- abstract of -the last spart of th©? second- ohapte'K% u Rik

** 'Gpe'B'edt) refutation; de second©-' feuille et des-grato&efe* ^q^Bima ;'
3

each of the ten leaves of the flower of theamiverse -arid Ih&tM. u4ve0drania

©f the goddess being described and refuted in. a separate chapter»-=~The

title of the second division of this work- -fe the " Rik Cormo Bedo ?y it is-

nearly the same in form and substance as the " Zozoche Rowno Bedo;™

each ehapter ^divided, as m this' work; 'into- '^ ^tafcettierit 'hi -the'^'cert -

Bionies* and a^reftitatk>n of them 5 it treats, 'first, ofl
c
\fo& several rnodes of

performing^jenaneeg or expiations ("des penitences ^pow>#3 peches 5
*)!

©f daily ioes^mbnies{ {C~des actions jounalieTes^):; the' marnrngv noon and

three. distinction? of Hamsa, the Rqjd-Hamsa,.yriih a, nrlk whiia body and .deep xed bjeak. and tegs.

this is the phcenicopteros or flamingo : the Mallicicska-Hamsa, with brownish beak and legs, and

ifte ^i
h^riar4^7raTf£amsSi^tk'hhck beak and; legs-, p&,'\ztt<ttip#he.z$$>'apecm swan,- the former 3

variety.—The gait of an elegant woman- is compared by the Hindu poets to the proud bearing of the

swan in the water
; J!o>

tneraTj making a mistake similar to that jn_the_ text
3

translates ajpassa^.. _j

*which this allusion occurs in words to the following purport : her gait resembled that of the Goose,

„®th$?r wjit^Srh&Ye fallen4nto Che .satae error,-

, , , , ; ; ; , ;,.,'" £& j 1 lo
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evening, sandjiya; the festivals observed in the several months of the

year, &c, &c.
,

No. 8.

In five sections placed under the same cover as the foregoing, but not

belonging to it, being written less closely and on older paper, is found

another part of the " Zozochi Kormo Bcdo :"—it is defective at the

commencement and ends with the fifth book, M 5 Livre." Tiie abstract

at the end of the first chapter it contains is

—

fS Da Zozoeho Kormo

" Bedo, refutation de ce qua se pratique dans le moss achino et en particu-

" Her du sacrifice de Durgua." It treats of the various sacrifices and

offerings to Durga', Cali, &c. &c.

es

Having afforded a general view of the contents of these manuscripts*

I shall add a few conjectures, very imperfect certainly, as to their origin,

and some remarks on the mode in which the forgery has been executed.-*-

There prevails among the more respectable native Christians of Pondim

cherry an opinion,, on what authority founded I know not, that these

books were written by Robertus de Nobilibus:* this personage, of the

Society of Jesuss
and the founder of the Madura mission, long the most

flourishing of any that ever existed in India$ is weM known both to
•

* Robertus de Noeilibus or Robert de Nobilis, s. near,r£latioo -of his holiness Marcet,t,us the If.

and the nephew of Cardinal BellarmiNj founded the Madura mission about the year 1620. See note A,
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.'

Hindus and Christians^ under the Sanscrit title ofTatwa-bodha Swa'mi

as the author of many excellent works in Tamil, on polemical theology.

In one of these, the A'tma-nirmya-vioecam, he combats the opinions of

the various Indian sects on the nature of the soul, and exposes the fables

with which the Puranas abound, relative to the state of future existence,

and in an other, Punerjenma A'cshepa, he confutes the doctrine of the

metempsychosis. Both these works, in style and substance greatly resem-

ble the controversial part of the Pseudo-Vedas ; but these are open

attacks on what the author considered false doctrines and superstitions

and no attempt is made to veil their manifest tendency, or to insinuate the

tenets they maintain, under a borrowed name or in an ambiguous form.

The style adopted by Robertus de Nobilibus is remarkable for a

profuse intermixture of Sanscrit terms; these to express doctrinal notions,*

and abstract ideas, he compounds and recompounds with a facility of

invention, that indicates an intimate knowledge of the language whence

they are derived, and there can be no doubt, therefore, that he was fully

qualified to be the author of those writings. If this should be the fact,

considering the high character he bears among all acquainted with his

name and the nature of his known works, I am inclined to attribute to

him the composition only, not the forgery, of the Pseudo-Vedas.^ It

* He first translated in Tamil the prayers of the Catholic church as used by the Christians in the

south of India, and all terms employed by them to convey ideas peculiar to the Christian faith are derived

from hira : they are found in Besciu's Tamil-Latin Dictionary, under reference to his authority.

+ See note A. The passage quoted from Mosheim was pointed out to mc after this paper was written.

Which isjuster, the character Robertus de Nobilibus bears in India for probity or that he appears

to have obtained in Europe for fraud, is not for me to determine. I shall only remark, that it was long

the fashion for Protestant writers to calumniate indiscriminately the Jesuits.
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is not improbable that the substance of them as they now exist is from

'his pen, and that they consisted originally, like his works in Tamil, of-

.detached treatises on various controversial points, and that some other
.

-

hand has since arranged them in their present form, imposed on them
s

•

a false title, transcribed them into the Roman character and translated

them into French. To effect this would have been easy and would have

required comparatively but little knowledge of the Sanscrit: the dissertations

were probably divided by their author, as they now stand, into a state-
•

- •
' >1

•'.<..••-. '

merit of the points in controversy and a refutation' of them ; all that was
'

necessary, therefore, was to prefix the prosaic introductions and to add
:Oi i ...

i . .
-

'

the final abstracts containing the title given them5
and they received at

•once the form they now bear. This supposition appears sufficient to

gecoupf, for every appearance which they exhibit
';

it explains why the

Sanscrit does not appear in its appropriate character and orthography,

'

'^
» -

'

-

'

:

-• i ' '- •*

in which it is difficult to suppose it was not originally written by the

author, and it also, explains (what I shall proceed to demonstrate), why

the translation is not always a faithful version of the original.
'

.
•

. . •

'

\
. - ;

,

•' : ''-.- n '.'.''.
The Sanscrit' scholar will readily perceive, that ihe'w'hole of the'French

translation of the extract fronilhe 66 Chamo Fec?o,""is'ibb'se and defective,

and this will, also, appear by a comparison ' of it with the English

translation* 'In tnTS!!rrnre of the im^ocation^one of the epithets .ap^U©.d

to Ihe deity ^ OJaoBi^X^cShararri^^ is rendered In ^lh^ French ^ Une

« syllable
: cdfnpowsbn nbm 5

?3 ;a version, for which there, is, no foundation

whatever ; Je^hara it is' trite," as
:a noun substantive in thefeitiiniu&gender9

signifies a-letter, but Acsham^Mi, as a noun of quality, and an epithet

applied to the deity means/iii'Indestructible, Hie tiifimie:"* $st*
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version of this extract to the end of the invocation, bears but little resem«

blance to the original, as a comparison of the two last lines with the

translation will sufficiently demonstrate.

Pares a paramdnanda sarandgata vatsala>

high I^ord f O pre-eminently happys O merciful to those taking

yefuge with thee I

w II est heureux et heureux parlui mesme, il est enfinle comble de

cf jtoutes perfections et au dessus de toutes nos connoissances.
,i

'

Trdhi mam carund sindho muctiddya namaslate.

Peliver me, O sea of mercy ! for the sake of beatitude reverence to thee

!

** C3
5est au dieu qui a pour ceux qui Penvoquent la tendresse d'un

JW vray pere que j'offre mes adorations et mes hommages. 35

Though the turn given to the last may be conformable to French

taste, it js scarcely possible that the translation of these verses could have

proceeded from the pen of the author of the original.—The concluding

sentence of this part of the translation " Et c^est par la queje commence

" le livre9
n &c, is entirely wanting in the Sanscrit

This comparison however, though the selection of the passage on

which it is founded was entirely fortuitous, certainly affords a less favor-

able idea of the manner in which the translation is executed, than in

general it deserves: I subjoin, therefore, an extract from the " Chamo

I
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" Oupa Bedo" correcting the orthography of the Sanscrit &nd adding

an interlined literal translation in English*

Brahmana iswara nityam nPdvatdrascha nischayah,

Brahma" is not the eternal God and certainly not. an incarnation

of him.

• JVo srishti tasyajagatah cevalam nararupaca'h a

Nor is he the- creator of the world, he is merely a human being'.

Yathd tioam cha tathd sahi viseska ndsti cinchana,.

And as thou art, so is he, there is no difference whatsoever,

Si^ishtin, ndsampdlanantu criyati* sa swayam-prabhuk.

Creation, destruction and preservation, these caused he, the self-rul

Lord.

mg

Tasifdvatdra nasty eva gunddisparsyanam tatfa
To him there is no incarnation, nor the contact of quality and the rest.

Na vivdham striyah swargam caddchit apt Myante'.

Nor are marriage, women or a peculiar heaven in any way known!
to him.

o pre.™ ttemetre
, Curuti, the media, for. « CrV, Do; C„^ is lU passi,clmJktm^taerewre, made to govern the accusatives in the sentence.
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Tasmdt bhrdntim paretyajya Brahma drddhanam 'curu.

Therefore, quitting delusion, do reverence to the Supreme,

Anyet sevam swapna tuiyam catham iasmin ratinckaret.

All the rest is a dream, why place affection on it ?

" Le Bramma a quart'res visages n'est certainement pas le premier
44 etre, il n'en est point une incarnation, ce n'est point lui qui a cree

61 tout ce que nous voyons; il n'est qu'un homme, un homme comme toy

" et entre lui et toy il ne a tralle difference. C'est le premier etre qui

"' seul a cree toutes choses c'est lui qui les conserve et les detruit a son
65 gremais cet estre ne s'est point encarne connue tu le dis; il ne s'est

sfr point uni'aux gounalou; il n'a jamais eu de commerce avec les femmes,

4& tfest* une impiete de dire et de le penser quittez done tout ce qui

4& n'est que prestige et mensonge pour ne t'attacher que lui.""}*

In the former part of this version the sense of the orginal is preserved

with sufficient exactitude, but that of the three last lines is greatly ob-

scured. Comparing this with the former extract, a generally correct

notion may be formed of the mode in which the whole translation is

executed, and, notwithstanding the identity I have noticed between the

* Not in the original.

+ The whole scope of these writings may be inferred from this extract : the intention is evidently to

destroy the existing belief, without regarding consequences or caring whether a blank be substituted for

it or not. To the doctrine here taught, as preparatory to a system of deism, nothing can be objected;

but, after the teacher has succeeded in convincing his pupil that the deity nev«r was incarnated, how

is he to instruct him in the mysteries of the Christian faith ?
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hand writing, both of the Sanscrit and French, throughout the manu>

scripts, for those may be copies only, I think the judgement which will be

formed will lead to the conclusion against the probability of the author

and translator of these works having been the same person, and though

the establishment of this point, will not prove the truth of the conjecture

I have ventured to offer on their origin, it will corroborate any circum>

stances which may be hereafter discovered tending to establish it.

The conclusion would be natural., that a person, who had acquired

such an extensive command of the Sanscrit language as to be qualified

to compose these works, and such a knowledge of the ceremonial

observances and religious tenets of the Hindus, as to enable him to

compile the materials of which they are formed, would have made

himself acquainted, also, with the form and substance of trie writings he

was about to imitate, as essentially necessary to the success of his forgery
;
g

on the same principle, indeed, however different, the motive, that a

common swindler imitates*, even to the minutest stroke, the signature of

the person he intends to defraud* And, thus concluding, it might celv

tainly be expected that these Jesuitical forgeries were nearly the same

as the real Vedas ; that they were the same In general arrangement,

style of composition, as verse or prose, and in matter, as far as compatible

with the intentions of the author: in none of these, however, do they

bear to the writings, the title of whicfr they assume^ the most distant

The contents of the several Vedas and their general character are

well explained by Mr, COlebrooke, in his Dissertation 6C on the Vedas
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** or Sacred Writings of the Hindus?* m the eighth volume of the Asia*

tic Researches and the veil in which ignorance had shrouded these

writings has, therefore, been removed, More recently, translations of

parts of them have been made 5* but much remains still to be known,

and the following observations on their -arrangement, substance, and

style of composition, if not possessing the recommendation of complete

novelty, may perhaps be found to afford some addition to the knowledge

we possess on a subject, which, until lately, was involved in impenetrable

obscurity : they are here introduced to prove the assertion made in the

preceding paragraph and to shew that in these particular the Pseudo*

Vedas differ, toto casta, from the genuine Vedas,

The four Vedas, including the AVharvana under that title, are eaeh

commonly divided into two parts : the Purva-cdridam, the anterior

division, also called Carma-cdridam, the division on works; and the

XJttara^cdiidam, the posterior division, also, called the Jnydna or

J&rahma-cditdam, the division on knowledge or on God. The former

relates to religious works, appoints sacrifices and other ceremonies, and

prescribes the mode in which they are to be performed. The latter

relates to spiritual knowledge, teaches the being and nature of the god-

bead, of the soul, &c. The substance of each of these great divisions is

technically arranged under three heads s First, Vidki; Precepts, teaching

in the Pdrva-cdridam the fruit to be expected from every rite, as

* The Isopanishat, with a trz.nlation, is appended to Dr. Carey's Sanscrit Grammar, and of this

and 0/ the Cenbpanistiat, a version, after Sancaka" ctiA'r.yA's Commentary, has been nude by Ra'u

Mo'hen Rai, and published at Calcutta,

K
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Swdrgd'Cdmah.agniskt'&man curyat, He who desires- to obtain, the hea«

ven of the inferior deities, let him perform the sacrifice, called Agnish*

t'dma, and in the Uttam-cdtiidnv, the merit obtainable through medita-

tion, by which the devotee approximates to a true knowledge of God,

the nature of the soul, &c. as Mdcsha-cdmah dtmdnam jdniydt, He

who desires eternal beatitude must understand the nature of spirit.

Secondly, Mantramy in the Purva-cdndam, this term includes Prayers

and Hymns, addressed to various deities and appointed to be used at

sacrifices and other religious rites, as that found both in the Ric and

Yejur Veda, and used in the performance of the Homam, or daily oblation

of fire, beginning Agni viswabhuc, &c. Fire vjho devourest the

world, &c. In the Uttara-catidam it is applied both to Hymns and Solemn

Addresses to the Supreme Being and Didactic Explanations of his nature

and attributes* as that part of the Taitiriy^opanishat, beginning Brahma

vijnytfnam anantam satyani, &c» The Supreme is essential intelligence,

infinity, truth, &c. Thirdly, Brahma-nam ; * this term, as applied ts>

the Piirva-candam, embraces two distinct things :—it is given to Pre'

cepts declaring the mode in which religious rites are to be performed,

thus: Yedyanudfiiit ag-ti'dvasiamiydt yejnyd ndsyet, If the fire be tak-

en up when the sun has sety the sacrifice perishes ; or it is synonymous

with the Itihdsa or narratives found in this portion of the Vedam ; in

the Uttara-cdndam., it is also synonymous with the Itihdsa and is ap-

plied to precepts teaching how a knowledge of the Supreme Being, the

nature of the soul, &c. may be obtained, of which the following sentences

* Mantram and Brdhma-nam, as collective teras
3
have ameanhag different from those here assigned

them; as explained in the following note.
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from the Taitiriy'opanishat are instances, Ydvad'bjiedas tdvmi^navcda.

Inasmuch as he admits a difference (between, universal and individual

spirit) insomuch is he ignorant. N9a charyam anupasadya Brahma-

veda. The Supreme cannot be known ivithoist obtaining a teacher.

It follows from what has been said, that the whole Veda treats on two

subjects' only, religion and devotion: by religion I intend all that

relates- to external worship; by devotion all that relates to internal con-

viction. The ideas conveyed by the words I have thus rendered, Car*

mam and Jnydnam, correspond nearly with our theological terms : ivorks

andfaith; the first literally, means work, act, and deed; the second know-

ledge; but without knowledge true faith cannot exist, and from faith

devotion immediately proceeds. The substance of the Veda, as divided

into two portions* treating* respectively on these subjects, may thus be

recapitulated: in the anterior portion, on religion,, are contained pre-

cepts teaching the fruit obtainable from all religious rites, the prayers to

be addressed to the various dekties-f* presiding over them, and precepts

teaching the mode in which they are to be performed:—in the posterior

portion, on devotion, are contained precepts teaching the merit obtain-

able by devotion, addresses direct to the deity and explanations of his

nature and attributes, and precepts, teaching how a knowledge of him

* The Puroa-cdndam, consisting chiefly of hymns, is often termed Mantrum generally, and so

considered, is composed of the Mantrams of the four Vedas ; to each Veda is attached a number of

treats, termed Upanishat and distinguished by a variety of titles; the whole_ body of these, called,

collectively, Brahmanam, constitute the Uttara-cdndatn,

+ These as Mr. Cqt,zsrooke has clearly shewn, resolve themselves into three, fire, air and the sun,

and ultimately into one, the Supreme Spirit.
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is to be obtaineds—throughout both portions are scattered narratives of

greater -or less length, in the former generally, describing the origin of

the rite, and in the latter often illustrating' the power* of devotion -by

the example of some renowned devotee

This slight indication of the contents of the real Vedas must manifest*

that in substance the Pseudo* Vedas bear in general no resemblance to

thern. The address ascribed to Jaimini by which the « Chamo-Vedo"

opens is indeed nearly similar to a Mantram of the Uttara-cdndam

and many if not all the epithets therein applied to the Supreme Being

are to be found both in the Vedas and Purdnas, from the latter of which

they were borrowed. With the commencement, however, all resem~

blanceends^ the contentsof this Pseudo-Veda, as '.detailed in the ab-

stracts of the several chapters, cannot be referred to any portion of the

real Veda ; they are neither Vidfai, Mantram, nor flrdhmanam9 and

belong not either to the Purva or Uttara~cdndamo

The distinctions chiefly to be noticed in the arrangement of the

Vedas are those called Samhitd and Sacfad. These terms, as usually

applied, are nearly synonymous, both meaning an edition of the whole

or a certain portion of one of the Vedas: thus that edition of the

Crfshna Yejush, called Taitiriyd may be denominated Taitiriyd-Sam*

* The story of Haris-chanda, in every respect, except it's Indian character, the same as that of

Job, which is told at length in the Purdnas, and has been dramatized in Sanscrit and most of the

spoken languages, is founded on an Itahu'sa of the Veda. So is the fable of the Nishda:«, so well

Soiown to the Tamil scholar, by the beautiful paraphrase of it by the prince Adiyi"ea Ra'ma Pandiya3

entitled Nigazhdam.
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hitct or Tattiriya-S'dcjid. But in fact, those terms are in their origin

very different and properly describe very different things.

The term Sdchd, literally means a branch*,, and is -applied to the

several branches of the same original, wherein, as in our editions of

books, any new matter is introduced; for example the Adhdnam, or

rites observed in placing 1 the sacrificial fires previously to the performance

of any sacrifice, are stated in the Paracya-S"dc,hd of the Crishda Yejush,

find not in the Taitiriya-Sdchd, the former containing besides many

particulars in which the latter is deficient. Or a Sdchd, is a separate

tiact relating, to some particular rite; thus in the Sdchds of this Veda?

the AswamedhaSdchd contains the ceremonies to be used at a sacrifice

of a horse; the CaiJia-Sdchd, those called Chayauain, performed, when

the hearth- are prepared for the sacriftj.ial fires by paving them with

lime-stones; and the Araaya-Sdc'lid', those prescribed for the Aruiia-

ceiucam, wherein small earthen pots are used instead of lime-stones;

it contains* also, the rides t\j>: teaching- the Veda and to it is appended

all the Upanishats, appertaining to the Crishdj,~Yejush
i
which collectively

constitute the XJ l Lara-cuddam of this Veda.

SdvniT.4 (the past participle derived from Sandfid the dh being here

changed by special rule for h before the formative affix Clapratyeyam,)

signifies literally c;/>j,\i?i, and is applied technically to the arrangement

of the text of the F,\/ {, into short sentences, regulated, when the style

is verse*. by the species of verse, and when prose, by the subject.—Now
whether the same portion of the Veda has been differently arranged by
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different. persons, or whether it is subject to one unvarying mode of

division alone, those who originally arranged it have each given their

names to the result of their labors*, thus, as the first Sdc hd of the

Crishria-Yejush was arranged by the Taiiiriydh or disciples of .Vaisam~

payanah^ it is called the Taitiriyd-Sanihiid',-.and of the live editions

or tracts, composing the Veda, it is the only one usually .so called, the

others being more appropriately denominated Sachd only, not being

distinguished from each other by any peculiar arrangement of the te^xt.

From what has been said, it appears., that the term Sac/id9 regards the

substance of the writing to which it is applied, and Samhitd, Xlie .arrange-

ment of the text.

Besides the term Bamhitd, as applied to the arrangement of the text

into distinct sentences, there are other minor divisions, the most usual

of which are Padam, the simple division of the text into words in the

order in which they stand, and Cramam, the division and re-combination

of them according to the sense.—-Again, the text is distributed into

divisions larger than the Samhitd, as 'Ghadda, S'iCcta and Anuvdea,

sections, of greater or less lengthy consisting of many Samhitds;

Adhydya, Prasna
9
Prapatdea, containing many sections: Maudala,

Ashi'dca, or Cauda, division or books composed of a -certain number of

chapters,, ' These 'divisions are not common to all the Vtdas; some are

confined to one only s
as the Chan da to the Sucla-Yejush, and some are

common to two or more^ as Sudani to the Rich, and At harpana and

Adhydya to alt.
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With the arrangement of the real FecZaashere indicated, the Psendo-

Vedas have little correspondence. The manuscript No. 6, is entitled.

" Zozochi Kormo Bedo," the Carma-Veda of the Yejush; this is the only

allusion to the grand division of the Veda into two parts, and this is not

correct, for the first part, is never called the Carma-Veda, but the Carma

Cauda of the Veda, The titles of the MSS. No. 5 and No. 7, are

equally erroneous; one is called the " Clmmo Oupa Bedo" and the " Rik

Qupa Bed&f* confounding the Veda pr >per, with the A ij is or dependant

sciences necessary for the study of the Veda, called also, though impro-

perly, Upavedas,* as grammar, astronomy, <&c. Tie term Samhtid is

no where used; Sac ha is found in MSS. No. 3 and No. 4, which

are called the Sdcjid of the Rich, &c. and this word is also used

to designate the se-veral dialogues they contain, the four first in the

former, for instance, being called the East, West, North, and South

Bd£
t

hd of the Rig Vedam* To this use of the word, the authors of the

forgery have been led by its literal meanings thai; it is never so applied

in the real Veda
3
has been already shewn by the explanation given of its

proper signification.-—The other divisions found in this writing, such as

Uild&a and Vistdra in No. 3, Pallavam in No. 5, and Viv.eca in

Wo. 6 and

7

9 are utterly unknown to the Veda,

The form of these Pseudo-Vedas is constantly that of a dialogue

between a teacher and his pupil : now though instances of this occur,

* The Upa Vedas properly so called are now lost, imperfect imitations of them only remaining: they

were Jyur- Vtda, the science of physic ; D t
hanur-Feja, the science of arms; aid the G.i:i.'Ji:rva Veda,

the science of music; these with the Niti $&si?% are, also, called Ckatur VUyii, the four sciences.
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both in the Manframs,* and Upanishats, they are far from frequent and

altogether constitute a very small portion of either of the J
rtdas; this

form is however, of much more frequent occurrence in the Purdnams;

the BJidgamt Gitd, it is well known is, a dialogue between Cr"shn"a and

Arjuna; the whole of the Bhdrata indeed is similarly arranged; so,

also, is the Bhagavatam. In this, therefore, as in other circumstances,

as will be shown, the Jesuits, unacquainted with the real arrangement

of the Vedas, have followed the Puranams to which they had easier

access.—The interlocutors in these dialogues, are far the Yejur Veda,

Sumanta as teacher, Vya'sa as disciple; for the Rig Veda,\ Poi-

palado as teacher, Na'rada as disciple; for the Atjiaroana Veda, Atri.

as teacher, Angiras as disciple, and for the Sdma Veda, Jaimini and

Na'rayanA, with a change of character, first one and then the other

being teacher and disciple. In selecting these characters, a little know-

ledge is strangely intermixed with abundance of error; to make Vya'sa,

who compiled and arranged the whole Veda, the disciple of Sumanta,

of whovTi he was in fact the preceptor is absurd; this awkward introduc-

tion of the chief of lailaii sage?, arises professedly from the composition

of the Purdnas being, also, attributed to him, the Pseudo~Yojnr Veda

being principally devoted to the refutation of the fables contained in

those works. The Yejur Veda, as is well known is of two descriptions,

the Crzshua or black ypjitsh, originally taught by Vaisampa'yana, and

* The former and latter divisions of tiae Veda, under these general titles, as explained in a former

note,

t The usual arrangement of the titles of f lie Vidas, are Rig, Yejur, Sdma, Ath^rvum; I here men-
iioa them as casually numbered io the preceding account of the MaS.
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the Stida or white Yejush revealed to YajnyAvalcya by Surya: these

distinctions are overlooked by the Jesuit** >

ft
:.•: [ ;.'

I

';"'

Narada, the disciple in 'the -Pseudo -Rig- Veda, isi' actually introduced

in this character in the Upanishats of the real - Ve da, but there is great

difficulty in identifying the other personage, Poilapado; the original

teacher of this Veda was Faila* and the Jesuits may have added by

mistake the two last syllables to his name; it is worthy of notice, how-

ever, that one of the Sac has of the Atharvana Veda is called Paippa-

jladhih, from the name of its author, which they mayhave supposed to

be Paippala"da, though in truth, it is Pippala da; no part of the Rig-

Veda is, however, attributed to this sage.

Various parts of the Hindu scriptures are attributed to various sages

;

among others, Angiras is an interlocutor in some of the dialogues of the

Upanishats, and, though I cannot advert to any particular instance, Atri

may, also, be found in this character,* neither of these* however, are

stated as the teacher of the Atjiarvana Veda; the person who is said to

have received it directly from Vyasa is Sumanta, as already noticed.

With respect to the Sdma-Veda, the forgers are more correct, Jaimi-

ni is considered the primitive teacher of this Ve'da, but who is intended

by Nara'yana, is not so clear; they cannot mean Vishnu under that title,

and I know of no sage of this name mentioned in the Vedas, or as being

connected with them. The change of character these two personages

M
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undergo, is remarkable, but I tMn|c it may be explained ^ in fact Jaimins

is considered by the Hindus as the founded of what is called the Purva

Mimdmsicd school, who teach, that the Carman, works or rites, are the

essential part qf religion,
.
$nd that the power of the divinity is innately

embodied -in the words, of the uncreated and eternal V&da;* those to

whom these writings owe thejr present form, seem to have discovered this,

probably from the information of some of their native assistants, while in

the act of arranging their materials, and, struck with the absurdity of

attributing to this personage doctrines so opposite to those he was known

to have maintained, to have deposed him from, his dignity of teacher and

raised to it his quondam disci pig.

If the Pseudo-Vtdas differ entirely from the real In suhstance and

arrangement, the, difference they exhibit in style, also, is not less remark-

able. The Sdma-Veda is called the Metric, and the Yejtish, the Prosaic**

Veda, but in the latter, verse is occasionally intermixed with the prose.

The Mantrams of the ^dma^Veda^ when used in sacred -rites,, are sungg

those of the other three are chaunted, and in the written copies, therefore,

the accents are marked as in modern editions of Greek works, or as in

the service books of choirs. The Mig-Veda is. wholly in verse and the

Atharvana partly in verse and partly in prose. Three species of verse

are generally- used' in the V£dq 9 with which others are occasionally, but

* Some 'sects ef -the Jews held with respect to the bible, and some sects of Mahommedans now bold

with respect to the Kuran^ nearly the same ©pinioa : this particular folly does net appear io have ever

infected any denomination of Christians.
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rot frequently,, intermixed. The first the Anushtubh VrUtam, consisting

of a stanza ofsfour lines, each containing eight syllables, but generally

written in two long lines of sixteen, resembles in this respect, the com-

mon SLfca Vrittam, which, also, belongs to the AnushHup Chhandas

;

but, though according in outward form, they are very different in con«

struction and metre. This I shall proceed particularly to demonstrate,

for- in the latter species of verse, seldom, if ever used in the Vedas all

the PurdnaSj the Bhdrata, Rdmdyana, and other lono* poems are

chiefly written, and in this metre, also, as will be presently shown, the

whole of the Pseudo-Vedas^ a few introductory passages and abstracts

of chapters, which are in prose, excepted, are composed*)

The possible variation of the species of verse included under the

term JnushHup Ch/iandas
% or of the combination of long and short, in a

line of eight syllables, is two hundred and fifty-six; but, as every species

used, must end in a long syllable, and the last of every verse is, accord-

ing to the rules of prosody, common, this number is virtually reduced

to one hundred and twenty-eight, The Sloca Vrittam^* as from the

frequency of its use it is especially denominated, is restricted in the respec-

tive verse3 to certain species of the AnushHup Chhandas. The first,

which is the same in each stanza as the third verse, may take thirty-two

different species, but many of these are of very unfrequent occurrence;

the second, the same as the fourth verse, can take only ten. The species,

* The first term, $ 16qu> signifies a quatrain in any measure, arid Vrittam, verse, but thus copa*

pounded, the particular stanza, the rules for which are here stated.
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however, which most frequently occur in the first verse are those num-

.

beredj in the general scheme of the/; Chhanda's, from seventeen to twenty-

two, and from twenty-five to thirty, inclusive, each of which end in three

long preceded by one short syllable ; those belonging to the second verse,

are those numbered from eighty-one to eighty-four and from eighty-nine

to ninety-four, inclusive, ending in a short between two long syllables, pre-

ceded by a short syllable. The rule, therefore, for the composition of the

Sloca Vrittam, liable to such exceptions as may be caused by the occasional

appearance of the other species admissible into the first line, may thus

be stated: the three first syllables of every verse are common, excepting,

that a long syllable must be found either in the second or third place

;

the fifth syllable in each line must be short 5 the three last syllables of

the first and third verse must be long ; and the second and fourth must

conclude with a short between two long syllables.

The Anushtuhh Vrittam, of the Veda, is not restricted to any species

of the Chjiandas, but provided the iambic measure, allowing nevertheless

ofa very free intermixture of trochees, pyrrics and spondees, is preserved,

may be used. It is necessary, however, that the iambic structure should

be more carefully maintained in the second and fourth, than in the first

and third lines, and in this respect the rythm of this stanza is distin-

guished in a very marked manner from that of the Sloca Vrittam : the

whole number of species which ends in two iambics are sixteen, ranking

in the general scheme of the Chhandas from eighty-one to ninety-six

Inclusive, of which four are rejected from the second line of the Sloca
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Vr'iltam on account of short syllables, occnring in the second and third

places, and two, numbered eight-five and eighty, the first consisting of a

spondee followed by three iambics, and the second wholly of the latter

feet, on account of the entire prevalence in them of the iambic rhythm,

for which reason, they are preferred in the Anushtub Vrlltam of the Veda,

and occur %in every line more frequently than any other species.*

Of the other two species of verse, \MTrishtup Vrittam is almost pecu-

liar to the Vedam being seldom found in other works, and the Gciija-

triyam is entirely so. The Triahtup stanza consists of four verses, the

measure of which is dactylic, being formed by adding a long and two

short syllables to any of the six species of Anushtttp Chjiandas, numbered

in the original scheme from one hundred and thirteen to one hundred
to

and eighteen : other variations occasionally occur, but the rhythm of this

stanza is much more limited than that of the Anushtup or the Gaya*

triyam. The Gdyatriyam, so called from the most holy of texts, the

Gayatri, being written in this measure, is a stanza of three lines, each

containing eight syllables, but it is usually divided into a long line of

sixteen and a short one of eight, and should contain, therefore, twentj--

four syllables, though frequently, as in the Gayatri itself, it falls short

by one of this number. The rhythm of the Gdyatriya does not differ

from that of the
1 Anushtub Vrittam.

* It follows from v/hat is here said ; that the prevalent measure of the Ve&as is nearly the same as

English blank verse, or regarding, also, the length of the line, exactly that, formerly confined to

lyrical composition, but considered by modern poets as not unworthy of the ep :
.c muse. As the com-

position of the Vvclu must unquestionably be referred to a very early period of antiquity, the iambic

metre ought, probably, to be considered as the first step in the invention of measured language.

N
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The Pseudo Vedas are entirely written in the stanza called bloca

Vfittam,) each being divided into two lines of sixteen syllables, but fol-

lowing exactly the rule I have given for the composition of this species of

verse ; the following extract from the commencement of the first " Biheko "

of the " Rik Bedo Oupa Bedof the French translation of which has been

already given, in which the commencement of each verse is marked by

a capital letter and the measure indicated by the osual prosodial marks,*

will exemplify this.

Tara rupa maha Durga—Nilya brdhma swanatliirii,

Locanam dJiydnaydg'&rthdm—Murtl rupam pratish'tati,

Tdsydhservdmjagdt srlshtdm—Pdlydm ndsydnchd nlschaydm,.

Evam dasa szlpratyecsham—Das a rupam vibhartis®,

Ajnyayd curute riitydm—Srhhtddt palanadlcam,

Tdtra hamsa surupdschd—Sudd vtrno bliarlt balm,

Yet pacsha cshepanad vayau~—Gamau' dgamanam cliaret,

Sd hdmsas stuyatef devlm— Lutrdtyd sd nya samaySt,

Bhavall brdhmarudrdndm—Indrddindm cha sevoasdk,

Cardndin hoam maha dSvl—Mdmamdrihd-m sasdrijthd.

* The rules for the quantity of syllables in Sanscrit are minutely the same as in Latin; when there-

fore, in the following extracts the long mark is placed over a pure vowel, it is long by nature, and

when over one preceding a. double or compound eojwonant, t4 is long by position.

i This is a mistake similar to the one already reeticed, as Stuyute is the passive form of stu, praise ;

It ought to be Stand or Shrfe. In the first verse of the; last stanza of this quotation Pacini's head is

again broken; Brahmarudranum in the plural is use*] instead of the dual Brahma-rudrau. These

errors are probably intentional, as the genuine Veda is often! ungrammatical ; never, however in such a

degree as to use the passive for the active voice
3

though the plural is often substituted or the dual

aumber.
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From this specimen it will be seen that according to the rule laid down
s

the fifth place in each verse is short, ?*nd that in the three last places of

the alternate verses are three long and a short between two long sylla-

bles. That this is the appropriate measure of the Purd-nams
9 Bfidratam,

Bhdgavatam, &c. the following extract will prove s

The first stanzas of the Scanda Purdna in the Sloca Vfittam^ imme-

diately following the invocation.

Caddchm Ndrada srimdn—Sndtwd sri Ndrmadambhasi

Srlmad oncdram dbhydrchd—Senadam servadehind,

Vrdjdn vilocaydmchdcre—Puro Vlndhydm dharddhardm,

Sdmsdrd-tapd sdmhdri-—Revd van partshcritam,

Dwdirupen apt curw&nlam—Stdvdrend eharenachd,

Swdbhlchyena yedjk' drtjitidcjiydm — Uchchdir vasiimatlm hndffi,

Jldsdlaydm vdsalais tais—Asdcdis socuhdnndm,

Tdldh tamalais htntalais—Sdials sZrvdtra sdlitdm.

The first stanzas in S/o'ea Vr'ittam of the Bhdratam.

Sdmdsindm* db hyagdchcliat—Brdhmdrshin sdm'siid vratan,

Yinaya vanato bjiutwd— Cdddchit suta ndndandh,

Tdm dsrdmdm anuprdptdm—Ndimls'drdnya vdsindm,

Chltrd 'srotum caijias tdtrd—Parlvavrus samdntatdk,

* This is an instance of the introduction of an universal species into the first Terse.
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: The first stanzas- in. Sldca Vrtttam of the BJidgavatam.

'OM".

Naimlshe 'ramisJid 'cshetre—Ri shayah 'saunad* adaydli,

SaltraM swargaya locaya—Sahasram samam feata,

Taecada* tu manaya—Pratar hula liiiCagnaydli,

S&lcujam siitamasinum-—Pdprdchchjior idam adarct.

Finally to demonstrate that the works which I have designated by the

term Pseudo+Vedas, deserve that name, ail that is now necessary is to

make a few extracts from the genuine Vedas, sufficient to shew their

general style, and in what it differs from that of the Purdnas and of

these manuscripts. In doing this I shall, to prove that the remarks I

have made on this subject are correct, state minutely the arrangement,

subdivision, and style of a portion of the Vedas, and that which has

been selected for the. purpose, and which is now before me, is the collec«

tion of hymns belonging to- the Rig Vedmri called Pavamdnam,

The Mantras of the Pavamdna Suctam^-f or collection of 'hymns to

the god of the winds, are recited at the commencement of the Aguish*

tomGy or primary sacrifice, which, must be performed. before arty other

rite of this description can be undertaken.—This collection consists of

* This is another instance of the occurrence of an unusual species in the first line.

+ Suctasz, which may be translated hymn, like Mantram, Bramcmam
y
&c. varies in its use: it is

applied to the whole of the Pavamanam. to each of the chapters, and to one or a number of consecu-

tive Cb
(
handas relating to one subject.
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•fcmr Adhydya or chapters^ the first- containing twenty-four, ;the second

thirty-three, the third forty-one,, the fourth twenty-two CJiandas or
... j

'.'..„ _^ .

sections. Neartythe whole of the 'Suc'tam, is written in ihe -Gdyatriya

metre, Anushtup stanzas being sparingly intermixed
;

part of the I8th
5

and the whole of the three concluding Chandas of the fourth Adhydya

have Anushtup and Trishtup stanzas intermixed. Each Chan da consists

more frequently of four, five or six stanzas, less frequently of seven
'.'"- -'

and eight, which number is seldom exceeded. When the measure

changes from the Anushtup to the Gdyatriya metre, a short verse of" eight

syllables, like that which with the latter closes, is interposed. The three

verses of the Gdyatriya ought to be Anushtup of eight syllables, but it

is a licence not unfrequently assumed to drop one, or even two syllables

when compound consonants such as dra, bjiya, or csha oecur in the

line, thus reducing the number to seven, or six syllables. These

remarks are exemplified by the following. extracts;—-in the original the

verses are only separated by two short perpendicular lines thus ( || ),

1 teave arranged them after the manner ©f European verse that the metre

may be more distinctly shewn.

The first Charida of the first Adhydya of the Pavamdnam^ consisting

wholly of Gdyatriya stanzas:

Sri Ganc^dya.namah \\ Ilarih 'Om, ||.

Swadlshtayd mad'ishtdyj—I avdsya sdmadhdrayd,

Indrdyd pdtdve si'itdh,

Racskdha 'vlswa-ckdcshanlr—Abjiiydmmayd haiam,

Drunasaddstjiain dsaddt,

o
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Ydrivo dhfllamo bjitiua— MdJil&Ji'uj vpUrahantamah,

Parsharadjw-magjianam,

Abjiyarsha mdhdndm—Devanam.vilimcim djiasa,

Abjiivajdm utdrsrdvdk,

Twam achjian chdramdsl—Tadid drtjidm divEdive,

Indotwend asdsdh.

The sixteenth CJianda of the fourth chapter of the Pavamdnamy con-

sisting of Anushtup and Gdyatriya stanzas intermixed

:

Pavdsya somdm dndayann—'Indrayd mdd/iiimdttdmdh,

Asrigrdm devd vltdy'e— V'ajdyanto rdtjid ivd,

TSscatd soma dintamds —Cdtca vdyiim dsrJcshdtd,

Gravndtum no dbfiJsh'tiitah-—Pdvlttmm soma gachchdsi,

Dudjidh slottesa vJrydm,

Eshdtum no db/ash'tutah—Pdvlttrdm dtigdhdtt,

Rdcshotidvdrdm anyaydm.

A comparison of these extracts with those from the Pitrdnas and

Psendo-Vedas, will shew, that in the former, the proper measure,

according to the rule laid down for the Anushtuh Vri'ttam of the Veda, is

every where preserved and that this differs essentially from the measure of

the Purana.8} with which that of the Pseudo-Vedas exactly corresponds j

the only difference being-, that the general rule for the com position of the

Sldca-VrUtam is more uniformly followed in the latter, than in the former.

In these observations on the style of 'the genuine Vedas compared with

of the Put'anas aiid PseudQ"Vedasf
. I have confined myself to the
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outward form, the variation in which ;"i apparent on inspection only, even

to thoseunacquainted witti dit knguage. A disquisition on the.peculi-

arities of the style, which distinguish the language of the Veda from

that of the Smrftis and of the Purdnanu and heroic poems, and from the

classical Sanscrit, as finally polished by the authors of the Cavyams and

Ndtacams, would not have added to the evidence adduced to prove the

nature of the writings, of which. I have treated in this paper,, whilst it*

would be intelligible only to -the Sanscrit scholar* - It is sufficient to say3
.

without producing further proof than the authority of Sir W. Jones and

Mr. Cole&rookb, (see preface to the Institutes of <M£xu and Disser-

tations on the Religious Ceremonies and Sacred Writings of the Hindus,

Vols. 7th and 8th of the Asiatic Researches,) ;th&l\he Sanscrit of'the Veda

is materially different from that of all other Hi'n&u; c9mpos!tio;ns£ that,, as

having a peculiar grammar, taught as one of the Angams^ or subordi-

nate bodiesof the sacred writings, it must be considered a distinct dialect %

and as such can never be confounded with'the language of the Turdnama^

the style of which the authors of these forgeries have imitated, it must be

confessed
3 ,with wonderful ingenuity and success,,-

-

Note A.

The manuscripts' described in the preceding essay, which as I hare already stated, are in possession

of the Catholic Missionaries at Fondicherry were discovered, as it may justly be said, for the knowledge

of their existence was previously confined to a few individuals belonging to the mission, by Sir Alex ax-

deb Johnson, the chief justice on the island of Ceylon, and Captain Fraser, the British resident at

Pmidickeri'ifi'duTmgv, -risk of the former gentleman to the coast. Itwasfrom Sir Alexander Johnsov,

also, that I received the printed copy of the Ezour Vedam, and the information which induced me

to make the inquiries respecting these manuscripts, the result of which I have here stated.
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Robertus De Nobilibus, or Robert De
} \*Mq Hffk mission, sqiiv?-

lime about the year 1520 ; this appears* from ^he",
,f; . , r-tter of P. Piep re Martin '

being the first of Collection V. of, the Letlres Edifiantes. Speaking of PvE:>ima>!Uel-Lopez, who had
charge of a congregation of Christians* in Travancore he says : " II y a plus de cinquante ans que ce

*' missionaire' travaille avec unzele indefatigable au salut ties MalabaresJ 11 est le dernier -Jesufte,' qui

ait paru dans le Madure avec l'habit que r^ous- portons
j

en Europe. Car quoiqu'il y ait plus de quatre-
w vingts ans, (this letter is dated the 1st Jane, 1700), que le pere Rob-rt De Nobilibus fonda cette'

fameuse mission sur le pied qu'elie est aujourd'hui, c'est a dire, -en s'stecoaimodautaujc coutumes da
x pays, soit poisr l'habit, la nourriture et la demeure, soit pour les autres usages, qui ne sont point con-
( traires a la Foi et aux bonnes rnceurs ; cependant, les Portugais ne purent se resoudre a ne plus p&roitre

:
' en ces terres en habit Eurqpeen, qu' apres avoir ete conyaincus par une longue experience, que cette con-

^ duite etoit tres prejudiciabie a la religion, et a la propagation de la Foi, par 1'aversion et le mepris que

" ces peuples ont conc.u contte les Europeens^i Hjs birth and family are -stated in this letter in t'hes.e

Words. " Le Pere Robert De Nobilibus illustre par sa naissance, etant proche parent du Pope' Marcel
"II, et neveu propre $u. Cardinal BellarmiNj (-the Cardinals moth«r,-CYimpA:<<2i5Ry£Ni was sister to

**• Pope Marcellus II. See the article Bellarmin in Bayle), mais plus illustre encore par son esprit,

t par son courage, et par le zele des ames dont il brnloit, fut le premier qui, au coraineneement du siecle passe,

'' miten usage le moyen dontje viens de^arler," &c. The writings of Robertus De Nocimbcs inthe Tamil

language were It seems studied by all who entered the Madura mission; P. Pierre Martin, speaking

of certain French missionaries being .seBi to. this mi'sson, thus mentions them- " PourJ reussir dans'

<c une enterprise si glorieuse a dieu et si avantageuse a l'eglise, il etoit necessaire d'envoyer quelques uns

*i de nos Peres-FuANCOis dans cette ancienne mission, ou ils'se pressent apprehdre'Ia langue, s'instruire des

" coutumes et des usages de ces peuples, former des catechistes,. lire et transcrire le livres que le venerable

" Pere RoTbert De Nobilibus' et nos autre? Peres out composes," ~&c. The nature of these works I have

stated in the test and, as there asserted^ in 'none: of them is any .attempt made to conceal their origin or

intention; no false title is assumed, but the attack is open and avqwedly directed by the Christian

teacher against the error's, of. Heathenism—-It is certain, however, that the mission of Madura was

founded on the principle of concealing from the natives, the country of the missionaries, and imposing

them on the people as belonging to fise sacred tribe of the -j?> •«/;«? «'??.?, (IRbmdca Brahmanavi^ the title

assumed) and this deception, probably, led to many more; at least Robertus De Nobilibus is accused

by Mosheim in his Ecclesiastical History both of fraud and perjury in his endeavours to support his

assumed character. The passage in which he is mentioned and the.note in which the charge is made, I

quote at length.

" These missionaries' of the court of Rome^. spread the fame of the Christian religion through the

a greatest part of Asia during this century. To' begin 'with India ; it is observable, that the ministerial

" labours of the Jesuits, Theatins, and Aiigustinians contributed to introduce some trace of divine truth,

a mixed, indeed, with much darkness and superstition, into those parts of that vast region, that had

" been possessed by the Portuguese before their expulsion from' thence by the 'Dutch. But of ?.ll the'

" missions that were established in these distant parts' of the globe, hone Las been more constantly and

* Page lively 5. + Page 19,..vol. 5. i Page 3, yd. 5. 3 See Mosheim Ecc^ Hist. vol.. 4, page 211,
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"' universally applauded than that of M'tdtir ., and none is said to have produced more abundant ind

" permanent fruit. It was undertaken -an'
7
: executed.-by Robert DeNobjle,* %w Italian JesuiLv, ho

iS took a very singular method of rendtVuiw his minisc-*/ successful. Considering, on the one hand, that

" the Indians beheld with an eye of prejudice and' aversion all the Europeans, and on the other, that

'' they held in the highest veneration the order of Brachmans as descended from the gods ; and that,

" impatient of other rulers, they paid an implicit and unlimited: obedience to them alone, he assumed

iC the appearance and title of a Brachman, that had come from 21 far country, and by besmearing his

" countenance and imitating that most austere and painful method of living that the Suncanes + or

" penitents observe, he at length persuaded the credulous people that he was in reality a member of

« that venerable order.* By this stratagem, he gained over to Christianity twelve eminent Brachmans,

" whose example and influence engaged a prodigious number of the people to hear the instructions, and

« to receive the doctrine of the famous Missionary. On the death of Roeert, this singular mission was

« for some time at a stand, and seemed even to be neglected. But it was afterwards renewed, by the

" zeal and industry of the Portuguese Jesuits, and is still carried on by several Mmlonifries of that

" order from France and Portugal, who have inured themselves to the terrible austerities that were

" practised by Roeert, and that are thus become, as it were the appendages of that mission. These

« fictitious Brachmans, who boldly deny their being Europeans or Franks, and only give themselves

". out for inhabitants of the northern regions, are said to hare converted a prodigious number of Indians

" to Christianity; and, if common report may be trusted to, the. congregations they have already

" founded in those countries grow large and more numerous from year to year. Nor indeed, do these

" accounts appear, in the main, unworthy of credit, though we must not be too ready to receive, as

11 authentic and well attested, the relations that have been given of the intolerable hardships and Sufferings

" that have been sustained by these Jesuit- Brazhmcins in the cause of Ckiust. Many imagine, and not
.

.
* Others call this famous missionary Robert De Nobil:bus.

t Shoulb be Sanyusis.

% Urban Cerri, Etat present de l'Eglise Romaine Page, 173.

fr^T Nontu, who was looked upon by the Jesuits as the chief apostle of the Indians after Francois Xavier took incre-

dible p?.ins to acquire a knowledge of the religion, customs, and language of Madura, sufficient for the purposes of his

ministry. But tins was not all: for to stop the mouths of his opposers ;ir\d particularly of those who treated his character

of Brachman as an imposture, he produced an old, duty parchment in which he had forged, in the ancient Indian charac-

ters a deed, shewing that the Brachmans of Rome were of much older date than those of India and that the Jesuits of Rem -

descended, in a direct line from the god Bri'ma. Nay, Father Jouvencf. a learned Jesuit, tells us, in the history of h.s

order, something vet more remarkable; even that Robert de Nodili, when the authenticity of his smoky parchmer.t was

called in question by some Indian unbelievers, declared, upon oath, before the assembly of the Brachmans of Hadu-a, that

he (Nobili) derived really and truly his origin from the god Kra'ma. Is it not astonishing that this Reverend Father

should acknowledge, is it not monstrous that he should applaud as apiece of pieus ingenuity this detestable instance of

perjury and fraud?

Hi;. Jouvence Histoire des Jesuits.

NoRBEttt Memoires Histariojies sur les Minions de Malab. torn. II. Page, M5.

F
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" without good foundation, that their austerities are, generally speaking, more dreadful in appearance
" than in reality ; and that, while they outwardly affect an eftraordinary degree of self-denial, they

"indulge themselves privately, in a free and even luxurious use of the creatures, have their tables

" delicately served, and their cellars exquisitely^ furnished, in order to refresh themselves after

" their labors." '

The following is an extract from a history of the Jesuits procured at Pondicherry. I have not seen

the work whence it was taken : but as the idea it conveys of the dress and appearance of the members

of that society, when attached to the Madura mission, coincides with the preceding accounts and

with all other testimony respecting them, no doubt can be entertained of its accuracy. The work,

whence it is taken, contains a representation of a missionary in his Indian habit; probably the same a*

is stated in the following translation to have been taken of Robert Nobili himself:

" No.men & criginem truxif haec missio ab urbe Madure, Begni apud Indcs sic dicti, primaria.

" Inilium illi dedit P. Roeertus de Nobieibus societatis Jesu et Marcelei II nepos, zelo

" Apostolico nobilissimus. llle, ut Brachmanes ad Christianam fidem adduceret, Europeum homi-
u ntm exuit, Indigenarum assumpto vestitu, et vivendi consuetudine, ac primo Rajas, qui apud

" Indos sunt in pretio, cultu exteriore imitatur, sed frustra. Brachmanes sceculares delude imitatus

'• eorum more sevestit, funiculum ex Gossipio triplicatum ab humeris honoris tesseram detulit, & in

" omnibus integrum Brachmanem sese effinxit ; at conversionem nunquam, sed solam eorum familiari-

u tateni obtinuit : spem tamen non abjecit Robertus, novam metamorphosim adinvenit & a soeculari.

" Brackaianorum habitu, ad Religiosum transiens, more Saniassi pcenitentis induitur. Est enim Saniassi

" magna apud Brachmanes aestimatio, utpote legis magistri, vitam profitentes a voluptatibus alienam,

" per diem unica orizae comestione contentam. Ilanc professus vitam Roberths multos Brachmanes
a Christo adjunxit. Has piae Roberti industrial multas sensere impugnationes, videbantur enim aliquid

" involvere superstitiosum, sed eas evicit Robertus, et illis adhuc utuntur in eo regno Societatis Jesu

" operarii. Habitum imago represehtat, e Gossipina tela confectum colore in rubrum inclinanti.

" Ilium sine ulla, subucula gerunt. Nudis pedibus ut plurimum omnino incedunt, aliquando soccos

" duobus digitis apprehensos adhibent, capillos in nodum supra verticem capitis colligunt, quos fascia

" gossipina plures eircumdant <k contegunt."

I shall close this note by the translation of a passage from a work entitled, u Tiru-sabeiyin Charitra

Posiagani" or " Ilistoria Ecclesiasttca," written in Tamul and published by the Protestant Missionaries,

at Tranquebarm 1799. This passage is from the section relative to the transactions of the Missionaries

in India, from the arrival of the Portuguese, at page 238 of the work, and under the year 1607. The

work therein alluded, as having been written ia 1729, is by the famous Jesuit Missionary Constantio

Josepiio Beschi, known throughout the South of India, for many valuable compositions in the high

dialect of the Tamul, under the title of the Vira-Mdmnni and Dhairya-Ndtjia Swdini. This extract is

from the preface to the Veda Filaceam the Elucidation of the Scriptures, written professedly against

the heretics of Tranquehar.

Translation.

[1607.] At that time Robert Nobtli, called Tatwa-Bod.hager, clothing himself in the habit of a

Sanyasi) endeavoured to promulgate Christianity in this country. The secretary to the congregation
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de Propaganda Fide, wrote in 1676 to Pjpe Innocent, that Robert Nobili, although he called

himself a Brahman, was not guilty of falsehood.* He is represented with this habit and appearance in 3

picture in the convent of the paulists at Rome, under which is the following inscription,'—" Father

^ Robert Nobili, a paulist of the city of Rome, and of an illustrious family; a godly and learned

" personage, who laboured to convert the heathens 45 years, eating nothing but rice aad vegetables,

u and died happily at Mayilapur (St. Thome near Madras) on the 16th January, 1656."— ' That

which was written at Yelacurchi, (the principal residence of Beschi') in 1729 in his praise is as

follows : " As the resplendent sun runneth his course in the firmament, but alloweth not his radiant face

u to be seen, so although St. Thomas, one of the twelve disciples of our Lord Jesus, and St. Xayier,

" far renowned for innumerable miracles, entered and preached the gospel throughout this country yet

" for a long time the darkness thereof was not dissipated. At last, as if the obscurity of the night,

" that elsewhere lowereth over all, had been dispelled by the rising of the sun, it pleased our Lord to

" turn his gracious eyes towards this country covered by paganism as by a cloud, and one hundred and

" twelve years past, to send hither orthodox priests to enlighten all souls. Tatwa-B6d,haca Svva'mi who
*' then appeared steadfast in austere devotion, confirmed in the true*rfaith, and perfect in virtue, was

" first sent by the Lord, and long resided here, bright as the morning star. Are not his Can dam,"

(the Jyuna-lodhacu Can dam), " which, from soundness of religious doctrine, seems as if written in

" rays of light, and his other works, well known and received as a sun of everlasting brightness that

" hath never set. From that time to this, innumerable priests, devoted to their duty, have succeeded

" each other in succession, like an undivided garland." (Part of the original is here omitted in

the printed work). " But the prayers and sentences from the holy scriptures, commonly used on
" the sea coasts, as corrected by him (Robert Nobili) according to the information he received from
" the Brdhmans, either from his not comprehending the true meaning of some words, or from its

" having been wilfully concealed from him, cannot be highly praised."— ' For his sake charitable

f collections for the Brdkmans converted to the Christian faith, were at this time established in the

* congregation de Propaganda Fide at Rome by the Cardinal Onqperi' (:).

* The fact is that Robert Nobili uses the word Brdhmana always in the sense cf priest, as indeed it is rendered

though not with precision by Sir AY. Jones in the institutes of Menv; >hus he calls the high priest of
t
ihe Jews and his

associates X'uda-Bitihmana, and the father of the church Brahma- Vudisal.



Journal of a Survey to the Heads of the K iters, Ganges

and Jumna.

Bt Captain J. A. HODGSON, 10th Regt. N, I.

xi_S I have had it in my power to explore and survey the course of the

Ganges within the Himalaya mountains, to a considerable distance beyond

Gangautri) and to the place where its head is concealed by masses of

snow which never melt, I hope, that an account of my journey may be

acceptable to the Asiatic Society. I must premise that, as Captain Raper's

account of Captain Webb's survey in 1808, has already appeared in

the Xlth Volume of the Researches, I have nothing to add to that

officer's able and faithful description of the mountainous country, passed

through in the route of the survey from the Dun Valley to Cajani, near

Reital, where the survey towards Gangautri was discontinued in conse=

quence of the serious obstacles which impeded it. I shall therefore only

give an account of the course of the river above the village of Reital^

where I halted to make arrangements for my progress through the rugged

regions before me, in which 1 found I had no chance of getting any
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supplies of grain for my followers: I was consequently obliged to buy

grain and to send it off, before me, so as to form little magazines, at the

places I intended to halt at; and as I learnt that several of the Sangas

or spar bridges over the river had been destroyed by avalanches of
•

. . , . .

snow, I sent a large party of labourers to re-establish them.

Considering'."Reital, as a point of departure, it will be satisfactory to

know -4ts geographical position. By a series of observations with the re-

flecting circle of Troughton, and also by his astronomical circular instru-

ment, I found the latitude to be 30 48 28 N. and having been so for-

tunate as to get two observations of immersions of the first satellite of

Jupiter and one of the second, I am able to give a good idea of the

longitude of the place; and the more satisfactorily, as two of the immer-

sions are compared with those taken at the Madras observatory on the

same night, and with which I have been favored by Mr. Goldingham
3

the astronomer there.

The telescope used by me in observing the satellites was a Dollond's

forty-two inches achromatic refractor, with an aperture of two and three-

quarter inches and power of about seventy-five applied, having a tall

stand and rack work for slow motion. The watch was a marine chrono-

meter, mad£ by Molineux of London, and went with the greatest steadi-

ness on its rate, as nightly determined by the passage over the meridian

of fixed stars observed with a transit instrument. The time of mean noon

when required was always found by equal altitudes.

Q
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H. M. S^

12th May, 1817.—Observed immersion of % 1st satellite at

mean time, .........;..; 10 42 56

The same observed at the Madras observatory, .............

.

10 49 59 9

Differences of meridians in time, ...........— T 3 9

Established longitude of Madras observatory, 5 21 14 H. M. 9.

Longitude of Reital deduced, . . .
.' —— § 14 10 1

By the calculation in the nautical almanack, it was anticipated

that this immersion should happen at Greenwich, at 5 29 33

It took place as above at Madras, at 10 49 59 9

,

— —
. .

"Which would make the longitude, 5 20 26 9

But it is known tn be, .................. , 5 21 14

Difference, 47 1

Therefore the error of the tables at this time is to be applied

to the following immersion :

10th May, 1817.— I observed an immersion of the 1st satellite, at 16 14' 21 3.

There is no correspondent observation at Madras, but the

nautical almanack, gives for Greenwich, lib. I'm. 5s.

The above error of the tables 47 1

11 17 9 11 17 9

Longitude of Reital deduced, ....... .
— —- 5 14 3 $

Mean, S 14 6 6

Both the observations were made under favorable circumstances, the

air being still and clear. On the 10th, the satellite began to lose lustre

about 44 ; and on the 12th, 50 seconds before its disappearance.

H. M. S.

11th May, 1817.--I observed the immersion of If; 2d satellite, at Reital, = 14 ' 13 35 7

Same was observed at Madras, ........... 14 19 41 i

Difference of meridians,. ....... 6 5 4

Established longitude of Madras observatory, 5 21 14

Longitude of Reital deduced 5 15 8 5
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This was a very distinct observation, and I followed the satellite deep

into the shadow, it gradually losing light for 76 seconds before its total

disappearance—yet it gives a longitude almost a minute East of the

first satellite, the preceeding night, which leads me to suspect, that though

I know the seconds were rightly counted and noted, that the minute may

have been inadvertently noted 13™ instead of 12m . As there is this

uncertainty, I will reject the observation : nevertheless it may be interesting

to know, supposing that the case,, what the longitude could come out?

H. M. 3.

Suppose at jRezYa? the immersion took place at. ., . ... 14 12 35 7

Madras.. .'.. 14 19 41 1

Madras, .................... i-. ...

,

Mean of 2 nights—1st and 2d satellite,.

By the nautical almanack the immersion was expected at Greenwich, at.

It happened at Madras, . .

Giving a longitude of

But the longitude is .

,

7 5 4

5 21 14

5 14 8 6

6 6

H. M. s.

8 57 42 &

14 19 41 1

5 21 59 I

5 21 14

Correction of the tables, .......................... ^. 45 1*

By a mean of several observations taken at Madras about the time of

4 Emersions of the first satellite, which I observed at Mr. Grindall's

house near Seharanpur ; Mr. Goldingham finds 5h 10m 24 s for the

longitude of Seharanpiir.—A snowy peak called Sri Cdnta is visible

both from Reital and SeharanpiCr^ its position is determined by means

of a series of triangles instituted by me for the purpose of taking the dis-
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tances and heights of the snowy peaks. I find the angle at the pole br

difference of longitude between Seharanpur station and Sri Cdnta, to be

1 14 47—the peak being East, and at Reital the difference of

Longitude of that village, and the peak, is found to be 12 6—the peak

being East, consequently the difference of longitude of SeharanpiCr and

Heital) IS..... ,.....».. . 1% 2', 41'' in Time:r:Oh. 4m. 10s. 7

Longitude of Seharanpur by the emersions of the first satellite, ............ 5 10 24
-—-^
5 14 34, 7

But the mean of the second immersion of first satellite gives . . . 5 iH^Ofg) q

Mean of emersions and immersions, ,
5 14 20 6

Four sets of distances of the sun and moon with the reflecting circle, on the 8th May, gave 5h,

14m. 25s.

On the whole I think 5 h 14m 20 s 6 or 78 35 60 7 maybe safely taken

for the longitude of Reital East of Greenwich,

Reital, contains about thirty-five houses and is esteemed a consider-

ble village; as usual in the upper mountains where timber is plen-

tiful, the houses are large and two and three stories high. When a

house has three stones, the lowest serves to shelter the cattle by night

;

the second is a sort of granary and in the upper the family dwells;

round it there is generally a strong wooden gallery or balcony, which

is supported by beams that project from the walls. The roofs of the

houses are made of boards or slates; they are shelving, and pro-

ject much beyond the top of the walls, and cover the balcony, which

is closed in bad weather by strong wooden shutters or pannels. Theses

houses are very substantial and have a handsome appearance at a
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distance, but they are exceedingly filthy within, and full of vermin. The

walls are composed of long cedar beams and stone in alternate courses

the ends of the beams meet at the corners, where they are bolted together

by wooden pins. Houses of this construction are said to last for several

ages, for the Deodar or Cation pine, which I- suppose to be the cedar of

Lebanon*- is the largest,, most noble and, durable; .of all treeso

The situation, of. this, village on-the east side of a mountain, the summit

of which is covered with snow, and the foot washed by the Bhdgirathi is

very pleasant. It commands a noble, view of the So. Canto and other

adjoining peaks of the M-imalaya on which the snow for ever rests.

Snow also remains until the rains on all the mountains of the second order,

which are visible 1 hence, both up- and, down, the riven. Many cascades

are formed by the melting of the snows on the foot of the surrounding

mountains; ©he in particular descends in repeated falls of several hun-

dred feet each, from the summit of a mountain across the river and joins

it near Batheri.

The azimuth of the Sri Canto' peak (determined* from the elongation

of the pole star) is 50 49 29 N. B. and its altitude 9 14 3:5. It is need-

less here to insert the observations of azimuth, and altitudes of the other

peaks Been hence and at other places on the route. In the following

account of my progress up the river, I have put down such remarks as

occurred at the time, and they were written on the spot, and are here in-

-
•

-

* It is the pinus Dcod&raoi Roxburgh ; the Deuaddru of Sanscrit writers. H. H. W.
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serted with very little alteration. Though, lam aware, that su.ch minute

descriptions of localities must appear tedious, and that many repetitions

occur, I hope, they will be excused by those, who feeling interested in the

subject, may have the patience to read the detail To give general

descriptions of such rude regions is difficult, if not impossible, and I trust

that particular ones, though often tedious^ will be found more faithful,

and to give more precise ideas, of those remote recesses of the Himalaya^

which I visited. For tins end, and that those who are so inclined, may

be able to know the positions of the places,, in my journey, I have put

down the bearings, and distances in paces, of each portion of the Route,

with the remarks, noted at the time and also the latitudes of the halting

places, and these simple data will enable any one to trace the distance

and direction from Heiial to the end of my journey,, I have only put

down the bearings in single degrees^ they are reckoned from North,'

which I call 360; thus, 180 is South, 270 West, and so on—except in

very steep ascents and descents, the paces may be taken at 30 inches?

On the 19th May, I was joined at Reital by Lieutenant Herbert, of

the 3th Regt. N. I. who had been appointed' my assistant, and from his

skill and zeal the survey has received much benefit.—-Mr*. Herbert came

direct from Calcutta and brought for me a pair of Mountain Barometers,

but the tubes filled in England had been broken ere they arrived in

Calcutta z there were some spare empty tubes which we filled and used

as hereafter mentioned, but we could not succeed in boiling the mercury

in the tubes, to free it entirely of aii\-—The height of Reital above the

sea as indicated by our barometers.is 7108 feet 8
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Qf

Having received reports, that the Sanghas were repaired and that the

grain I sent forward was lodged in the places I directed, I left every

article of baggage I could possibly do without, and having given very

light loads to the Coolies that they might proceed with less difficultys

we marched from Reital on the 21st May, as follows §

%\st May\ Reital to Tawarra, Thermometer at Sun n«e,,5.i

1 Slight oblique descents through fields. Cross a

torrent, 10 feet wide, . «. t ooaa.ft««Q oaiiSQoao

Along hill side
3
slight ascent and begin descent.

Flag staff at Reital 8. Waddr 13&, The

great water fall across the river joins it, at 145

First 200 paces 315 along side of hill. Top of

Sdlang mountain covered with snow 95,*.*. 2

Ascent rocky and rough. Observed some Mica**

cequs iron ore» Pollang 13. river below to

riffiit, I mile QisianTj. v . a a o « a... «•»...». »..*•»

Leave Pollang 1 furlong to right* Sdlang,

mountain 1 1 2. Sdlang a large village across«

lilt? I I Vcl xJ\J « © e o s a « » q a o o- o q o o. q c o q w o o o a o

Descent and cross the Soar river on a Sangha 5

paces in length. It falls in a fine cascade

from a great rock. The scenery very pictu-

resque ; course of the Soar down 100 where

it joins the Ganges^ »...,,«..„.,,....,,.,,.

Paces. Degrees

328

66

592
fa

35*a-

1020 316-
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7 Very rough, along steep side of the srocky moun-

tain of Narantah * last 400 paces, steep ascent

by short zig-zags. Follang 169 ; Sdlang . . 1328' 5

8' Oblique and rocky ascent, open to right, high
o

precipices above to left. Sdlang 125 ..... , 1830 67

9 Grest of the ascent-' to it a very bad and rocky

broken path j difficult and some what danger-

ous in some places, where a false step would
a a

be fatal. Sdlang IST^ Sdlang mountain 124;'

Reital 203; P&Uang'SOS-y course from the
o.

Sangha generally 57; Mouth of the Soar

159f. Ganges if mile right and about 2,000 i

feet below, • -. . « -• •».-. .-«.. « • . • ••• ...-••.•» • •'••••>• • ••••• ooj

10 Descend and cross Cajani Nadi rivulet 4 paces,

oblique descent and better path^. ... *.,.,... .....„,. 1320 341

11 Cajani or Knjnak Hamlet, ascent; .<.:............'... 350' 92

12 Rocky obliqpe^ ascent ; Reital 206; Sdlang 172 2090 72

13 More heavy ascent of the same kind, over frag.*

ments of granite mixed with large proportions

of quartz and feld spar,......... ............... . ... 805 67

14 More ascent but not quite so rough.—Here

slight descent,,

Reital (my Flag Staff there) 209. Depression

of top of the mast 4, 23; Bottom 4, 30;On O

Pollang 214 42; Depression 8 14; Sdlang

187 44; Depression 12 44; Bus or Sdlang
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peak 14403; Elevation if 09 5; Hurl 46

20 ; Depression 4 31; Direction of Bangui 36% ;
o

Highest point of Sricdnta 55' 4 7; Elevation
1,

O i o

10 32; Tdiu Gawana 334= 31; Elevation IT

55. Second point 335 19* 8 ^ Elevation I?

56. Third point 355 06; Elevation 17 55.

Tawarraf a ruinous village of 10' houses, . . i * 600 12

Marched the distance in 5 hours and 33 minutes,

15,052

From the Soar river to immediately above Tawarra^ the path is

exceedingly rugged, over broken masses of rock; the whole is an ascent £

and in some places very steep open precipices to the right and high rocks

above to the left 5 precaution is required in the footing, and some places

are very unpleasant to turn, where it is adviseable to go bare footed.

The mountains are of granite, with various proportion of quartz and

feldspar, of which I have specimens. Heavy rain both on going and

returning, could not get a latitude* Water boiled at 198; the tenipera-

tore of the air being 67»

At the village of Tawarra, direction of the small lake called Cailac
o

Tal) whence the Dinni Gdrh river issues 71. It is said to be 50 yards

in diameter^ but deep, and is formed by the melting snow ; there is a small

piece of level ground near it, to which the villagers drive their sheep to

pasture in August.

S
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o

22d Maxji Tuwarra to Dangal, Thermometer sun rise 48 £|a5

Paces. Degrees

1 Descent through the fields and down the Dell

steep and slippery. Rhoh (or Rhai) pines and

the Mohora a species of oak grow here, ....... 1310 3

2 Descent to the Elgie Gdrh torrent.—Cross it by

a Sangha 15 feet long. Granite rock in large

blocks, with quartz nodules and bauds in the

bed of the stream, ......................... 1320 70

3 Descent by the torrent side, leave it and cross a
o

crest or ridge. Bud 160
5 ................. 1630 71

4 The path is along the steep and broken sides of

a mountain, &c. very bad, last 500 yards diffi-

cult ; turn some what dangerous corners, mouth

of the Dinni Gdrh 100. The stream about

20 feet wide, and is a sheet of foam fall-
o

ing at an angle of about 20 to the Ganges.

Direction of the small lake at its head 130;

Reital 210; Ouri 40; Bud 179, ......... ... 1810 42

5 Oblique descent to rivulet and water fall of20 feet_j 1010 350

6 Oblique rocky ascent, ................ 1320 35

7 Along the side of mountain rocky: one difficult

- /

placet here begin descent towards the river-*-

Reital 208; Bud 198; Salung 206°; Ouri
a

45; angle of depression of our path to the
o

river 17. It is 4 furlongs direct to right and

.deep below3
. . . • . • . . ... ......... . > . . . , , . , • 1600 43
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8 Cross Camaria Gddk (rivulet) „8 paces wide, 7T 1710 ' 50

9 Down the narrow glen of the rivulet to its

junction with the Ganges; the whole a descent,

and in many places bad and difficult, over large

blocks of rock which have fallen from above,

and overturned and shattered all the trees, in

their course. The granite precipices, which

confine the river at this place, have split and

fallen in large masses into the bed of the stream, 1360 50

10 Path along the side of the Ganges, but above it.

A cascade opposite falls 800 feet, but not in
o

one sheet, river up to 6 ;
path rocky, 1860 42

1

1

Across the river and on its steep bank is a range

of hot springs; they throw up clouds of steam,

and deposit a sediment of a ferruginous colour

;

these are the first hot springs I have observed

on the Ganges ; the river not being fordable,

we cannot go to them, 1000 6

12 Hus:e blocks of rock fallen to left, 560 6

13 Climb over and under the ruins of a most tre-

mendous fall of the precipices; blocks of granite

from 100 to 150 feet in diameter are thrown on

each other, in the wildest and most terrific

confusion : the peak whence they fell is perpen-

dicular and of solid rock. This fall took place

3 years ago, ? 2120 350
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Cross the Ganges by a Sangha made of two stout

pine spars, laid from rock to rock. «It is a good

bridge of the 'kind and about 3| feet wide;

the space between the pine spars is overlaid

with small deal shingles which are tied together

so as to form a platform.-—Like all the rest,

this Sangha is open on bofh sides, and un-

pleasant jto pass, being from the length and

elasticity of the pines, so springy as to re-bound

to every step the passenger takes.—The river

. below the Sangha was deep, and very rapid

,

being confined by rocks. Its breadth under

the Sangha as measured by a chain was 50

feet, height of the Sangha above the stream 30

feet.—The river is more expanded above and

below — Sanghas are always placed in the

narrowest parts, ............ . . ............. _ 400 20

Tent at Dangal a small flat so called, on the

left, bank of the Gauges5 and at the confluence

of the Ximea, a large torrent—-No village here.

The halting place is surrounded by high and

steep rocky mountains and mural precipices :

observed some jbears climbing among the rocks. 230 . 31

19,569
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Time of marching 5 hours and 48 minutes, a very laborious journey,.

The path is very rough and merely a succession of steps from one broken

crag to another; some places were very difficult. To the Ganges^ was

descent, then we passed along its bank, and at no great height above the

stream, which though not wide is- deep,, and impetuous, falling from rock.

In the less rapid parts pools are formed, where the breadth may be 200

feet, but genes-ally it appears from 100 to 120 feet wide; several rills be-

sides those noted above, fall into the river; it is needless to say, that they

fall in cataracts, the sides of the river, being every where bounded by

high cliffs* The rocks are granite, of much the same composition, as on

yesterday's march. The dip of the Strata is about 45 towards N. E. as

usual, and the whole line of inclination is visible from the river to a great
o

height above. Water boils at 202—The temperature of the air being
o

54. On our return, the Barometer was deranged at this place. It is to

be remarked, that on going up we did not fill the Barometers, fearing

they might be broken, and the Mercury spilt3 of which we had very

little ; our store of it having been diminished, by those various accidents

to which every thing that can be lost, or broken, in these rough regions

is subject. Of these Barometers more hereafter.

— Latitude Observed.

M. A. Spica. Reflecting Circle, Hodgson's SO 54 32 8

Lieutenant Herbert's. . .

.

28 8

Mean. SO 54 SO 8

T
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23i May, Dangal to Suci. j?!^

Paces. Degrees

1 Lofty cliffs on both sides of the river ; path gene-

rally a slight ascent but rocky and difficult, . .

,

1005 14

2 Along the bank of the river. On Rocks. Narai
o

m

peak crowned with snow, 43. Kanouli Gddh,
©

torrent falls in cataracts from right bank 15 ^
o

JLill S OeaK I OV/, «•••« » . «o. .ago •»..••.•.<«<: 5UU ,)

S Path rocky and rough above the river, ," 1005 10

4 Path ditto, granite rocks, steep and high on all

Pi 1 tit iS* coco ooqooo*«c*306 coo* • ,•. 9 ft * • • • .«««•••«.« & V/ 1 V' 1 <fe'

5 Cross the river on a Sangha at Deordni Gkdti,

it is a new and good bridge of the kind, but

long and very elastic^ height above the stream,

40 feet, breadth of stream under the Sangha 3$

paces or about 60 feet The high flood mark

of the stream when swollen appears to be

about 14 feet, above the present level. A wild

and savage looking place. Precipice around.,

granite and -some black and grey rock of a

laminar texture.-—fiocky path from last sta-

tion.—Pines ^of various kinds, and the true deal

fir grow here; immediately on passing the San-

gha, the path leads over an 4-valauehe of snow

which reaches to the river's margin; it is many

feet thick, and has fallen this year3 and

brought down all the trees in its path. This
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is the first snowbed we passed over on the

Ganges,
x

5ath along right bank. The river a bed of

foam falling from rock to rock. Five hundred

yards further on, are the falls of Lohari Naig
9

where the river is more obstructed than in any

part of its course and tears its way, over enor-

mous masses of rock, which have fallen into it

from the mural precipice which bounds its left

shore. This frightful granite cliff of solid rock.,

of above 800 feet high, appears to have been ,un»

dermined at its foot by the stream, and the lower

and middle part have fallen into it, whileHhe

summit overhangs the base and the river—

The vast ruins of this fall extend for al^out a

quarter of a mile ; the river has now forced its

way through, and partly over the rocks, with a

.noise and impetuosity, we thought could not

be surpassed, but on our return in June, when

tHe Ganges.was doubled in depth, the sceney

was still grander. . It then just covered the tops

of the rocks, and one of the falls of the whole

stream, we estimated at 25 feet perpendicular,

and below it were more, close to each other of

little less height. The scene is full of sublimit
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iy and wildsiess, and the roar of the water is.

astounding.

On the right Bank also, there has been a recent

large slip of the mountain, but the above

mentioned on the left bank, is for its height, the

most formidable fall I ever saw. It is not

recent.

7 Cross the Ganges by the Sangria of Lohari Naig

16 paces long and 25 feet above the stream

;

which is here narrow, deep, and has a great

fall ;. the ends of the Sangha (which is very-

narrow) are supported on each side on 2 great

tabular granite rocks. That on the right

bank is circular, and 150 feet in circumference.

It is of a coarse brown granite, with quartz

intermixed, and is decomposing in some places*

The mountains on both side of the river are

very steep. On the left bank of the river ob-

served a rill, impregnated with calcareous

matter, which is so abundant as to incrust every

thing it touches very strongly, and we collected

large pieces of this lime, which is pure, like

that at Sansdr Dhdra—This is a singular thing

in a region of granite , . ...

.

-«,,,....«.,.,,. * 1410 26
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S The Lot Gdrh riverjoins the Ganges^ cross it by

a good little Sangha, This river is 20 feet

wide. This last station has been almost level)

and a good and pleasant path, along a flat of

150 yards wide by the river side, shaded by

Cdksi, Mireiy Oniil, and other trees. From

the edge of the flat, the rock rises in a gigantic

mural precipice of about 1500 feet perpendi-

cular, and the same across the the river. Strata

much inclined. The Lot Gdrh river, comes

from the snow to the right, and is very rapid.

Ganges here expanded and the scenery beauli^

ful. Lot Gdrh up 120., ...» •...•' 1500 25

"On our return breakfasted here.

Barometer. 23 144
e

Thermometer attached 53

Detached 56

9 Pleasant path and good by the river side, which

is more expanded, and the channel not so rocky.

Breadth 150 to 200 feet, a snow Avalanche

here, leave the low bed and begin ascent, .... 1008 8
o

10 Strong ascent, first 500 paces, East, then 5 ; here ( 90

begins very steep ascent, ............. <£ 50

11 Very steep and difficult descent, open to the left,

and the river deep below, a mural precipke3
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across the river with well defined strata, at
o

an angle of about 45. The strata are so

arranged in these regions, which are the feet

of the Himdi'ya
3
but I have observed, that

near the tops of the highest peaks, the layers

of rock are nearly horizontal. Name of •

above mountain Baldera JLitra; steep as it

is and nearly devoid of soil, the pines never-

theless contrive to fix their roots in many

parts of it, ; J 510 300

12 Bad and narrow path overhanging the river.

The Soan Gddli (river) joins the Ganges be*

low, to West ; course from snowy peaks 286,

appears to be 30 feet wide and not fordable,

very rapid,. , . . . ... . '..', „' 548 380:

IS Oblique descent, not steep^ but difficult over

lumps of broken rock, the ruins of a slip of

the mountain,. J 792 3»

14 100 feet of ascent, at an angle of 70, rest, descent

of the very steepest kind; in the worst part, the

path is narrow, and over hangs the river, 2

or 3 places are unpleasant to pass, ......... ^ S92 5

15 Last 1000 paces an agreeable change, being a

good path where one may walk at ease, Ava~

lanche of snow lo right, and a large slip of the

mountain, the ruins of which obstruct the path, 2500 8.
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16 Bad and rough, here cross the Ganges on a

Sangha, about 45 feet above the stream,

breadth of the roaring stream below 17 paces,

or 42 feet. The bridge about 2§ feet wide, ill

secured and unsteady, it extends from one

large rock to another. The current extremely

violent, and the fall of the river great,

17 A Torrent from the Swi mountain falls in here,

at this Sangha, on return, barometer 2£in,

GO. thermometer, 52.. . *

18 Long1 ascent to Swa,. a decaying village cf]

9 houses, of which 3 only- are inhabited. It

is on the West side of a mountain, and sur-

rounded- on all sides, by the Himdlya rocky

precipices, crowned with snow. The river

is about 1,000 feet below, foaming 1

. in a con-

fined channel, ...*..*. .-. -.

.

J

1270' 5
:

3000

19,394

As to the march, it was very long and laborious, we performed it in

7 ; hours, propably j of it was hand and foot road. The rest except

the two places of flat mentioned above as usual, a succession of long

strides or little careful steps from one broken crag to another. The three

Sanghas over the river, having been lately repaired are not dangerou*, but

too high, narrow, and elastic, to be pleasant to cross ; the people from the
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plains passed them very well (three persons excepted) butmany ofthe mou&«

tain coolies, were obliged to be led over, with their eyes shut, as well a«

some of the Goorhha sepoys. To get well over then
s

it is proper to take

careful steps (but not to go too slow) and to keep ones eyes steadily

fixed on the platform, and by no means to look over the side, at the

foaming gulpli belows or t© stop or hesitate when on the Sangha, The

scenery to day was in nature's grandest and -rudest -stile, wall like precipi-

ces of compact granite bounding the river on both sides, to the inimedi"

ate height of 2 or 3,000 feels above those cliffs is snow.

Latitude Observed. M. A. Spica, Hodgson; Circle,.. 30 59 40" 5

.Herbert.; Sextant,,. .30 59 40

30 59 40 25

'24th May, Sifai to Derdli9 Thermometer O. R. 45. i|4
05 ^h<

Pacn. Degreei

I Boad along side of mountain, moderate ascent. . . . ...... 742 46

H Crest of rise

—

Ganges up 14 ....................... . 5 10 46>

3 Descent and cross the Ganges, by a Sangha, length

of the Bridge 1 15 feet, breadth 3 feet—breadth of the

river : below, 82 feet—depth to the surface of the

water, from the Sangha 19 feet (measured by the

chain.) This is the best Sangha, on the river and

the water below is not so rapid as usual

—

Mala

village of 5 Houses, 340 j above Jhala^ the country is.
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not atpresent inhabited, . . . . .£. , , i 3(>0 lg

4 A fine view up the river which for several miles above

this, flows in a more expanded bed in a narrow valley

;

the feet of the mountains bounding it, are less steep,

and are clothed with cedars. Good path along

sand and pebbles in the river's bed, the current of

which more gentle though very swift. The bed

is about 600 yards wide, and will be overflowed when

the river is at its height. Lower line of snow9

generally, 2000 feet, above the river, though several
©

Avalanches reach down to its margin, Jhala 220

;

o

Soan Gddh river (mouth of) 6. The air is very

5 Ascent and descent of a rocky point above the river.

We have now turned the snowy range, seen from the

plains, and brought it to our rights as will be seen

by the change in the course ; the march from Dangal

to Suci, and on to this place, may be considered, as

in that gorge of the Himalaya, through which the

river forces its way, to the foot of those mountains of

the second order, which are the beginning of the spurs

of the grand range. We have now the great snowy

peaks on both sides of the river, and it is henceforward

bounded by them; those to the right, are visible from

Hindustan; those across the river, or to our left, are

not visible from the plains, being hid by the southern

X
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ridges. The line of the outlet of the river is very

perceptible from the plains, and the Sricdnta peak,

the western foot of which it washes here, is con-

spicuous from Seharanpur, and the Doah. From

hence onward, the course of the Ganges is to be

considered, as being within the Himalaya, differing

from the Jumna, in as much as that the source of the

latter river, is at the south west feet of the snowy

peaks, seen from Seharanpur, and not within the

Himalaya*

6 Pleasant and level; a snowy peak towards Barrasah

shews itself up the Soan Gddh ; it is Called Dumdara,

and is very white with snow,* mouth of the Soan
o

Gddh 322. Down ;

its bed the plunderers from

Barrasah, and the western districts of Bawaien

penetrate in the latter end of the rains. As far as

Barrasah, the country is uninhabited for six days jour-

ney except at Leuh panch Gong, which is three Coss

on this side of Barrasah, Those districts are on the

Tonse river, and are the seat of numerous gangs of

plunderers and murderers, who much infest this part of

the country, ............... ; V.
:

. 595 50

7 Pretty strong ascent, but good path, in the cedar forest,

obliquing up and down, from the river, 2200

8 Pleasant in a forest of many pines, , . . . , . . , 43g

9 Ditto
i top of oblique ascent. Descent to dell, . . . . 350 90

51

88

78
3
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10 Descent to brow of small precipice, overhanging the

river which here falls at a considerable angle.
o

Mouth of the Haril large rivulet 345, 7 furlongs,
o

comes from 30, from snowy peaks. Here forest of

cedar and the true deal pine which is a tall and

graceful tree, 600 100

1

1

Ascent and descent to precipice over the river. Across

the river is a small plain of ~ mile wide, where there

was once a village, called Suor, 415 80

12 Cross a torrent from the snow, . . i ... . .

.

....:........ 265 80

13 Bughti Gddh (torrent) falls in opposite at right an-

gles. Here oblique descent, cedar forest, 335 ditto

14 Descent to the bed of the Ganges, and cross the Til

Ghdr a large torrent, which falls in a most beautiful

and picturesque cascade of 80 or 100 feet, over a- vi

rock, bordered and shaded by high feathery pines

and spreading cedars, . ,
'..;'.. 495 90

15 Flat, over sand and pebbles of the river bed, here

expanded, 500 75

On our return we halted at this place to take the altitude

oftwo very sharp snowy peaks, which now appeared to

the south, or to our right. We measured carefully

with the chain, a base of 165 feet, which was the

greatest extent of level ground to be found ; with this

base we found a longer line of 1568 feet, and from

its extremities, determined the distances of the two
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peaks, and their heights above the east end of the

base as follows:

First peak called Sewmarcha Chauntal, distance 16440

feet, bearing due south. Its angle of elevation 2Q

43 42" and height above the river 8278 feet.

Second peak no name, but it is a lower part of the

Srtcdnta mountain.

Distance 15374 feet.

9

Magnetic bearing 170 43'.

o

Angle of elevation . 2,5. 55' 30".

Height 7473 feet above the river.

Barometer 22 inches* 249 1 thermometers attached 79.

Detached 78,
° (71

16 Last 700 paces 82, and ascent first part flat, 1700
]

IT N. R. On our return we found gooseberries at this

places they were of the large hairy kind, and though

{ 63
not ripe3 made good dumplins,. 1090 <

18 Gradual descent, and cross the Kheir Gddh large rivu-

let, by a Sangha, at Derail, a village of 6 houses but

now deserted, on account of the failure of the crops

and incursions of banditti, ....».,..* 810 88

Miles by the wheel 7m 6 f being 13200 yards for paces, 14345

The road to-day, considered as a mountain path, was excellent, two or

three places excepted. The north bases of the mountains which we passed
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along, are moderately steep, and are clotftect with noble cedars, and various

sorts of large pines, of which the Cshir and Rhai or Rher are the largest;

Cshir is a. name in diseriminately given to several ef the large leaved pines,

but the tree so called here, is- the true Deal ; it grows to a great height,

a?id bears a resemblance to the common Cshir or turpentine fir, which

abounds in the lower hills, but which is never seen in company with the

cedar, (Deodar) I took some specimens of this Deal, it is light and has a

fine grains the Rhai .is a lofty pine, it has a graceful appearance, the

leaves are pendent. .The wood of it is not esteemed for building, being

heavy and knotty? the cedar is always preferred for that purpose. From

the Sangha to Derail^ the Ganges flows in an expanded bed with a

swift current over stones. Yesterday it was a succession of falls from

reck to rock, and bounded by frightful precipices. To-day the scenery

was very interesting, the river being bounded immediately to the north

by the cedar forests; above which, towered the sharp snowy peaks, and

many torrents and cascades fell from them. I never made a more delightful

march; the climate is pleasant and the weather bright to-day. The village

of Derail is situated in a rocky recess and commands a fine view of the

river, and of the north sides of the snowy peaks behind Jamnautri. There

are three small temples of stone by the river side, they are of good work-

manship. Derail was plundered last year by banditti from the westward.

Latitude Observed M. A. Spica. Reflecting circle, 31 2* 25"

Lieut. Herbert, M. A. D. Sextant, ,.......' 8

Mean, 31 2 16 5

Pole star hid by the mountains as usual.

Y
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25th May, Derdli9 toBliairo Ghdti. Thermometer , sun ri&& 54 gj^
Paces. Degree!.

1 Much rain here this morningy and snow above : steep

and almost perpendicular ascent, from the village up

a mass of rock, ......... <,,.......... 310 85

% Cross a torrent 7 paces wide on a Sangha ; path in gene-

ral level on the banks of the river but occasionally

slippery and bad, ............ ...<. .,.......» 1400 7$

3 Road generally level along bank in the cedar forest.

Cross a large snow avalanche, . . . 7. ..7.7. 7 . 7. 7. . .T 1300 S9

4 Road as above, cross a large avalanche of snow. Cedar

forest; rocky mountains across the river almost perpen-

dicular, .o. .7 , ..... 180& 73'

5- Crest of nearly perpendicular, and difficult short ascent:

crags overhanging and threatening to fall. The ri-

ver bed the whole way broad and strong current.

Derdli 256; lofty peaks on every side, rising imme-

diately from the river. This place is 1000 feet above

it. Cedars of great size here, .... 1210 6S

6' Road generally level, on bank of the river: cross an

avalanche of great magnitude, being a fall of lumps

of snow like large rocks, it has brought down, and

broke to pieces, all the cedar trees in. its path; perpen-

dicular, rocky precipices rise immediately from the

river bed j to the height of 1500 and 2000 feet y high

snow peaks on all sides, large cedars at their feet, 1+ , . 1900 103;
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$ Path as above in cedar forest. Wall like precipices of

great height rise from the river bed, above them is

snow, o ... <. , ..... 1714 105

8 Cross Licunga asmall river on a Sangha, a little above its

mouth, falls from the snow to- right and joins the

Ganges,..* , ... 837 138

9 ~ An exceedingly steep ascent ; river not visible but close be-

low mountains with bare peaks, not a blade of herbage
o

on their rocky sides. In front Decani snowy peak 105,

to our left a mountain called T'hui, the S. side of

Decani is washed by the Eaghirefhi ^ and the N. side

by the Jahni Ganga, or Jdhnevi, their confluence

being at Mhazroghdtu This place is called Ratenta, 780 140

10 Another steep and toilsome ascent,. ...........

.

1065 110

11 Descent over broken fragments of peak. A rocky preci-

pice nearly mural of 1000 feet, overhangs the right

bank of the Ganges, which here as usual rushes over

rocks with an impetuous and foaming current. In

front is the gigantic peak Decani rising immediately

from the bed ©f the river, on the left the almost equally

high one of T'kut, below, immense masses of granite

overhang the river. The scenery is very grand.

Very large cedars here,- 930 130

W Jdhnevi river 72°. .... .... ..,.<.,.. 343 102

13 A sweep -from S. to E. brings us to that most terrific

and really aweful looking place called Bhairogkdtw
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The descent to the Sangha is of the steepest kind aed

partly by a ladder. The Sarigha is inclined far from

the level, and as seen from the height above it, cannot

fail to inspire the beholder with anxiety as to his safe

passage over it. It is indeed by far the most formida-

ble Sangha I have seen; the height of the platform

above the river, we measured by dropping the chain 5

it was 60 feet; one is apt at first sjght to estimate it at

much more, however this height, added to the circum«

stances of the narrowness of the Sanglm (about %\ feet

wide) its elasticity, and its inclined position, is suffici-

ent to render its passage disagreeable, it being (like

ail the rest) quite open at the sides. It is laid from*

one side of the precipice to the other, the end on the

left bank is the highest, the precipices in some places

are quite perpendicular, in most, nearly so, rising to

the height of 3000 feet above the stream, they are

of compact granite; on some ledges there is a little

soil, where the cedars fix their roots. The river

below the Sangha is closely confined by the wall like

rocks, which are perfectly perpendicular^ and its

course is thus bounded, nearly to Gangautri. The

breadth of the stream is about 45 feet, and it is deep

under the bridge, ....... 600

14 Turn to the left by a rocky path to our tent, . . ,., . 4 . ... . 280 60

I3,f69
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Which is in a very strange place for a tent to be in, and one of the

most curious sights among many here, is to see a little tent pitched under

vast overhanging masses of rock, at the confluence of these two rivers
?

the BhdgiraPhi and its foaming rival the JdhniGangd or as more properly

called the Jdhnevi, the strange and terrific appearance of this place

(Bhairog'hdti) exceeds the idea I had formed of it: no where in my

travels, in these rude mountains, have I seen any thing to be compared

with this, in horror and extravagance. Precipices composed of the most

solid granite, confine both rivers in narrow channels, and these, seem to

have been scooped out by the force of the waters. Near the Sdngd^ the

Bhagirafhi has in some places scolloped out the rock which overhangs

it. The base of these peaks is of the most compact sort of granite, it is

of a light huev with small pices of black sparry substance intermixed*

From the smoothness of the rocks which confine the stream and which

appear to have been worn so by water, I think the stream must have

formerly flowed on a higher level, and that it is gradually scooping its

channel deeper, for it does not appear that the walls which confine the

rivers, are masses fallen from above, but that they are the bases of the peaks

themselves. Enormous blocks have indeed fallen, and hang over our

heads in threatning confusion, some appear 200 feet in diameter, and here

are we sitting among these rumK
3
by the fire side at noon.—Thermometer 52.

What are these pinnacles of rock, 2 or 3000 feet high which are above

us like! I know not. To compare small with great, I think the aptest

idea I can form of any thing that might be like them, would be the

appearance that the ruins of a Gothic cathedral, might have, to a specta-

tor within them, supposing that thunder bolts, or earthquakes had rifted

Z
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itslofty and massy towers, spires and buttresses; the parts left standing,

might then in minature give an idea of the rocks of Bhairog^hdti.

The great cedar pines those gigantic sons of the snow, fringe these

bare rocks and fix their roots where there appears to be very little soil, a

few also of the larger deal pine, are seen, but inferior trees do not aspire

to grow here. The day is dull and^ rainy, and I cast my eyes up at the

precipice overhead, not without awe, a single fragment might dash us

to pieces. Avalanches of snow and rock such as we have passed to-day,

and indeed for these three last days, shew, by their effects, their vast

powers of destruction, for they bring down forests, in their overwhelming

course, and dash the cedars into splinters. These avalanches have all

fallen this season, they have in places filled up the dells and water courses

to a great depth, with snow, and extend from the peaks to the margin of

the river.

s A painter wishing to represent a scene of - the harshest features of

nature, should take his station under the Sdngd of Bhairog^hati or at

the confluence of the BhdgiraV'hi and Jdhnem rivers, here it is proper

to take some notice of this latter river hitherto little known. Though the

BM.dgiraVhi is esteemed the holy and celebrated Ganges, yet the Jdh-

tie vi is accounted, to be and I think is, the larger stream. From a

Brahman who officiates at Gangotri, and who has been up it, I collected

some particulars which though perhaps far from correct, may serve

to give an idea of it. By the course of the river is a pass to Bhoat or

'Thibet, by which the people, from Reital and the upper villages ofRowaien
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go to get salt, blanket cloth and wool
s in exchange for grain. The trade

is trifling, and not more than 100 people go yearly, in the latter end of

the rains the road is open. They carry their goods on sheep and goats.

The Brahman fias been at the frontier village called Neilang, it is four

long, and very difficult days journey. The first three days are up the

course of the river, high above its bed, for the most part, but occasionally

descending to it. It is exceeding steep and difficult,

1st Day.—They go along the high precipice on the right bank of the

river—a Sdngd at the end of a long march. Very bad path-—no village.

2d Day.—Having crossed, very bad path to Cartchd a halting

village. Cedar pines here*

3d Day,—On same bank of the river to Handouly, a halting placed

but no village. Not a very long march.

4th Day.—The frontier or (Do-lhdshids) village called Neilang in

the district of Tungsah, at this village, the river seems (they say) but

little diminished in size, and there is a Sdngd over it. This man can

give no account of its origin, except that he believes it comes from some

hills in Bhoat* The first part of the course of the river upwards, so far
o

as can be seen from Bhairog^hdti is 72 N. E. and from what I can un-

derstand, it appears that this river has its source to the north of that ridge

of the Himalaya, which bounds the Bhdgirat ,hi i to the N. E. or on its

right bank, and that, between Bhairog''hdti, and perhaps the third day's
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march abovementioned
f it forces itself through the range. The BrdJiman

says that at the village, and for the last day's march to it the mountains

are bare of trees, and that they are not the Cylds mountains (i. e. not

what we call snowy mountains, but that the Cylds peaks towards Gan-

gotri are seen to the right, and so they would be, if we suppose the

course of the Jdhnevi up, to be about N. 70 Eist; and the course of

the Ganges, is, we know from hence considerably to the S. of East. By

the way I may mention here, that Cylds is a general appellation for high

ranges always covered with snow (in the same way as we say Hi-

malaya or Himdchul) (which last indeed literally means snowy peaks).

At Neilang the houses are built very low, on account of the high winds.

Travellers suffer much from difficulty in breathing caused as they say by

the hic*h or bish i. e. exhalations from poisonous herbs which grow ore

the high bare knolls. This frontier district of Tungsah appears to be

considered to belong, to what they call here Blwat or Thibet, and they

pay their land tribute to a collector who comes from Chaprang9 of the

distance or size or direction of Ckaprang I could not get any satisfactory

accounts but it appears to be a Chinese dependency. The district also

gives to the Raja at Bassdhir a blanket per man every third year, and a

small complimentary tribute of Da c'h (raisins) to the G^harwdl Rdjd*

The inhabitants are called Do-bhdshids from their speak^ the languages

of both. Gr'AarioaZ-and Bhoat and they act as interpreters and brokerso

The exports from Rawaien ares rice
s
mandwd and pdprd (coarse

grains) TobaccQ and Tamashas; Imports
3 salt

§
and thick woolen cloth

and wool*.
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The Rawaisri people go in the month of Cdrtic^ because the wool is

then ready, but in the month of Sdwan the road may be passed, and that

would be the best time to goe

Had the season been more advanced and if I had had grain I should have

been tempted to go up this river, it is an interesting object of future

research, but there are many others and one does not know which to

attend to first, but it is my intention to explore this river next season.

Latitude observed. Confluence of the rivers at Bhatrog'hdti,

O "» it

M. A. Spica. 4 sets 30, 01 , 38, '7 cloudy weather and no other stay

visible.

Water boiled at 19s! The air being 44.

On return June 3d.—rWe. encamped in a much better place, a small

piece of flat at the summit of the cliff which bounds the Ganges on its

left side. It was a pleasant and secure situation and under the shade

of the cedars. At this place, about 700 feet above the river, the
•

barometer (unboiled mercury) stood at 2V n 524 tern perature of air 70,

O I ii

Latitude of this camp 30, 01, 22, • 5 good observations, junction of
o

JBhdgiraVM and Jdhnevi rivers 72 distant 1 furlong.

A a
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16th May—BhairogVidti to Gangotri—Thermometer 40

Pane. Degree;.

1 A very steep and difficult ascent, we pass along- the

perpendicular face of the precipice by means of a

scaffolding of two narrow planks, which appear very

rotten and ill supported at the end*, under the scaffold

is a chasm of 300 feet deep. Immediately afterwards

ascend by ladders, the precipices bounding- the river

being here like walls and these scaffolds and ladders

are laid from projecting points to enable one to pass, 330 1 70

2 Three other passages along the precipices, and over

chasms by means of rotten planks, then an exceedingly

steep ascent by short zigzags to a flat, at the foot of

Decani peak, here is a small temple of Bhairo Ldl

who is esteemed the janitor of Gangotri, at this place,

pious Hindus leave their shoes, , . 475 21

3 Road tolerably level', winds rounds the South West

side of Decani peak, the river is about 800 feet be-

low to the right and rising from its bed is a wall of

mountains of a height I find it difficult to estimate, -

below to the river steep precipices

—

Sewri peak 236

Midnriyezk 150,... .... 70Q 14Q

4 Path very difficult, a lew paces further on cross another

frightful chasm by a platform of a foot or 18 inches

wide—Road over masses of -granite piled in confusion

they are fragments of a fallen peak. Looking up we
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see the tower-like summits of Decani' almost over-

hanging us. The whole way strewed with falls of

P&cct.

630

95

Digrcet,

160

126

133

rock from them. Many traces of bears—
5 Wind round the brow of the hill, and come upon an

opening where the eye is saluted with a full view of

Midnri peak,
. and in the distance the mountains of

Rudr Himalaya, crowned by the peak of Dugdi

towering to a great height, .the pure snows on' it shine

in the suns rays with dazzling brilliancy,. .. ... ...... 690 140

Bad and slippery path, as before high rock above to left,

the river deep below to right cedars here, ... , 310

7 Ditto. . . . ditto. .......... ..ditto, ... , . . , 230

8 Rather better path, the rive deep below foaming in its , r

narrow and rocky bed
5
m.QS/i fantastic great; snow peak

over Gangotti 119,; tii

9 Black rocky peak across the river-^Call it Iron Sides

125 30,..........,.,......,.,......,...^. 1500

10 Better path but broken, and a torrent falls in from the
o o

snow across the river 200—Iron Sides 129—Cedars—

•

Not much ascent or descent., path hence chiefly undu-

lating and lying along the steep side of the mountain, 3900

1

1

A long steep side, River deep below in a steep confined

channel of li^ht coloured granite. Cedars here—Iron

Sides 129, XC .....'.< 720

12 Path as before, across the river is a cascade falling through

a large snow bed, the snow reaches ill several places

133

127

127
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Facet. Dgrestc

from the river bed on the opposite side to the summit

of tiftP mountains which are very steep. We are al-
o

most in -sight of GangotH^ 390 95

13 The river flows under beds of snow which have fallen

into it, from the peaks, and cover it, 1692 95

14 Steep ascent and cross a torrent, 292 32

15 Pass above a Cascade falling over a precipice of grey gra-

nite with black sparry spots. Wonderfully steep

precipices on both sides of the river, on this side the

rocks are quite bare and shattery, 1032 92

IS Cross above a -Cascade falling from a rocky gorge to the
i

left—Path' extremely- bad. This river below foaming

between walls of rock perfectly perpendicular. A

Sdngd (now destroyed) had formerly been laid over

at this place, by the banditti who in the rains plun-

der the Ceddrndth districts to the Eastward. The

rodksf through* which the .river flows have horizontal

strata
:

a'nd the Ft^lit hue of Portland stone—They are as

usuai, granite—The cedars here-are poor and starved

—

•

Very high bare rocks above to left. Rudr Himd~
o «

laya a.-snowy peak 95,. 1510 96

17 Descent. Gauricund a small flat space by the river

side—Oil the opposite side the Cedargangd falls into
o

the Ganges from 107. It has no claim to the title of a

Xliverj being merely a torrent from the snow, of 10 or

12 feel wide and shallow. It comes out of a rocky
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gorge, and its course cannot be longer than three or

18 Gangotri. The small temple of Gangd Mai and

BhdgiraPhi, on right bank of $he Ganges, , . 9 .... . , . . . 575 Do.

16,378

The path to-»day was of the worst description, and is on the whole 1

think the most rugged march we have hitherto had, though there are not

any long ascents. Nothing can be more unpleasant than the passage

along the rotten ladders, and inclined scaffolds, by which the faces, and

corners of the precipices, near Bbairog^hdti are made. The rest of the

way lies along the side of a very steep mountain, and is strewed with

rocks. The views of the snowy peaks which are on all sides* were very

grand and wild*

The rocks are of granite^ but of a lighter colour than usual, and specks

of a bright black sparry substance are interspersed in them, at the

distances of from one to three inches.

The rivers bed from Bhairog^hdti to Gawrtcund, was between mural

precipices of 2 or 300 feet high ; above them was the steeply inclined

ground, along which our path laid,—Though very rocky, there were

many places with soil, where the cedars grew, but not large—Above the

path to our left were bare rocky precipices, on the summit of which the

Bb
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snow lies s at Gauricund and Gangotri^ the rivers bed becomes more

open.—The temple at Gangotrt, is &Mundup of stone of the smallest kind 5

it contains small statues of Bhdgirafhi, Gangd, &c. and it is built over a

piece of rock, called Bhdgiratfhi-Sila , and is about 20 feet higher than

the bed of the Ganges; and immediately above its right bank, there is

also a rough wooden building at a short distance for the shelter of tra-

vellers*—By the rivers side, there is in some places soil, where small

cedars grow 5 but in general the margin is strewed with masses of rock,

which fail from the precipices above-—the falls do not appear recent.

Too much tired to attempt to boil mercury in the tubes to-day.— A.t

night, having prepared the instruments to take the immersion of one of

Jupiter9
s Satellites, we laid down to rest, but between 10 and II o'clock,

were awakened by the rocking of the ground, and on running out, soon

saw the effects of an earthquake, and the dreadful situation in which we

were, pitched in the midst of masses of rock, some of them more than

100 feet in diameter, and which had fallen from the cliffs above us, and

probably brought down by some former earthquake.

The scene around us, shewn in all its dangers by the bright moon

light, was indeed very awful-—On the 2d shock, rocks were hurled in

every direction, from the peaks around, io the bed of the river, with a

hideous noise not to be described, and never to be forgotten: after the

crash caused by the falls near us had ceased, we could still hear the

terrible sounds of heavy falls in the more distant recesses of the mountains.

r

E looked up with dismay at the cliffs over head, expecting that the
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sext shock would detach some ruins from them; had they fallen we

could not have escaped, as the fragments from the summit would have

flown over our head§3 and we should have been buried by those from the

middle* •

Providentially there were no more shocks that night. This eartii»

quake was smartly felt in all parts of the mountains9 as well as in the

plains of the N. W, provinces of Hindustan*

In the morning we removed to the left bank of the river, where there

is a bed of sand of about 150 yards wide; then is a flat of soil with trees

of about 20 yards wide, and immediately above it are precipices with

snow on them ; here we were much more secure ; in the afternoon, indeed,

the effects of the snow melting, often caused pieces of rock to fall from

above, to near our station, but we could avoid them by running over the

sand to the river side, which could not be done on the right bank; be-

sides only comparatively small pieces fell here, and in day light, so that

this is much the best side to encamp on.-—We had the curiosity to mea-

sure trigonometrically the height of the cliff, at the foot of which we were

during the shock5
and found it to be 2745 feet.

This day, the 27th, we had a slight shock of an earthquake^ as well as

so on the 28th.

Barometers,,

Filled a new and full length clean tube with pure mercury, immediately
In.

after filling (unboiled), it stood at 20. 890
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Thermometer attached . . 78
°

i

Ditto detached ......... 63

Having hung the Barometer up in the tent, and allowed it to acquire

the temperature of the air and adjusted zero, the following heights we

observed t

o

Thermometer attached 77\i upper surface of the
o < Inch

Ditto detached 63 I Mercury ........... .20. 832-0

Second reading; an hour afterwards, > <?

B
f 20.8065 At. Th. 69

Mercury upper convex surface)

- *'i?''-:'i <* t
{*...« ... 7335 Det. do* 67

Lower part of head of column.?
7410

Ther. o

An hour afterwards upper convex ..*«,.. .20. 8255 72
o

Lower line. ..... .......... 8080 61

AAevnodn, outside of the tent three hours after filling the tube;

Mean at 4 o'clock ...... . . . . . . ., .. ........... „. . . 20. 7842 57

There were very few and but small (Air) bubbles in the column, and

the vacuum was evidently pretty good, as shewn by the smart cracking o§

the mercury against the top of the tube.
O

9. 1> sLLvJT EJUlflS a, a o„ a o, o„ » a, fl. • 0. », o . a, o. « o.l c70*

We now begin to boil the mercury in the tube. The tube as

usual broke. None but a professed artist can expect to succeed m this

difficult business, once in ten times.—With the unboiled mercury, there

must be an error, but it should not^ I think, affect the heights more than

200 feet, and generally not 100 feet; and as under the present circum-

stances we eannot do moref,
we must be content with such approximate
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altitudes: and I reckon it of some consequence, to have the heights of

these places even within 200 feet, as hitherto no idea could be formed

on the subject.

When a tube is filled with unboiled mercury, which of course eon-

tains air, it stands at first higher than it ought, from the air dilating the

column; but, after a short time, much of the air escapes into the upper

part of the tube, where the vacuum ought to be, and there expanding,

presses down the mercury in the tube, thus making it lower than it

should be. The mean height will not differ very much, perhaps not more

than two tenths of an inch
s

in moderate heats, from that shewn by a

boiled tube.

The barometers I had, were 2 out of 6 sent from England, to the

Surveyor General's Office ; they were made by Berge, and are very fine

instruments, but so little attention had been paid to their packing, that

the tubes of them all were found to be broken, when they arrived in

Calcutta, as well as most of the thermometers belonging to them : there

were spare, but unfilled tubes sent with them, and some of these would

not fit.

Whenever barometers are sent, there should be to each at least 6 spare

tubesfilled in England by the maker, and hermetically sealed, and these

should be carefully packed in separate cases of copper or wood, lined

with flannel, and the scale downwards should go to 13 inches: the

C c
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scale of these barometers only reaches to 19 inches. In instruments

intended for India^ sotiditf should be considered ; we want those which

will do their work effectually9 and are not anxious that they should be

small and easily portable^ as we can always here find means of carrying

them. The mean height of the column, by such observations as I
In |

thought most to be depended on, is 20. 837 ; the temperatures of the
o o

air and mercury being 7.3. and 65. From which, the height of Gangaulri
feet

r

above the sea, calculated by M. Raymond's method, is 103194

By Dr. Button's method o- ..........

.

10306.6

Latitude observed 27th and 28th May, 1817.

By me, reflecting circle, alternate faces, mean by A. and
o •

B. Libra 30 59 29

Large Sextant by Berge—-Lieutenant Herbert, 4 sets ditto, 3&\ 5

By me, reflecting circle—8 circummeridional altitudes

of Spica? being 24 indexes, on alternate faces ...... 27 I

Mean latitude of Gangautri . . 30 59 30 5

These were good observations, and refraction is allowed on the alti-

tudes, according to the barometer and thermometer ; and all other correc-

tions for precession, aberration, nutation, &c. are applied as usual.

The pole star could not be seen on account of the height of the clifi%
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nor any star to the south lower than those observed.—The same cause

most unfortunately prevented our being able to observe any eclipses of

Jupiter's Satellites here, or the occultation of the star sb: Libra by the

Moon, and I was sorry to find that my chronometers could not be depen-

ded on to shew the difference of longitude in time : though they are of

the best kind, and hung in gimbals, no method of carriage that I had

then adopted could prevent them feeling the effects of the short and con-

tinually repeated jerks they received from the uneven steps, which the

man who carried them on his back was obliged to make. Nothing

except a staff can be conveniently carried in the hands, as they are so

frequently employed in assisting the feet in difficult places-

The mean breadth of the Ganges at Gangotn was (measured by the

chain) 43 feet, depth 18 inches, and' nearly the same depth at the sides,

as in the middle: the current very swift, and over large rounded stones.

—

-

This was on the 26th May, the stream was then in one channel, but the

effect of the sun in melting the snow was at that season so powerful,

that it was daily much augmented 5 and on our return to Gangotri, on the

2d June, the depth of the main stream was 2 feet, audit was a few feet

wider (but I did not then measure the width) ; several shallow side chan-

nels had also been filled in the interval, and on the whole, I estimate, that

the volume of water was doubled.

Though the frequency of the earthquakes made us very anxious to

get out of our dangerous situation in the bed of the river, we resolved, as

we had come so far, to leave no means untried to trace the stream as far
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as possible, and accordingly set out on the morning of the 29th of May^

hoping to arrive at the head of the river in the course of the day.—The

two Gangotri Brahmins could not give any information as to how far it

might be distant; they had never been higher than Gangotri^ and assured

us, that no persons ever went further, except the Munshi, who appears^

by the account in the Asiatic Researches^ to have gone about 2 miles.

Mr. James Frazer visited Gangotri in 1815, and was the first

Eurojiean who did so.

May 29th. From Gangotri
s forward up the Ganges. M^

Paces. Degrees,

1 Pass avalanche, and fragments of rock newly
o

fallen, and which, cover the path 600 88

2 Ascend a snow bed, which covers the river, it is

about 30 feet thick ......................... 524 ditto

3 Over the snow bed, and descend to the open stream.

Here a gorge of huge rocks obstructs the

stream ; they have all fallen from above. ..... 397 ditto

jN. B. The Brahmins say, they never heard of any

rock or place called the cows-mouth or Gao

.muc'A, or any thing like it, either in sound

or signification.—rWe .did not see or bear of

any image whatever,

4 River flows under a snow bed % a rill of water

from the snow to right. High precipices on both

sides, all tlie way • . . t , ...... , „ „ , . , 9 . . . ( . Ato 08
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Pacts. Degretf.

5 Alternate avalanches of snow and rock recently fallen.—

River under an avalanche of 500 feet thick, the snow

hard and frozen ,,.,....., 900 80

6 In rocky bed of the river. Ascend a rock 35 feet high

by climbing. River much confined, and the fall great 485 80

7 A great fall of the peaks.—River bed filled with fallen

rocks^ and difficult to pass.—The stream
9
a succession

of cataracts. High peaks above ...... ........ , 691 80

.8 Over fragments. Here the river falls out of a snow

bed, in a cascade of foam i ascend the great snow

bed ........ 500 ditto

9 Strong ascent of the snow bed, which is about 100 feet

thick, over the river ................. 221

10 Cascades of the river. Pass through masses of rock?? inAA
> 1000

difficult to climb s precipices above )

11 Cross a torrent 8 feet wide and 9 inches deep; it comes

from a cleft in the peaks to the left. River here

under a snow bed; from last station is a rocky path 969 82

12 River turns the foot of high snowy peaks to the right

:

precipices quite perpendicular to the left.-

—

Rudra
o

Himalaya peak 97. . 853 82

13 Finding that the head of the river must be more distant

than we expected, we sent back to GangotrC for a

small tent 50 103

14 High mural precipices rising immediately from the river

Dd
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Pacts. Drgrect.

Co the left: snowy peaks to the right, their summits

about 6000 feet above us • • 310 1 10

15 Cross the river at some falls. We leaped from rock

to rock with some difficulty.—Large rill to right:

present general line of snow about 200 feet above

us.—To the right, the face of the mountain has

slipped . . . 110 315

16 Bhojpatra (i. e. birch) jungle to the right with some

pines, but small and stunted.—Great mural preci-

pices to the left ,...,... , . 803 110

17 Begin to pass a great snow bed, from under which the

river falls in a cascade.—Heavy slips of the mountain

to the right 924 ditto

18 Ascend a very steep mass of snow, which covers the

river ; it appears to be 300 feet thick. 340 360

19 Cross a rill.—To the right above us, are sharp snowy

peaks 6 or 7000 feet high, at their bases is some

soil, and loose stones, in which birch and small firs

grow 752 110

20 Up the rocky bed of the river, and here ascend a very

large snow bed, which reaches from the top of the

peaks to the right to the river, and conceals it: the

river bed here more expanded, The feet of the

mountains to the right not so steep as hitherto. To

the left are precipices. Saw some niusk deer among
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Pacts. Degrees.

the rocks.—From the top of the snow bed, a noble

snowy peak (St. George) appears, bearing 132 38 5

Altitude , . 10 40 5

A snow peak behind us, distant about 20 miles,

bears . . . . . 284 24

Altitude ,.,. 3 02 1478 ditto

Total Paces 12,220

Above the left bank of the river, and by the side of the snow bed, are

some birch trees and small long leaved firs, but no more cedars.—This

being the only convenient or safe place we could see, we halted here.

The river is perceptibly diminished in bulk already, and we bope that

to-morrow we may see its head.—The march to-day was most toilsome

and rough through the loose fragments of rock which daily fall at this

season from the peaks on either side to the river, in the afternoon, when

the sun melts the snow.—Travellers should contrive to gain a safe place

by noon, or they may be dashed to pieces.

It was very cold at this place, and froze all night, but we had plenty

of firewood from the Bhojpatra trees.—The soil was spungy, and full of

rocks.—The silence of the night was several times broken by the noise

of the falling of distant avalanches.
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By the barometer5 it appeared, we were 11,180 feet above the sea.-*-
o

Water boiled at 193 of Fahrenheit.

A littsle tent, which one man carries on his back, came to us ; but in this

trip, we eat and slept on the ground, and were well pleased to have got

so far beyond Gangotri, hitherto the boundary of research on the Ganges,

Latitude observed . * ,.««.« 30 <58 5$

The place we passed the night on is -elevated above the left margin,

of the stream, being a sort of bank formed by the ruins of fallen peaks

;

but as the falls are not recent, nor the slope so steeps as in most places,

the birch trees and various sorts rf smal pines and mosses have had

time to fix their roots, and 'afford fuel and shelter.—A very long and

deep snow avalanche reaches from the peaks above the left bank, down

to the river, and conceals it. On the opposite side ©f the river5 the cliffs

are of great height and mural, except in one plaee where a tremendous fall

has taken place, encumbering and obstructing the bed of the river. But

these ruins are so frequent, that the traveller scrambles through them

with little regard, except where the freshness of the fracture of the fallen

masses of rock warns him to mend his pace, and get as soon as possible

out of danger.

May 30th. Birch Tree^ Halting place^forward. Ther, Sunrise^ 32

St t offfrom the middle of the snow bed,

I A torrent 8 feet wide, 5 inches deep, joins the river. Its

Facet. Degrees.

edges are frozen 328 132
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Paces. Degrees,

£ Cross a high avalanche of snow, which conceals the
'

river; it is very hard frozen. The bed of the river be-

gins to be wider; large isieles hang among the rocks 903 ditto

3 Ford a rivulet or torrent from the left 11 feet wide.

Rocky and rough.—Gradual ascent

.

....... .2412 ditto

4 Gradually ascending among rocks. To the left high

cliffs of'granite, but not so steep as before. To the right

snowy peaks, their summits about 6 or 7000 feet high,

distant about 2 miles. The river bed is here about

2 furlongs wide, and full of stones. River certainly

diminished in size; it is very rapid, its bed being an

ascent. We are now above the line of vegetation of

trees, and past the last firs.—The birches remain, but

they are only large bushes § laurels also are seen, and

a sort of, I believe, litchen
%
which grows in the rocks.—

The noble 3 peaked snowy mountain shines in pur

front, and is the grandest and most splendid object the

eye of man ever beheld. As no person knows these

peaks or their names
s
we assume the privilege of na-

vigators, and call them St. George, St. Patrick, and

St. Andrews St. George bears 129, St. Patrick 132 30.

N. B. On going further, we saw another lower peak be-

tween St, George and St. Patrick, which we called St.

David, and the mountain collectively, the 4 Saints.

5 A fall of the river of 1 2 feet over rocks, and a succession

of smaller falls.—The inclination of the bed of the

Ee
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river is considerable! it is- filled with blocks of granite,

white, yellow, and red, and we saw some flint. Very

difficult moving here.—Great slips of the mountain
o

K\) 1116 ICIt oo^oedoa ooooeoeoo o e e o e © 9 « * © o a • o e o o o • • »• */Ci>v 1^^.

6 Most difficult.—Over masses of rock^ which have fallen

from above to the stream.—-This station is full of , :

perils being a very recent slip of the whole lace of the

mountain to the left.;—-The broken summits cannot

be less than 400O feet high 5. blocks Uneaten to fallv

and are indeed now continually coming clown r I have

not seen so dangerous a slip.-—The ruin extends aboi^t

half a mile 5 every person made the greatest Ijaste to

get past this horrid place. The fracture of the rcel^s

Is so fresh,, that I suspect this havoc mus| have been,

caused by the earthquake of the 2Qth9 for we heard a

great crash in this direction . . . . . . „ ,

.

...„., , . „ , i , . IS52 < to

(l40
7 Over snow" for the most part. An enormously high and

extensive snow bed in sight, in fronts it entirely con»

ceals the river, but the stream is yet 20 feet wide, '.

. 615' 180

8 Snow all round, and above and below, except where it

has melted just here^ on a> convenient flat,- between the

river and the feet of the mountains to the left.—-All

beyond is an inclined bed of snow, as far as the eye can-

see, and there is no firewood | so we must halt here.—

Call it halting place, near the Bebomke of the Ganges 447 130

Proceeded forward to reconnoitre, and returned. .-..••• .1034'
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Paces. Degrees.

Up the river, and along snow*—Mount Moira 170, pyra-
o

mid peak 200 . .,.. , . , .,, , , . , .8071

Return to ©> 8 to halt for the sake of firewood* Deduct 1034

7037

This is an1 excellent and safe places no peak can fall on us; 5 com-

panies, or even a battalion, might encamp here.—Sublime beyond de«

scription is the appearance of the snowy peaks now so close to us. The

4 Saints are at the head of the valley of snowr and a most magnificent

peak, cased in snow and shining ice, stands like a giant to the right of

the valley % this we namedmount Moira\ The snow valley, which hides

the river^ appears of great extent 5. to-morrow will shew what it is.

We experienced; considerable difficulty in breathing, and that peculiar

sensation which is always felt at great elevations, where there is any

sort of herbage, though I never experienced the like on the naked snow

beds, even when higher.—Mountaineers, who knows nothing of the

thinness of the air, attribute the faintness to the exhalations from noxious

plants, and I believe they are right, for a sickening effluvium was given out

by them here, as well as on the heights under the snowy peaks, which I

passed over last year above the Setlej; though on the highest snow,

the faintness was not complained of, but only an inability to go far with-

out stopping to take breath.
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Barometer.—The tube heated, and then gradually filled with mer-

cury, half an inch at a time, and the bubbles which were perceptible

driven out by gently beating against the places they were seen aU
Inches

The mercury stood at . . . 18. 854
o

Detached thermometer . . . . .55

Attached ditto ......... 53

Height of the place above the level of the sea 12,914 feet
o

Water boils at 192^; which5
according to Mr. Kirwan's table, answers

In.

to a barometer of 19. 5P

We are about 150 feet above the bed of the river. By day the sun is

powerful, although we are so surrounded by snow ; but the peaks reflect

the rays.—When the sun sunk behind the mountains, it was very cold 5

at night it froze. High as we are, the clouds yet rise higher.—The colour

of the sky is a deep blue.—What soil there is, is spungy.—A few birch

bushes are yet seen; but a large and strong ground tree or creeper over

spreads the ground, somewhat in the manner of furze or brambles; and it is

a curious fact that the wood of this, is, we think, that of which the cases

of black lead pencils are made, being of a fine brittle, yet soft red grain §

aud the smell is the same as of that usecMbr the pencils, and which has

hitherto been called by us cedar, I have specimens of this wood ; it is

called, I think, C/mndun: I saw it on the summit of the Chour peak, and

in the snowy regions of Kunaur, but did not then examine it„—It will be

found, probably, that the Pinu$ Cedrys or Cedar of Lebanon is the Deodar

(or as it is called to the Westward, the Kailou), and no other,—Norj do

our mountain cedars (24 feet in circumference) yield in size or durability;
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to 'those of Lebanon.^ JBut thisJuhandan (miscalled Gedait) S Mot -even

a tree; it may be called a large creeper,, growing in the .manner of hushes,

i though it is very strong, and some of its arms are as ihkk ;ts : assans
s

thigh:—of this, and also of the great Cedar-..(DtodMrX 1 and -o£< other

pines, I will send specimens.

Latitude.

Lieutenant Herbert.—5 observations, by SextaiiV
* < ID

of Meridian Altitude, Pole Star, and /3 minoris, 990 30 58 37,5

My observations, reflecting circle, reversed faces, M.

Alto ST OlariS. »eoeet«««»o9««©9»»*»»'»» -»»»»«o9°»o»e80- *3 U 0&,%$

JPKiean s e a e e « • »»!?» e?U' -3tJ O'* *?

14/J goocZ ofeservaiipws.-^The. particulars of them9 as well as of all

others, I have preserved.

The strata of rock, (where exposed),, near the summits of' the grand

snowy peaks, was very nearly horizontal, as I observed it to be, last year,

at the summits of the peaks above the Setlej; though in lower parts of

the Himdlqya, it is generally seen deeply declined, as observed between

Dangul ana* Bookie, as well as at Jumnotri, &c«

The colour of the high rocks on the four Saints, appeared to be of a

light yellow mixed with brown or black. There being a small piece of

level ground here, a primary base was measured on its longest extent ; it

was 319 feet; with ita iortgerbase' of 667.2 feet was obtained, favorably

F f
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situated for taking the heights and distances of the. peaks in front. fTbis

base, being but shorthand no other to- be had, great care was taken in

observing the angles and elevations ; and Jhey were' repeated both with a

.-She theodolite, and reflecting instruments, (my circular instrument could

not be safely brought beyond Reital). The angle of altitude of peak
o

St. George was .>-.••'.•.•. r . r . . 14 0/
feet

Its height above the present station 9326 6

The station above, the sea, according tp the barometer rg .. 12,9 J%

... -
.

Height of the peak above the sea, feet. .22,240 6

Distance of St. George 58,240 feet
••••«••••«-"

Latitude..T."... 30 52 29 1

o , o

Bearing, corrected for 'variation^ is 132 20 or 42 20 S. of E»

St. Patrick, height above the station. ...... ." 9471 O \

Station above the sea .;*....,... .

.

............ 12 ,9 1

4

Distance 42/480 feet, and height above the sea, feet 22,385

Latitude........ 30 51 35' 3

.

•
.

Corrected bearing S. of East 46 44

A sharp peak across (he river;—call it. the pyramid; angle of elevation

taken with reflecting circle, corrected for the distance of the eye, to .the

mercury ,,vv 32 57 9

Height of the peak above the station ,. . . 8,052

Station above the sea ... : .

.

'.

'.. 71 . . i ......... . 12,914

Height above the sea ..,*...*...., ... . . .... feet 20,966
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5

Distance «»...........«-.• 14,800 ,fee£.

Latitude...,.....-- • ,*#> 54* 46" f

Correct bearing ................. <*«77 00 S. of Ek or 167

A rock on the great snowy bed, over which we are to p&ss, proved, to-

be distant 9044 feet,, and its height above' this place 984 feet, the an ale

of elevation being 6 15, which is the general- inclination of the snow

bed; as our progress was continued" far beyond this rock, it will easily

be imagined that the crest or summit of the bed, then distant 5 or more

miles by estimation,- must have a very considerable elevation.

Wl had brought very few followers onwards from Gangotri- but

here we sent back every one we could possibly dispense with, that our
x{—

... '
-

.small stock -of grain might subsist the remainder, who were a few trusty

fellows (Musulmans), %Gorc >ha Sipdkis, and a few Coolies, for two days

or three if possible, in the event of our being able to get over the snow in

front. And I sent orders to the people at Gangotri to leave grain there,

if they had any to spare, and if they did not hear of any supply coming

from Reiia!, to make the best of their way back till they met it, and then

to halt for us, and send some on to us.—Having made all the arrangements

we could, on the important head of supplies, and made observations, we

had leisure to admire the very singular scenery around us, of which it is

impossible to give an adequate description*

The dazzling brilliancy of the snow was rendered more striking by

its contrast with the dark blue colour of the sky, which is caused by
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the thinness of the air ; and at light,' the stars shone with a lustre, which

they have not in a denser atmosphere';' it* 'was curious too
s to see them 3

when rising, appear like brie sudden" flash, as they emerged from behind

the bright snowy summits close to us, and their disappearance, when set-

ting behind the peaks, was as sudden as we generally observed it to be

in their occultations by the moonp

We were surrounded by gigantic peaks, entirely cased in snow, and

almost beyond the regions of animal and vegetable life, and an awful

silence prevailed, except when broken by the thundering peals of falling

avalanches ; nothing met our eyes, resembling the scenery in the haunts

of men :; by moonlight, all appeared €old5 wild, and stupendous, and

a Pagan might aptly imagine the place a fit abode /or demons—Wc Jid

not see even bears, or musk deer, or eagles3 or any living creature, except

some small bird§

To form an idea of the imposing appearance of a snowy peak, as seeo.
o

here under an angle of elevation of nearly 33, and when its distance is not

quite 3 miles, and yet its height js 8052 feet above the station, one should

reflect, that if even when viewed from the plains of Hindustan^ at angles

of elevation of one, and one and a half degrees, these peaks, towering

over many intermediate ranges of mountains, inspire the mind with ideas

of their grandeur, even at so great a distance; how much more must

they do so, when their whole bulk, cased in snow from the base to the

.summit,- at once fijls the eye.—It falls to the lot of few to contemplate

so magnificent an object, as a snow clad peak rising to the height of
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upwards of a mile and- a. half, at the short horizontal distance of only

2| miles.

May 3\st. From halting place, forward. ^j^

%* Paces. Degrees.

1 Along, and above the right bank of the river, rocks and

snow .......,,, 1445 133

2 Descent to the bed of the river, enclosed by rocks 8oi 193

3 A most wonderful scene.—The BVidgirafhi or^Ganges 51 1

issues from under a very low arch at the foot of the

grand snow bed—-The river is here bounded to the

right and left by high snow and rocks 5 but in front,

over the Debouche, the mass of snow is perfectly

perpendicular^ and from the bed of the stream to the

summit, we estimate the thickness at little less than

300 feet of solid frozen snow, probabiy the accumula=>

tioii of ages ;—it is in layers of some feet thick, each

seemingly the remains of a f H of a separate year.

From the brow of this curious wall of snow, and im»

mediate'y above the outlet of the stream, large and

hoary icicles depend j they are formed by the freez*

ing of the melted snow water of t^e top of the bed,

for in ihe middle of the day, the sun is powerful, and

the water produced by its action falls over this place,

in cascade, but is frozen at night.—The Gangotri

Brahmin, who came with us, and who is only an

Gg
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Ftcet. Degrtes.

illiterate mountaineer, observed, that he thought

these icicles must be Maha'de'va's hair, from

whence, as he understood, it is written in the Shdstra,

the Ganges flows.—I mention this, thinking it a good

idea, but the man had never heard of such a place,

as actually existing, nor had he, or any other person

to his knowledge, ever been here.-—In modern times

they may not, but Hindus of Research may formerly

have been here, and if so, I cannot think of any

place to which they might more aptly give the name

of a Cow's Mouth, than to this extraordinary De-

houche.—The height of the arch of snow is only suf-

ficient to let the stream flow under it Bjoc&soF snow

were falling about us, so there was little time to do

more here, than to measure the size of the stream.—

Measured by a chain, the mean breadth was 27 feet.—

The greatest depth at that place being knee deep, or

18 inches, but more generally a foot deep, and rather

less just at the edges, say 9 of 10 inches.—however,

call the mean depth 15 inches*-—Believing this to be^

(as I have every reason to suppose it is)$ the first ap-

pearance of the famous and true Ganges m day light,

saluted her with a Bugle march., and proceeded, (hav-

ing to turn a little back to gain an oblique path),

to the top of the snow bed§ having ascended it„ to

the left.
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Foc-es. Dt£rees.

Pretty strong ascent up to the inclined bed of snow.

This vast collection of snow is about \~ miles in

width, filling up the whole space between the feet of

the peaks to the right and left \ we can see its surface

forward to the extent of 4 or 5 miles or more, to

where its it bounded, on the left, by the feet of the 4

Saints, and to the right, by snow spurs from other

mountains beyond mount Moiras these last spurs ra-

ther overtop the feet of the Saints, and to them, and to

the place where we judge there is a ridge, is all as-

cent over snow.—Pyramid peak 236—Mount Moira

t80—St. George 129—St. Andrew 136 . . . . „ 1400 144

Accent ®£ -tfte skme kind—generally acclivity 7, but we

pass over small hollows in the snow, caused by its

irregular subsiding.—A very dangerous place; the

snow stuck full of rubbish, and rocks imbedded in

it.—Many rents in the snow appear to have been

recently made, their sides shrinking and falling iiu

A man sunk into the snow, and was got out not with-

out some delay. The bed of the Ganges is to the

right, but quite concealed by the snow .............. 509 do.

In high hope of getting on to what may be at the top

of the acclivity, we have come on cheerily over the

hollow and treacherous compound of snow and rub-

bish, but now with bitter regret, we both agree that

to go on is impossible ! The sun is melting the snow
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on all side?, and its surface will not bear us any

longer. I have sunk up to my neck, as well as others*

The surface is more and more ragged, and broken

into chasm?, rifts, and ravines of snow with steep

sides.—Ponds of water form in the bottoms of these,

and the large and deep pools at the bottoms of the

snow hollows, and which were in the earlier part of

the day frozen, are now liquid. It is evident, from

the falling in of the sides of the rents in the snow,

that there are hollows below, and that we stand on a

treacherous foundation.—It is one o'clock, and the

scene full of anxiety and awe. The avalanches fall

from mount Moira with the noise of thund<#*, aM-we

fear our unsteady support may be shaken by the

shocks, and that we may ^ink with rt.

St. George 130 45 altitude 17 4flT

Pyramid 255 33 do. M 49
o

Inclination of the snow bed about 7, what appears the
o o

highest part of snow bed, ahead 155—Altitude 7.

INo time to ta&e more it.MiiiinueiM i^mi 14,2/ 155

6156

And here we were obliged to return ! Had it been possible to have

got across the chasms in the snow, we would have made every exertion?
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so anxious were we to gel forward; but onward j* their sides, were so

steep, and they appeared of such great depth, that I do not think it

would be possible to pass them, (this year at least), even if the snow

was not, as at this howy soft, and the bottoms of the ^chasms filling with

water. Be that as, H P^y* they are now utterly impassable. At this

season snow must fall here, whenever it rains below, so that it does not

acquire such hardness on the top, as it does on the avalanches we have

hitherto passed, where no new snow at present falls.—-We now set out

on our return, and not too soon, as we found, for the snow was so softg

and the increase of the water so great, that though we went with the

most possible expedition, it was only by 2f hours hard labour of wadings

and floundering in the snow
5
and scrambling among rocks, where they

would give a footing,*,that we reached the turf, tired and bruised with

falls, and the skin taken off from our faces and hands by the sun' and

**nying wind of these elevated regions*

It now remains to give some account of this bed or valley of snow,

which gives rise to the Ganges. It appears that we passed up it, som®

what more than a mile and a half.-—From our last station, we could see on*

wards, as we estimated, about 5 miles, to where there seemed to be a crest

<vr ridge of considerable elevation, though low when compared with the

great peak which flanked it; the general slope of the surface of the snow
o

valley was 7, which was the angle of elevation of the crest, while that of
o

the peak St. George, one of those which flanked it to the left, was If,

49.—In the space we had passed over the snow bed, the Ganges was not

to be seen ; it was concealed^ probably, many hundred feet below the sur-

H h



face; we had a fair view onward, and lliefe was no sign of the river,

and I am firmly convinced that its first appearmice in day is [at the de-

hotiche I have described ; perhaps indeed^ some ©f tiiose various chasms

and rents in the snow bed, which intersect it .in all sari ©f irregular direc-

tions, may occasionally let in the light on some pari ©f the bed of the

stream, but the general line and direction of ?it could only fee guessed at9

as it is altogether here far below the broken snowy surfaee.—The

breadth of the snow valley or bed is about a mile and' a half, and its

length may be 6^ or 7 miles from the dehouche of the river,, to the summit

of the slope, which terminated our views as to the depth of the snow, it

is impossible to form a correct judgement, but it must be very great.—It

Bfiay easily be imagined, that a large supply of water is furnished at this

season, by the melting of this vast mass in the valley,; as well as by th"

melting* of that of the great peaks which bound it. From their bases,

torrents rush, which cutting their way under snow, tend to the centr*

of the valley, and form the young Ganges^ which is further augmented

by the waters which filter through the rents of the snow bed itself.—In

this manner, all the, Himalaya rivers, whose heads I have visited, and

passed over,' are formed; they all issue -in a full stream from under thick

feeds of snow
3
and differ from the Ganges9 inasmuch as their streams

are less,, and so are tlxeir parent snows.-r-On our return down the snow

valley*:. -We": passed- nearer to its North side than in gfoing up, and saw

a very considerable torrent cutting under it from the peaks ; this was

making its way to the centre ; at times, we saw it through rents in- the snow,

&nd at -otiiers, only heard -its noise* as there must be several more such

feeders, they will be fully sufficient to form such a stream as -rye observ-
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«d' the (?tmg& to be at the deh&uefw^-m the space of 6 or '7,'.mile8i-*~

J am Mly sati^fiedj that if we could have gone further, that we should

wot hav&agaiaseen the river, and that its appearance at Mahad^a's hau?,

or whatever we may choose to call it, was the real and first debouche

ef the ' B'htfgvrathfc-+-AAl I regret, is, that we could not go to the ridge, to

See what was beyond itJ I suspect there "must be a descent, but over

long and impassable wastes of snow, i and not in such a direction as

would lead direct to any plains, as the course to bring one to such plains

would be to the N. East or North, whereas the line of the rivers course, .

or rather of the ridge in -front,, was to the S. East, parallel to the run of

the Himalaya, which is generally from 8. E. to- N. W. Immediately

in front of the ridge, no peaks were seen, but on its S, E. flank, and

at the distance of about 18 miles, a large snowy peak appeared, so

that I think there can be no plain within a considerable distance of the

Si E. side of the ridge ; if there be streams from its other side, they must

flow to the S. East—After all, I do not know how we should have existed,

if we had been able to go to the ridge, for =we could not have arrived

there before night, and to- pass the night on these extensive snows, .

without firewood or shelter, would have cost some of us our lives, but of

that we did not then consider much, (if we could have gone* -we would).

We had only a few trusty men with us, and ashort allowance of grain for

them, for this and the following day, and had sent orders to the people left :

at Gangotri) to make their way back towards Reital, leaving us what

grain could be spared, and to forward on what they might meet, as

I expected some from Reital, from whence we were supplied during

our absence from it, of altogether 28 days.—I cannot suppose that by
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this ways there can be any pra^kafole &t useful pa^s. to, the Tartarian

districts, or doubtless the people would have found it "out, and used . it,

as they do that up the course ©f the Jdhnavi* While I give it as my

opinion, that, under any circumstances, the crossing of the ridge must be

difficult, I would by fio means wish to be understood to assert, thai

I think it impossible, under more favorable circumstances, aetncf in a

year when less snow has fallen than in the present; but I seriously

declare, that situated as we weres
it was not possible for us to go further

than we did, and that it was with great difficulty we got back.

It is now to be considered, if the supplies of water, produced as

above described, are sufficient to form a stream of 27 feet wide, and .15

inches (mean depth) at the debouche,—It lias been stated, that at

Gangotri) the breadth of the river on the 20th May, was 43 feet, and its

depth 18 inches.—The distance thence to the debouche was 22,620

paces, which I reckon about 11 British miles. In that space9 it received

some supplies, as mentioned in the notes, but they were not abundant.—-

Thus the quantity of water is diminished nearly one half; but it is to be

remembered, that on our return to Gangotri* on the 2d June, the bulk

of the river was considered as being doubled, it being 2 feet deep, and

also much wider, so that on the 31st May, we may suppose it to have

been 21 inches deep, and perhaps 48. feet wide at Gangot-ri, It is with

this mean size^ that the comparison of the difference of its bulk at

Gangotrt, and Ihe debouche^ must. be. made; the proportion thus is,

that the body or quantity of water would be at Gungotri almost treble

to that at the debouche ; but allowing it to be only double, in this 11

sniies, it will be evident, that in 5 or 6 miles further, there can be little
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or no water in the bed, under the snow, and, consequently, that the most

remote rill, which contributes under the snow, to the first formation of

the Ganges, cannot be more distant than the ridge; so I think it may be

allowed, that such first formation is on the hither side of the ridge, and

Slot at any lakej or more distant place beyond it*

Indeed, considering the large supplies which the snow valley furnishes,

I rather wonder that the stream was not larger, when I measured it at the

debouche*-—Whether there are any boiling springs under the snow, as

at Jumn&triy I do not know, but suppose there are not, as I did not see

any smoke | a steam, however, there may be, and the steam may be con-

densed ere it can appear.—I imagine^ that the season of the rains would

be, in one respect, the most proper to attempt the passage of the great

snow bed ; it may at that time be reduced in thickness? but I have no

idea that it ever melts away 5 yet, in the rains? it perhaps will not be possi-

ble to ford the river above Gangotri, which must frequently be done,

if the smaller avalanches, on which we very frequently crossed it, are

melted. In the rains also,, there must be greater hazard from the falling

of the rocks, and slips of the mountain, for the melting snow forms-

many rills, which undermine the rocks, and set them loose, and it is not

possible to avoid a large fall of the mountains side, if one should unfor-

tunately be in the line of Us direction, when it comes down.

I have preserved specimens of the rocks of which these peaks are

composed, also of the different sorts of pines which grow at their bases,

Above Swc'/w, and Jhala, the country is not inhabited, nor is it habitable

I i
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beyond those places, except at the small village of Durdli, which

is now deserted.

—

Tuwarra, SucVu, and Jhala, are very small and

ruinous villages.

—

Reital is a pretty good village of about 25 houses, as

is Salung, and there are 2 or 3 more in that neighbourhood.—I found

the inhabitants civil and obedient,

The people of Rowaen are, in general, much inferior in appearance

to those of Jubul and Sirmour^ and the more western mountains ; indeed,

with few exceptions, they are an *igly race, both men and women, and

extremely dirty in their persons. They complain much of the incursions

of the banditti from the western parts of Roicaen and Busahir, who

carry off their sheep in the rains; but, from what I can learn, they

in turn plunder their eastern neighbours of the Cedar-ndVh districts, and

they pride themselves on the long journeys thev make in their sheep

stealing expeditions.—The proper time for those forays is the latter end

of the rains, when the snow in the defiles is much reduced.—The women

have not here, as to the westward., a plurality of husbands. I saw no

fire arms among the inhabitants, nor swords or war hatchets ; their

weapons are bows and arrows,—The climate of Reital, is, at this season^

very pleasant, and the price of grain is not high, but it is not abundant.

—The corn is cut in the beginning of June*

No volcanos were seen or heard of in these mountains, whose com-

position is granite of various kinds and colours.-—No shells or animal

remains were seen—The magnetic variation was small, and differing

little, if at all, from what it is on the plains of the upper provinces.! it is
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from 40 to 1 and 2 according to different needles, and is easterly, by

which I mean, that the variation must be added to the magnetic azimuth.

The diurnal small changes in the barometer were perceptibie
5

the

mercury always falling a little .before noo% as in the plains.

Having received new-thermometers from Calcutta, both long and short,

I found that they gave the same boiling point, but the thermometer I
o o

had last year, in Busahir, &c. shewed the boiling point 2 or 2^ below

the new [ones.—I always suspected the thermometer, but had not then

a better. It boiled in the Pantoei pass in the Kunaur and Busakir
o

snowy mountains at 188 at my camp a little above th° lower line of snow,
o o

-on the 24th June last, so that it should have been 190, or 22 lower than at

the sea side. Bear? abound in the higher mountains, also the Goorul

or Boorul) an animal between the deej and goat5 and the Phew, a

larger animal of the same kind; I have preserved the skin, horns and

:es of the head of one shot near Jumnotri. Near the villages, where

snow lays a great part of the year, there are abundance of the

Monaul Pheasants and Chakors. In the lower mountains, there are

black partridges, and tigers, leopards, and bears. I never saw any

snakes in the cooler regions*

It was remarked above, that the snow on the great bed was stuck

as it were with rock and rubbish in such a manner, as that the stones

and large pieces of rock are supported in the snow, and sink as it sinks

;

as they are at such a distance from the peaks^ as to preclude the idea

that they could have rolled down to their present places, except tiieir
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sharp points had Been covered, it appear most likely that the very

weighty falls of snow, which thera must be here, in,- the winter, bring

down with them pieces- of rock, in the same manner as a larger snow

ball would collect gravely, and carry it; oa with it in its course.—-Masses-

of snoWj. falling from the high peaks which bound the snow bed, if they

chanced to collect more, and to take a rounded form, would have a pro*

digious impulse, and might roll to the centre of the snow Valley, loaded

with the pieces of rock they had involved.

It is not very easy to account for the deep rents which intersect this-

enow bed, without supposing it to be full of hollow places.—It struck us,

that the late earthquakes might have occasioned some of the rents.—

I

never saw them before on other snow beds, except at Jumnotri, where

they are occasioned by the steam of the extensive range of boiling

springs there; perhaps, there may be such springs here also 5: they are

frequent in the Himalaya, and one might suppose they were a provision

of nature to insure a supply of water to the heads of the great rivers, in

the winter, when the sun can have little power of melting the snow

above those deep recesses**

I will now proceed to give some account ©f the course of the riven?

Jumna, within the mountains, and of its spring at Jumnotri9
. which I

also visited this year ; the above remarks, respecting the Ganges^ having

already swelled this papef to. too great a bulk, I will make those, regard-

ing the Jumna
9 in as few words as possible.—In the maps published

ten years ago, the Jumna is- laid down as having a very long course
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ftotri the latitude of 34|; from what authority, it is difficult to guess, for

much as has been "Surmised and "written respecting the head of the

Ganges, I cannot find any accounts of that Of the Jumna.-—\t was not

known, until the year 1S145
that the Jum,ia, properly so called, was a

comparatively small river above its junction with the Tonse in the

Dun, and I believe the existence of the latter river, though fully treble

the size of the Jumna, was unknown to Europeans.

The junction of the Tonse and Jumna takes place at the N. W.
end of the Dan valley, in latitude 30 30, where the large river loses its

name in that of the small one, and the united stream is called the Jumna,

The course of the ~Jumna from Jumnotri, which is in latitude 30 59,
o

being generally south 50 west. It is fordable above the confluence,

but the Tonse is not.—Not having yet visited the sources of the Tonse , I

am not certain whether it rises within the Himalaya, as the B'hdgirathi

does, or at its S. W. or exterior base like the Jumna ; but the latter I be-

il: ve to be the case. I apprehend, that three considerable streams, which,

like the Jumna, originate from the south faces of the Himalaya, iu the

districts of Barasa, Leulowari, and Deodara Kowarra, join to form the

Tonse; and it receives a considerable accession of water from the Paber

river, which I imagine to be equal in size to any of the three above-men«

tioned feeders. Respecting them, I have at present only native informa-

tion to guide me, but of the Paber I can speak with more confidence, for,

when in June 1816, I penetrated within the Himalaya, by the course

of the Setlej, I found that the north bases of many of the snowy peaks,

seen from the plains of Hindustan, were washed by that river.—Its

K k
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course, in the province of Kunaur, in latitude 31 31, and longitude 78 18

being from east 25 S. to 25 to the N. of west. In this position,

the Setlej is bounded both to the N. and S. by high and rugged

snowy mountains,, from which many torrents descend
3
and increase its

bulk.—Leaving the left bank, and bed of the river, I ascended the snowy

range, of which it washes the north base, and crossed over it on the 21st

June 1816, at 40 minutes past 11 o'clock, in the forenoon, during a heavy

fall of snow, being the first European who effected a passage over the

grand Himalaya ridge in that direction.

On surmounting the crest of the pass, I found that the Indravati

river, which is a principal branch of the Paber, originated from the

snows, on which I descended, on the S. W, or hither side of the ridge;

and I followed its channel, to the place where it joins the Paber, which ri-

ver must have its beginning, in like manner, on the same side of the ridge,

as I was informed by the people of the country it had 3 and I am nearb

certain it is the case; and it is most probable, that all the streams whir*L

form the Tonse, do, in like manner, descend from the south west side

of the fronting snowy range, the north east base of which is washed

by the Setlej, as above mentioned*

However, I intend to explore the sources of the Top.se, as well as of

the Setleji and Jahnavi rivers*—But to return, to the Jumna.

The route from its confluence with the Tome, in the Dun^ is thus ;—~

to Calsi four miles,—a large village immediately within the mountain of
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Jaunsar^ of which district it is esteemed the capital.—-It is situated

between two high and steep mountains, and on, the Omla, a small river

which joins the Jumna >—->Calsi is a place of some little trade, as the

people of the neighbouring mountains bring to it their productions, and

exchange them for cash to pay their rents, and a very small quantity of

the produce of the plains.—On the march, the Jumna is forded above

its confluence with the Tome. Carriage cattle may go to Calsi, but

further within the mountains, every article is carried on men's backs.—*

Latitude of Calsi 30 31 24.

Calsi} to Bmrat Fori,

Total distance 24,511 paces.

6000 paces of exceedingly steep ascent of the mountain, on left bank of

the Omla ;—2600 easier, to the village of Khuny on the ridge % remainder,

along the mountains side5 with occasional ascents and descents, to the

foot of the peak of Birai, which rises conically above the ridge;—1800

Daces of the steep ascent up it. to the fort, which is a small double

enclosure.—It was abandoned by the Gortfha garrison, on the approach

©fa force under Colonel Carpenter.

The height of Birat above Seharanpur, (which is visible from it),

is 6508 feet; it commands a noble view of the snowy mountains, and

the various intermediate ranges, as well as of the Dun valley, and the

plains on both sides of the Jumna.

Invalids from the plains, requiring a change of climate, may find it at
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Birat.—In the winter, the fort is almost buried *' in ' stiow, which re-

mains in shady places, and on the northern side of the peak, till the

beginning of April; but snow seldom falls later than the last Week of

March, at which season, while I was in the fort, there was a shower

which covered the ground to the depth of 2 inches :—the peak is a bare

slaty rock s with some quartz intermixed.

29th March, 1817.

—

Birat to Miirlang.
m f m f

Total distance 4. 6.-2. 5, narrow path along the mountain's side, then a
m f

steep descent of 2. 1 to Murlang, a small village in a glen, on the Silgad

rivulet, which falls into the Jumna three miles to the east.—No grain here.

Lat observed 30 36 53,

Thermometer at noon 78. It was yesterday, at noon, at Birat 50.

30th March.—Murlang to CotVia.
m f

Total distance 9„ 5.—Proceed 2j miles down the bed of the Silgad to

the Jumna,—then leave it, and cross a ridge, and go up the bed of the

Jumna, to the confluence of the Cunti river, which joins it from the

Keinah peak to the west.—That river is about 60 feet wide, and 1| and %

feet deep. TheJumna is 90 feetwide, 3 to5 feet deep, rapid, and not fordable.

—The rest of the path is a long ascent of the mountain, above the right

bank of the Jumna, to Cotfha, a village of 10 houses, about 3000 feet above

level of the river.—A fatiguing march,—heavy rain,—-no grain here.

3lst March.—CoPha to Lakha Marid'al.
sn f m f

Total distance 8. 7.—For 6. 79 the path lies generally along the side
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f

of the mountain, with occasional strong* ascents and descents; 1. 5.

of very steep descent into a dell, the rest lighter descent, flat and ascent

from a rivulet to Lab- ha Marid'al, on the right bank of the Jumna, and

about 300 feet above it,

luakVia Marictal is a place of some celebrity, in Hindu story, as hav-

ing been one of the temporary residences of the Paitdus; and tradition

says, that formerly there were a great number of statues and temples

here, but I imagine the greater part to have been buried by the slip of

the side of the mountain, at the foot of which it is situated.—Several

pieces of cornices, entablatures, and other ornamental fragments of

buildings, are seen projecting above the soil, which buries the remainder;

they are of black stone, and the carving of the ornaments is very well

executed. There are also two statues of Bum and Arjun, of the size

of life, which are half buried in the soil ; and a prodigious number of

small idols are deposited in a little temple, which is the only one now

remaining, and which does not appear to be of any remote antiquity.

—

Tne ignorant Brahman could give no account of the builder ; he declared,

as they all do, when consulted on such subjects, that it is not of human

workmanship, but was built by Bhi.u, countless ages ago. <

It does not appear that pilgrims now resort here ; the place is nearly

desolate ; it is surrounded by high rocky peaks, and may have been chosen

as a fit seat for gloomy and recluse superstition.

Within the temple, there is a large slab of blue stone, inscribed with

L 1
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Hindu characters; I cleaned it, and took off a reversed impression, as well

as circumstances would allow, and sent it to Colonel Mackenzie.

Latitude of Lak^ha Mand'al 30 43 24.

LaJ^ha Mand'al, to Bancauli.
m f

Distance 3. 5.—Gradual descent !-§ miles to the Ricnar river, which

is the boundary between Sirmor, and the Rewaen district of Gurhwal.—
It has a course of about 10 miles from the N. W. and joins the Jumna

here.—From the river, a very strong ascent of \\ mile up the mountain,

to a crest called Genda Glialf; three obliquing to Bancauli , a village

of 20 houses, with a temple ;—it is on the mountain's side, and about 3000

feet above the Jumna.—No grain to be had here, as at other places ;—-I

planted potatoes. Rainy weather ;—no latitude.

3d April, 1 8 1 7.

—

Bancauli, to Paunti.
m f

Total distance 11. 1 by the wheel; in paces 23,108.—-To the bed of
m f

the Jumna 3. 3 mostly oblique descent, though steep in some places above

the right bank of the river. Here are very high and steep precipices, from

which large blocks of granite have fallen into the bed of the river, which

forces ils way through and over those obstructions with much violence

and noise After passing over the rocks by the river side for half a mile,

we. leave it, and climb the right bank, by an exceedingly steep ascent, to

the Tocni Ghdti
%
which overhangs the stream, and is about 1000 feet

above it.—Hence, descend a mile to the Camaulda river; cross it on trunks

of trees laid across^ a little above it's junction with the Jumna,
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The Camaulda is the largest river which the Jumna receives abov^
o

the confluence of the Tome ; its course is from N. 10 west, down the

Rama Serai district, which is a small valley, and is reported to be in some

places a mile wide, but it is now overrun with jungles, full of wild

beasts.—The Camaulda, now swollen by the rain, is about 70 feet wide,

and 2£ feet deep, and very rapid. Immediately on crossing it, the coun-

try up the Jumna assumes a more pleasing appearance; the mountains

which bound if, though very lofty, do not rise so abruptly, and several

small villages are seen on their lower slopes. On the right bank of the

river, there is a slip of level ground 3 to 500 yards wide.—The summits

of the mountains are covered by cedars and other pines, and the snow

yet lies on them. Proceed by the river side to Paunti, a village of 20

houses, pleasantly situated about 400 feet above the Jumna.—-The march

was long and fatiguing, as it rained the whole way ; the loaded people

did not arrive till after dark.—At this village, I got supplies of grain.

—

The country I have passed through from Calsi is nearly deserted, on ac-

count of famine, caused by the crops of last year having been destroyed

by the hail, in October.—Aware of this circumstance, I have brought

grain with me from Calsi, and subsisted my followers with it.

t!

Latitude of Paunti 30 48 08.

5th April, 1817.—Paunti, to Gira,
m f

Total distance 7. 1%.—*2| miles parallel to the Jumna, and descend to

its bed, where the stream from the Banaul glen joins it.—Leave the

Jumna, and proceed three miles N. W. up the Banaul river.—Then as-

cend the south face of the mountain to Gira, a village of 10 large.
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houses pleasantly situated, and sheltered from the northern blasts. This

district of Banaul is about seven miles in length ; the N. W. end is closed

by a high rocky mountain, where the stream arises, which waters the

bottom of the glen.—Several villages are seen placed in advantageous

situations on the sides of the mountains, the soil of which is fertile;

wood, water, and grain are abundant.

As I learnt that much snow yet remained on my route forward, I

halted here some days, to give it time to melt, and to refresh my people,

who were harrassed by the journey from Caisi, for it had rained every

day, and they had been sparingly and ill fed, and also to take the rates

of my chronometers.—I took two immersions of Jupiter's satellites, as

follows

!

n. m. s.

9th April,-^-2d Sat. Observed immersion at mean time 14 41 55 5

The same was observed, at the Mad*

ras observatory, at 14 49 35 8

V

Differences of the meridians ....... 07 40 3

Longitude of Madras. ..... . .. . ... . 5 21 14

Ditto of Gira ........... 5 13 33 7

The observations, at both places, are

noted as clear and good.
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10th April,—1st Sat. Observed immersion, but not a good

observation, mean time ....... .. 14 09 27

Same at Madras observatory ...... 14 17 25 4

07 58 4

5 21 14

Longitude by 1st Sat. . . 5 13 15 6

Ditto** »••• 2d ditto •-••••«.. .... 13 33 7

H. M. S.

by immersions* 5 13 24 6

Latitude of Giro, ............. 30 52 08

12th April, 1817.—Gira, to Thamo*

Total distance 8 miles.—Down the N. side of the glen, and pass

through the villages of Bwdt and .Devdli, to Dakirit, a large village,

, ^ m f

£ 6.—Pioceed parallel to the Jumna, but above it, 1. 6, and descend to

the Baddl river, which comes from a glen similar to that of Banal, but

is longer, and contains more and larger villages.

The river joins the Jumna here; it comes from the Ceddra Cdnta,

a large mountain covered with snow, and its course is from N. 15 west;

breadth about 40 feet, depth Hand 2 feet. Proceed 1| miles further

to Thdnno, a small .village, 400 feet above the right bank of the

Jumna.

M m
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The road to»day, chiefly on a gradual descent; path, good and plea-

sant—The Jumnotri snowy peaks, seen up the river, have a noble

appearance; the eastern peak bears 56 17 N. E:—'its altitude 8 16,

Thdnno appears to be 4083 feet above the level of Seharanpur,

Latitude observed 30 49 12.

13th April, I817„—Thdnno, to Catnaur,
m f

Total distance 4. 2.—Seep descent to the Jumna, and cross it on a

Sangha^ which consists of three small spars and some twigs bound to-

gether, and laid across in the manner of a hurdle.—The Sangha is in two

portions, being laid from rock to rock; one is nine paces in length, and

the other seven, the breadth of the river being about 40 feet ; but it is deep,

being confined between the rocks, through which it falls like a cataract.

The water nearly touches the bridge, which is a bad one.—Some of my

goats fell through it, and were drowned.-—Above this place, the bed of the

Jumna is much inclined ; the stream bounds from rock to rock, and, for

- -

the most part, is a series of small cataracts,

A mile beyond the Sangha r cross the Siiba, a small river from the

glen of that name, and proceed to Catnaur, a small village 500 feet

above the left bank of the Jumna ; up the Silhd glen is a convenient

pass over the ridge, which separates the Ganges and Jumna*

The path to=day chiefly ascent and descent, and very rough and

steep in most places ; and hence, forward, the features of the mountains

bear a harsher appearance, there being generally mural precipices "rising1
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from the bed of the J&mna to the height of 1500 to 2000 feet, either

on one side or the other,—The summits of the mountains all round, are

deep in snow.—A stream from a peak called DalUa Cursu, joins the

Jumna here, from the- S. E. <

Latitude observed 30 51 35.

As no grain was to be had here, I was obliged to march, in the after*-

noon, to a very large village called Pali, situated up a wild glen ; this

was a ffood deal out of mv route.^-The, inhabitants of Pali, and the

neighbouring villages, have been noted for a rebellious spirit against both

the Gm^hwdl, and Gorc'ha governments.—They had cut off several parties

oif the Raja's troops, and surprized and destroyed a complete company

of Gorc'/ias, several years ago, for which they were punished by a force

sent against them under the brave chief B'hacti T'/iopa. On my arrival,

they refused to sell me any supplies, and I expected to have had trouble.—

However, towards evening, we came to a better understanding, and I got

abundance of grain.—The village consists of about- .fifty large houses i

the inhabitants are stout and hard featured, and the women generally

have light complexions, and agreeable countenances.—In the morning, I

went down the glen 1£ miles, and then along the right bank of the Jumha^

but high above it, by a difficult and very unpleasant pathway over-

hanging it; in one place, I was obliged to go with great caution, and

bare footed, for a false step would be fatal.—The precipices, on the oppo-

site side of the river, are quite perpendicular, and on this, exceedingly

steep. After passing the worst part, descend to Ofha Gkur, a hamlet of

three huts only, in a dismal situation, at the feet of steep and loft v cliffs,

—
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the rocks hurled from which, by the earthquake of 1803, buried a smalt

fort and village, which once stood here j—-dreadful mementos are seen in

these mountains, of the effects of that catastrophe. Under Ofha Ghur^

a stream fails into the Jumna3 and several cataracts are seen falling

among the surrounding precipices.-—There are some hot springs at the

bed of the Jumna^ which is 400 feet below the hamlet

Latitude observed 30 54 47.

15th Aprils 1817.

—

OjVia Ghur, to Rdna*
m f

Total distance 4. 5.—~M paces 91,815*

2655 paces along the mountain's side, and descent to the Jum,na.~~

Cross it on a Sanghaof 2 small spars; its length 20 feet, breadth about

Srg- feet.—The river rushes with great violence under the Sangha^ and

nearly touches it.—-The general breadth, of the stream is greater, but it

is here confined between two rocks*

1200 paces, by the margin of the river? the restg for the most partj,

ascent, and in some places very steep and rugged.

; 3 j

SiBdnii- is a: .small village of 15 : houses, about BOO feet above the

left bank of the river, on the slope of the mountain;—the general

lower line of snow on it, does not appear to be more than 1000 feet

above the village. The opposite bank of the river is composed of yellow

granite precipices, rising murally from the stream to the height of about

2500 feet, or more.—The courses of the rock are disposed almost

horizontally, as high as 1000 feet above the river | but, towards the
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summits, they appear to incline in an angle of aboilt 35 v the apex Leing

to the south west,—Heavy storms of haii and thunder.-

1 6th April, 1817.

—

Tidad^ to Banna'sa.

Distance. 7839 paces.

Ascents and descents to the small village of Bart., 235,6 paces ;—58|
paces further descent to the Bitrhd Gg^gd river, which has; a course of

about 8 miles frOrn the snows to the right;) it is in % streams, each 8 paces

wide, and~I8 inches deep, and joi$s theJwmm;—: 1.480 paces of exceed-

ingly steep .ascent 4 the remainder, ascents and descents^ and difficult -road.—

Cross the Jumna ' ©n a San.ghdi and also -the Banna sa river, which is

about two thirds of its size, and joins it hevd.'-^A^tntW Banndsa,

a small village, at the foot of a rocky mountain, a fall from which, last

year, destroyed half the village. Angle of altitude of the mountain

40 55—Among the cliff-, and on the summit, I observed, with a telescope,

many of a specie? of animal, peculiar to these elevated regions ; it is

called Pheir, and as a mountaineer in my service succeeded after many

toilsome chaces in shooting one of them, I can give a description of its

dimensions.
feet inches

^Length, from the tip of the nose to end of toe tail; the lengthy
15

of the face being 1 1 inches, and of the tail 3 inches only. ; . . . }

Height, from shoulder to toe ; . . . . 3 2f

Ginh, at the chest I 2 - 1 1£

Do. at the loins. v. •• • • 2 4

Length of the hair at the shoulders, 8 inches, but on the other parts

of the body, it is short,

N n
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I preserved the skin and the bones of the head and horns, and pre-

sented them to the Most Noble the Governor General, who, I believe?

sent them to Sir Joseph Banks.
~y

The face of the animal, which was a male, resembles that of the

Nil Gdo.—The horns are large, the lower part of them stands nearly

erect from the forehead, but the
1

tipper half bends backward. The hoofs,

cloven.—The colour, that of a' camel or lion, and the long hair about

the shoulders and neck, somewhat resembles a lion's mane.—The flesh

appeared coarse, and an unpleasant musky smell exhaled from it. The

Hindustanis would not touch it, but the Gortfha sipdhis, and moun-

taineer Coolies ) eat it with avidity. It is remarkable, thai: those people

will not eat mutton. The Pheir is a gregarious- animal,, and appears

to subsist on the short herbage at the edge of the snow.—The chace

of it, in its haunts ©u the cliffs and precipices, is most difficult and dan-

gerous; but, in the depth of winter, when the snow drives them down

to the villages,, the people hunt and kill them more easily..

In this neighbourhood, springs of hot water are very numerous; they

are seen bubbling up among the rocks in various places near the rivers.—r

The heat of the water is too great to bear the hand in it for many mo-

ments; but, having broken my long scaled thermometer, I could not ascer-

tain its precise temperature.—The water has little if any taste,—-About

half a mile above its junction with the Jumna, the .Bqnndsa river falls

from a precipice of yellow and rose coloured granite, of 80 or 90 feet

high, in a noble cascade.—The breadth of the stream is about 15 feet,
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and it falls into a deep basin, which it has worn in the rock, with much

noise.

The stream is caused by the melting of the snows on -the heights

above.

From the village, two of the Jumnotri peaks appear towering above

the clouds, with sublime effect. Angle of altitude, (taken by reflection

in mercury)-, of the east peak 15 34 45, of the west IT 10 10=

a. v>.

16th Aprils 1817.-

—

Bannata*

Observed immersion of the 2d Satellite, M. T. 17 16 05

The same took place at Madras observatory, at 17 23 31

Difference 07 26

Longitude of Madras. ......... ,5 21 14

Do. ofBanndsa ............ ..5 13 47

The beginning of twilight made the observation not so good as it

would have otherwise been.
°

i ii

Latitude observed 30 55 50.

This is not a good latitude. The weather was cloudy and stormy, with

showers of sleet.
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\7th April, 1817.

—

Banna sa, to CurtdU.

Thermometer at sunrise 33.

Descend to the Jumna, and cross it on a plank 12|- feet long-, and

again on a plank of 10 feet;—depth of the water 2f feet;—beds of frozen

snow extend to the margin of the stream. A most laborious and steep

ascent of 675 paces, whence gradually descend, and cross the Jumna

on a small Sangha, where it receives the Imri rivulet from the snow,

whence it originates, about 11 mile to the end. It is less than the Jumna,

which is now reduced to the rank of a rivulet. Strong ascent to the

village of Curs all.

Total distance 4978 paces.

Stormy weather and very cold* driving -showers of sleet and rain^

path, bad and slippery.

The village, of. Curs&li .
eon tains about 25 substantial liouses, and is

situated at the immediate feet of the Jumnoiri snowy peaks; but they

are not visible, as the near and steep part of the base obstructs the view.

—

*

The situation of Curs all is .very peculiar, -and one would hardly -suppose

that people should choose to live in such a remote and cold place. It is

the latter end of April, and yet, daily slight showers 'of snow fall, and the

remains of drifts yet lie in shaded places in the village.—By the sides of

the Imri and Jumna, there are several spots of flat ground, on which the

inhabitants cultivate grain enough for their subsistence.—To the west,

north, and east, this little secluded place is bounded by the lofty cliffs

of the Himalaya ; and to the south, it is sheltered by a mountain, the north
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face of which is not so steep, and it is clothed with trees.—All those are at

present deep in snow, which reaches down to the level of the two streams;

—

yet I found the place by no means an uncomfortable abode, for the heights

near it, shelter it from the violence of the winds.—The sun is pleasantly

warm in the middle of the day, and the progress of vegetation is rapid,

in proportion to the length of the winter.—The rocky and snowy defile

called Jumnotri? where the Jumna originates, is seen in the direction
o

of N. 42 east,—Distant 3 miles.

Latitude of Curs all 30 57 19.
IT K i

I7th April, observed immersion of Jupiter's 1st satellite,

mean time < » < »-•*»• • « .
»

• . • • • • . . « . • . • » . . . . i o kjq 1Q

It appears*,, no observation was obtained at Madras, on this day.

During three days, I attempted to get some sets of lunar distances, and

also transits of the moon over the meridian, but was constantly prevented,

by clouds, from doing any thing satisfactorily.

y&rde
2\st April, 1817.

—

Cwnfcitt, to Jumnotru

Flat, along the village fields; here climb a steep

rocky corner., above the river's bed. Jumnotri

nearly 41 30

—

CMd mountain, over which there

is a pass to Sue'hi on the Ganges, practicable in

the rains, (at present it is blocked up by deep

snow), 128 30 • ° 3 40

Steep descent through snow 1 to 5 feet deep, then flat 148

O o
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yerc?s

3 Fields—Slight acclivity, snow patches ;—abundance of

pheasants here, chiefly of the kind called Mortal 64

4 Rough and rocky i—descend to the Jumna, which in

several places flows under beds of snow 25 or 30

feet thick.—An overhanging precipice to right.—

A

torrent, called the Ba7idia 1i, - the size of tne

Jumna, joins it from a cleft in the rock, and is the

last tribute it receives.—The path to this station, en-

tirely through snow :—cross the river twice, once on

the stones, and once on a snow arch . . 6 143

5 At Bhairo Gha'ti—The crest of one of the steepest

ascents, (for its length), I ever saw; it is entirely up

the snow, in which we cut Steps with P'haoras

(spades) to facilitate our passage.—There is here a

place dedicated to Bhairo L,dl, who is esteemed to

be the Janitor of Jumnotri, and Gangotri.—It is

nothing more than a low building (if it may be so

1
called) of 3 feet high, containing some small iron

tridents.—I hung a new English silver coin by a

copper ring on one of them. I 25

6 Exceedingly steep descent to the Jumna, by steps

cut in the snow,—A cascade of the stream cuts

through the snow
5

and falls from a rock of the

height of about 50 feet 1 30

7 Stiff ascent up the snow bed, which conceals the

river. Except here, where-ihe stream is visible fur
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m f yard?

a few yards through a hole in the snow, the

snow bed is about 100 yards wide, and bounded

by high precipices, from which masses of rock of

40 feet in length have recently fallen , . .... 3 214

8 River as before, under the snow; here it appears

through a deep hole, falling in a cascade from the

rock below the snow.—Rocks on both sides, those

to the right cased with ice.. „. .. ....... 1 152

9 Jumnotru—The place so called , 64

Total miles.... 2 7 100

At Jumnotri, the snow which covers and conceals the stream is

about 60 yards wide, and is bounded to the right and left by mural

precipices of granite ; it is 40 feet 5J inches thick, and has fallen from

the precipices above.—In front, at the distance of about 500 yards,

part of the base of the great Jumnotri mountain rises abruptly, cased

in snow and ice^ and shutting up and totally terminating the head of

this defile, in which the Jumna originates.—I was able to measure

the thickness of the bed of snow over the stream very exactly, by means

of a plumb line let down through one of the holes in it, which are

caused by the steam of a great number of boiling springs which are at

the border of the Jumna.—The snow is very solid, and hard frozen; but

we found means to descend through it to the Jumna, by an exceedingly

steep and narrow dark hole made by the steam, and witnessed a very
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extraordinary seene^ for which I was indebted to the earl'mess- of the

season, and unusual quantity of snow which has fallen this year.—>•

When-
. I got footing at the stream, (here only a large pace wide)\

it was some time before I could discern any thing, on account

of the darkness of the place, made more so by the thick steam;

bnt having some white lights with me, I fired them, and by their glare

was Tible to see and admire the curious domes of snow over head ; these

are caused by the hot steam melting the snow over it. Some of these

excavations are very spacious, resembling vaulted roofs of marble ; and

the snow, as it melts, falls in showers, like heavy rain, to the stream* which-

appears to owe its origin in a great measure to these supplies, Having

only a short scaled thermometer with me, I could not ascertain the pre-

cise heat of the spring, but it was too hot to bear the finger in for more

than two seconds, and must be near the boiling point.-—Rice boiled in

it, but imperfectly.—-The range of springs is very extensive, but I could

not visit them all, as the rest are in dark recesses and snow caverns.—•

The water of them rises up with great ebullition through crevices of the

granite rock, and deposits a feruginous sediment, of which I collected

some;—it is tasteless, and I did not perceive any peculiar smell. Hot

springs are frequent in the Himalaya, perhaps they may be a provision of

nature, to ensure a supply of water to the heads of the rivers in the

winter season, when the sun can have little or no power of melting the

snows in those deep defiles.

From near this place, the line of the course of the Jumna is perceptible
o

downward to near Lafha Mancta!? and is 55 40 S. west. It will foe
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seen by the notes, that from the place called Bhairo Glial ij the bed of

the river is overlaid with snow to the depth of from 15 to 40 feet, except

at one or two places., where it shews itself through deep holes in the snow.

• The snow bed Is bounded to the right and left by mural precipices of

light coloured granite ;—on some ledges there is a sprinkling of soil, where

the B'hojpatra bushes grow. The end of this dell or defile is closed, as

before observed, by part of the base of the great snowy mountain of

Jumnotriy and which is visible from the plains. The altitude of ihe part
O I

of the mountain, visible, is 29 48; but higher parts are concealed by the

lower and nearer. The face of ifee mountain, which is visible to the height

of about 4000 feety is entirely eased in snow and ice, and very steep,—The

foot of the base is distant from the hot springs about 500 yards, and im-*

mediately where the ascent becomes abrupt, a small rill is seen falling

from a rock, which projects from the snow; it is about 3 feet wide, and

shallow, being only a shower of spray produced by the snow now thaw-

ing in the sun's rays at noon. Above that, no water whatever is seen ; if

there were any, it would be visible, as the whole steep base of the moun-

tain is exposed to view, directly in front; consequently, the above rill is the

most remote source of the Jumna.—At the present season, it was not

possible to go to it, as the snow bed was further on impassable, being

intersected by rents and chasms, caused by the falling in of the snow, as

it melts by the steam of the boiling springs below it»

Here then is the head of the Jumna, on the S. west side of the grand

Himalaya ridge, differing from the Ganges, inasmuch as that river has
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the upper part of its course within the Himalaya, flowing from the south

of east to the north of west; and it is only from Suc'hi, where it pierces

through the Himalaya, that it assumes a course of about south 20 west.

The fall of the Jumna, from Jumnotri to the Dun, is very consider-

able.—I regret I had not a good barometer, to ascertain the height of

Jumnotri; I had with me an empty country made barometer tube with

which I endeavoured to gain an approximate idea on the subject.—Hav-

ing warmed and well dried the tube, I filled it gradually with mercury,

driving out such air bubbles as were visible, and inverted it in a deep

cup of quicksilver, taking care not to remove my finger from the ori-

fice, till the lower end of the tube was fairly below the surface of the

quicksilver;—the tube was kept in an erect position by means of a

plumb line.

In eli

The length of the column was 20 40, which, corrected for tem-

perature, gives 10,483 feet for the height of Jumnotri above the sea,

taking 30 04 inches for the level of the sea.

The above is only a rude experiment, but I had not the means of

making a better; the length of the column may be depended on to the

20th part of an inch, I think, but the probable impurity of the mercury

may cause an error of 2 or perhaps 300 feet

Near noon, I took a short set of circum-meridional altitudes of the sun

for the' latitude, as follows:
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MS O
, ,,

7 19 30 58 59 9
ary angle.... A.—M. ^ 5 19 55 2

1 58 52 2

P.—M.
31

2 51

6 28

47
55
42

5
2
6

, 30 58 52 1Mean latitude of the hot springs of Jumnotri

The latitude of the small fall or rill, which may more properly be

called the head of the Jumna, will be 30 59 06.

Having finished my observations by two o'clock, I set out to return;

the heat of the sun had then began to melt the snow on the cliffs on

both sides, and many rocks and lumps of snow were falling down ; this

obliged us to run with all speed down the snow bed, to get out of the

way of these missiles:—several of the people had narrow escapes from

the falling fragments, but no one was struck.

The inhabitants of Cursdli say, that it is 1 7 years since they had so

severe a winter as the last.—At Jumnotri, the inclination of the granite
o o

rock is from 43 to 45—from the horizon.—The apex being to the S. W*

or towards the plains.

As the season was not sufficiently advanced to allow of my passing

to the Ganges by the Chid or Cttsaum mountains, both of which are
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at present impassable from the depth of snow on them, I returned to

Catnaur
9
and going up the Shidlba glen, crossed the ridge, which divides

the two rivers at the Jackeni Ghat, and descended by Bauna, to

Barahaty from whence I proceeded up the Ganges to B.eital
y
and conti-

nued my ro&te beyond Gangotri, as before mentioned.

I shortly hope to be able to present to the Society, the result of my

trigonometrical operations to determine the heights and positions of

all the peaks of the Himalaya, visible from Seharanpur, and also an

account of the sources of the Tonse and Jdhnavi rivers, and of the

upper part of the course of the Setlej.

ADDENDA.

Height ofAc Sansla at Lohari Kaig, abore t„e Sea, .... .^9
Below Suchi. . . . , 760$
Suchi Tillage gggg

lUdge of the mountain on which Suchi stands 12,000
Jumnautri jq g <g'y



Latitudes of Places in Hindustan, and the Northern Moun-

tains ; with observations of Longitude in the Mountains^

according to Immersions and Emersions of Jupiter's

Satellites.

W Captain J. A. HODGSON, 10th Regt. N. I.

Places.
Latitude.

Province or District.

Ludiana '30

Sambdu
J29.

Jind . . . . .26

Caithal , 29

Narnaind, (C) 29

IIami 29
Ditto '29

Ilissar, (C) !29

Bahauna 29
Futiabad j29

Irizd, (C) !29

Danaur . 29
Danddn .... ... .. 29

Scrsa '29

5 5 46

20 2
•6 50

4851

18

I

4 34

3 56

7 48
I

3155
30 3

I

37

i

3129
41 30

I

31. 4

Sirhind.

Jind .

.

Ditto.. .

Caithal

Huriana, (Brit.)

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Sersa

Dido

Ditto

Remarks.

Center of the British cantonment.

Village on the road from Narba to Jind.

Camp, 3 furlongs N. W. of the fort.

Jind is the principal town and resi-

dence of the Sik'h chief Bag'h Sink.

Camp, 3 furlong S. of the town, which is

the principal town and residence of

the Sik'h chief BylalSink. It was
one of the marches of Taimur, on his

route from Samana to Delhi.

On the road from Jind to Hansi. This
latitude is by construction..

Flag staff in the fort.

Center of the cantonment.

S. E. gate of the fort.

Village.

House in the fort. Futiabad is mention"

ed in Taim or's march.

At present a village, mentioned in Tai<>

mur's .route.

Col. Adam's camp at the j'hil.

In the Battei country. Col. Adam's
camp at a j'hil.

The ancient fort, taken from the Bat'

tcis by Col. Adam, but restored.

This is also one of Taimuh's marches.

Qq



Latitudes of

Places

Banish, (C).

Batnir ..........

Tushdm . .

Tigrdna

Bhaxsodni, (great).

Biri . .

Sildn .

,

Cardr
Rhoiac ....

Malum ....

Mund'ahal.

2931 4

29 3 1 40

28 5137

I I

28 51 36

I
I

28 4612

Carcara ,

Bissaien

Niga'na ,

Cailowie

.

Galu'uli

.

Tilhar

Shahjehanpur ... .......

Bareilly, (irregular cavalry

cantonment) . . .

.

Murdddbdd, (cantonment)

Latitude,

\'\
"

28 40 15

28 54,56

2849
28'53

28|56

28

28

27
15

55

20

43
56

19

L5

13

17

Province or District. Remarks.

Sersa. ....

Bulnir .

,

.

Hurianc

Ditto .,

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

,

Ditto

Ditto.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Doab

Rohilk'hand

Ditto .......

I

56-5 Ditto ..,,.

Ditto ,,/,,50 20-3

The chief town and residence of the

Battel chief Baiia'dur Khan, ta-

ken by Col. Adam, but restored.

This was one of Taimur's marches
from Batnir.

West face of the forf, now in the posses-

sion of the BiCANi'n Rdjd—Batnir
is well known in history, from the ex-
traordinary march made by Taimur, a-

cross part of the desert to attack it.

It is on the east verge of the great

sandy desert, which extends to the

Indus, and is in longitude 74° 12'

E. nearly. In Arrowsmiti-i's map,
Batnir is also called Batinda, which
is .a large town nearly 100 miles from
it.

Camp, 400 yards N. E. of the conical

peak of rock.

N. verge of the village, which is a large

one.

Wanda's tomb

—

B'hawdni was stormed
and carried by the troops under Co-
lonel Ball. It is a large walled

village, 3 miles in circumference.

S. side of Biri, a veiy large walled vil-

lage.

•S. W. side of the village, which js a

j
large one.

Large village, walled S. W. side.

Center of the town.

Large mosque, west end of the town.

The fort— Mund'ahal is a village be-

tween Mahim and Ilansi.

S. side of the village between Mahim
aad Rhoiac.

Small village near Biri.

Large village N. side.

N. end of thej'hil, under the village.

Fort ia Lieut. Col. Skinner's jdgir, on
the Hindan river.

Mango tope at the S, E. end of the town,
yhich is large.

Camp, 1 mile east of the N. end of the

city, which is very large, and equal or
superior to Bareilly.

Cantonment of Co!. Gardner's cavalry,

2 miles N. of the old fort, at the
west end of the city.

200 yards in the rear of the center of

the cantonment.
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Places.
Latitude.

Remarks.

Chandausi .....

Rdmnagar «'* •>

28 27i37 •5\Rohilk
,hand

28 22 28 \
Ditto .............

Cdsipur, (the factory). . 29 11

Haldoa
Banhcra .... • • • «

.

Nugina ........ .

IDhampur .... *•....

Shcokara ...

.

Burhia ..... .....

55

29,15 59

29J32J 3

29 28 49

Mahauli. ..... ......

Sitdpur, (cantonment)

Plrnagar .... ......

Barreh.... .,

Mohan
Lucnow., (cautonment)

Lucnow, (city) -»« .

.

fiafar £«?y

Bairam ghat, (cant.)

Muhamtnedpur

29

I

-

,29

27

t
|

27

i

>i27
I

'27

.27

.26

.26

.126

.'27

13

19

il

8

36;;

28'

9

26

50

tSisrea ....

Nowil gunj

Bangermow

Nunamuio .

.

Kkoda gunj.

2723
27 47'

I

26 52

!

26 52

27 11

Ditto .....

50-1

52 23

726

2743 12

Ditto .

Ditto ,

Ditto .

Ditto .

Ditto .

Oude .

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
'

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto'

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

16

40

At Mr. Boldero's Bungalow, from
whence the N. E. gate of the town
of Chandausi is distant 1 mile 6
furlongs, and bears 44° S. W.

North wall of the ancient and extensive

PaW u's fort—The conical mound,
(in height 70 feet), distant 411 yards

S. 20 E. The circuit of this old fort,

now in ruins, is exactly 4 miles, and it

had 34 brick bastions.

The government's factory in the old fort,

which was extensive, and resembling

that at Rdmnagar. At the N. W.
end of the town, and distant'from this

Ira, 7 f. is another fort, of which

Mr, Burrow observed the latitude,

One furlong west of the town.

li| furiongs east of the village.

2 furlongs SI E. of the town, on the

Murdddbdd road.

furlongs S. E. of the town, on the

Murdddbdd road.

1 furlong S. of S. W. end of the town.

4 furlongs N. E. of't'he' Tillage,- on the

road to Sitdpur.

Camp, 1 mile east 20° S: of the village,

on the Sitdpur road: ••••

Bungalow on the left bank of the nulla.

2d line from the rear; •••••?

S. W. end of the bridge, road from §itd~

pur to Lucnow;
A dergah at the N. end of the town.

1 furlong N.'W.' of the town.

Center of the rear of the Sip((his,
lines of

the right battalion.

Capt. Macleod's house, near the resi-

dency.

N. gate of the gunj, on the road from

Lucnow to Bairam ghat'.-

Captain Rater's Bungalow.

S. E. corner of the town, on the road

from Bairam ghat' to Sitdpur.

Ditto ................ Tank at the S. E. end of the town.

Ditto The Serai in the town. This is the

road from Lucnow to Futigerh.

53 5] Ditto ......... . . The west end ofthe towrr, distant <$ fur-

longs N. 40 E.

I 'blDoab 7 'The ferry, right bank ofthe Ganges, and

1200 yards above the old mound «f a

fort.

The Serai in the Tillages,
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Pluces.
Latitude.

Province or District. Rem aria

Fuliger'k) (cantonment)

Furkhabad ...... ....

Ghuria .... .... .... ,

27J"23'56

17

Beitah. .... 27

Ahmed gunj 27'

Bawalpur .... 127

Kidderpur . . 27,

Suhawuhur 127 47140

32

10
57
10

Doab

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Outside the Delhi gate, and 3 furlongs

N. W. of it.

Village, right bank of the Ganges, ia

the Cadir.

Village in the Cadir of the Ganges.
(xunj'vh the Cadir.

it to I Village in the Cadir.

Lohia 27
frta i27

Nindauti 27

Sukeit ... ........ 27

Axca...... . . . ... 27

Jelcsar

Saidabad . . .

Jiai ....

Barauli
Shicarpur . .

,

Abdulpur . .

.

Daulheri ....

Baroad

Sirdanna .

BurJumna

Kinauni . . ... .

.

Muzaffernagar . .

.

Nasirpur

Jaurasi

Deobliund . . . . . «.
-.

Rdmpur . .

Sarun .... »'. .......

,

Rdmpur

Ghur Mukhtescr ghat'

Camuruddin nagar..*.

27

!27

J27
28
28
28

28

29

29

J29

'as

I

j29

29

;29

;29

29

34 27

29

15

4
41
45

14 5

26 54
3324
537

16(38

49 40

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

15

33

16

1018

27 21

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto .....

Ditto

Ditto

Doab, district Seharanpu,

7\Difto

1
\ Ditto

5] Ditto

9 -7, Ditto

39 -5 Ditto

Ditto

33 •7%Doab, district Meerat

28,56 33 5 Ditto .....

Ditto ditto,

N. W. side of the town, distant 1A.

furlongs.

The old ger'Jii.

Tope, 2 furlongs S. E. of the town.
The large! ganj.

N. W. angle of fort.

Tope, 4 farlongt west of Hi'ra Sinh's
formidable fort.

At the lid gah, 3 furlongs N. W. of
the Hatra's gate of the town.

1 furlqng N. W. of the fort.

Large village, 6 miles from Muttra.
Large village.

N. side of the place.

Village on the road from Meerat to Pit*

rei/chut ghur.

Village on the road from Meerat to
Bnghput.

-Small walled town in Begum Sumroo's
jdgir.

Begutn S'uiwuoo's house.

J4
furlongs N. 10° west of the town, Be-
gum''s jdgir.

1 furlongs N. E. of the village, Begum's
jdgir.

2 furlongs N. E. end of the town.
Village on the road from Muzujferpur

to Hurdwar.
Ditto.

West side of the town, the large old
brick fort distant 4 furlongs N. 60 E.

Camp—The mosque in the town, 4 fur-

longs S. W. on the road from Selia-

ranpur to Delhi.

At a dergdh, l\ furlongs S. E. of the
village, Begum's district.

1 furlong S. E. of the village, Begum's
district.

The ferry on the right bank of the

Ganges.
West side of the viUage in the Cadir of

the Ganges.
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Places.

Jaisinhpur . .

Bardmokdna
Daurala ....

Latitude.
Province Sf District.

Meerat, (cantonment)

Ilastindpur

Bhdrdnagar
}
(ferry). .

.

Kaiauti) (Iowd)

Janset, (town)

Ddrhiwala, (village) .

.

Suchatdl

Bihdri, (village)

Nagal, (village)

Sik'hpura, (small old town)

Seharanpur, (cantonment)

Mangtur, (town)

Toghalpur, (village) .....

Firozpur

Badshapur, (village) ....

Lidlpur

Loksir
Jwdlapur, (town)

B'hojpur

Govcrd'hanpur

29 2 32

29| 7 20
29 7 30

29

29 956

Doab,
Ditto ,

Ditto-

district Meerat

2916

29 25

39 28

29*23

2949

29,54
^9 59

29 47

2936

3

57

29
54

49

25

45
1

33

13

2929 31

40 22

43.53-3

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto ....

Ditto

Ditto ...

Ditto

Ditto, Seharanpur

.

25

52

49

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Remarks-.

Village on the high bank of the Ganges.
Small old town N. W. side.

Village on the road from Mecrai to Sis-

haranpur— 1 furlong S. of it. Windy,
bad observation.

Horse artillery lines—Dr. Philips'
house.

Scite of part of the ancient city, men-
tioned in history, as having been once
the capital of Hindustan. It stood

on the right high bank of the Ganges^
and has probably been swept away by
the river.

At the ferry, right bank of the Ganges^
opposite Dhdrdnagar.—The mosque
there bears 76° 40' N. E.

The north gate of the town, distant 3
furlongs N. E.

N. E. gate of the town.—This was once
the seat of the famous Saiyads of

Dura.
Village in the Cadir of the Ganges.
East gate of the large intrenched camp

of Za'bita Khan, on the right high
old bank of the Ganges.

Village between Janset and Muzeffer-
nagar.

Village between Beoband'h and Seha-

ranpur.

Ditto ditto.

The left Sergeant's bungalow of the

infantry lines, distant If furlongs 65
N. E.

The old brick fort, distant 5 furlongs S.

70 W.
East side of the village, on the high old

right bank of the Ganges.

Small fort and village above Suchatdh

At this place, it is supposed, T/AiMua

crossed the Ganges.

Village and small fort in the Cadir oi

the Ganges. j

Village in the Cadir.

Ditto ditto.

4 furlongs east of the town.

Village and fort, right bank of the

Ganges.

Large village and small fort in the C'flt-

dir of the Ganges.

Rr



Latitudes op

Places.
Latitude.

Province fy District. Remarks.

Jlaiwala, (village)

Lai?ha ghat', (ferry) .

Dehra. .............

Keliepur . . ..........

Keri

Jeberhera ....

Majapur .....

Faisalad. ...........

Jiur-Jiia ghat .........

Maipur ................

Padsha-lagh . . . .". ...

Timli

Jloorouwala

H'hadrey,(camp by the dell,

higher on the slope of)

Sainspur

Maj ghat'

Kirda ...

Camp * . . .

.

Chicherauli

Seidj.ura

Ciuitt'a ghat'

44

3 42

1911

5 32

3 9

29.48; 7

30 1

30 2016'

30 6 9

301344

30 20, 8

30 22 36

302529

30 25 52.

30 23] 1

302427

30 27 5

3135

14 50

50, 7

44,34

Ganges.

right bank of tlie

I

Dun valley, within the Brink of the rapid,

first range of hills. The
Dun, since the conquest,

is attached to Seharan-l

pur.

D un.. . {Right bank of the Ganges. This is the

highest ferry on the river.

Ditto Gate of the temple.

Doab—Seharanpur .... Small village on the road from Seharan-

pur to Dehra.
Ditto Large village between Seharanpur and

Dehra. A well at E. end of the village.

Ditto .

.

2 furlongs N. of the town wall. Bad
observation.

Ditto . Village between Daulutpur and ~Bh.it,

i

Ditto Mosque at the village on the left bank of

the Jumna. 6 furlongs S. of the ruins of

the Emperor Shah Jehan's hunting

palace or Padsha-mahal, at the foot

of the south range of hills, where
the Jumna issues from them, as the

Ganges opposite does at Hardwar.
Ditto The ferry, left bank of the Jumna.

Ditto .Large village on the old canal from the

Padsha-mahal, to Laung opposite

Delhi— 3 furlongs N. of the village.

Bad obervation.

Ditto Halting place, and well at the S. W.
j

mouth of the Timli pass through the

hills into the Dun.

Dun -valley ! Large village in the Sal forest, 1± fur-

|
longs N. of it.

Ditto .'.'.
. . . Large village in the forest, N. side of

the valley, on the slope of the B'ha-
draj mountain.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Sirmur
Ditto .

.

Ditto

Doah— Seharanpur

Ditto

Forest.

Village on the Asun rirer.

Ferry on the left bank of the Jumna,
Indifferent observation.

Village in the Kirda Dun or valley.

On the Macaranda or Marcand a river,

at the foot of the Nahan mountain.

Town in the Sik'h country, on the road

from Bur hia to Nahan, belonging to

Jod'h Sink, Kulsia.

Large village in the Cadir of the Jumna.
Ferry, left bank of the Jumna, near the

village of Begin.
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Places.

Busera .

Kaii-ana.

29129,51

29 23 21

Chaprauli,

Khas-gunj, (cav. cant.)

Sicrole . . • • •

Digga -

Gopipur .... » ...... •

Latitude.

"IT"
Province fy District

29 12 56

27 49 36

25 2417

25 38 28

23 28 31

Agh.ad.ip, (R)

Btefo* H«r . .

.

5a«

Rangamati . .

.

Berhampur . .

.

Gadhai

Place where the naviga-
s

ticn of the B'hugirathii

opened from the main ri

ver, in November 181 1..

Sivajpur

23 3712
2

23 36

23 58

24 1

24
1

5

24 22

24 38

24 50

21 50

Doab— Sehararqnir

Doab—Mcerat

Dido . . . .........

Doab-— Coel

Benares

Behar—Patna ........

Bengal, on the B'hdgira

(hi branch of the Ganges.

Remarks.

H. Ditto

6B.

23 37 7-6

23 36,28

38
H. Ditto .

B.

13 -6 B. Ditto

19

39

14-1

16-5

28
25

51

48

Ditto

Ditto

II. Ditto

B.

H. Ditto

Bcng. on the river Ganges

49 -7

At a building, in a tope of celebrated

mango trees, the fruit of which is

esteemed to be the best in Hindus-
tan, and was appropriated to the use

of the emperor. Kuirana is an old

town.

Large village S. W. side of it.

Col. Gardner's house, 2' miles from
Klias-gunj.

Mr. Bird's (the judge's) house near the

bridge, at the station of Sicrole.

Col. Gardner's house at Digga, near

Dinapur.

4 furlongs S. of the village, which is on
the right bank of the river.

The following observations, on the ri-

ver to Dinapur, in Tirhut, and
Chemparan, are from, the means of

meridian altitudes of the sun and
stars, taken at the same time with re-

flecting circles, by myself and Captain

Barton, who was appointed my as-

sistant in the survey.

Left bank of the river, a math at S. end
of the village, bearing E. 250 yards.

Large village on the river, right bank.

A village on the left bank, bearing W,
20 N. distant 4 furlongs.

Village on the right bank.

S. W. corner of the great square of

the cantonment. These observations^

are not good, the weather being

cloudy.

Right bank—Village, where the small

Nulla joins the river.

4 furlongs N. of the sandy point, round

which, boats now turn from the B'hci-

girathi into the great Ganges.

Remains of a village on the left bank of

the river, near the ruins of Gaur. The
Cadam Resul there 68 N. E. dis-

tant about 3^ miles.



160 Latitudes op

Places.

Madhnpur

Right bank of the river,)

near Motijerna cascade)

Gangapersud

Sicri gali, (B.)

Near Colgong

Latitude.

25

25

25

Jthagalpur or Boglipur

(Mean)

Deriapur

Moar

Fetzva. „

.

Dinapur, (cantonment)..

.

Seerpur, (ferry) ........

Camp, above the left bank,

Mirzapur, (camp near) .

.

25

Province Sf District. Remarks.

7 55

1251

1531
|27

Bengal, on the river Gan-
ges.

Ditto

H. Ditto ............

3;B.

14 56-5

15] 1 'I

14 58-9

;5,16 33

!38

2.5 1548 5

9-1

25 22

13-8

52-6

23l 1-5

Av.inaal.

22|57 -5

25i25 41

II.

B.

Camp, left bank of the

Gan'd ac

25

25

}
°-\

30

38

40

40

48

59

34-8
24-5

L2

II.

B.

15 -7.H.

19 B.

17-3
6-6

28-9
38-1

33-6

4)48 -2

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

rl. Behar, on the Ganges

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto .....

Ditto ....

Ditto .

Village on the right bank. Raj-tnahal
point E. 56 S. Windy, bad observation.

The note of the bearing of the cascade is

mislaid, but must be nearly west.
Barometer 29, 94—Ther. 74.

Under the village, and high right bank
of the river. The high hill over Teria
gall bearing west 0° 40' north.

i.-u yad Aumed's tomb on the top of the
hill, right bank.

Behar.

Ditto .

Ditto Tirhut

Right bank. The indigo planter's white
house, distant 200 yards E. Large
house on the hill 217°. Tree on the
lower rock 232°. (S. 52 E.)

The temple of Maha'de'vaoh the right
bap.k of the arms of the Ganges,
which flows under Boglipur, and
nearly in the center of the town.

Town, right bank of the Ganges. The
Byar creek,which leaves theGand'aca
river at Karnaul, in Tirhut, joins the
Ganges, across the river, due east.

Village, right bank. Indifferent observa-
tion.

Town on the right bank. The mouth of
the Pompon river 3| furlongs W. 10
N. The mat h 150 yards E. 20 S.

Flag staff 14. furlongs, bears S. 40 E.
Bar. 30, 03. —Ther. «8.

The ferry, where Major General Mar-
ley's division crossed. Flag staff at
Dinapur 116°. Seerpur 187-. Here
we leave the Ganges, and proceed
with the army to the Nepal frontier.

Head quarters, 29th November.

5 furlongs N. W. of the village, on the
Mai Nulla, a creek from the Gaii-
d oca.

Large village.—Camp—The village dis-

tant l
m
3 furlongs, and S. 30 east.

U furlongs above Futipur ferry. Breadth
of the Gan'd ac here, 530 yards.



Place's in Hindustan.

Places.
Latitude.

Province fy District. Remarks.
o

'J ".,. 1

Camp near Goora' . 26 8 47-4
42-4

Behar4— Tirhut (Camp; 6 furlongs N. E. of the village out

1 the Byar creek.

44-8 I

Gh'ynpur . . . . . v.Y. .y»',s 2ff 15 10 -1 II. Ditto ....«..„.,.. Camp, 9 furlongs N. 149 west of the
5-1 b: village.

Bridge of boats over the)

Bur ha Gun dm river}

2624 21 -9 m Ditto ..oo...... .. Camp, near the Tillage of Calhara^
i

26 b: distant 7 furlongs N. 83" E. on the left
__ — bank of the little or eld Garidac^

,

which is
;

called higher up the SikVaiik

river. At the bridge, the river was 93
yards wide, and 6 to 9 feet deep.

Camp near Mejauli , » „

.

26 30 13 IT; Ditto ............ -Caitap, on the left bank of theBukiari\eY
9

1 22 B. near the village. Not good observa*— !

—

—

—

Itions, on account of the camp smoke.
Dacca .. . . , . ........

.

26 40 51 H. Ditto ••.... ,.,... Camp, 2 furlongs N. 15 east ofthevil-
23 Bi lage. These 2 sights differ 28'' which— ESS _,«»_

is more than usual ; but in 3 large

camp, observations are liable to be hurt

r
: by the smoke, and the trampling of

,men and cattle.

Gorasen . . . .. . « . . a .

.

26 49-37 IT, • Ditto ............ Camp, left bank of the Bukia, opposite

1

26'2 B. side to Gorasen. Tolerable obseri

vation, but much smoke.
I

"

Camp near Jiipur . „ . .

.

2648 8 -7|H.' Behar—Chemparan Camp between the Jumni river, and
13 -5 B. (In the Terdi) Tir-nulla. Village of Jttpur, distant— — — •

—

-
! 6 furlongs, W. 56 N.

20 4811-1

Lowteity (camp) . . . . ,

.

27 1 6-4 H. Ditto ............ The' Bulwia-hulla is on the right flank
4-7 B. i of the camr>, and the fort Bareh*

' gerfn is distant 2m l
f E. 8° S. This— —

27 i 5-5 latitude islhe mean of various obser-

vation's of' the sun and stars.

AtovMy (camp) . » . • . » .

•

27 2 5

Iff '3

Camp,on" the left bank of the Berha river.

! Rums of the small fort of AlownB,
— 3&i (across the, Berha) 3 furlongs, and
27 2:10 V east?' 50 !

S.' At this camp, Captain
1

i Sfirr.t^ and the artillery men killed

1 at Persdy were buried.

20 5941 -5 Dtf/o Camp, brk'the left bank of the Gaad river,

riear'the hamlet of Amerpati.Ul-6
»,

i
1

141-51 i

27 540
33'

Dj'«o Left bank of the Gaad river. The
' small village of Mohan 310°

27 5 36-5
26 59 37

,29

1

H. Ditto . i ......... . The smart village of Belkai, distant 5 fufi

BJ ! Icrigs, bearing 247°.

Ss



Latitudes of

Places..
Latitude.

Province <5f District. Remarks.

laura, (camp) . ,

,

Betttah . .

<

27

27

he

Berherwa, (camp) . . „

Bunjari pokrOj (camp)

Korherwa «

Sinhdsani . .;.

Sigauli . .v.v j

Bettiah .....

Adhupur pclcfa ..

€achirwa .......

Jounkuhwa . . . .

.

Joupur . . .

.

Matidri „ » *
.'

j . . ..

Semuric ........

TicauUa . ... . . .

.

,0 4

r
2 19-8 ir

2 8-6 a

2 14-2

47 56-8 n
1

47-5 B.

Behar^-Chemparan At the large tank orpolcra, on the right

(In the Xtjr<K)
j

of the line. This was the Nepal
boundary.

Ditto veto « i

2647 52-1

27| 3 23*2
8-4

Ditto .

3J15-8
229 -2

26 54 5-5

26150,51

26 45J31
-8

48' 14 «2

tti

•>r,

26

56,16

56 9-5
52 44 -7

47

39

4J

3-9

54 «3

22-2
18-7—

;

20-4
19-9
18-7

19-31

10 -4

13-7

43-7,

40-3

56,24-5

23

H.&R,

'Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

B.

Be

H. Ditto

H. D#fo
B.

Diiia

Tent near the sooth gate of the town,

distant 340 yards N. 65 E. the Raja's

house 66°. 20'. The town wall 348'

to 78°. Mean of crossed observations

of the Sun's Rigel and Sinus.

[Camp of the division near the small Til-

lage of Berherwa in the Terai.

Camp of the division, the left flank on
the large tank, and the right on a deep
small nulla ; a strong position.

Tank near the village, 10 miles from
Banjari pokra, on the Sigauli road.

Tent at the Berga tree, on the soutla

side of the Village.

2 furlongs east of the village.

Tent at the east gate of the town. The
Raja's house bearing 284". Mean of
several sets of observations.

The great tank, where 2 companies had
been cantoned.

East side of the village, which is on the

Bukia river.

Large village, I0M
.
2f from Cachirwa^

and 2ra
. 5f

. from Berherwa, where
the Gorc'ka post under Pak.A!/urjCm

Tha"pa was surprised.

Mango iopej, west of the village.

Tent at the great Pdkher tree, at the

edge of the mun or deep j'hily west
side of the village.

West side of the village, in the tope.

. Mango topcy cast end of the village.
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Places. Province Sf District. Remarks.

Ramnagar. ......... ...

Boggah.. ...... .......

Sewtnhcr^ (mountain)

.

Tirkelwa . .

.

GoMndgunj.

Pippera ......... .. ...

Calyanpur ............

Ancient Hindu tumulus^

©r mound near Kisseria]

Karnaul ....... . . ..<,..

H. Behar—
B. (In the

Ditto .

Ditto . •

,

Chemparan
Terdt)

27

26,28

Motipur .

BislauUa

Sersya .

.

Serrya .

.

(On the Gangesfrom Di-

napur to Cawnpore.)

Mouth of the Gogra or

Dewah river

6 Ditto

58 l Ditto

58 '3

28

33

34
30

2 4
46 20

5 47

Betliah

Di\to ..

Ditto .

.

Tirhut

.

Ditto '.

.

Ditto ..

Ditto ..

Ditto . .

19 "5 Ditto

Noka and Udown Chepra 25 40 42

JLkauna . ,'
r

.

Anjaurpur .

2539

2.r

: n

37

34

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Mango tope, 5 furlongs N. W. of the
town of Ramnagar, which is a consi-

derable place, and inhabited by the

exiled hili Raja of Tancu, and his

followers.

Great tree at S. W. side of the town,
which is on the left bank of the Gari~
d'ac river. Indifferent observation.

Small fort on the summit of the moun-
tain, which is 2270 feet above the Te-
rdi, which it divides from the Chitaun
valley, through which the Rapti river

flows to the Gand'ac. If a-fort were
built by us here, it would at all times

ensure a passage from the Tcrui into

the above valley.

Village, tent by the side of the Herher
river.

Large mart and ferry, on the left bank of

the Gand'ac river. At this periods
Captain Barton having left me to

join his regiment, the following ob«

servations were taken by me alone..

Mr. Glegg's indigo factory.

N. E. end of the village.

3 furlongs from the mound, and S. 39.

west of it.

5 furlongs east of the town, which is 00
the Gand'ac.

Mr. Woon's indigo factory.

Large tree near the village.

Indigo factory on the Byar creek.

Village, first stage from Hajipur to=

wards Muzafferpur.

Confluence of the great river Gogra
with the Ganges at Semuria. The
great Berghel tree bears 312°, distant

l
m

. l
f
. Course of the Gogra up 298",

of the Ganges 216°.

Great tree at Noka and Udozin Chepra;
2 villages on the left bank. The Ganges
up 21 9", down 85 for 6 furlongs, then
100". Chaunol deep.—Bank high.

—

'

Right bank near Ekauna, river up 329°

for 1 mile, down 140".

Village of Anjaurpur 296" 3 furlongs on
branch of the Ganges. Course up 210".



164 Latitudes of

Places.
Latitude.

Buxar, (flag staff in the}

fort) 5

Ghazipur

Left bank of the Ganges

%emeria-

Left high bank

'I
"

Province Sf District.

34 35

30~40

4*47'

25 29 45':

Right bank below Benares%5' 1 5-54

Benares.

Chunar ...........

Chepur .o

Mirzapur.... .*-...

Bijraul ..........

CJiandni:'..... . . .

.

S'eraj .-...'•..«...

Stioadar ha perwa

Palhanna. . .... .

.

Manicpui\. ........

DalmorB... ....

251758

'

23

25

7 30
I i

12 17 "3

I

I

9,43''

16 5

25 20 55

Tirhuf . . . . .

,

Ditto .......

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

DiUo

Ditto

i

Ditto

Ditto .... ,. .

River Ganges

Ditto

Ditto ...:..'.

25 30 31 -4 0itde

i5\3i

37

24

16

58

Ditto

Doab

Oude
Ditto

Remarks.

Right bank of Ganges.

250 yards below the Chihelsitun pa-

lace.

S. east end of Ghazipur cantonment
• 41°: The' Chihelsitun 48*, distant'

about 6 miles.

[ndigo works on the right bank. River
1 up 212° to 235°- and 2 10°.

Sahibpnr, N. right bank opposite 230*

7 furlongs, Nidra 274°, Phulzsaria
209°.

Sands

—

Surar tillage 283°. 3 m. river's

course' up 282°, down 100°.

Sand on. the right bank, opposite the
city. Center of the dome of the
great mosque 13°. 14 Sivahr temple
230°. 1 19,—j River front bastion of
Ramnagur 161°. 38.

At: the ferry N. of the fort. The flag

staff 18°. S. W. corner bastion 83.

High Tight bank of the river, under the
village of Chepur. The large village

of Betauli distant l
m

. l.f. and bears

116 lower down the river: Many
troublesome sands in the river here.

Dr. Tuhnbull's house and factory, on
the high right bank of the* river.

Under the Sivdla and village, right

bank of the river. At this place-as.-a--

ledge of honker- rocks, and* a very*

strong current, dangerous to boats.

High right bank, at the small •viHalge-o^-

Chandni. Highest building in the

fort of Allahabad 331°. 10.

Left bank. . Serai village 9°. Q furlong^

Bungflhw on high point at Ongenfe,
right bank 283°, river up 285°. down
130°.

Left bank. Sinhbri 122°—Stone ghat
ztJehanabad'2.59, BusirillQ. River
up 255°.

Palhanna, large village with a Sivdla,

meffil right banki

Left bank, below the high old fort.

Sand omthe right bank, upper stone ghat'

in the town across 351°, center ghat'

9°, lower 81°; Transit of- Mercury;
The preceding limb of the planet go-

ing off,touched the sun's exterior limb,

at mean time 22h 15m 44s
. 40

01
. 5.

ll
lh November, 1815.
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Places,

Mlaura

tuxar

Cavsnpors, (cantonment)

Latitude.

25

26

26

Province 6$ District.

Doab

(Here, leave the Ganges,

and proceed up the Do
ab to Seharanpur.)

Chaubepur ...

Pourwa

Mecran-ci- Serai. ......

Jelalabad

Khoda gunj ••••

Fuliger'h, (cantonment)

Arjunpur

Khas gunj *

Jerrari -

Coel, (civil station)

Soomna .

Koorja .

Guttouti

Haupcr

8 8

282^

59

26

58

9

23

2147

'41

48

27 47

27 53 55

Rohannrt .

Dcobhund

Civil station, near Seharan-

28

28'15

28 35

2843

2935
29 42

29 57

pur

18

42

37

28

40
17

Ganges— Oude

Doab

Doab

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto ...

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto .......

Ditto :. ;

Ditto ... .

Doab-

Diito

Remarks.

Right bank. Ghat' at N. E. corner of a

large tope, 5 furlongs below the town
of Bilaura.

The ghat' at Buxar, a large village,

left bank. Surajpur, lowest white

building in the town, 294°, about 4|
miles.

Major Macpherson's bungalow, for-

merly the brigade office, near the

artillery depot.

S. side of the village.'

2 furlongs N. W. of the village.

Coel .......

Doab
divi

Ditto

Ditto-

Ditto

Ditto

— Seharanpur S.

sion

-N. division

Small tope, If furlongs N. W. of the

Serai.

Indigo vats, r furlong W. 20 N. of the

village.

If furlongs N. W. of the Serui, on the

Futiger'h road.

Large red bungalow (2d range from the

river) ; formerly Mr. Bush's shop.

East side of the village.

A

lidgah, If furlongs from the west gate

of the town.

If furlongs west of the village.

Near the tombs of the officers killed at

Aligerk, and one mile N. of the

Delhi gate of Coel city. Aligerh

fort distant 2m .
3",r

.

Indigo vats, 3 furlongs from the village

on Aligerh side.

I furlong N. of N. E. end of Koorja,

which is a large old Saii/ad town.

N". gate of the village.

Captain Hunter's hoase, at N. gate of

the town.

Pond, N. E. end of the village.

Old mosque and pond, 4 furlongs N.
30" west of the N. side of the town,

on Seharanpur road.

House of Mr. Grindall, the magistrate,

by 61 observations of the sun and

stars.

T t



Latitudes of

Places*
Latitude

( The following are zcithin

the mountains, conquer-

edfrom the Gore 1

has.)

Ambur'i . . . . . . ....

Ca'lsi

Runtum

Province Sf District.

Bairat
Nahan, (the capital of

Sirmor) . . .......

Jaitac, (fort)

(The following are Lati

tudes of places in the

mountains ofSirmor,Ju
bal, Keounthul, Comar-
sen, Biseher and Ca-

naur, between the rivers

Tonse and Setlej.)

Bhmgrd

28 57

30 34

30 33

30

30

(The following are on the

Haripur road to Jubal.)

JJnderi 30

35

41

'24

59

31-7

21

3

Bowai

Culag .

Cherauli

,

Ballon.

.

Jjingjkar

Choag . .

.

42

3045

3047

304D
30 51

Thor. ........

Dinga Cinga . .

Burj-ti- Teba .

.

53
50

42

7

Dun valley

Jaunsar . . .

Ditto

Ditto

Sirmor

Ditto .

36 -Ditto

37 Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

17 \Jubal

4 Ditto

Ditto .

Sirmor

Ditto ......

Ditto

12 I Ditto

Retnarks.

Bank of the Jumna, east side of the vil-

lage.

Small town, within the mountains, and
between the To)ise and Jwwm a rivers.

Small deserted fort ora the mountain,

above Cdlsi.

Fort, on the high peak of the mountaia.

Captain Wilson's house.

100 yards N. W. of the fort

Walnut trees— Shungra Is the chief

village of the district, on N. face of

the mountain, which bounds the Giri
gangd to the N.

Large village, side of mountain, Chaur
peak 7° 10.

Large village, at the foot of one of the S»

E. spurs of the Chaur mountain.

Village and small fort, foot of a S»

eastern spur of the Chaur.

Village, between spurs of the Chaur.
Small village, N. eastern spurs of the

Chaur. •

N. N. E. spur of the Chaur.

Village on S. W. spur of the Chaur, on
the Mushiur ri?ulet, which joins the

Giri gangd.
Small village on the Giri gangd, at N.

foot of the Sen-ci-Dhar mountain.

Village on the ridge of the Sin-ci-Dhar
range. Bad observation.

Halting place, near stockade on the

Burj mountain, which is a continuati-

on of the Jaitac range road, Nahan
to Subattu.
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Places. Remarks.

THri-cz-Ddber .

Mia-ca-gaon;::

Sabattu. ..:.....

Haripur

Seric

Bunni Chokey .

.

Theog ........

Matiana . . ..........

Kundroat

Cot gkur

Kirt ...

Rdmpur .............

Dhar ....

Muzoulia.

3!

SI

21

26 22 -7

3128

I

3128

46 j

53

40

Bis-eher

Diiit

Ditto

Ditto

Halting place, at N. W. foot of the

Burj-ci- Tibet.

Village between the mountains.

British cantonment of the 1st Nuserie
battalion of Gorc'has.

Village on the Gambhir river, road

Sabattu to Cot gkur.

Deserted village, on slope of the moun°
tain.

Halting place, near Phaghun, on ridge

of the mountain—Chaur peak 146° 20
On ridge of the mountain, the small

fort distant 300 y. 237 f. — Chaur
high peak 159° 05. Nagni fort 118°.

The Girt gangd about 5000 feet be-

low.

Village between mountains — Chaur
high peak 168° .50..Nagni 156° 31.

Village in deep dell, west of the fort on
Wartoo mountain. fVartoo fort 82° 9.

British cantonment of the 2d Nuserie
battalion of Gore" has, on slope of the

mountain, about 5000 feet above the

left bank of the Setlej.

Village on the left shore of the river

Setlej) which is confined iu a narrow
bed by steep mountains^of rock of

great height.

Rampur is the capital of Biseher, and
the winter residence of the Raja.
It has much fallen to decay, and at

present has only about 150 mean
houses, and some better, belonging to

the Raja. It stands on the left bank
of the Setlej, which is 210 feet wide,

in June very rapid; it is crossed by
a rope stretched across to the op-

posite or Culait side. The river is

confined by exceedingly steep and
lofty mountains of rock. The heat

at Rampur,. is excessive.

Village, left bank of Setlej, and about

4000 feet above it.

Village on rivulet, and in glen of some

name, reaching from the Setlej to the

snowy peaks.



168 TRUDIS OF

Places.
Latitude.

Remarks.

Seraen

Tranda ... 3133 42

019

Kungoas

Nichar ...

Bocira ....

Pass over the Snowy} ^og^
Range ...*,.) '

313315

313246

Teuthie

Roorou

Hurneoul ....

Wartoo, (fort)

15 19

1135
i

I

5729
I

14 44

Biseher

3132.51 Ditto

Canaur

Ditto

Ditto

:

Ditto

Biseher . .

Ditto

Ditto ....

Comarsen

Walnut tree, near the Raja's house.

Seraen is about 4500 feet above the

Setlej, and is the summer residence

of the Raja ;—a pleasant situation on
the mountain side ;—it is only a vil-

lage. The Raja's house is high, and
built in the Chinese form, as usual in

these mountains.

'Village, high above the Setlej. Canaur
is that remote and rugged provij .:e

j of Biseher, which is within the

I Himalaya, and on Jthe Setlej river.

Left bank of Setlej, and high above it ;

the' river is confined by mural preci-

pices.

Do. Do.

Village, in high glen of the SalJang
river, which falls from the N. side of

the snowy peaks to the Setlej. Tfeis

village, and the others of Canaur, are

in snow the greater part of the year.

Here r turned to S. E. aud began the

great ascent of the N. face of the S.

ridge of the Himalaya.

24th June, 1816. In the snow, and be-

tween the cliffs of the Himalaya, at

the immediate foot of the Panwri
pass over the snowy range from Ca-
naur into Sivurra, and on N. side of

the pass. This, place is confined by
cliffs,which rise perpendicularly above

it, to the1 height of 3736 feet. Water
boiled at 190° of Fahrenheit. I cross-

ed the ridge on the 25th June, at 11

a. m. in a heavy shower of snow.

Village on i the Indravati river, which

falls into, the Paber.

Large village on the Paber river, which

joins the Tonse near Raghai.

Large village in the Nora district.

Wartu or Hurtu mountain, 7m . 3f
. S.

E. of Cotghur. Height of the moun-
tain above the sea, about 10,060

feet. During a residence of 7 days on

this peak, in July, I could only get one

observation for the latitude, and that

a bad one, the mountain being enve-

loped in dense clouds.



Places in Hindustan.

Places.
Latitude.

(On or near the river Jam
na, within the mountains

ofJaunsar, Sirmor, and

Rewaen.)
Pairat, (fort) ...... . *

Murlang

Lakha-mand'al ........

Province Sf District.

30 34

3036

30,43

31 -7

53

24

Paunti 3048

Gira

Thanno

Catnaur

OfMr ghur or Wazir
ghur ..

ianassu

Curs'dli

30 52

30

?.0

30

Jaunsar

Ditto .

.

Sirmor .

Rewaen

Ditto

1912

51

5447

56 50

,7 37

Ditto . .

,

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Remarks.

uut they appear, in a

measure, to have been buried

Fori, on the high peak of the moun-
tain, 3 m. west of the Jumna.

Villagp, in the glen on the Silgad river,

which joins the Jumna, 5 miles east.

Right; bank of the Jumna. Lahha-man-
d'al is said to have been a place

famed in Hindu story, as one of the

favorite haunts of the Pari d us. There
were a great number of temples and

idols here, but

<1 1'Cilt nit ii.iui t »

by a slip of the side of a mountain,

which overhangs their scite.

Village, on right bank of Jumna, and

400 feet above it. Rewaen is the up-

per division of Gerhwal, and chiefly

subject to the Gerhwal Raja.

Village, on the side of the mountain, in

the Banaul glen, 5
m

.
7'~. from the right

bank of the Jumna.
Smalt village,right bank ofthe Jum?ia,znd

400 feet above it. Cross the river on a

low Sanghar-Bzeaith of the river, 40
feet, but deep, and falling in cataracts.

Small village, left bank of the Jumna.

Right bank of the river, small hamlet,

500 feet above the stream, which is

confined by mural precipices of great

height. A small fort here. Most of

the villages in this neighbourhood were

buried by the fall of the cliffs above,

in the earthquake of 1803.

Bad and uncertain observation. Wea-
ther thick. Small village, at the con-

fluence of the Banassa river with

the Jumna. There are 10 houses

here ; the rest were buried, last year,

by a slip of the precipices. Appt.

alt. of Jamnautri east snowy peak,

as seen hence, 15°. 34'. 45"; of west

peak 17°. 1 3". 30".

Left bank of Jumna, here 17 feet wide,

and knee deep. Curs'dli is at the foot

of the Jumnautri snowy peaks, and 3

miles from Jumnautri. In the latter

end of April, the snow was 2 feet deep

in shaded places in the village. There

arc about 25 houses,

Uu
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Places*
Latitude.

Province Sf District. Remarks.

°
!

"
1

" 1

Jumnautri 30 59 10 The head of the Jumna, at the foot of

steep snowy mountains of J umnautri.

The stream was 3 feet wide, and a few
•

inches deep, formed by the melting
' of the mass of snow, which overlaid

•'

\

the bed, by the steam of the extensive

and powerful hot springs, which are

here. The bed of snow, concealing the

stream, was 40 feet Of inch in thick-

ness. I descended to the bed of the

stream, by a hole in the snow bed,
• made by the hot steam. Various

domes and excavations in the snow,
! over-arch the Jumna;—they are cau-

'

sed by the hot steam. The bed of the

stream, for the last If miles, is wholly
*

.
>

concealed by deep snow ; it is bound-
ed by high mural precipices, at the

distance of 50 to 100 yards asunder.

Lat. by 8 sets of circum-meridional

alts, of 0. A bad barometer stood at

20. 4.—Air 62°.—Mercury 37° (in

snow) 21st April, 1817.

{Jumnautri to Gangau-
tri, Sfc.)

Shilha . . 30 40 12 Ditto Deserted village, in the Shilba glen,

which runs from the Jumna to the

crest of the Jaclceni ghat', on the

range which separates the Jumna and
Ganges.

30 44 53 Ditto Village, right bank of the Ganges, or

Rkagirafhi river, and 1000 feet

above k;—is 13m. 5
f
. above Barahat,

and 5
m

. 2f
. below Reital. Interme-

diate latitudes, lost by bad weather.

30 48 28-3 Ditto .-.,,.'...„ Large village, \\ mile from the Ganges'
right bank, and about 1200 feet above

it. Above the sea, by barometer, 7108
feet. Beyond Reital, the course of

the Ganges is through the most rugged

region, perhaps, in the world. Water
boiled at 200°. 5.

30 54 32-8 tin. Dim.... ........ Halting place.

28-8 Ht. Ditto ............ Left bank of the Ganges, at the Sangha
or spar bridge. Breadth of the river,

50 feet—No inhabitants^Mural pre-

cipices bound the stream — Water
boils at 202°—Distant from Reital 35,

126 paces. Lieut. Herbert, Assist-

_ ant Surveyor, joined me at Reital.
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Places.
Latitude.

Province 8; District. Remarks.

puc'/ii

Camp at cedar trees,

Derail.

.

Bhairo-ghdtl

Do

Gangautri.

30 59

31

40 -2 Hn . Rewacn
40 Ht.

2 25-3Hn. Ditto.

8 Ht.

30 2 34

SI

Mean. . .

.

Near the debouche of}

the Ganges from the J

gicat snow bed. .'.
. . j

Mean...

Ditto

Ht. Ditto

22 -5

29
35-5

27-1

30-5

Ditto

Ditto

50

56

32-5

37-5

34*5

Ditto

Libra

—

Spica, x

•Sextant.

Small -village, 1000 feet above the right

bank of the river, where it breaks

through those snowy mountains, which
are seen from theDoab height of Sue' hi.

Above the sea 8494 feet, by barome-
ter. Water boiled at 199°.

Left bank of the river, within the snowy
range, and at N. foot of S'ri Cdnta,

and Sewmurchu Chaunta snowy
peaks. Bed of the Ganges, above the

sea, nearly 8000 feet.

Left bank. Village of 6 houses, deserted.

Above Suffhi and Jhala, there are no
inhabitants :—beyond Derali it is not

habitable ;—all sock and snow.

Right bank, at the confluence of the

Whagirathi (or Ganges) and the Jah-
navi, river, near the Sangha, and un-

1

der precipices of vast height. A dan-
gerous halting place.

Left bank. Cliff above the Sangha.
Cedar trees.

Hodgson's mean of a and (S

Ref. circle. Herbert's.

and |3 Libra—(two nights) -

Hodgson's eight circum-meridional

alts, of Spica.

Side of the Ganges, here, 43 feet wide
?

and 18 inches deep,—strong current^

26th May, 1817. Height above the sea,

10,073 feet : this may perhaps be 2
or 300 feet more than the truth, as the

mercury in the barometers was not

well boiled in the tubes.

Hodgson by « and /3 Ursa minoris—

=

Ref. circle.

Herbert do. do. Sextant.

At a small spot of flat ground, right

bank of the river. This place is amid
snow,and surrounded by gigantic peaks,

cased in snow, from top to bottom-

The barometer indicated our halting

place to be 12,352 feet above the level

of the sea ; one of the peaks was 9471
feet higher, and distant 42,480 feet, and
bearing E. 46. 44 S. To the feet and
flanks of this, and other great peaks,

stretches a snow bed of unknown
depth, and inclined at an angle of 7".

—It commences at 6500 feet from

the present station, where the G(o:gc$
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Places.
Latitude.

Province 8f District. Remarks.

is seen issuing from under it; The
breadth of the stream, was, on the 31st

May, 27 'feet, and. 12 to 18 inches

deep. The thickness of the snow bed,

which overlaid the stream there, was

estimated at between 250 and 300
feet perpendicular. The surface of the

bed, was traversed as far onward as

possible ; its extent in length was
about 6| or 7 miles, its breadth

If miles; it entirely concealed the

stream, which was not again observed;

and there is every reason to suppose,

its first appearance is at the debouche,

which I will callM aha'de'q's hair, and

the latitude of which is 30° 56' 06".

There is no record of any person hav-

ing penetrated to this place.

The following observations of Eclipses of Jupiter's Satellites, will be

useful in shewing the longitudes of Seharanpur, and several places in

the mountains, the latitudes of which have been noted above. Till cor-

responding observations of these Satellites can be obtained from Green-

wich, or some other Observatory, we must be content to compare them

with the calculations in the Nautical Almanack.

Place. Year Month.
Mean
obsei

time of
'vation. Dffi in time.

h. |m.| s. h.|m.| p.

1132 35
621 57 5 10 38

9 60 58 -6

4 40 50 5 10 8 -6

8 10 12
2 59 51 5 10 21

Remarks.

Mr. Giundall's
house, near Seharanpur

Ditto

.

1817JJuly V.

Ditto

1817 July 29
N. A.

August 14L

N. A.

This appeared to be a pretty good
observation, but the air was not
very clear.

Emersion of Jupiter's 1st Satellite.

Sharp and good observation.

Emersion, 1st Satellite. Good obser-

vation, but suspected. I saw it 3

seconds before, or at 8h . 10™. 09s
.
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Place. \Ye. Month.

Mean time oj

observation.

h. |m.| s.

Diff. in time.
Remarks.

Mr. Grind all's

'Rouss^nea.iSeharanpur

Ditto

Ditto.

Mean of the

Dehra in the Dun .

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto ,

Diiio.

18171 Aug. 21 10 5 13
N. A.j 4 54,56

Do. Sept. 6 8,24 17

Do.

3

Oct. 15

1814 April 25

Do.

1817

Do.

Do.

13 46

8 40
248 59

April 25 8 23 56'

! s'll 12

March 9 17

12

Aug. 21 10

' Sept. 6

37 43 ;

25 44

7,1-5

4 54 56

8 26

313

43 -3

25

1249

12 22

1047 #
1 Emersion, 1st Satellite. Good sight.

10 31 *2 Emersion, 1st Satellite. The obser-

vation seemed good, but the planet

was rather low.

10'18- *3 Emersion, 1st Satellite. A very good

and sharp sight ; a little moon
light, but no hindrance.

10 22 -37 Telescope, Dollond's 42 inch refr,

—power 80—Chronometers, by
Brockbanks and Molineux ;

time, by equal alts, on all the

"wires of the circular instrument.

'l|41 "5 Emersion, 1st Satellite—Telescope,

Dollond's 34 inch refr.—aper-

ture 2,n
. 7.—power 80—an ex-

cellent glass of its size.. The
Greenwich 49- inch refractor can

only spare it one second of time
5

by actual trial.

5, 1244 #4 Emersion, 2d Satellite—It came out

close to the 1st—but, as usual,

gives almost l
m

. later, or more,

east longitude. Taken near the

M ehant's temple.

1159- '5 Immersion, 1st Satellite—Goodob-
servation

—

Dollond's 42 inch-te-

lescope—aperture 2m. 7.—power
80. The above temple, distant 1™.

3 f
, bearing 247°.

By Lieut. Herbert—Dollond's
42 inch telescope—same power,

&c. as mine. At Captain Young's
Bungalow— Latitude 30°. 19".

17." 5. Difference of longitude,

compared with mine, some time,

at Seharanpur 2m. 02s of time.

N. B. The Bungalow is a second

of time west of my place of ob-

servation.

8 By Lieut. IlrRnritT, same place.

This gives 1'". 51 1 '. east of mine, of

skme night, at Seh'arunpur-.

Xx
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—r—

—

Mean time oj\

________
'

—~—-—-*

Place. I^a?- Month. observation,
j

Diff. in tinie.
.RomarAtf.

h. Im., s. 1 h. |m.| s.
r.

5 1259 ' An immersion of the 3d Satellite

gave
j
him h. 1% 59. The date I

Chaur mountain, my}
;,

have mislaid.

pyramid, and stati- > 1817 Oct. 15 6 55 34 -9 <

i

on of observation. . ) 1 45 25 5 10 9- /S.Lieut Herbert.—Mine of same
night, at Sekaranpur, 6. 55. 43.

„
3\ difference 8\ '4. is rather too

littler—should be 15
s
.

Bhadraj mountain,N.

)

W. end of the Dtin$
1814 May 2 954

453
35 -5

36 5 10 59 -5 Emersion, 1st Satellite. Good ob-

servation—N. W. peak of the

mountain, at Bai,ae'hadiia's sta-

tue. •

Do. Do. Do. 10 59 48 ? :

5 48 33 -b 5 (

1

14 *5 Emersion, 2d Satellite—Clear—The
34 jncji telescope, which is one
second of time later than the

Greenwich refractor, with which
it was compared in England.

Do. May 11

6
45
36

19 -7

10 5 9 9 '7
« Emersion, 3d Satellite. A tolerably

good observation, below the west

end of t,he town.

Ditto 1816 April 1 10 39 29 '2 • ,

5 30 19 5 9 10 '2 Immersion, 2d Satellite. A good
observation. Satellite lost light

for 32 seconds, before it disap-

peared—At Captain Wilson's
house, N. of the above place.

Ditto . . Do. May 9 10 56 50

4 47 22 A 9 28 Emersion of 1st Satellite feeing in-

terrupted, I did not get a very
- good observation . Captain

Birch's house, 100 yds. east of

the other place.

Matiana, in Comarstn Do. May 25 8 15 23
3 4 49 5,I< 34 Emersion, 1st Satellite. Not a good

observation—The .telescope, un»
steady.

Tfanda'm Canatir,on'i

the Setlej, within'S- Do. June 17 8 29 58

the Him alaya . . . . j 3 17 21 512 37 Emersion, 1st Satellite—a fine obser-

vation, and valuable. A long set of

distances of sun and moon, taken
by the reflecting circle, give 5

h
.

12m. '24\— Lat.of Tranda 34%
33'. 42".—All the above by rae

?
with 34 inch telescope.
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Place. [Year

(On the Jumna, withih\

the mountains of Re-

tsaen)

Giro- 1817

Banassa

Month.
IMean lime of
I observation. Diff. in time.

h. m.|

April

|h.|m.|

Remarks.

91441 55
9 28 26

Do.

Curs ali, nearJumnau

tri, w
N.E
tri, which bears 41°

(On the Ganges, within

the mountains of Re
waen)

Reital . .

Do.

April 16 17

12

16 5

129

April 17 16 3 42

10 50 33

Ditto.

Ditto ,

D,

Do.

May 1016
11

14 21 'b

1 5

Do.

May 1210|42
529

May 11 14

513 29

14

513

1335 -7 18

57 42 5 15

36

13

!3

IG

23

53

Immersion, 2d Satellite. Very clear

observation—Satellite lost lustre

32s
. before it went. This and

the following observations, by me,

with the 42 inch telescope. On
the 10th, I took the 1st Satellite

;

there was some doubt in noting

the time, but I believe it will give

5". 12m . 40 s
.

Immersion, 2d Satellite. A tolerable

observation—but the dawn was
beginning ; I think it might other-

wise have been seen 3 or 4s
. la-

ter.

Immersion, 1st Satellite—I suspect-

ed I saw the glimmer till 16\ 03™.

46 s
. or 4

s
. later, but not certain—

Air very clear—Same day, Lieut.

Herbert observed the immer-
sion at Sikri in Rohilc'hand at

16\ 05m . 28s
. Difference l

m
.

46
s

.

—

Sikri is between Bureilly

and Chanclausi,

5 Immersion, 1st Satellite—Same te-

lescope. Air clear, but there

was a slight wind.

A very fine observation, considering

that the planet is so near opposi-

tion. The air calm, and in these e-

levated regions, exceedingly clear.

Satellite lost lustre 50
s

. before it

went. Same night, Lieut. Her-
bert's Observation—The immer-

sion at 10\ 42m. 09
s
. 9. at Cha~

koorwara—M. 30°. 22'. 30"..

•7 Immersion ofthe 2d Satellite— Clear

and steady—I followed the Satel-

lite deep into the shadow. It

continued to lose lustre -for no
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Place. Year Month.

Mean time of
observation.

Diff. in time.
Remarks.

'i. 1$!, s. |h. in. s.

less than 78 seconds, before it

fiually disappeared. It gives a
longitude more than usually east

1

of the 1st Satellite. The plauet

being now so near opposition, is

large and bright, and its glare is

some impediment to the precisi-

on of observation.

1817 June 13 9 28 28 -7 Emersion— 1st Satellite.

Himalaya .

.

4 13 3G 5,14 52 -7 Night clear, and no moon. Lieut.

Herbert and I, both observed;

he caught the first glimpse 3 se-

conds before I did so ; I have re-

corded his sight of it.

N. B.—For the latitudes

of this and the fore-

going places, see the
!

list of latitudes.
i ! ,

i

We could not take any observations of the Satellites higher up the

Ganges than Suc'Iii, as the great height of the impending cliff-, (some

times 50°, above us) ? prevented our seeing Jupiter, when the Eclipses

took place. By the same cause,, I have lost many observations in other

parts of the mountains.

The longitudes of all the snowy peaks, visible from it, will be dedu-

ced from the meridian of Seharanpur, by triangles, as well as their

latitudes, distances and heights. The base for the purpose is that of the

Chaur mountain and Seharanpur, the station signals at each place, being

visible from the other, and at the distance of sixty-one British miles. The

angles of the grand snowy peaks have been taken at each station with

the circular instrument, as well as their apparent altitudes at different

times.

)
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Places.

(March of the Reserve,

from Rexcarrie, towards,

Jaipur.)

Rezcarrie, (Camp, Headj

quarters) \

Latitude.
Province 8$ District. Remarks.

Camp) near Bhawul

Camp, near Bairud

,

Goojerbas

CafhputU

Prayagpur

.

Babra

Manoherpur

Samoat ....

Nanghul . .

Juwdra „ . . .

Sanganer .

.

28 11 1 Delhi

i

28 3;£9

27,53

27 49

27 41

27:35*

27 26

27:16

2711

27

26

26

16.1

53

Kanauml.

1 furlongs S. W. of the town of TLewar-

rie. Longitude, west of S. E. angle

of the city of Delhi wz\\, 2 T".28\ 5 of

time or 37'. 07''. of space, by trans-

ference of time, by Molineux's
chronometer.

Camp, 6 furlongs S. of the town. Dis-

tance 9™. l
r
.

Ditto

Alwnr .

.

„ „ „

,

[Distance to Shahjehdnpur, ll"
1

. 3f

; to

Bairud, 10m.

5 farlongs S. ofthe village ; distance Sm .

I
r
.—Hence, the observations were tak-

en conjointly with Captain Barton,
Assistant quarter master general.

Belongs to a small chief—

l

m
. 3 f

. S.

west of the town of Kote ; distance

about 10 miles, but the wheel broke
on the road—Longitude 24'. 15".

we&t of Reroarrie camp.

Ditto .

,

41 .1 Jaipur .

.

31

22

50

46

H. Ditto

B.

, . 1 furlongs S. W. of the town. Distance

|
9
m
.4

l

.

. 2 miles S. W. of the town. Distance

ll m . 4 r
.

Ditto

H. Ditto.

45 .2 B.

35 .2 Ditto

56

49

35 Diljo

10 .9 Dido

Iv miles S. of the town. Distance

"l3m . 3
f
.

6 furlongs east of the town gate. Dis-

tance 12m. 2f—Longitude by chro-

nometers, 26' west of Kote, and
Putli camp.

Distance 10
m

. 6
r

.

Head-quarters. Distance 9m. 6 f
. \ Jai-

pur is distant about 9 miles.

Mean of several sets of observations, by
Captain Barton and myself— Head-
quarter, Camp. Distance 10m.0^. The
N. W. bastion of the town of Sun-
ganer, distant \\ furlongs, bearing

164". 90'. Jaipur is about 7 miles

from Sanganer— Longitude, west of

Samoat camp, by chronometers 1'.

Yy
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Places.
Latitude.

Province of District.

Circumstances rendering it\

out of our power to take

any observations in the

city of Jaipur, zee mea-\

snreda sufficient base,ana\

took the distances ofsuch

remarkable objects there

as were visible; andfrom
the Trigonometrical ob-

servations.found the lati-

tudes of the following

places to be

:

High pillar, near the ob-

servatory in Jaipur . . $

Palace of Nchr-gerh, on^
the hill )

Fort above east end oQ
the town 9

Fort of Mootie Doong-~i

?7'e,between Sanganer>
and Jaipur 3

Fort of Alrouie, without!

the wall, at S. W.angle £

26,55

55 42

53 53

53

054

10

26

(Sangaher., to Rezcarrie,

town, by Raj-gcrh and
Alvoar.)

Gunur. .............

Bijaci Bussei ...... . » . . 26

Jeitwarra .

.

Kula Pahdr

Carnaul

37 .5 Jaipur

55 Ditto

36

59

Ditto

Ditto , . „

14 \Ditlo

Remarks.

Total distant, Rewarric camp to Sm~
ganir

}
British I25m . 7

fur
.

The pillar east of Sanganer, camp 2*.

30". Center of the city, nearly 3'. 14m.

or 1°. 12'. 38". west of the east wall

of Delhi, which I take to be about

77°. 14'. 15''. east of Greenzsich, and

Jaipur 75°. 50'. 07' —Longitude,
east of Greenwich.

East side of the town. Distance from

Sanganer, 9
m

. 2 r
.

East side of the town. Distance W.^.

East side of the village. Distance lCT. 3f
.

1 furlong east of the small fort on the

hill. Distance 14
m

.
1'".

2 furlongs N. E. of the village, part of

it belongs to Jaipur, and part to the

R.<Jm Raja. Distance 14m . 7 f..—Ob-
servation of the latitude, not good.

The)' call the country here Dhoonhar^

and the Pergunna, Bhatteri.
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Places.
Latitude.

Raj-gerh

(Longitude of Rqj-gerk,

east of Sariganer, 49'.

30".% Chronometer.)

Malacera

Bahdderpur

Crishna-gcrh

Cot Casim

Rewarri ? »

.

13

27 24

27

'27

28

28

34

39

iS

33

49 31

11

34

30

Province Sf District.

Alvoar

Ditto.

Ditto

Ditto .

Mcwat

Ditto

Delhi

Remarks.

A. large and strongly fortified town in

a recess of the hills, belongs to the

R.am Raja of Aloiar ; 3 furlongs west

of the town. Distance 10m .
4'".

A strong mud fort in the plain, frith

rauni and ditch, and a stone cita-

del within 4 furlongs N. of it. Dis-

tance IT". 3
r
.

A. large and strong town at the east foot

of a steep hill, which is fortified—2v
furlong from N. E. angle of the town.

Distance 13™. 4f
.

Small town and fort on a lo\V hill. Dis«

tance 1 l
m

. l
f
.

West side cf the fort, which has about

16 stout mud bastions, a rauni and
ditch, and a stone citadel within,—

*

stands on the plain, and belongs to

Ram Raja. Distance 12m.

Small open town, belongs to the palace

at Delhi. Distance 15m. 3
f
.

Commissariat office

—

Rdni-bugh, west
side of the town. Distance 15m . 3

f
.

The latitudes in this list were deduced from meridian and circum«

meridian altitudes of the sun and stars, taken with sextants, or, more gener-

ally, by Troughton's reflecting circles—Except four places in Huridna,

and five in the city of Jaipur, the latitudes of which were obtained by

trigonometrical processes,.

ERRATA.
fc-t

pa-e 17o—line Sfi, for 710S read 7444

171 -line 5, for 8494 read 8860

do-liue 3, for 10,073 read 10,319
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Description of a Zoophyte, commonly found about the

Coasts of Singapore Islands—with a Plate,

By Major General THOMAS HARDWICKE, F. R. L. & A. S.

: Read 13th November, 1819.

HIS subject belongs to the Genus Spongia, to the class Vermes—

and is of the order Zoophytes.—From its peculiar form, we propose to

term it

i. .

- "'
I-

i

SPONGIA PATERA.

Root.—-Branching, the shoots of various thickness, from the size of a

finger to 3 inches in diameter, slightly diverging, composed of earth,

sand, and broken shells, and very fragile.

Stem.—Cylindrical, of the same cellular texture as the bowl, and about

the same length, in circumference, pretty equal—from 15 to 17 inches

diameter—surface porous.

v
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Cup—or Bowl.—Circular—and subcorneal, in diameter at the brim 17

inches, about the middle 12J, and near the bottom 7 inches, capable of

containing thirty six quarts of water: in substance corky—but non-

elastic, made up of cells or tubes—running into one another, and di-

vided by a slender membrane, not more than half a line in thickness:

over the whole surface, both within and without, are- spread innumera-

ble pores, the mouths of which are closed with capillary—cottony—

-

fibres in converging radii from the circumference to the centre of

each pore; these when seen under the power of a common lens
5
have a

dense downy appearance*

The height of the specimen, from which this description is taken, is

37 inches, and something larger than one presented to the Asiatic Society

by John Palmer, Esq;

In an Essay on British Sponges, by the late George Montagu, Esq*

printed in the 2d volume of the Wernerian Society's Transactions, is

described—" Spongia Scypha "—which bears some resemblance to the

specimen from which the plate annexed was taken, but it is diminutive

in all its parts-, when compared to this Indian species.

Zz



Description of a substance called Gez or Manna, and the

Insect producing i£.

By Major. General THOMAS HARDWJCK, F. R. L. & A. &
¥ice President,

Read 17th June, 1820.

On—mfWHUI^J

T
JL BEG to lay before the Asiatic Society some information upon a

subject which forms a paper in the first volume of the transactions of the

J3omhay Literary Society, Captain Edward Frederick, of the Bombay

Establishment, has given his remarks on a substance called Gez or Manna^

found in Persia and Armenia^—but the doubt of authors who have

written upon, the same subject, seems by no means cleared up, as to

whether this substance be the produce of an animal, or whether it be a

vegetable gum % and .Captain Frederick concludes his paper with re-

marking that & at some future period it may be proved to be the pro**

" duction of the Aphis tribe, instead of vegetable gum."—The celebrated

French Entomologist Geoffroy, has already attributed to a species of

Chermes, the property of producing both in the Larva and Pupa state^

a sugary substance of a white colour, resembling Manna | and it is in con?
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in their natural state
5

. covered with, a white filamentous or cotton like-

substance,—Fig 5, is the same parcel of the larvae, removed from the leaf

and reversed, which exhibits an undefinable mass, by the confused mix-

ture of legs, somewhat darker, by having dried on the leaf.—Fig. 6,

shows a fragment of the Manna, in the state it was taken from the tree.—

-

It is found however in pieces of various shapes ; some flat, as taken off the

leaves of the tree; sometimes in cylindrical pieces, impressed with the

figure of the stalk or branch on which it has fallen P-

The formation of this substance upon those parts of the tree from

which the insect does not receive nourishment,, may appear difficult to ac-

count for, but if the economy of these infestors of plants, the cocci and

the aphides be attended to3 the difficulty will vanish.

The Revd. Dr. Kirby, in his introduction to Entomology, vol. 2d

page 89, has given a most interesting description of the natural economy

of these tribes of insects, or rather of the aphides; and X have witnessed

all he relates on " the loves of the ants and the aphides."—-It is not

therefore in my mind a matter of difficulty, or unreasonable to suppose,

that had the numerous aphides, I have seen drawing their nourishment

from the succulent parts of a plant, been unattended by the multitude of

large black ants, incessantly urging them to part with the luscious drop,

I. should have seen the accumulation of this limpid liquid from a thousand

springs trickling down the leaves and stem, drying as their surfaces spread^

and drop after drop forming incrustations* bearing impressions of the

branch, or leaf, and like the substance I now produce before the Society.
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To what I have stated above, I shall add the observations of Mr.

Hunter, which are of material importance to the subject of this paper^

as relating what he himself saw;

Extract of a letter, dated Camp % Pachma'ri, 11th March, 1819.

tc I shall now try to describe to you a natural curiosity which I found

" in my rambles in these hills 5. and I have inclosed a few of the insects

" wilh a specimen of the substance, which, it appear*, they have the

" power of generating from their bodies. The substance appears to pro-

" ject from the abdomen- in- the-form of. a tail or -bunch of feathers, of a

" nature more like snow, than any thing I can compare it to. These in-

6,6 sects are found on the branches and leaves of trees, on which they

" swarm in millions, and work and generate this- feather like substanee,

wC
till it gets long, and drops on the leaves, caking on them, and resem-

" Ming the most beautiful white bees wax »

T this hardens on the leaf, and

" takes the complete form of it, which you can strip off, bearing the very

<c impression and imitation of the leaf itself, which no art could exceed.

" But, what appears surprising, they do not seem to eat or destroy the

c
| leaves they swarm on, and though they may have been some days on

4 ' the leaves, nothing more is seen than this waxy substance issuing

" from the talk I have seen a great deal of it about these hills, and much

" might be collected, I should suppose, were it desirable; there are no

" inhabitants however about here. We have been on the top of the range,

" since the month of December, watching the movements1 of the Ex-

" Raja uf Ntigpur. Our position is about south-west of IIussuiadbad.

3 A
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'* The climate is good.—The thermometer 58° at sun-rise, 86° at noon,

" and 80' at sun-set. No hot winds as yet"

The small branch with flowers received from Mr. Hunter, proves

to be a climbing species of celastrus.

A more perfect account of this insect must depend on the opportunity

of observing it in all its stages—the whole of what we had for inspection

(about 100) were apterous, and the abdomen of all totally destitute of

those processes which distinguish most species of Olenites from the preced-

ing Genus Aphis.

The appearance of the insect, before being handled or disturbed from

the leaves and branches they form on, furnishes a character admitting

of comparison with another species of Chermes—viz. Chermis Alni*

—

which in the larva state is covered with a viscid, downy, filamentous

substance—so are the insects under inspection in their native haunts; but

however light and flocculent this may have been when first taken, the

pressure it has undergone in a transit of several hundreds of miles, must

be considered as likely to rob it of that character.

* Chermes found on the Betula Alnus.
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An account of Trigonometrical and Astronomical Operati-

onsfor determining the Heights and Positions oj'the prin-

cipal Peaks of the Himalaya Mountains, situated between
° * »• • » 11

the latitudes of 31. 53. 10. and 30. 18.30, 2Va and the

longitudes of 77°. 34. 04. and 79°. 57. 22. E.

By Captain J. A. HODGSON, 10th Regt. N. L and

Lieut. J. D. HERBERT, 8th Regt. N. I.

ON the successful termination of the first campaign against the armies

of Nepal in 1815, in which they were expelled from their conquests in the

mountains between the rivers Setlej and Kali (or Gogruh) by the British

forces under the respective commands of Major Generals Ochterlony

and Martindell, and Colonel Nicolls ; and the provinces of Gerhival,

Sirmor, Hindur, Bisaher and Kamaon, with the exception of some small

districts, being restored by the British government to the Hindii Rdjds,

their ancient possessors, the Most Noble the Governor General in Council

was pleased to direct, that surveys of the above countries should be execu-

ted by Captain Webb and myself. To Captain Webb, who was then

in Kamaon, the survey of that province and of the eastern parts of Gerh-

VOL. XKV, 3 B
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wal was assigned; and to me, that of the-western part of Gerliwal, and of

the mountains between the Ganges and Sstlej rivers* My instructions

were summarily, " to make a correct survey of the liberated, provinces

" of Gerhwal,. Sirtnor and Hindur, as well as of the countries to the

" north of them reaching to the Himalaya, a tract which comprises the

" sources of the Ganges, Jumna,. Tonse, (hitherto unknown, though larger

" than the Jumna) and Setlej rivers ; and which is bounded by some of

" the noblest mountains in the world." I was ordered to carry on my

researches as far as rationally practicable, and Colonel Crawford, then

Surveyor General, was directed to prepare such instructions for me as he

might deem necessary. That distinguished and scientific officer, alike

versed in the theory and practise of great surveys of this nature, approved

of the methods I had suggested, for carrying on my operations, and gene-

rally directed me to be guided by such circumstances, as might appear to

me most conducive to the objects in contemplation^

It will be acknowledged, that the extension of geographical' knowledge

is a desirable object, and it cannotbe denied, that to ascertain the heights

and positions of the snowy peaks of the Himalaya is not only an interesting

and curious, but very useful, inquiry, for when their latitudes and longitudes

are known, the geographical position of any place, from- whence one, or

more of them, are visible, may be determined with ease and accuracy,. We
have every facility and opportunity of observing some of these resplendent

and lofty guides, in the great extent of 15£<iegrees of longitude, now, either

in our possession, or under our influence and control, from the banks of the

river Setlej at Indiana* to beyond those of the Bitrr.ampooter in-Bengali
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In all this belt, the outline of some of the snowy peaks may frequently be

observed, in clear weather, to the distance of 150 miles and upwards, with

sufficient distinctness, for an observer to fix his own position, hy obvious

methods 5 and thus, to be enabled to correct the geography of the older

maps. But as yet, we do not, by Captain Webb's survey, and that of

Lieutenant Herbert and myself, know the precise latitudes and long!-

tudes of any peaks farther to the S. E. than the latitude of 29. 49. 43. and
Ml

longitude 81..2.. nearly. It would be very satisfactory, to determine the

positions of those more eastern peaks,, visible from Patna, Monghip,

MJmgalpur and Rdjmui, and tins may be done with considerable pre-

cision, by their Azimuths, taken at the above places> with their observed

differences of latitude, and' differences of longitude, taken with good chro-

nometers, carried down the river im fast going light boats, when* the stream

is most rapid: the boats would reach Monghir from Patna in a day, and

two good chronometers, ought to give the difference* of latitude, within, a

quarter of a mile. The chronometrical measures> may also be compared

and corrected by differences oflongitude taken by the firing of gunpowder:

the flash: of half a» pound of gunpowder, fired at the hill house at Pfr

Pahdr near MongMr would be seen at Janglura rock, from which, a

flash, would be seen at Patter Ghattaf below Bliagalpur, and thence at

Pir Point? or Sicri GaVJ, or probably RajmaL I am- by no means

sure, that a flash from the top of the Golahai Patna, might not be seen at

Pir Pahdr,. as Baron.Vanzach observed- the effects of this sort of illuminar

lion at places, so far distant from each other,, as to be reciprocally con-

cealed from sight, by the curvature of the earth. By this method much

may be done, and the longer the line the better. Of course it requires a-
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good observer at each place, with one or two assistants, good instruments,

and great alacrity, and the mean of alternately repeated flashes ; and to

such extent as they may be visible, this method is above all astronomical

operations, for determing differences of longitude, the most certain. But

to return to the subject immediately under consideration. Having received

my instructions, I proceeded from the army, on the immediate frontier of

Nepal to the upper part of the Doab in the Sehdranpur district, in which,

or in the Dehra Dun, or valley, I intended to begin my operations, by

measuring a base of four or five miles in length, if the ground should prove

favorable. On examining the plain lying at the southern foot of the hills,

between the Ganges and Jumna, I found there were several places where

I might measure a line of three or four miles, but that on account of

the mango groves, with which the country is studded, it would be very

difficult, if not impossible, to extend the sides of the triangles^ which would

increase in length considerably, before I could prolong them to the feet of

those low hills, which divide the plains from the Dun. On the summits

of the last mentioned hills, I intended to establish stations proper for ob-

taining others, on those loftier mountains, which bound the Dun to the

north, and command views of the Himalaya peaks, as well as of the

plains. When the distances between some of these points, and Sehdran-

pur, as well as their reciprocal distances from each other, should be esta-

blished, I intended to use those lines as bases, whereon to determine the

positions of the snowy peaks, as has since been done. The search of the

ground having proved unsuccessful in the plains, I proceeded, for the pur-

pose of making a similar examination, to the Dun, to search for more favor-

able ground. The Dun, though a valley, has an uneven surface, sloping
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from the hills, which bound it to the north and south, to the two rivers

Soang and Asan, which have their courses from its centre in different direc-

tions, to the Ganges and Jumna i much of the sloping ground of the valley

is covered by forests: the central part, near the rivers, is more open, but

marshy, and overgrown at the season, when I examined it, by high grass

and* reeds, which cannot be destroyed by burning, before the commence-

ment of the warm weather, untill which time it is detrimental to health to

remain in such places, and the tigers and wild elephants which then

abound in the thick cover are troublesome: at a later season I might have

been more successful in finding clearer ground, but I began to re-consider

whether a plan which I had long before had under consideration, might

not nearly or wholly obviate the necessity of measuring a base, an opera-

tion well known to be very tedious, and with limited means exceedingly

difficult: to execute it in the precise manner, which is requisite when

the object is to measure an arc of the meridian, a number of coffers, tri-

pods and elevating screws would be necessary, and even if I could have

procured workmen to make them, they must have been cut out of unsea-

soned timber, which would warp and cause much uncertainty. How some

of these difficulties were afterwards obviated by Lieutenant Herbert, will

appear in the account of his measurement of a base.

• The method by which I hoped I should be able to avoid the trouble

and loss of time incident to the actual measurement of a base, was this:

to determine as accurately as I could the difference of latitude of two places

in sight of each other, but as far distant as possible : this difference of lati-

tude with the observed Azimuths, I considered, would shew the number of

vol. xiv. 3 C
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feet due to it,' and consequently, the observations being supposed correct, the

distances of the two places, which might be used as a base of great mag-

nitude. The stations I selected for this purpose were first the house of Mr.

Grindaix, the judge and magistrate of Sehdmnpur, which for the sake of

distinctionwe shall call Belville, a very large and conspicuous white building

in an open situation, one mile and a half south of the town of Sehdranpur.

The second or northern station is a very remarkable and lofty mountain!,

which divides the hill provinces of Sirmor and Jubal, called the Chur or

Chufked'hdr: its summit is upwards of 11,000 feet above the level of Se~

haranpur; the point where I fixed the station is 10,650 higher than the

station at Belville, from whence its Azimuth 3. 25. 05. to the west of north,

a direction so near the meridian, being extremely valuable, in determining

the distance in the manner I proposed. The station mark on the Chur-,

is a pyramid which I built of pine trees, rock and turf, 35 feet hight it is

visible from Belville with the instruments I intended using, and the south

point of the line there, is seen from the Chur, by firing white lights on it

at night.

The distance of these stations is upwards of 61 B, miles, a distance suffi-

ciently long to serve as a base for the most distant snowy peaks visible

from either end of it, and I hoped, that by taking* a great number of zenith

distances at each place, I should be able with a reflecting circle, to de-

termine the difference of latitude within two or three seconds, which, relative-

ly to the great length of the arc, (upwards of 53 minutes) could only occa-

sion a small uncertainty in the distance, and of course, a much smaller in

the elevation of the objects to be observed from its extremities. Experience
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shewed that Oiis degree of accuracy could not be attained by 'myself, or

Lieutenant Herbert," though I had much larger and more perfect instru-

ments than have hitherto been used in the mountains,, or in any survey on

this side of India; and both of us had much practise as observers. When'

I had less experience, I was more confident as to the accuracy which I

thought might be obtained from celestial observations, frequently and care-

fully repeated; but now so far from being satisfied with surprisingly close

results, more close, than the Data and instruments warrant, I incline to

consider them, the effects of chance. I hold it to be the part of a faithful

observer, to reject no observations, except where he is sure from some

known cause, that they are bad. It has been said, and I think with jus-'

tree, that when experienced observers, after taking all the pains and pre-

cautions in their power, find themselves embarrassed by discrepancies for1

which they cannot account, they are probably on the point of making

some important discovery: at any rate though they may not be so for-

tunate, they may by making a fair disclosure, enable others who may

view the subject in a more happy point of view, to do so. Even in

the great English trigonometrical survey we see that the latitudes

of principal stations taken by different stars when under favorable

circumstances, and with powerful zenith sectors of five and eight feet

r • It II

radius, have some times extreme differences of 8 or of 4 from the mean.

Ours being taken with instruments of only six inches radius, and with tele-

scopes of small power, may be expected to be much more discordant ; of

course they are so, but really not in proportion to the power of the instru-

ments. Reference to the table of 6\ latitudes taken by me at Belville,

and the same number by Lieutenant Herbert, of stars on different sides
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ef the zenith, will shew that the differences are less, than could be expec-

ted, and how closely our mean results agree, indeed I think too close, but

they are fairly stated. Though at BelviUe we could observe at our ease, it

was not so on our lofty stations of the Chur, Surkunda, and Bairdt

amidst snow, ice and clouds* and exposed to furious tempests, which the

astronomer in his firm observatory never experiences. But even the mean

of Lieutenant Herbert's observations and mine, varied at the Chur, only

4, which is less than could be expected.—Two observers may chance

to find the same result, and yet it may not be true. Whether it be

so, or not, may be proved. To prove, whether, the difference of latitude

of our large arc, BelviUe and the Chur, was certainly determined, I esta-

blished a third or proof station on the fort of Bairdt, the three places mak-

ing a well proportioned triangle. Bairdt is a small fort on the summit of a

mountain in Jaunsar. The station of observation is in the fort, and

djstant from BelviUe 2,59,129 feet, and 6,556 feet nearly above its level.

There, as on the Chur and at BelviUe, a great number of observations

for the latitude were made, by Lieutenant Herbert and myself at dif-

ferent times, but with the same reflecting circle: but the mean of our ob-
i/

servations differed 7,* At all the three stations, the angles and Azimuths

were carefully observed, as will be shewn in the detail, yet we had the

mortification to find that the latitude of Bairdt, as deduced by strict

calculation on the latitude and Azimuth arc, or base of the Chur and

7 is too great a discrepancy to be fairly attributable to error of observation only, perhaps it

may have been caused in part, by the varying state of celestial refraction. I observed at Bairdt in

tempestuous weather, and ivas much interrupted by storms of wind, snow and sleet, and the atmosphere

to the north zenith was generally cloudy. Lieutenant Herbert was rather more favored by the

weather, and his observations thore are preferable to mine*
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Behille did not agree, with the mean latitude actually observed at Bairdt,

at it ought to have done, but differed from it, ten seconds; had it differed

only three or four seconds, we should have been content to sacrifice perfect

agreement to gain time, and indeed it must be confessed, that having regard

to the object in question, an uncertainty of three or four hundred feet in

sixty-one miles and a half miles was not much; it would affect the distances

of the remotest snowy peaks only to the amount of about 600 feet, in

the whole; and the nearer peaks, less in proportion : the heights would
ii

be very little altered, nor would the uncertainty even of 10 or 330 yards

materially affect them, but the latitudes and longitudes, would be

uncertain and unsatisfactory* Much chagrined at the disagreement, we

were at a loss what steps to take; whether to consider the latitude of

Belmlle, as satisfactorily settled, and that of the other two stations as erro-

neous, or to divide the error equally between the three. Still suspecting

that some oversight had taken place, though none seemed palpable, we

determined to try a second proof station, in hope it might throw some light

on the subject: for this purpose the mountain of Surkunda was fixed on,

which is distant from Belville, 2,86,212 feet and 8,300 feet higher than it

There, latitudes, angles and Azimuths were observed, and again the ob?

served, and computed latitudes differed, to the amount of some seconds, and

in the same manner as at Bairdt, the computed arc proving greater, than

the observed. On the Wartu mountain, also which is distant nearly north

from the CMf, 11 1,634 feet, and 1016 feet lower than it, a station was esta-

blished, when operations, similar to those noted above, were effected : the

best latitudes there were observed by Lieutenant Herbert, and though not

so numerous as those at the CMf, Belville, Bairdt and Surkunda stations,

vol, xiv. 3 D
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agreed very well with each other. These gave the differences of the

observed and computed arcs, in a contrary sense to those at Bairdt and

Surkunda.

Thus perplexed, we despaired of arriving at the accuracy we aimed at,

by the methods of differences of observed latitudes and Azimuths, and

resolved* cost what time it might, to try to clear up the difficulties, by

measuring a base. An operation which I always foresaw might be neces-

sary, but which I wished to avoid if possible—-mean time the trigonometrical

affairs of the survey went on, combined with geographical researches, and at

many commanding points, stations were established, angles taken, and

pyramids as station marks built, which were alike necessary, whether it

should be determined to abide by the results of the latitude base, or to

resort to a measured line. This operation, if undertaken, could not be

immediately effected, but would necessarily be deferred, till a convenient

season, for this surve)r embraced many objects of geographical research^

as well as trigonometrical and astronomical operations, which could not

be carried on at the same time. An inspection of the map will shew

the great extent of the country explored, and its rugged and mountainous

nature, in traversing which, many difficulties present themselves, and it is

only at certain seasons, that the snowy regions and upper parts of the

courses of the great rivers can be visited. Even the principal stations are

on high mountains. The Ghur is higher than mount Etna, and the snow

lays deep on its north side, generally till the commencement of the rains

in June ; the mountain is then shrouded in mist and clouds. The climate

is too severe, to allow an observer to carry on his operations with success,
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before the 20th April, and from thai time, to the end of May, is the best

season for the work* Also, after the autumnal equinox, the air becomes

clear, and the atmosphere is. favorable for vision, until the middle of

October, when stomas of snow, render the station untenable. Therefore^

to these two periods, must visits to the Chuf be limited. The inconve-

niences of residing on such a stormy ridge, even at those seasons, are con*

siderable, The fury of the wind is great, and the cold intense ; immediate-

ly after sunset water and ink are frozen—and our followers, who were

necessarily much exposed, suffered severely from the colds the ascent

of the mountain, was long, and arduous, and the grain required for the

followers, for a period of ten or twelve days, was procured with great

difficulty from the distant villages in Sirmor and Jubal, and it is to be

understood, that in these mountains, between the B'hdgfrafhi and Setlej

rivers, camp equipage, instruments, provisions, and every thing required,

was earned on men's backs, except on one short military line of route* where

mules lightly loaded may occasionally be used. Sheep it is true, are also

used, as beasts of burthen, in the higher mountains, but they carry very small

loads—similar inconveniences and limitations as to the season of residing

on them, occur at the trigonometrical stations of Chandpah*, Bairdt and

SurJcunda, in a less degree, and in a still greater at Kedar Kanda and

XJchaldnt, which are higher than the Chur, in or crossing the passes over

the ever snovvclad Himalaya, and in exploring the sources of the great

rivers which rise in their deep and gloomy chasms. These and many

other impediments delayed the arrangement of this memoir, to a later

period than I could have wished, and I must be allowed to state some

circumstances which rendered the delay unavoidable on my part, and that
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of lieutenant Herbert: the first was want of assistance: two young

officers of engineers, were indeed appointed my assistants, and joined

me in 1816, but their services were soon afterwards required with

their own corps. In May 1817, when on my way, to the source of the

B'hdgirafhi, I was joined by Lieutenant Herbert, of the 8th Regt. N. I.

who had been appointed my assistant, and to his valuable aid I owe

much. He accompanied me in the journey from Reital to the source

of the B'hdgirafM. After the rainy season of that year, during the

Makratta war, Lieutenant Herbert joined his corps with the centre

division of the army, and I marched with the reserve to Jeypur. In

April 1818, we returned to the mountains. In October 1 8 1 8, 1 was obliged

to leave them, and to go to Calcutta, in consequence of a dangerous

disorder, contracted by exposure to frequent changes of climate, in the

expedition to the head of the Ganges, On my recovery, I went to

Indore m Malwa, being employed on military duty, and after an absence

of nearly two years, having obtained leave of absence, I again visited

8e7idranpur} for the purpose of meeting Lieutenant Herbert, that we

might jointly prepare this paper, in which we shall endeavour to shew, with

as much accuracy as we can, the heights and position of a number of the

Himalaya mountains. It is incumbent on me to declare, and I do it with

much satisfaction, that if any share of praise, should be awarded to our

labours, by far the greater part of it, is due to the skill and unremitting

exertions of Lieutenant Herbert, who carried on the survey alone, after

I was obliged to leave the mountains in October 1818. The instru-

ments I used being my private property, I left the most valuable of them

with hiuL We had agreed that a base should be measured, and in conse-
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quencc of my unavoidable absence, this laborious and difficult task was

executed by Lieutenant Herbert alone, and much of the apparatus was

contrived by him, and executed under his inspection, in the manner he has

described. The whole of the small triangulation for the purpose of correct-

ing the stations of Chandpur and Surkunda, in which he used my circular

instrument, was his work, and he shared equally with me in the trigonome-

trical and astronomical observations of the large triangles, at such stations

as I visited, and also established, as we had agreed, on other stations judici-

ously situated, and carried on operations on them—and our geographical

knowledge of the surveyed country has been much extended by him, not

only in carrying various route lines of the Jdhnavt river above Bhairo-

ghdti, and of the Setlej above Wongtu (which was the furthest point of

my research in that direction in 1816), but also in tracing the Tonse river

to its sources in the snowy range; ascending which, in October 1819, he

crossed over the southern ridge of the Himalaya by the Gunas pass, ele-

vated about 15,700 feet above the sea. Descending thence, he came upon

the valley of the river Baspa, a principal feeder of the Setlej, originating

in that cluster of high peaks, which are situated in a re-entering angle of

the range above Jumnotri, and from which in another direction are deri-

ved the more eastern rivers. From its confluence with the Setlej, he follow-
;

ed the course of the latter upward to Shipkee, a frontier valley of the Chinese

territories. Shipkee is in latitude 31. 48.; 1 10 miles below Shipkee, the

Seilcj, which by the Bhoteas or Tartars there, is called Sang Jiiig Kanpa,

(Kaapa signifying a river) receives another stream, nearly equal in size,

which strange to say, has no precise name. It is some times designated Spati,

Malcsang SpaU, teing the name of the Purgi'nnah it ilows through, and

vol. xiv, 3 E
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Mdksang signifying like Kanpa, a river. From the confluence of this

river with the Setlcj, he proceeded up to Ldri, a frontier village of

Ladac, In this part of his route he describes the mountains as entire-

ly clay slate, bare of verdure and with little snow, and evidently of

inferior elevation, from all which may be inferred that he was at this time

on the northern face of the great range. Having no particular motives for

penetrating further and the season being advanced, he returned from this

place though he had little doubt, as he says, that if desirous he might have

proceeded even to Leh the capital of Ladac. The road being described

as good, and the people not manifesting the same jealousy as those subject

to the Chinese authority. But this is not the place to enter Into geographi-

cal particulars : an inspection of the map, and comparison with those which

are published in England, will shew what has been done by Lieutenant

Herbert and myself in rectifying their errors- The memoirs I have

lo offer may be conveniently divided into the following: subjects;—1st. A
description of the principal instruments used in the Trigonometrical and

'Astronomical Operations, and in the measurement Of the base: these were;

' IJ A portable Azimuth, altitude and transit circle, made by Trough-^

•ton: this with some other valuable instruments from his private

observatory, were presented to me by my relative Mr. W. Hodgson,,

P. 'R. S.. before I was appointed to the mountain survey. The con-

struction and uses of this circle are described by the Reverend Mr.

Woollaston, in his Fasciculus Astronomicus. The diameter of the ho-

rizontal and vertical circles of my instrument, are each, one foot: the

former is divided to five seconds, and is read by two opposite verniers,.
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the latter by means of micrometers, and is calculated, to give elevations

and depressions to two seconds. On the horizontal circle the divisions are

cut in brass, and are very fine,,but<so close, that we were often puzzled to.

fix on the exact line of coincidence, for occasionally three lines on the

vernier and limb appeared to the eye as equally coinciding: but in such cases

we take the mean, and when there is time, the observations are sometimes

repeated on different parts of the limb—-an instrument of twelve inches is

certainly not large, but a much larger could not be carried in the moun-

tains- The weight is fifty pounds : with the two cases it weighs 116

pounds, and is carried in the hills on men's backs* The telescope was of

twenty inches focal length, and had three eye pieces of the powers to thirty

or forty nearly, and the wires, ten in number* being five vertical and

five horizontal, were of fine spider's web. The advantages which cir-

cular instruments possess over quadrants or other portions of a circle are

too well known to require much description^ They can be more accurately

divided than the latter, and are capable of complete reversion in every

direction* The index and collimation errors, are determined on the ob~.

served objects themselves, ana* when terrestrial angles,, or the pole star are
f

taken, it may be done before expansion can have any effect on the

instrument. Whenever practicable, the circle was used on a, firm pillar

of brick or stone work erected for it. As to the adjustments* and Revelling,,

Hhey were always performed, as usual in such instruments, by the ether

level, but to make the altitude circle describe a true vertical, I used
i

jthe method of bisecting the pole star, when at its greatest elongation,

first observing it by direct vision, and immediately afterwards its image,

with the faces of the circle, in both directions,, and with the - telescope
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reversed in the ys.; it then, describes a true vertical. This verifica-

tion cannot be effected, except on calm nights. The circle was

used by Lieutenant Herbert in taking all the angles of the small

triangulation, and considering that it was then necessarily placed on a

wooden tripod only, it performed well—at the great stations, Belville, the

CMf, Bairdt and Surkunda, it had a firmer support. All the observa-

tions, as well horizontal terrestrial angles, as ofaltitudes and Azimuths, were

determined by us, both by the single and double elongations of the pole

star, and at the principal station of Belville, with great care ; and I trust

with as much truth as it is possible to take them, with an instrument of

moderate dimensions. The altitudes of the peaks were observed at several

places, and at different seasons, and the mean taken, except where a depres-

sion had been observed. As the stations are far distant from each other,

It is evident, that the elevations and depressions could not be taken at, or

very near, the same time, with the same instrument, but when they were

observed, the circumstances of weather, were not very dissimilar, and it is

tioped that the ratio of terrestrial refraction deduced, is sufficiently near

the truth for answering the practical ends of the survey. As an instru-

ment for taking zenith distances, the circle answers very well, when shel-

tered from the weather, but on the exposed peaks of the grand stations, we

could hot avail ourselves, as we wished, of its powers. I lost much time at

the CMf, in trying to do so, but the winds by night, were so boisterous, that it

was impossible to keep the adjustments perfect, and to use it in a tent, which

is in continual danger of being blown away, distracts the attention; at the

station of Belville in the plains, where I was more at my ease, I made toler-

ably good observations for latitude, w.th the altitude circle, though not so
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good as I ought to have done : some of the best, I think, are those made

on the pole star when in the meridian, by observing at the same

time its elevation, by direct vision, and by reflexion in quicksilver, by

depressing the telescope, then reversing the instrument quickly, the same

is repeated, and eight readings are obtained by the opposite micrometers:

after this method occurred to me, I had only an opportunity of trying it on

one night, after which cloudy weather came on, and prevented the reflect-

ed image being satisfactorily seen. Where the pole star is higher than it is

here, I think very good latitudes may be thus taken % but at Belville the

latitudes were generally taken by Lieutenant Herbert and myself,

with the reflecting circle, as it was proper that the same instrument should

be used at both extremes of the arc.

% A theodolite made by Berge. This instrument is the property of

government, and was lent for Lieutenant Herbert's use. As the telescopes

were necessarily of small power, and the verniers only shewed single minutes*'

this theodolite though good of its kind, was only used when the circle was

otherwise employed, or could not then be transported. Lieutenant Herbert

made the most of its limited powers, and as the eye may estimate a less

quantity than a whole minute, he always repeated the horizontal angles on

different divisions of the limb: he was obliged to observe the angles at the

remote and lofty stations of Kcdar Kdnta and Uchalaru, with the theodo-

lite only, which will account for the sum of the three angles between those

two stations, and those of the CMr, Bairdttmd Chandpur, differing from

180. rather more seconds then they ought, though less than might have

been expected ; as will be seen in the notes. But when there is an oppor-
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tunity, the circle will be taken up to Kedar Kdnta and tfchalaru. The

former is 12,589 and the second 14,142 feet higher than the sea„

3. A reflecting circle made by Troughton and marked No. 44. I

did not receive this particular instrument from Mr. Troughton himself, but

purchased it in Calcutta ; though substantial and perfect in all respects,

it does not appear to me, to have so high a finish as the more modern cir-

cles of this construction made by that excellent artist, and though it is

rather larger, I suspect it may be somewhat inferior to them. Every

person conversant with reflecting instruments, knows the advantage which

circles have above sextants, and it is needless to mention it here. When

the altitudes of stark were observed, we always took them, on different

nights, on alternate arches of the circle, and the sun in the same manner

:

the pole star only can be observed on both arches on the same night ; some

times indeed when a star could not be taken on both faces, the index error

was used, but always with reluctance. When the weather allowed of it^

the stars were taken north and south of the zenith, as equally, as to number

and altitude, as circumstances allowed. It will be seen by the lists, that

the observations for latitude have been very numerous. They were taken

with great care : no glass roofwas used over the mercury, when it was pos-

sible to dispense with it : the closest corrections for precession, aberration,

nutation, and for refraction, according to the state of the atmosphere* were

applied to the altitudes, which were faithfully noted. With regard to re-

fraction, the quantities directed by the tables corrected for the barometer

and thermometer were applied, but as it is not impossible that there may be

peculiarities in the atmosphere on lofty mountains, which the usual rules will
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not correct, we were anxious to divide the observations on both sides of the

zenith as much as might be, though that could not always be effected. Those

observers who fancy they can determine latitudes with portable reflecting

instruments to the exactness of a second or less, will be surprised to see

the discrepancies which our lists present, even at the Ueluille station, where

we were not vexed by tempests and mists It will be seen, that some of the

re-silts vary 10, 12, 15 and more seconds occasionally on both sides of the

mean; but when it is considered that in an instrument of six inches radius,

twenty seconds is a very small space, being only the ^W part of an inch,

difficult for the maker to divide, and perhaps more so, for the observer to

read, and that the telescopes are of small power, it seems hardly warranta-

ble to suppose that any number of reflections can reduce the uncertainty to

less than five or six seconds, nay perhaps double that quantity. Indeed

if small instruments are capable of this accuracy, they do more than

considering their size, can proportionably bs expected from them, when

we see that observations for latitude made with the most perfect zenith

sectors of five and eight feet radius, and used by such skilful observers

as Colonels Mudge and Lambton, vary in some instances as much as eight

seconds from each other, and by referring- to the notes of those distin-

guished astronomers Messrs. Delambre and Mechain, who in the great

survey of the French meridian used the repeating circle, it will be seen

that the results of observations for latitudes taken from the same, and by

different stars and on different nights, did occasionally differ from each

ether, twenty and even thirty seconds: though in the use of the re-

peating circle
;
these casual discrepancies are no doubt rendered of little

or no consequence, in the mean given by the very great number of
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observations, which the peculiar construction of that instrument, enabled

the French astronomers to take with great facility in a comparatively short

time. On account of its portability and extensive power, I think the

repeating circle, improved as its construction now is, by Mr. Troughton,

would be an excellent instrument to employ in mountain surveys : though

it is true that some extra calculation is requisite to reduce the oblique

angles of objects not of the same apparent altitude*

Our English circles give the horizontal angles directly, and no correc-

tion is necessary, but when they are of great power, they are very heavy

and difficult to carry in the rugged mountains, and require firmer suppor-

ters than we can always conveniently make for them. With regard to

Troughton's reflecting circle, it-is certainly an admirable instrument, and

above all others, well suited to the purpose for which it is intended, i. e.

the taking of lunar distances at sea or on shore, as well as for taking alti-

tudes. It may be thought that we were not so successful in making use

of its powers as we should have been, but it will be seen by the close

accordance of the observations of latitude made with it at 'Sehdratvpur,

by Lieutenant Herbert and myself, that if we could have been as

well satisfied with the results taken in the mountains, we might have

dispensed with measuring the base. At SeMranjmr we Could observe

at our ease, and the temperature was equable, but on the Chuf the

case was widely different, and I am much inclined to think that the

great difference of temperature between the two places altered, by

the effect of the contraction of the metal of the circle, its identity, if

I may be allowed so to term it. On the 'Chuf the cold at nights was so
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severe that we were obliged to keep fires in our small tents, while on the

out side our ink was frozen, and unluckily we did not think of the precau-

tion of keeping the circle as nearly as we could at an even temperature, by

leaving it on the out side of the tent when we had read off the angle. On

the contrary, as soon as we had observed the meridian altitude ofa star, and

registered it, we laid down the circle in the heated tent, until it was time to

take another star, and as that operation necessarily took up some time, the

limb and verniers being of different sorts of metals, might possibly expand

and contract in contrary and uncertain directions, and cause error. Such

may, or may not be the cause, and in justice to the instrument I state these

circumstances, though I should think there is no need to make suppositions,

which may appear forced, when it is considered, that the radius of the

reflecting circle is only six inches, and that exact reading by candle light

is not to be expected, and that there is a great difference between observing

calmly in the plains, and on the ridge of a stormy mountain, 1 1,529 feet

above their level. At Bairdt also the temperature differed from that at

the Chur and Sehdranpur • to say nothing of the possible uncertainties of

celestial refractions on the two mountains.

For observing the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites, and thence determining

the longitude of the first meridian, I used an achromatic refracting telescope

of forty-two inches focal distance, and 2*7 inches aperture: it was

made by Dollond, and had rack work and every adjustment. It was my

own property. Lieutenant Herbert used one of the same dimensions, be-

longing to government, it had no rack work, but was a good instrument,

and also made by Dollond: he had also a good chronometer, public pro-
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perty, made by Baraud, and I had three very fine ones, my private property*,

made by Brockbanks and Molineux. The list of longitudes annexed is

important* as the first meridian is settled from twenty-four immersions and

emersions of the first satellite, being a much greater number ofobservations

than have I believe ever been taken in the upper provinces, to fix so interest-

ing a point. It was known to the late Surveyor General, Colonel Cole-

brooke several years ago, as well as to myself, that the longitudes assigned

to Haridwar and several places in R&hiic'hand, by Mr. Reuben Burrowes,,

were too far to the west by about seven miles. The name of Burrowes

deservedly stands high, as a learned mathematician, as well as an expert astro-

nomer, but it is many years since he took his observations mRohilc'hand, and

at that time the astronomical tables were less perfect than, at present, and Mr.

Burrowes used a telescope of small power, and I believe took a very smalf

number of observations of the satellites in comparison with ours. I do not

presume to disparage the operations of so distinguished an astronomer, so far

as his means of accuracy admitted, but it is well known that the due obser-

vation of the eclipses of the satellites, and thence determining differences of

longitude, is by no means difficult to any person moderately skilled in practi-

cal astronomy, so that those who have the best modern instruments and

tables, and can take the greatest number of good sights, can give the most

accurate results

The pyramid which I built at the trigonometrical station on the Chur in

1816, is the first meridian:

—

Its longitude being 77. 28. 30.

Its latitude 30°. 50. 36.
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Height above the sea 1 1,529 feet,

but the highest rocky point of the mountain is 350 feet higher than the

observatory.

As to barometers, we were deficient in those useful auxiliary instruments,

thosewe had, being frequently broken: it is obvious that barometrical deduc-

tions cannot be put in competition with geometrical, conducted as the

following, were %—and that they cannot be used on the great snowy peaks

which are not to- be ascended. No barometrical deductions are admitted

into this paper, except the height of Belville or SeMranpur above the sea,

as there was no other method of determining it: I believe it to be near the

truth -, probably erring in defect rather than excess. I may mention however

that by co-temporary observations with two barometers by Lieutenant

Herbert on the Chdf, and myself at Sshdranpiir, the difference of level

comes out 1 1,581 feet, the true or geometrical height being by elevation and

depression 11,529 feet, a trifling difference, attributable perhaps to chance.

We made those barometers out of common weather glass tubes and filled

them ourselves.. We frequently amused ourselves by taking differences of

level by the method of observing the boiling point of water as shewn

by the thermometer; this when common thermometers are used, is of course

only an approximation, but even with those short and imperfect intruments

may occasionally be of comparative use. The results were often surpri-

singly close, and the greatest error we noted, was once about four hundred

feet, on a true difference of altitude of 7000 s one might expect it to be far

greater when it is considered what a small quantity one degree of Farenheit

is on a thermometer of eight or twelve inches long. I think that Dr.
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Woolaston's improved thermometer will supercede the mountain barome-

ters altogether. It has every advantage. I may here mention that on the

20th ofJune, 1816, when in the snowy pass in Kanaur, it occurred to me

to put the thermometer to this use, which I did, and the next day, after cross-

ing over the ridge of the Himalaya, I mentioned the circumstance in a letter

to England, and observed the advantages to be derived from it, if thermo-

meters could be made portable, with a sufficiently long scale. I was quite

ignorant then of Dr. Woolaston's instruments, or that a thermometer had

ever been thought of, as a proper instrument for measuring heights, and in-

deed it is very strange, how little it has hitherto been applied to the purpose.

4. The chain which was used as a standard of comparison in the mea-

surement of the base was made for me by Troughton. It is of steel,

o

one hundred feet in length at the temperature of 62. and is composed of

twenty links, each being five feet, they are strong and little liable to bend

It has the usual apparatus of forks and pins to keep it stretched, and index

plates^ intended to be fixed to a stand, to mark the termination ofeach chain's

length. I much regret that I had not two such chains, that one might be

used in the measurement, and the other kept as a standard, but as there

was only one, it was thought best to use it only as a check on the cedar

rods, as is fully detailed in the sequel

The above are the principal instruments used in the trigonometrical and

astronomical operations of the survey, intended to determine the positions of

the snowy peaks, but in tracing the numerous routes, and filling up the interior

of the map, various instruments, adapted to the purposes, were employed,

of which it is not necessary to give detailed descriptions.
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I shall here conclude this introductory notice, which I am aware is al-

ready too prolix, and that from an anxiety to exhibit, as well the advantages

we enjoyed, as the difficulties to which we were subjected, in the course of

the survey, several repetitions occur : still I hope these will be excused, for in

settling finally, which it is hoped the present operations (combined with Cap-

tain Webb's) will do, the heights ofsome of the principal Himalaya peaks3

a point, on which even so great an authority, as De Humeqlt, has fallen

into error, we have imagined, that we could not be too explicit in describ-

ing the instruments, and in detailing, not only our original observations, and

the methods of calculation, but even the several steps, of the process itself

from which the results are deduced. We have been aware, that it is only

this full and candid disclosure, in which many things are met with that

might have been glossed over, that can give a conclusion of so much interest,

any weight ; and while we deprecate the theorists pronouncing too decided-

ly on the value of results, which may appear to him, much too discordant,

we feel confident that in the eyes of the practised observer, who will consider

the nature of our instruments, and the difficulties with which we had to

contend, these very discrepancies will prove our strongest claim to his

confidence.
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Observed Latitudes of Stations*

1. Belvfile,—Byr Captain Hodgson.

Date. Sun or Stm: With what Instrument.

1816, November, 1

2

° • -i

29 57 16

111
Reflecting Circle.* 7

9 110 .

10 137
12 16-5

20 097
21 207
18 188
25 037
26 56 557
27 57 11-4

6 127 Circular Instrument..

12 157
21 56 567

3 6 & 7 57 20-7

03-7

Ofi'O

080
•

11 & 12 105
6 & 7 16-6

11 & 12 19-7

6 & 7 278
12 & 13 03-5

1 & 2 15-2 Reflecting Circle.

4 & 5 117
6 & 7 15-2

11 & 12 270
13 & 14 14-7

17 & 18 030
21 & 22 56 546
19 & 20 c 57 02-7

26 & 27 09-2

1817, January, 24 & 25
27 & 29
31 & 1 Feb.

Rigel, . . 105
165
22-2

September, 25 12-6

October, 2
3
7

11

110
160
092
05-6

8 & 9
10 & 11

07 7

008
November, 1 & 3 082

October, 31 02-3 1
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Latitude of Belville,—Continued.

Dale

1817, November,
October,

November,

Sun or Star.

Polaris,

Sun,

Mean,

29 57 08-9

04-8

01-2

045
14-4

07-5

08-6

13-0

oo-o
16-4

15-8

56 53-3

57 02-5

56 505
57 155
56 55-5

29 57 09-5

With zvhat Instrument.

Reflecting Circle.

Circular Instrument.

Reflecting Circle-

By Lieutenant Herbert.

1818,»November,

December,

20

21

23

26

27

28

j 7 Pegasi,

* Cassiopeia,

a Polaris, . „

Sun'3 lower limb, . .

a Pegasi,

y Pegasi,

« Cassiopeia;,

« Polaris,

a Cassiopeiae,

Sun's upper limb,. .

y Pegasi,

a Cassiopeia;,

a Polaris,

y Pegasi,

a Cassiopeiae,

a. Polaris,

Sun's upper limb, .

Ditto,

Sun's lower limb, .

.

a Ceti,

<* Persei, •

Sun's lower limb, .

a Ceti,

a Persei,

a Polaris,

Sun's upper limb,

.

o , m
29 57 15-0

26-2

18-7

09-7

19-6

17-4

18-9

51-3

19-5

32-5

25-3

03-4

01-6

04-

1

56 54-3

57 110
11-9

250
56 39-5

57 05-3

01-5

101
099

56 58-7

57 231

,

171

Reflecting Circle.
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Latitude of Belville,— Continued.

Date. Sun or Star. \

\

1818. December, 4

7

8

a. Ceti, .... .........

a. Persei,

29 57 22-5

45-4

29-1

56 47-2

51-0

57 20-6

17-9

05-9

Reflecting Circle.

Sun's lower limb, .

.

a. Polaris, -. . .

Mean, 29 57 11-8

2. The Chiir
t
—By Captain Hodgson.

1816, Regulus,

j3 Leonis,

Polaris,

Atair, .

.

Mer. Alt. of Sun,

Cir.Mer.Alt. ofSun.

Reflecting Circle.
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Latitude of the Chur\— Continued.

By Lieutenant Herbert.

Date.

1 "

Sun or Star. 1 With what Instrument

1817, October, 13

5
1

dirlUS^ ..... »990»OOol
° i i.

30 50 24-4

223
<-\ 12 -i

24-6

19-4

238

Sextant.

30 50 21-1

16 Polar Star, 30 50 16-0

31-8

21-7

34-9

DO- ft

09-6

26-5
36-5

28-4
38-8 •

, 12Q
14-6

139
257

1

20-5 ^

30-5

28-2

HI
19-1

19-7

I
25-8
36-6

26-3
• 15-6

271
256
26-2

279
254
298
30-

1

12-5

12-3

049
18-6

261

30 50 22-6
•

30 50 077
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Latitude of the Chur,—Continued.

Son,.

30 4£ l 58-7

5C 1 04-8

4S 53-6

5C » 151
09-5

09-1

14-6

211
280
17-4

15-4

158
11-9

130
06-3

30 50 11 1

30 50 26-7

382
23G

«
267
13.ft

18-4

19-7

20-8

23-5

25-4

280
1.9-1-

32-1

26-4
21-7

132
15 9

12-6

13'i

26-1

10-5

17-2

157
22 &
17-5

179

30 50 23-7

30
1

50 28-0
25-3-

20-7
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Latitude of the Chur
}
—Continued.

Date.

1817, October,

1 m

• Sun 07y Star. With what Instrument.

17 Sun, .... „

„ °
' «

30 50 16-3 Sextant,

158 >

49 581
13-1

18

-

03-0

30 50 150

30 50 191.
193
17-4-

130
23
219
355
262
273
29 9

17 -8

•

247
331
235
184
189

.30 50 222

RECAPITULATION.

The latitude by Sirius is^ 30 50 21-1

Polar Star,. 22-6

a. Ceti, 111
The Sun 16th, 23-7

Ditto 17th, 15-0

Ditto 18th, 22*2

30 50 20-4

Place of observation S. of Pyramid -f- 02-1

Mean of 108 observations, 30 50 22-5

/

Polar Star, '.'...'..

(A Ursoe Majoris, .

a Serpentis, ....

Antares,

a Libi:?,

jS Ursaei Majoris,..

« Serpentis,

Autares,

30
> "

1

50 337
27-0

49 48-5

50 165
017
21 6

18-8

15-5

Reflecting Circle.
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Latitude of the Chur.—Continued.

Sun or Star.

y Draconis, .

Polar Star,.

Spica, ,

n Ursae Majoris,.

a. Librae,

/3 Ursae Minoris,.

« Serpentis, . . .

.

-r) Ursae Majoris,

a Librae, ,

/S Ursae Minoris,

a. Serpentis,

Antares,

a. Herculis, ....

a. Ophiuchi, . . .

,

<y Draconis,

7 Aquilae,

« Ditto,

Spica, .......
i Ursae Majoris,

« Libra,

/3 Ursae Minoris,.

«• Serpentis,.

Antares,

a Herculis, . . . .

.

* Ophiucbi,. . .

.

y Draconis,. ...

.

a Aquilse,

With what Instrument.

Place of observ. S.

of Pyramid, 3

,

SO 50 227
11-5

138
024
10.7

22.9

220
22'2

22 1

49 523
50 11-3

180
173
31 6

36'4

22-3 1

49 58 7

50 07 9

06 9

49 58 4

50 286
182
08-9

07-6

358
271
292
131
115
19-9

Reflecting Circle.

30 50 16-2

+ 02-1

30 60 18-3

3. Bairat.

March,

April*

30 at. Hydra, ......

Regulus, , . .

Spica,.

Antares,

Regulus,

% Serpentis, .
.'.

.

a: Ophiuchi, . . . .

/3 Ursee Minoris,

30 34
x\

10-1

026
345
31-5

100
€56
175
10-1

Reflecting Circle.
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Latitude of Bairdt,—Continued.

Date. Sun or Star. Willi zchat Instrument.

J.S17, April,
[

2

14

15

16

17

« Polaris,

y Ursae Majoris,

.

a Ditto,

7i Ditto,

y Draconis,

a. Hydras,

Antares,

« Libra?,

Regulus,

« Serpentis,

a Ursae Majoris, .

y- Ditto,

n Ditto,

y. Draconis, . . . .

,

a. Ursae Majoris, .

a Polaris,

y Ursae Majoris, .

Regulus,

a>. Ursie Majoris,

# Ursae Minoris, .

» Polaris,. . . . . ...

y Ursae Majoris,,.

7? Ditto,

Sripica,

Regulus, . . .

.

« Ursa; Majoris,

a Polaris, ......

y Ursae Majoris,

77 Ditto,

« Hydra?,

Regulus,
cc Libras,- ,

a Serpentis, ....

/3 Ursae Minoris,

.

a Ursae Majoris, ,

Spica,-

)3 Leonis,

a Serpentis, ....

a Ophiuchi, . ...

.

|3 Ursae Minoris,

« Polaris,.

t> Ursae Majoris,

a liydiae,

30 34

33

28-1

35-7

38 -7

190
29'G

37-7

17-0

30-7

29-3

193
14-8

31-6

27*2

34-1

41-9
34-9'

30'3

52 4
10-3

30-3'

27-5

48-3

38-7^

56-6

02-1.

311
30-4

246
16-3

33-r
299
32-7

43-

1

14-7

31-2

24-0

36-9

43-7

41-3

498
ll-J

07-3

42-3

538
25-1

291
248
577

Reflecting Circle.
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Latitude of Bairdt,— Continued.

Date. Sun or Star. With what Instrument.

1817, April, 17

O
1 II

30 34 04-4

35-0

2<J-<5

44-2

35-9

Reflecting Circle.

-

f\ Ditto,

Mean, 30 34 26 2

4. Surkunda.

October, 19

20

21

22
23

24

25

27
28

29

y Pegasi,

a. Cassiopeia*,

a Polaris,

Sun's upper limb,. .

.

« Cephei,

y Pegasi,

a Polaris,

Sun's lower limb,. .

.

« Aquarii.,

y Pegasi,

a Cassiopeiae, ...... . .

.

« Polaris, . . ...

Sun's lower limb, . . ...

Ditto upper limb, .

.

05 Cygni,
oc Cephei,

Sun's lower limb, . ....

a Cephei,

a Pegasi,.

y Pegasi,

a Polaris,. t

Sun's upper limb,. . .

Ditto lower limb,. .

.

Ditto Ditto,

« Cephei, ....... . ...

.

a Aqarii,. . . ...

Sun's lower limb,. .

.

« Cephei, ,

« Aquarii,

« Pegasi,
,

y Ditto,.... ... ,

a Polaris, ,

Mean,

30 24 £7-!

010
130
56-3

350
096
448
530
00 '0

19-2

57-9

01-5

59*0

51-8

58-2

188
51-3

19-8

551
24 091

00-3

51 -6

532
56-6

20
562
515
14-5

23
24

23

24

23
24
23

24
23
24
23

23

24
2<

Reflecting Circle.

24
23 539
24 20 3

16-8

09-9

30 24 046
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Latitude,—Continued.

5. Whartu.

Date.

1819, Jane, 17

18

22

27

Sun or Star, With what Instrument,

a. 'Librae, ,

/3 Ursae Minoris, .

,

n Ursae Majoris,

.

Ditto,

Ditto,
,

Ditto,

Libras,.

.

Ditto,

Ditto,

/3 Ursae Miaoris,

,

a Serpentis, ,,,.,,,,

$ XJrssMinorisj., ...

s Libras, ;.»,. ........

.

31 14

/3 Ursa» Minoris, . . .

.

a Librae,

Mean.

447
40--0

46 6

518
348
23-7

31-2

32-2

232
3«<S
39-9

606
46-6

46-7

411
430
31-8

331
26 9

350
53-5

37-3

335
322
094
479
43-7

46-5

RECAPITULATION,

Belville,

Reflecting Circle*

31 14 380

3.

4.

5.

. . .by Captain Hodgson,. ....
— Lieutenant Herbert,

The Chw t .— Captain Hodgson, 30
— Lieutenant Herbert, (Sextant)

— Ditto, (Reflecting Circle)

Bairdt, .... .... 30
Surkunday 30 24 046
Whartu, .... 31 14 3S0

© i „

... 29 57 09-5

11-8

50 13-7

225
183

34 262
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Longitude of the 1st. Meridian of the Survey*

The methods resorted to for determining longitudes being rather less

susceptible of accuracy than those for determining the latitude, it has been

deemed adviseable to reduce all the observations? made for the former pur-

pose, to one point. Having thus obtained a mean result, the differences of

longitude of the various places of the survey being applied to it, their

absolute longitude from Greenwich becomes known.

It is not our purpose here to enter into any comparison of the relative

degrees of value, which the several methods of determining this point may

possess. It may be sufficient to state, that finding in practice, the immer-

sions and emersions of Jupiter's satellites?, as compared with the nautical

almanack? afforded us very close results?, and being in possession of instru-

ments fully equal to such a course of observations,, we have naturally

leaned to them? not omitting however any opportunity, when in a con-

venient place, of making also other observations. It would be no doubt

desirable that these should be compared with others made at a place, the

longitude of which is well known* This however cannot be Greenwich,

because the number of immersions and emersions visible both in this coun-

try and at Greenwich is very small, and of these? few can be observed at

that place? owing to the uncertain climate. Madras therefore naturally

presented itself as more properly adapted to this purpose* The seat of an

observatory of the Honorable Company? its longitude must be known to
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the greatest accuracy, short of trigonometrical certainty, and the differ-

ence of longitude being so small, while the climate is equally favorable,

there was a likelihood of finding a corresponding observation for every

one made here. It was with these. ideas, that a list of a number of the

immersions and emersions of Jupiter's satellites, was forwarded to the Com-

pany's Astronomer Mr. Goldingham, who very readily furnished us with

his ow.i observations of the same phenomena. A second list was after-

wards sent, but h*s answer has not yet been received, and as in the first the

number of observations is in no degree comparable to the total number

made, it has been thought most adviseable for the present, while waiting

a more correct determination, to present here the results obtained from a

comparison with the Ephemeris., It is to be noted, that whatever error

may be occasioned in the longitude, as deduced from emersions, owing to

want of power in the telescope, will be counteracted by an equal error

m a contrary sense affecting the immersions—so that supposing the tables

tolerably correct—a mean of the results of emersions and immersions, will

we think be found not far removed from the truth*

The differences of longitude are in most cases found either wholly, or

the chief part,, trigonometrically* In a very few instances, and for very

small distances, the route survey checked and corrected, is necessarily

taken.. The error in this part of the calculation can in no single case

amount even to 4, and on the mean must be insensible*

VOL. XIV. 3 I*
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Immersions of Jupiter's 1st, Satellite.

Dale.

1814,

1817,

J818,
1819,

1820,

March,
April,

May,

April,

June,

July,

May,

Place of Observation.
Longitude of 1st.

Meridian.

9

10

17

10
12

5

18

25
3

5

6
9<»

Dehrct, . ,

,

Geirdh) « '...,'

Sicri) . .

Khursali on the Jumna, .......
Rcital on the B'hugirathi,

Ditto Ditto, i

,

Chacaricura,

Nahan, ...,,....
Bel in Jounpur,

Kalsi) ..... .............. ,".

.

Saura on the Tonse,

Kotgkcr, ,

Bysuli in Bangcrh, .

.

Nyural in Bamand,

Mean of 14 Immersions,

Emersions.

1814,

1816,

1817,

1819,

April,

May,

Jnly,

August,

May,
June,

August,

Soptember,

October,

25
2

18

13

30
14
21

9

17

13
30
21

6

15

1820,

August, 13
September, 21

October, 23
30

November^ 8
15

December, I

8
November, 9

Dehra, .

.

BhadraJ)

BelvillCj .

Hunan, ..

Trandeh in Kanaur,
SakJiea, .....,„.,,
Nyural in Bamand)
DehrOf

Bclyille, ..

Dehra, .- . .

.

Kotgerh,

Rontan on the Paber,
Nafco in Hangarang, .

Sunnam in Kanaur, .

.

Nahur in Ditto, ... .

,

Nirt on the Setlcj, ..','«

Jtotgerh,

Kotli in Bdgal, .... .

.

SahdranpWj .........

Longitude by 25 Emersions,

14 Immetsions,

Mean of 25 Emersions,
5 10 059
5 09 41-9

Mean longitude of 1st. Meridian, 5 09 53-9—77 28 28-5
O 1 II

or in even numbers say, 77 28 30

H.

5

5

5

5

5
5

5

5

5

5
5

5

5

5

M,
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09
09

"ST
1

42
56
209
22-6

48-0

54-5

52-8

33-3

21-6

26-5

50-0

48-2

52*2

57-6

5 09 41-9

5 09 30
5 10 09
5 09 37-2

5 10 23-2

5 09 538
5 10 06-2

5 10 02-3

5 10 136
5 10 06-3

6 10 01
5 10 259
5 10 06-7

5 10 09-9

5 10 312
5 10 18-3

5 10 11-2

5 10 13-3

5 09 459
5 10 03-8

5 09 53.2

5 10 04-1

5 09 54
5 09 53-4

5 10 06-5

5 09 42-3

5 10 05-9
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r

An account of the measurement of a Base Line of 21,754-8 feet

By Lieutenant J. D. HERBERT, 8th Regt. N. I.

Captian Hodgson having in what precedes, referred to me for an

account of the manner in which the task that devolved on me, (in conse-

quence of his bad state of health) of measuring a base, has been execu-

ted; I propose in what I have to say, first, to give a brief description of the

instruments and methods of using them; and to subjoin a table containing

the particulars of the measurement, with the resulting length as properly re-

duced. These are to be followed by details of a small triangulation, founded

on the base; with the length ofone of the great lines determined therefrom.'

In the execution of this measurement, I had to contend with great diffi-

culties; owing, to the want of assistance. I am of opinion however that

the error of the measurement, does not exceed two feet; an uncertainty

which will only affect the distances of the most remote peaks, by about

sixty or seventy feet. As the fruit of my experience, I may mention ; that

I would not attempt a similar operation with wooden rods, without such

metallic additions, as should detect and register the alteration in their

length, arising from atmospheric changes.

It may be thought that with a chain such as has been described in Cap-

tain Hodgson's account of the instruments, there was required little con-

sideration, as to the mode to be Plowed—all that was necessary, being to
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have coffers and stands made for it. But the employment of the chain in

this way would have evidently consumed an immense period oftime, not only

in the operation itself, but still more, in the preparation of the coffers and

stands, the latter requiring to be made with elevating screws. This alone

was a sufficient objection; even supposing the great delay it would have

caused, none. For in this remote part of the country one such stand

could not be properly executed, if at all, without incredible difficulty*

What then would have been the case when there were twelve or fourteen

to be constructed. To this must be added the consideration, that I was

alone in a work which requires at least two to execute it properly. . From

the beginning therefore I relinquished the idea of employing the chain

—

except as a standard of comparison* for which purpose it was invaluable.

2. When I had rejected the chain it appeared that the best substitute

would be a set of rods constructed of pine wood; the comparative unalter-

ability of which has been long known. Such rods have been employed by

some philosophers in the measurement of a degree, particularly by La

Caille and General Roy. It is true that General Roy rejected the

measurement made with them, in consequence of the changes which he

found the greater or less quantity of moisture in the atmosphere produced

in their length, yet when we look at the small error which a re-measurement

of this base with glass rods detected, we shall be satisfied that for the pur-

pose I contemplated, pine rods are capable of sufficient accuracy* He

found the difference between the two measurements only two feet, and this

in a distance of 5~ miles, and I certainly thought so small an error as this,

could never be alleged as an objection to the success of my operation.
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indeed I had laid it down, that if I could obtain a degree ofaccuracy, which

would leave not more than an uncertainty of one foot in 5000, it would be as

much as I could hope for, and sufficient to ensure all the advantages, for the

attainment of which %hs measurement was undertaken.

3. The next point was to settle in what maimer the rods were to be

constructed- This w 13 of course*, to depend a good deal on the nature of

the stands waic;* eould foe dbgainedL General Roy's rods were twenty feet

in length* and trussed vertically, ami laterally to prevent bending pieces

of ivory,, with fme7me&- drawn on them, being inserted in the extremities for

the purpose of making the contact perfect. The method of contacts was

however found to consume too much time> and metal buttons projecting from

the ends ofthe rods—were made to butt against each other. In using rods

of this description* heavy stands with elevating screws were indispensible*

These I have already noticed were out of the question* and therefore this

mode of construction was necessarily abandoned* Foreseeing from the

first, the great time that it would cost to prepare stands of any description,

I had contemplated the possibility of doing without them,,and m the follow-

ing-manner:?—Supposing a numberof stout pickets driven into the ground

at distances of twenty-five feetr I thought a rod of this length,, well trussed,

and furnished with points, forming in some measure a large beam-corn^

pass, might be used for setting off accurately this length from picket to

picket. This method would have been sufficiently expeditious, and would

have required hardly any apparatus; but on mature consideration I feared

it would be attended with more error than is allowable. The measure-

ment being conducted so near the ground would have occasioned great

vol. xiv.. 3 M
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uneasiness in the position, and it is well known how essential *an easy position

is to correct operations of every kind. In using points too far laying off the

length of the rod, it was evident, that a little uncertainty would prevail.

The great length would have made it also unwieldy, and where the position

ofone of the points was necessarily to depend on the intelligence, and care of

a native, it was feared that much accuracy could not be expected. This

Idea was therefore abandoned, but I have thought proper to notice it here,

not only to shew the difficulties I had to contend with, but also as thinking

it might be found useful on other occasions* where only a tolerable degree

of correctness may be desirable..

4. Although I saw the inconvenience of points, acting as I was

without a coadjutor, yet I did not immediately give up the pickets; indeed

the objections and difficulties thai interfered with any plan depending on

stands, were strong motives to do if possible without them. I therefore

considered, if the method by pickets might not be so far modified as to be

executed by contacts instead of points. I recollected tlie apparatus which

the French philosophers had employed on a similar occasion, where they

had used metallic rods, placed in a line, but not in actual contact, the shock of

the latter being supposed likely to cause considerable errors,, To determine

the distances of the rods or rulers, there were small slips of metal sliding in

grooves called by them Languettes, and furnished with verniers, by means of

which they could determine the exact quantity between the rods to the

greatest nicety: such an apparatus I saw was applicable to wooden rods,

supported on pickets, placed nearly but not quite in contact. In this

way the position would be much easier, and the accuracy of the work
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depend less on it Indeed so unexceptionable did this plan appear, that

I determined at once to employ it ; and the only motives that afterwards

induced me to change my mind, were, the insufficiency of the seasoned

wood, I had brought down from the mountains to construct three trussed

rods of that length or even two ; and a hope, that by another method which

I had just fallen on, I should be enabled to get through the work still more

expeditiously than by this, particularly as I should lose less time in the

preparatory operations. This new method which was the one finally

employed, I now proceed to give an account of.

5. The piece of wood out of which I was to construct the measuring

apparatus, was twenty-six feet in length and about six inches by four. It

was a piece of that beautiful species of pine, called by Dr. Roxburgh

Deodara,* the wood of which the mountaineers consider indestructible.

It had been taken out of a dwelling house which had fallen into decay, and

as the houses in that part of the country last a very long time, this piece,,

which had served as a beam, could hardly fail of being well seasoned.

Being so small however, it was quite out of the question to have more

than one trussed rod out of it, and as I saw that with less than three rods, the

measurement could not be depended on, I resolved to dispense with the

trussing, by which means I should have four of twenty-five feet each, making

one hundred feet or an equivalent to the chain. A rod twenty-five feet in

length, and 1| inches by 1£ (as I was obliged to construct it), it may

be easily conceived, must be considerably too pliable. It was therefore

s

* This is undoubtedly the Emus Ccdrus or Cedar oi Lebanon. Hodgson.
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necessary to have them supported at distances of 6J feet. The plan I hit"

on for constructing these supports, was I think happy, allowing as it dids

great facility in laying and adjusting the rods of the same hypothenusCj

being favorable to expedition, requiring little art in the making, normuch

timber, nor even that well seasoned, and above all, being such as might be

quickly constructed.

6. These supports are represented Plate I. figs. 1 and 2.. They consist;

of an upright, of from six inches to three feet in length, fashioned square, to

within two inches ofthe bottom,where it has six equal faces : onthe alternate

ones, are inserted legs at right angles, in all three, and these legs are each

armed with a strong iron prong for talcing hold of the ground^ when laid

for the rods. These uprights are about three inches square, and there is a

levelled groove on one face^ reaching nearly the whole length in which

slides loosely, a piece, having its upper end fashioned into a fork (fig. 3)

the prongs of this fork are broad, but short and separated about three

inches* It is In this fork that the rod is to Kestu

7. This sliding fork is to be steadied, when brought to the proper heigl

by means of thin wedges driven between it, and the sides of the groove

in which it slides. The uprights being ofthree sizes, six, eighteen and thirty-

six inches, and the stems allowing ofa correct adjustment to all the interme-

diate heights, it is evident that these supports are equal to all the inequali-

ties of ground, that can possibljroccur, and this I found to be the case, car-

rying on many of the hypothenuses to 1000 feet, and this on a surface so

very unequal as the Dun> the fall of which too in four miles is between

three and four hundred feet.
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8. The rods which are rectangular prisms twenty-five feet in length

and l£by 1| inch; were meant to be placed in pairs; the two pairs being

separate, and one remaining fixed, while the other pair should be brought

forward. To support each pair of rods, nine stands were required, being

placed at distances of 6£ feet. Thus for the four rods, were wanted

eighteen, and nine to be laid ready for the rods that were to be next brought

forward, to which adding ten more, five large and five small for unexpected

inequalities, the total number is thirty-seven. Though this be a large num-

ber, yet the quickness with which they are constructed, more than makes

amends, so that where wooden rods are used, I do believe it to be one ofthe

most convenient methods of supporting them that I have any knowledge of.

9. The rods which formed the pair, were placed interlocking (fig. 4)

the ends being cut to allow of that arrangement. But the pairs being

placed separate, so as to allow of having a fixed point on the ground;

required some means of measuring the distance between them. I adopted

the same method as that alhtded to (art. 4). The fixed or hinder pair

had attached to their anterior end, a brass cheek projecting \ inch beyond

the wood, to which, it was secured by two screws, passing through the rod,

and clamped with nuts. The fore pair again had attached to their upper

surface a brass plate on which a groove was fashioned, a slide moved

freely in this groove and could be pushed out so as to touch the fore edge

of the brass cheek belonging to the hinder or fixed pair of rods. The

quantity being measured by a Nonius. This apparatus is represented

by fig. 5.

vol. xiv. 3 N
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10, The rods being so long and thin were necessarily extremely

pliable, so that supposing the forked slides of the stands to be laid quite

correctly in the hypothenusal plane and the rods consequently adjusted in

one sense, still it was by no means likely they would be correct with

respect to the vertical plane; without which it is evident the distance be-

tween the extremities of the rods must be continually changing;, T > guard

against this error a brass wire about £6f an inch diameter, was stretched

along the middle of the rod, sufficiently light to leave no doubt of its

straighthess of direction. At convenient distances small flat bridges were

attached to the rod of the same height as the wire, and in their middle a

narrow groove of about — of an inch. The rod was easily brought into

such a position by means of small wedges pressing against the prongs of

the forked slides, that the wire lay freely in this groove without touching

either side of it. The rod was then known to be straight. This wire'

had also a second use, and no inconsiderable one. The forked slides were

to be brought in to the hypothenusal plane by a boring telescope,, placed

on the hinder rod, the adjustment being made by means of a small cross of

wood, the transverse piece ofwhich was fixed at exactly the same height

as the cross wires of the telescope, when placed on the rod. But it was

found that this manner of adjusting the forks was not entirely satisfactory,

as there was always a trifling deviation in most of them. The reason of this

will appear evident if it be considered that the slides being raised or depressed

by jirks, were necessarily very difficult to he get quite correct. This din, culty

had been foreseen from the first, and indeed the chief object of the wire

was to correct this defect, Although it be certain,, mathematically speaking,

that no wire or cord stretched between two supports can ever be perfectly
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even or free from a slight bend downward: yet when the tension is great,

and the weight of the string little, its deviation from the line joining- its two

extremities, may be so small, as to be inappreciable by sense. The brass

wires already mentioned were thin, and they were stretched by a weight a

little short of the maximum, they were capable of bearing. They may

therefore be supposed to have been rectilineal.* The small bridges alrea-

dy noticed being of the same height as the wire at its extremities, and the

groove allowing of the wires being depressed in the case of the rod lying

uneven, it was seen immediately by the position of the wire, whether the

rods were situated in the intersection of the liypothenusal and vertical

planes, and ifnot they were easily brought into the required position by

means of the small wedges already noticed, applied under and on either

side ofthem. Perhaps it will be said, that this method was troublesome

and consumed time; no doubt it did: but certainly not so much, as the em-

ployment of trussed rods and stands with elevating screws would have

done—and indeed when: my people began fairly to understand what was

meant, I got through the work quick, and found on passing along the line

of rods hardly ever cause to touch the adjustment myself. Fig. 6f repre-

sents this contrivance on a large scale*

II. It has been already noticed how small the error of pine rods was

found by General Roy. His method however of comparing the rods,

several times during the day, with- a standard, was in some measure

* Although the truth of this be evident, and that it was confirmed1by experience, yet it may be "well

to notice here, that supposing the wire to have fallen in the middle, below the straight line \ of au inch,

wbicli< it certainly did not, the error in the length of the rod would be only -
s-^Vo °f an inch.
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the reason. As I had neither the facilities nor the funds to allow of

my conducting ths operation in the sa:n3 style, I saw that same check

was required, to guard against any very great change in the length of

the rods. To compare them several times a day, would have been a

means of delaying excessively the operation, especially as having no

one I could depend on, to afford me any assistance, added to which, I

had no materials of which to construct the standard rod, except wood, and

then I had no means of guarding it against the effects of the weather. It is

true there was the chain, (and an invaluable standard of comparison it

proved) but to have compared the rods with it daily, even once, not to say

several times, would have caused so much delay, as must have deprived me

of all hopes of finishing the work, within any reasonable period. To lay

off the length of the chain it was necessary to insert firmly into the ground,

a draw and a weigh post, and this consumed much time : again without

stands and coffers, it was the work of half a day to get the chain correctly

laid. It was indeed a consideration of these difficulties, that made me

originally abandon the idea of using the chain in the measurement, and

yet in practice, I found them much greater than I had imagined. As

therefore it was quite out of the question^ comparing the rods often with the

chain, I thought of the following plan of detecting any changes in their

length, arising from variations of temperature or humidity.

12. The original idea of this plan was unexceptionable, and if it had

been executed, would have stamped the measurement with every appear-

ance of accuracy. Unfortunately however I was tempted to modify it, in

consequence of some difficulties that occurred, and by this modification an
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uncertainty* has been occasioned, small it is true, but still greater than

need have Been. My first idea was to attach to the wooden rods, thin

iron or brass slips, either of an equal length or something shorter—by

means of which, and a thermometer, it might be seen whether and how

much the wood had been affected in length. The modified plan was to

construct a machine, which I afterwards distinguished by the name of a

comparator, and by means ofwhich, I thought the changes which the wood

' might undergo, would be detected with as much certainty as those in metals

by means of the thermometer* In forming this judgment I overlooked

however a very essential difference—the homogeneity of the metal, and the

want of that quality in the wood, which circumstance causes so much un-

certainty, that judging from experience I would say, that no two pieces of

wood will lengthen and contract in the same manner and degree for any

length of time. Fig. 7, (Plate II.) gives a viev, of this comparator, as

finished, and figs, 8 and 9, explain certain parts referred to, in the follow-

ing description.

13. It consists of a frame of wood, supported on four legs, strengthened

by cross pieces, so that in lifting, no alteration of figure takes place. To

this frame is screwed a wooden piece eight feet in length, and of the same

thickness and breadth of the measuring rods, represented by figs. 8 and 9.

To it is attached, about an inch above it, a brass cylindrical rod of the same

length, by brass rings which screw into it. To the last ring marked a, the

* About two feet.

VOL, XIV. 3 O
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brass rod is firmly fastened: in the others, it plays loosely, and is free to ex-

pand or contract. The end h has a pin c passing through it vertically,

which presses against an index of brass d, that moves over a graduated arc,

and thus points out the alteration in the relative lengths of the wood and

brass, from time to time. The absolute change of length in the brass be-

ing known by the thermometer, and the received rates of expansion, it fol-

lows; that the actual change of length in the wood becomes also known.

It is hardly necessary to mention, that the wooden piece A B is only fasten-

ed at one end, being free to contract or expand between wooden studs that

prevent its warping.

14. The index d is kept up to the pin, when the brass is contracting,

by means of a small spring, which in every situation keeps it in accurate

contact with the pin. The point where the pin presses, is within •§ an inch

of the centre of motion, while the index extends 12 inches beyond it. By

this means the minutest changes are discovered, being increased in a ratio

of 24 to 1, and such was the sensibility of the instrument, that scarcely for

10 minutes did the index ever remain stationary. This instrument I called

a comparator, because it served to compare the length of wood, with that of

brass, and therefore to detect any changes in the former. As the wooden

rod of eight feet (A B fig. 8), was cut out of the same piece of timber

as the measuring rods, I did at first imagine that it would prove a very

satisfactory means of doing away the objections to wooden rods, arising

from the effects of the weather in altering their length. The result was

not however answerable to my expectation.
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15. The remainder ofthe apparatus, consisted of a plummet and tripod,

for marking the point on the ground, where the measurement left off, and

allowing it to be found readily the following morning. FW. 10 is a

representation of this. The piece A B being moveable in the direction

of the groove a b, and also turning readily on the screw c as a centre

was easily brought into that position, in which, a notch cut in the piece of

ivory, d, should correspond exactly with the wire of the plummet suspend-

ed in water, and hanging from the tripod of a theodolite, placed in advance

of the rod. The distance of the wire from the rod was determined by

means of an ivory scale. This plummet was also useful, when it became

necessary to rise or fall at the commencement of a new hypothenuse.

16. The flags which were used to align the base, and the pickets which

were put down to mark every 500 feet, had nothing remarkable or requiring

description. The flag staff (fig. II) 48^ feet in height, which marked one

extremity of the base, consisted of two pine spars perfectly straight, and

joined together by means of an iron collar. It had four braces to set it

truly perpendicular, which was done by means of a plummet weighing two

pounds. When adjusted, the stress was on the braces, and not on the

stags.

17. These comprised the whole of the apparatus used, with the excep-

tion of the boring telescope, which was one, having a power of about six,

with cross wires. The theodolite mentioned in the account of instruments,

was used in determining the inclination of the several hypothenuses—the

observation being made on both faces, and the circle in the alignment of the
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base. As the instrument answers as a transit, and is well known, there is

the less occasion to say any thing, as to the manner of employing it.

18. The base having been aligned and cleared, and large pickets,

numbered regularly, driven into the ground, every 500 feet, I commenced

the measurement on the 2d. February, by laying the first pair of rods in

contact, with the wire of a plummet, brought carefully over a poant on the

picket, marking the extremity of the line. So many difficulties attended

the operation at this early stage, while none of my people understood clear-

ly what was required from them, that to lay thi§ first pair of rods occupied

me nearly an hour, although afterwards, when more perfect, ten minutes

generally sufficed, and frequently the pair was adjusted and entered in six mi-

nutes. I found that I was even myself a little confused at first, before I had

completely settled the arrangement, by which I was to proceed in the different

operations which I had to perform. For these reasons I was not sorry to

find afterwards when I came to observe the angles, that it was necessary to

reject a small piece at the commencement, I had, after marking out the base,

wished to add to it. This piece was remarkably low, the declivity being
o

about 5, and when the circle was set up, it was found impossible to view

the flag staff at the other extremitVo In the first instance, the base had

been marked out, and the extremity fixed, as finally chosen, and in going on

with the measurement as commenced from a point 450 feet back
s it was

most carefully noticed, by what quantity* the end of the last of the rods fall-

ing here, overshot the large picket, which had been driven into the ground,

to mark the originally chosen extremity. The measurement of this 450

feets which comprehended more difficulties than any other portion of the
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base, served as a land of exercise, to instruct us fully in the nature of what

was to be done, and enabled me to. determine precisely the method, in which

I was to carry on the operation, As it has been rejected, there is no occa-

tion to give the details, but 1 thought proper to notice the circumstance,

to shew that when the line finally chosen, was actually commenced upon*,

we had acquired some degree of practice as well as confidence*

19. Before entering upon the details of the measurement, I may

briefly notice the order in which the several parts of the operation were per-

formed. A cross of clean fir 3£ feet in height, was first set up at the dis-

tance of 500 feet, being placed on the picket, in advance, forming a point

in the alignment of the base. The stands were then ranged as near as

the eye could judge, in the direction of it, and their distances regu-

lated by a rod of the proper length: by means of a small stick of fir, with a

cross vane, held by one of the people in the fork of the stand ; three of them

(that is the two outer and middle one)* were brought correctly into the

alignment, with a boning telescope resting on the preceding pair of rods.

The small stick carrying the vane, being made to cover the cross, resting

on the picket, by moving the stand to right or left as might be required.

The forked stems were at the same time regulated, as to height, by bring-

ing the cross vane, to cover the transverse piece of the cross on the picket,

which had been originally regulated to the height, at which, it was

thought the hypothenuse could be best carried on. The telescope was

mounted on a wooden bed, which gave it an elevation of about three

inches, above the surface of the rod. The cross vane of the small

stick used for adjusting the forks of the stands, was set to such a

vol* xiv. 3 P
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height as was equal to this quantity,+ the depth of the rods. From

this arrangement the line traced through the air, and the inclination

©f which was observed, was really above the surface of the rods, three

inches, but parallel to it, and care was therefore taken, before remov-

ing the first set of rods of any hypothenuse, to adjust the theodolite on a

stand with an elevating screw, so that the height of the axis of the teles-

cope, when directed to the transverse piece of the cross placed on the

picket, should be exactly equal to this quantity. Three stands out of nine

(the number required for a pair of rods) being thus adjusted, that is the

two outer and the middle one—Jboth as to the alignment and hypothenusal.

direction, the others were quickly brought to correspond by means of a

strong twine stretched along the nine. The stands being moved to right

or left, and the forks raised or lowered till they were all so adjusted, that

the twine lay in the middle of the forks and barely touching them. The

hinder pair of rods were now brought forward, to be laid on the stands

previously adjusted. It has been already noticed in the description of the

rods, that the two pairs were perfectly independent of each other, and

generally one inch asunder. This afforded a sufficient precaution against

the fixed or fore pair being moved, in bringing forward the hinder, but to

guard against the possibility of such a thing, which would have vitiated

the whole operation, I determined to trust to no one but myself, in a matter

of this .kind, and I therefore never allowed the hinder rods, after being

adjusted, and read off, to be touched without being myself present, at the

junction of the two pairs, to be satisfied, that in removing them, no shock

or derangement had happened to.the fore pair. In like manner, in laying

this hinder pair in advance ofthe other, I was equally particular in seeing,
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that nothing of this kind had taken place, and this attention,, so necessary^

to give any certainty to the operation, I never omitted.

20. The rods being now placed on the stands, which had been pre-

viously adjusted, being near the truth, a few minutes sufficed to set them

perfectly correct. For this purpose the same telescope was used, and a

small piece of wood placed on the rod; the top of which had the same

height above it as the axis of the telescope. This was made to correspond

with the cross on the picket, by means of small wedges pushed underneath,

or on one side of the rod. Such an adj ustmcnt was only required for the

fore end of the advanced rod, and for the junction of the two; the other

parts were easily brought right, by means of the brass wire stretched

on them.

21. The rods lying now truly on the line of the base, and in the

hypothenusal plane, the languette was pushed out to meet the fore end of the

fixed pair, and the reading entered in the book. The interlocking Noniu§

of the pair was next read and entered, and then the Comparator with the

thermometer. When it became necessary to change the direction of the

hypothenuse, and before the last pair of rods of the old hypothenuse had

been removed, the inclination was observed with the theodolite, which had

been originally set to the proper height as before noticed. The angle of

elevation was observed on both faces, and the theodolite always carefully

levelled, and as the instrument is capable of measuring vertical angles to a

minute, there can be no great chance of error, involved in the reduction,

depending on this element.
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v .22. In leaving off the work in the evening of each day, it was of the

first importance, that the point indicating the termination of the day's mea-

surement, should be so marked, as to leave no probability of its being displa-

ced, and also to allow of the work being resumed readily the following mor-

ning, and without error, These two particulars were I think perfectly an-

swered by the plummet and tripod already described. The plummet which

Weighed two pounds, -and was attached to a brass wire, being suspended

from, a theodolite stand, was set so nearly touching the brass edge of the

fore rod, as to leave little more than ^ of an inch, between: the quantity,

was easily and correctly estimated by means of a scale of equal parts, held

behind the rod and wire. When the wire was perfectly steady, the nick in

the ivory piece of the tripod, (well fastened into the ground) was set ex-

actly to it, the manner of doing which will be readily understood Jrom. the

description already given of it. A cordon of stands united by ropes was

then placed all round, the rods also beings left standing. And a sentry was

posted, and during the night regularly relieved, to guard the tripod from the

approach ofany animal. The examination in the morning however never

detected any thing wrong, and therefore on this head I think we may have.

^the most perfect confidence.

!; $
-~ •

- 23. During the measurement there occurred one accident, and two

omissions, which compelled me to measure twice the distance, in two of the

three cases, from the last passed picket. As I never omitted to notice and

"register the quantity, by which any rod overshot or fell short of these

pickets, they formed a series of fixed points, to which I eould return with

the greatest confidence, in case of any part of the measurement, beyond
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them, being vitiated or doubtful The accident was the Tailing of a chair

against the fixed pair, after the hinder pair, of rods had been removed.' " As

they suffered some shock and were certainly moved a little, I returned to

the picket, last passed and continued regularly the measurement from it

One of the omissions was the forgetting to read the languette of a pair of

rods.. Inconsequence of which I also thought it necessary to return to the

last passed picket. The other omission was of less consequence. The

quantity which had been omitted to be registered, was that by which the

plummet had been placed in advance of the rods, in marking the point,

where the day'swork concluded. As this quantity seldom exceeded — of an

inch, the plummet being always placed as close as could well be to the rod,

It was not thought that a doubt of such a quantity on a base of four miles,

was a sufficient reason to undertake so troublesome a task as the remea-

surement of 400 feet would have proved.

24. During the measurement, one pair of rods (being cut from the

outside of the piece of wood) had warped considerably inconsequence of

which I was forced to straighten them in the following manner

:

.

''-

c\Jd

The small piece abed was cut out at the bend, and another some-

thing larger driven in, and this expedient proved a, perfect cure for the.

warping, rendering this pair of rods equally straight with the other. Fearful,

however that such an operation might have some effect on their length.

vol. xiv. 3 Q
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I immediately afterwards compared tliis pair with the other, which had not

been touched, by substituting them, alternately between two fixed points.

The trial was satisfactory, and proved they had not altered their length by

any sensible quantity.

25. This base was measured twice roughly, before commencing the

correct measurement, and after finishing it. The operation, each time was

performed with a Gunier's chain of sixty-six feet, compared with a wooden

rod, the length of which had been laid off from the brass scale. The

length by these two measurements came out 21,766 and 21,746. The true
o

measurement as reduced to the level of the sea, and temp 69—is 21754*8—

So that the mpan of the above two would come very near the truth. At

all events their near agreement with it shews, that no material error or

omission had been committed.

v

26. Before deducing the real length of the line from the details

given in the accompanying paper, some thing must be said of the man-

ner of determining the length of the rods. There were two methods, which

presented themselves either to compare the four rods placed together with

the chain, or to lay off twenty-five feet by means of the brass scale,

on one of them, and compare the other three with it—as a check on the

'operation. I determined to try both methods and it is satisfactory to find

that they agreed so nearly—the difference between the two values thus

independently obtained, amounting only to eight feet, on a distance of four

iliiles.
4 As however Mr. Troughton had omitted to mention, either in
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what temperature .dfthe brass scale, (standard) the chain had been laid offa

as also with what weight it was precisely equal to 100 feet, I prefer abid-

ing by the result of the comparisons with the brass scale, more especially as

they were so numerous.

27. Previously to commencing the measurement, the length of the rod

1.2 was laid off seven times. A beam of wood with metal points, ground

down to the 600th part of an inch was used. 43 Inches were taken and laid

seven times by the method of dots, and arcs, making thus 301 inches.,

For greater accuracy studs of ivory had been lei into the wood, on which

the arcs could be drawn. The beam was compared a second time with

the scale, after the stepping was concluded, and \ the difference, if any^,

applied as a correction. The thermometer was noted before and after the

mean taken—the same of the comparator. When the arc, which cut the
..."

line of division on the ivory scale—did not happen lo be in the line of steps,'

an equation was applied by dividing the square of the deviation, by twice

the length of the step, (eighty-six inches). The following table will shew
r « I

the result of these seven comparisons. As determined by the division on the

ivory scale^ forming the determination of the 301 inches, and when they

are reduced to the same state of the comparator, (the ratio of reduction

being 1 to 2*125) the differences do not appear great except in one case,

that of the 26, which may I think for this reason be rejected, particularly as

the great and sudden rise of temperature, (la) during the operation, induce

an apprehension, that the brass scale might not have answered to the mean

state, and that therefore, the redaction for temperature has been overrated,
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; Indeed if we suppose this to'have been the case, this determination will be

. found to agree with the others as well as can be expected.

Date.
Thermometer.

Equation

on 301 in,

10th ofan
inch.

Equation

of beam.

Deviation

from line

of steps.

Observed

term of
201 inch.

Reduced
o

to 62.

Comp.
mean.

—.

—

.

deduced
to 1217.

Before. After. Mean.

1819, Jan. 23 60 58 59 + •037 16-01 16-047 1238 16062
24 43 47 45 +•211 +•035 15-78 16 026 1366 •130

25 54-5 62 58-3 +•093 +•014 +•026 16-00 16-133 1155 •09O
66 —•049 16-083 16-034 1287 •083

26 41-5 +•254 +•003 +•040 15-929 16-226
!
1382 •340'|

27 23-9 25-7 24-8 +•437 +•037 +•028 15-643 16-164 1157 •122

34-2 +•346 +•028 +028 15-800 16146 1099 •063

Mean, rejecting that of the 26th, 1217 16 -0921

The extreme difference of the 6 is -068 division or "01 7 inch, on 301

inches.

28. The operations by which the lengths of the other three rods were

determined, cannot be made so clear as the preceding for want of divisions

on the ivory scale, which at this stage of the hiisiness had only been attach-

ed to the rod 1 .2. The detail will therefore be rather more summary, the rod

marked 2.3 was measured twice, the steps being made on the ivory studs*

The length of the rod as defined at one end by the brass edge, at the other

by an arc drawn on ivory was,
Inches.

300-9601

-9413

Mean, 300*9507

Oomp.

1173

1168

1170

29. The two rods were now compared with each other. Being tied

firmly with pieces of wood of the same thickness between them, they were
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laid on five timbers planed exceedingly trae, and supported each on two

stands. They were then adjusted by the wires of both the rods. The ends

of the apparatus were towards each other, and to be sure that these corres-

ponded a T. square was applied to the cheek of one rod, and the languette

of the other pushed out io meet it.

The Nonius read off was, ;.......,'. 3'80

Reversed it was, ........ ....... 3*93

Mean......... . ....... 3-8S5 349

Equation of rod,* «.....,'...«,.. 004

345

By this quantity the rod 1.2, was in advance of 2.3. Now an arc of

43inches radius, describedfrom a point in 2.3, short '0088 of the mark defining

30.0*9507 inches, cut L2at the division 14*405; adding the quantity above

given, 345 inches—K380 divisions, we get 15*785, which is the point where

the arc would have cut, had the other ends of the rods been placed even.

Now let e dbe the line in which the centre of the arc fa c was found:

Let e g be the line of divisions or 1.2, and a the point which formed the

limit of 300-942 inches.

a .c measured, 42 inches.

And c d ditto, 2 '04

* The cheeks of .the rods were not quite parallel to their axis ; the error wa? found, and this is the

correction due to it.

VOL. XIV. 3 R
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From the data, and the radius, 43 inches, we get,

fd === -104839

f e = -10021

Consequently e d = *0463

Now a was the mark of 300*9419 inches. .

Therefore a&orc was, 300*8956 or on 1.2—15-75&

Add, -1044 == -444

Inches.

Consequently, 9ae . *... 301-0000 = to 16-202 divisions.

30, A second comparison was made, in which arcs were drawn from

both rods, and great care taken : the result, which to avoid prolixity it is

not thought necessary to detail, was that the 301 inches, on 2.3 corres-

ponded with the division, .!.« v'.-i i . .. 16*118

By the preceding^ *202

Mean, 16-160 Comp. 1

1

70-

% measures on L2, 16-092 1211

MeaaaofS, 16-109 1203

The difference of the above results when reduced to the same state of

the comparator, is only O09 inches, From the mean, we also get the length
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of the %3 rod, as limited by the mark,, before noticed 300*966 inches.

Comparator 1203.

31. ' The remaining two rods were now compared with these, for

which purpose they were all four placed together, 1.2 and 2.3, being on

the outside of the other two. Two arcs were described with a radius of

43 inches from centres in the prolongation of the line of the divisions,

parallel to the axis of the outer rods. Both arcs Sprang from the same

points on 2.3, i. e. the line marking the limit of 300*966 inches ; Com-

parator 1203: with the several measures, accurately determined, were

calculated the places where a line perpendicular to the axis of the 2.3

rods* and drawn through this point, would cut them. The distance of

this imaginary line from certain points on the ivory scales of the rods,

was also found, This line cut No. 1.2 at the division, 15*80

Add languette, '564

16*164

Now the mark of the 303 was, ..»...,.....,, 16*100

Excess above 301 inches, .......... . . 8 ,

.

"055 =014 in.

Comparator being 1203.

But it has been seen, that this line limited on 2.3 the 300*966 inches.

Comparator 1203. On 1.2 ,/... „.,. \ .........-. 301 -014

Difference, *048

The error, occasioned by the want of parallelism of the rods. This

requires an equation for the intermediate rods, and it is easily found., being
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proportional to the distance of .their axis^, or rather of the line of divisions

/'"•parallel to their axis.

On the 3.4 rods, this imaginary line was found to be from the 1.2 arc

3665 inches=fc 1 •486 divisions. These are Intersected at,

1.2 8.3

0-035, ' mm
Add, ..1-466 i '.-4H32S'

The denning line intersected at, 1-501

The mean of these which only differ *004 inch is 1*493, the division on

which, the imaginary line would cut 3.4, But this requires a correction as

above indicated, which is found to be nearly "031 inch, Now the length

of 2.3 as defined by this line was, -300-986

Add, gJ + 048«» =03!

300-997

Deduct langueUe, * 1 41

Length of rod as defined, 300-856

By the division, 1*493 Comparator being ]203.

32. In the same manner was the length of 4.5, found to be (as limited

by a certain mark) 300*919 inches. The difference of tho determina-
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tion from the two arcs was only -005 inches. The rods of each pair, were

now placed interlocking as they would be in the measurement. In the pair

1.2—2.3 it was found that the line on 2.3 which was most convenient for

comparing with the Nonius, was *707 short of the mark, denning the limit

of 300*966 inches. This line therefore marked the extent of 300°259 inches

;

again the 301 inches being marked in 1.2 by the division I6 o109s it is evi-

dent that the division 16 marked the termination of 301 — ™— 300*973

inches. Adding these, 300-973

300-259

The sum is 601-232 which is therefore the value of this pair

ofrods when placed interlocking, and the zero mark of 2.3 corresponding

with the 16-000 division of 1.2. To find the division corresponding to 600

inches, or 50 feet, deduct 1*232 inches = 4*928 divisions, which gives us

11-072, also the 11th division answers to 599-982 inches.

33. For the other pair it was found that the zero line of 4.5 was 1*947

from the mark, forming the limit of 300-917 inches. The zero line there-

fore was the measure of 298-970 inches. Now on the 3.4 rod it has been

seen, that the division 1*493 marked the extent of 300-856 inches, the first

division therefore marked, 300*979

298-97©

Sum, 599*949

vol. xiv« 3 r
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When therefore the zero line of 4*5 considered with the first division of

3*4, the length of the pair was 599-949, and if the division corresponding to

600 inches or fifty feet be required, we have 1-000—0514-4=796 division*

The comparator being at 1203,

34. ' The preceding operations were all performed previously to the com-

mencement of the measurement* There was also a comparison made with

the chain, at the same time, but for a clearer view of the subject it will be

better here to go on, and give an account of other determinations of the

length of the rods made during the measurement of the base from the brass

scale. There were in all 8—in 3 of which the four rods were placed

together, and the stepping made at once for all 4. In the other 9, only

the pair 3.4 and 4.5 was measured, but we can easily from those determina-

tions deduce the length of all four, by means of comparisons made between

the two pairs. These it will be proper to notice first*

35. The pair 3.4—4.5 had a similar ivory scale, as that of 1.2—2.3

that is to say divided into quarter inches, and each of those into tenths.

During the measurement however it broke, and got loose, and it became

necessary to apply another. The first point is then to determine the cor-

respondence of the two scales, which may be done from the following

double readings.
Old Scale. New Scale.

-720 -315

°740 -330

-72$ 310

°S70 -240
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^633 •263

*$%& •315

•720 •308

•870 •295

•740 •310

•595 •250

•710 •313

•723 •315

•725 313

•70O •300

-470 •220

•730 •fc/dej

4-741

•681 Answers to 296

The value of the divisions on the new scale is *054o

36. Two comparisons of the pairs were made by substituting them

between two fixed points. By the first the following result was obtained

1.2—2.3 3.4—4.5
Inches. Inches.

Languette, ~ ='453 Languette, ~ =*305

From fixed pointy *060 From fixed point, *079

•513 -384

Thus the pair 1.2—2.3 was less than 3.4—4.5 by -129 inches.
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I.8-8.S .3.4-4.5

New Scale,,

The Nonii marked, 0-663 and 0-30$

Now •129 inch= divisions, a5 1

6

Consequently,* *...,.«««* 1*1 79 corresponds to O309 New Scale..

The other comparison which was made as before noticed, after the

straightening --of the rods gave as the result

L2—2.3 ,3.4—4.5

.Old Scale. Hew Scate,

1-315 O-470 O220

Now from the operations formerly detailed, it was found that the corres-

pondence of the Nonii was as follows?

1,2—&3 .3.4—4.5

I-07f 796 Old Scale.

These three expressed in |he 3 scales will stand as fellows •

1,2—2,3 3.4—4.5

Old Scale. New Scale.

1179 0-709 0-309

1-315 0-470 0-220

1-073 0-796 339

1189 0-658
.

0-283 •Mean*

37. Having thus established the relations which the several scales bear

to each other, we can from the length of one pair deduce that of the

other, and consequently of all four rods, The following table shows the

resulting length as deduced from the several operations performed with the
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brass scale. They are ail reduced to one certain division of the ivory
1.2 2.3 « •

•'=

scales that is to 1-300

3.4-4.5
Old Scale. New Pcale,

Q»547 or 0-237.

A

Length of the Rods.

Month. Bute.
Pair

1,2.-2.3
1 Nonius.

Pair
3.4-4.5 Nonius. 1

Lf»Sih °f
I the set.

Camp.
Reduced to

1141 Comp.

j | Inches. Inches.
February, n

J! J599-917 0-645 0. 1199-882 988 1200026
16

I
569-936 •650 0. 1199-924 1023 •035

11
599905 •320 N. 1 199-900 900 •128

23 600-001 •284 N. 1200-054 1064 •126
/ 25 J599-910 1 0-776 600- 160 •315 N. 1200-243 1328 •066

27 599-970* 0775 599-970* •240 N. 1200-073 2209 •009
March, 2 599-890* "700 599-890* •335 N. 1199-987

'

1106 020
3 599-920 •285 N. 1199-892 1046 1199-981

Mean of former 4 determi 1200-119 1203 1200061
Mean of 1200-049 1141

1000041

The extreme difference in- the above, as reduced to the same state- of the

comparator, is only -147 inch, on 100 feet,, or °012 feet. Half this quantity

©r '006 feet, may be taken as the extreme probable error on the mean result,

that is f=J== of the whole or on the base 1.2 foot*

38. In making the comparisons with the chain, the latter was placed

upon- boards, supported by the rod-stands ; a draw post of 5 feet in length,

driven firmly into the ground, held it at one end; at the other it was stretched

by a weight attached to a rope, passing over a pully in the weigh post.

* Is these two operations the pairs were meas ured together, the quantities inserted in the columns

arc half the length found for the 4 rods.

VOL, XIV. I 3 T
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Besides these two, there were other two posts driven firmly into the

ground, on which the brass registers were set, and by means of the slider

with the fine line, the length of the chain could be accurately laid off.

The stands were first put accurately an the same plane fey means of the

small cross of wood, and the boning telescope, and any deviation which was

afterwards observed, owing either to their slides having slipped *wr to any

uneveimess in the boards, was corrected by means of thin wedges placed

underneath the chain. The links being 5 feet long, however were the less

liable to accomodate themselves to the trifling inequalities of ifye boards.

.39. Being laid accurately it was thought advisable to observe its con-

traction and expansion, and whether it agreed with the indications of the

thermometer, allowing for its change of length according to the known law.

Thus being stretched by a weight of 19 lbs. and the registers set, the mean of

4 thermometers was 58*6: on the temperature, rising to 69*3, as shewn by

the mean of the same thermometers, it was found that it overshot the regis-'

tea's or had expanded '073 inches.

Now the expansion of r steel chain was found by Colonel Mudge's ex-

periment, to be very nearly the same as given in General Roy's table, in the
o

1st Vol. Trigonometrical Survey. This is -0075 inches for every 1 of

Fahrenheit on 100 feei3

Now, -0075 x 207 = -080 inch.

Observed expansion — *073

Error, *00f
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o

When the temperature had sunk to 58-0 as shewn by the four thermo-

meters, it was found that it had contracted 097.,

Now, -0075 X 11*3 as *085

Observed, *097

•012 Error,

Again the registers being set when the temperature was 57*9, it was

found next morning to have contracted '1625 inch. The temperature

had fallen to 38*5.

Now, 57 — 9 — 38*3 = 19-6 and -0075 X 19-6 = -147

Observed, *162

•015 Error.

40. The registers being now firmly fixed and the chain stretched with

the small weight, it was proposed by means of it, to determine the distance

of them. For this purpose the quantity which the chain exceeded, or fell

short of them, with the temperature as given by the four thermometers^

was noticed from time to time. The chain is said in Mr. Troughton's
o

letter, to have been exactly 100 feet in the temperature of 55, It was

therefore reduced to this temperature. The following table, will shew the

result:

Mean of 4 Thermometers.

800 X
Reduction to 55,

•187
Pifference of«bBin.— -125

Exceis above 100 feet

•062

£6-2 X •084 — -015 •069

38-2 — •126 — 172 °046

38-5 — •124 — -191 •067

38-i — •125 -- -180 •055

•069
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The brass registers are therefore distant by the mean of these tri-

1200-069 inches.
als, . O 9000«»«09«89»»0«»&00»'9'!>e««» • ••••••••••• • » • » »

Deduct* error of chain, '013

1200°056

As compared with the chain reduced to 55, and stretched by a weight of

19 lbs. avoirdupois.

When 19 lbs. additional were put on, the distance of the registers was as

follows

:

Mean of 4 Thermometers, Reduction to 55. Distance of register exceeding chain. Excens above 100 feet,

38-1 -125 '165. *04®

38-3 425 HfV "037

58*0 #?? '000 °022

Mean, '033

Deduct, '013

Distance ef the registers, !200*020

The distance therefore is j1200°020 inches, as measured by the chain %

o

reduced to the same temperature of 553 and stretched by a weight of 38 lbs*

the difference is 027 inch, or 002 feet, on 100 = gggg;

41. The rods were now substituted for the chain between the registers.

Fine brass wires were stretched across at right angles, at the register marks

* Occasioned by the irregularities ©f the table om which it was stretched. This equation was
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to limit the length on the rods. The several verniers and scales being

read off or measured were as follows

:

Order in which the rods were placed, 4.5 3.4 2.3 1.2
Inch,

The rod 1.2, overshot the brass wire or register mark, by -134

A XIV 1 OuL jfc« 1>J) ^jf 99996990 C9S3 99' 9 9" 9993- O -t * *

A otai oversiiot, oo3»8oa98»s-«osiyo.j«« t~ "y4o

Deduct from languette or distance between 3.4 & 2,3, J -Oil

Rods fall short of register, **;« . y »v^val. *065 inch.

The Nonii were....... 0-855 — (H58G

Zero divisions, r « wy*. * 1*300 inch, 0*547

0-445 ==111 =0-033

-119

If the Nonii had marked 1-300 and 0-547, the rods

would have been, ....»..•.« •*•«•• '* ** longer.

Deduct above deficiency, . .V. . . > * . . /065

Inches.

Rods longer than registers, ,..,,... *054

Ini hesj

Now the registers it has been seen, were a part 1200-047 as measured

by the chain at 55, and stretched by a weight of 19 lbs. or 1200020 as

3UVOL. XIV.
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stretched by !§8 lbs. Supposing what is most probable, that the length of

the chain was adjusted from the standard brass scale, when at the same

temperature of 55, we get its length in 62 = 100 feet— -01237 X 7 =s
Feet. Inches. Inches.

100—037= 1199*913, and the distance of the registers consequently

1199-98 inches, that is supposing the chain stretched by a weight of 19 lbs.
Inches.

But the rods it has been seen exceed the registers by '054. Their length
Inches.

will therefore be 1200*014 Comparator being 1093. This operation was

performed before commencing the measurement,

42, The second comparison was made on the 8th February. The

register heads had remained fixed in the same position in which the former

comparison had been made, although there was no reason for suspecting

any derangement, yet it was thought proper to verify them, and by a mean

of several comparisons, their distance was found, the chain being reduced
o

to 55, and stretched by weights of5 14 lbs. 28 lbs.

1200*072 1200-036

The rods were then substituted between the registers over the zero

lines, of which silk threads were stretched at right angles, to the axis of
Inches.

the rods, and the rods were found to be less than the registers, *174
1.2—2.3 3.4—4.5

Now the Nonii were, . . . . 0*703 & 0*303

Zero divisions, ...»...,,,. 1*300 0*237

Inches. Inches.

~-'5®7= «149— 0*086* = -036
Inches.

The sum of these is,. .......... . *I85

* The divisions ox this Nonius •were as "was before remarked, reckoned in a reverse order.
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With the Nonii therefore at, 1-300 & 237, these rods would have
Inches.

exceeded the registers, by 'OIL

The comparator was, 1171 at commencement, 94 at conclusion, mean, 1183.

Inches.

The distance of the registers has been found 1200*072 as measured by
o

the chain, reduced to 55 and stretched by a weight of 14 lbs. or by one of

28 lbs, 1200*036 : making the reduction to 62 on the same principle as

before, these become 1199-985 & 1199-949; and adding the excess of

the rods, , . . . . . , . . • .

-01

1

Ol

1

We have, 1199-996 1199-980

as the length of the rods, when the Nonii marked 1°308 & 0-237
$ and the

comparator 1183.

43. Thus the length of the rods
Inches.

was by one operation, «*..*«.,,,», 1200-014 & 1 199-987 Comp. 1093

By the other, 6 s 8 9 8 a 8 » „ e .

.

'998 «960 1 183

Mean,.......*.......... 1200005 1199-974 1138

The mean of the comparisons

with the brass scale, ....... * , .... . 1200-049 .............. 1 141

Difference, „ . . . . . . • . . ° • •
"044

This difference would produce on the whole base an effect of -8 ft.

But I have the less hesitation in rejecting the results of the comparison
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with the chain, as I am ignorant in what temperature it had been ad*

justed, with the brass standard. And I think the difference of its length

with different weights, (the maker having omitted to state with what

weight it had been found to be exactly 100 feet) affords another, and a

valid reason for adhering to the brass scale in preference, It is however

satisfactory to observe that the difference of two determinations so entire-

ly independant of each other, does not amount to 1 foot on a distance of

4 miles.

44. It now only remains to give the several reductions of the bascg.

and from the details to conclude the real length as reduced to the level of

the sea, and a temperature of 62
Feet. -f>ee t,

First217i sets of rods X 1000041 == 21,750-9

Deducted over lapped, ».,•..>..'.,,,,. 1 7-6

21,733-3

The sum of all the Comparators is, 480-§20

1141x217-332x2 =

Difference, 35-030

,
-—1.4

Inch.

= 16-640 21,731-9

Sum of reductions byhorizontaMme, seecoes©

fices£dec9G>$@s«eqSum of 8th column, .,'....

Carried forward, ,'..,,'««', 21 ,729- i
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Brought forward, 21,7291

The sum of the Nonii of 1 .2—2.3 is, - 1 76-022

The number of the pairs was '219

which being multiplied by 1 -300 . ,.-

the zero division gives, ..,,...„ 284*7

le difference, ,.,....,,.. 108*7 .

IncTi.es.

r = 277 =» -&3

The Nonii of 3.4—4.5 old scale, — 54722

No. of rods= 81 x "Sit the zero, Ce?fl0098B

New scale, , . » . . , , . , 44*404

435 pairs x »237 the zero, .. e ...... . 31 -995

rl2aa Q°2

9-409 x -054 -r- 12 === 0-4

The lang-aettes of 1.2—2.3

3,4—4,5

21,726-2

1709 7-4 X 14-8

1939 0-0 X 16*4

21,757*2

O O 9 « 6 C O * 6 ••i » 2-4Reduction to level of the sea,

length ofthe base reduced to level of the sea and temperature 62, 21,754*8

vol. xiv. 3 X
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The last reduction is the only one which requires any explanation,,

The difference of level of the stations of Zephyr Hall and Belville, was

found from the peak Burkunda to be . . , . 1922 feet;,

Zephyr Mall above Newada,. .

.' ..*...*.*.. ..,* 492

Newada, above Belville, ,, 8 <,.„„,,. .,„ 9 . . 1 430

Neivada above south extremity base5 ". . . » 183

1244 above Bzhitle*

,

South extremity of base half difference,

level of 2 extremity of base, .'.'.V. 163

Belville above level of the sea, . .* ;..,.. ... 986 by Bar. obs<, ,

Middle part of base above sea, .......... 2303'- i

From this with' the radius of the spheriod for lat. 30 17—(The

latitude of the middle point of the base)=20,903 '4 16 feet, the above

correction has been calculated by the usual formula,,

where B means the measured base,

O ———— corrected,

h The height above the level ofthe sea?

r The radius ofthe spheroid*

It is evident that the first term - is- sufficient, for
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§. 2.

V.
' Having finisliec! on the 2d of March, the measurement of the base,

I proceeded immediately to fix on stations for deducing from it the length

of one of the principal lines, the distance of Swrltanda and Chandpur

peaks. That distance as finally determined, was found to be 225582 feet,

and their elevation above the Doab respectively, 8258 and 75^0 feet

To connect these distant points by establishing stations between, I found

a very arduous ta$t, and the difficulties I had to contend with, were so great,

that the last or 15th station was not finished till the 14th ofMay.

2. On the proper disposition of such a triangulation, as much as

on the measurement of the base, depends the accuracy of the final result.

It has been given as a rale to choose the triangles, as nearly equilateral

as possible, and this is no doubt proper, when the correctness of each

point may be equally desirable. But, as it is difficult to find stations

so conveniently situated, and as the series generally is required to con-

tinue only in one direction, it seems allowable to admit of small angles,

when no principal link of the chain depends on them.

3. In enquiring what may be the probable error in the distance finally

deduced from this triangulation, we have to consider first the probable

error of the base, and secondly the errors of the angles arising from the

want of power in the instrument, or ability in the observer. The former

I have stated at probably not exceeding two feet. The angular instrument

has been already described. It is no doubt a very fine one. With a teles-
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ope of great magnifying power, and verniers reading to o it does appear*

a fair supposition, that angles could be observed to that degree of

accuracy. The divisions are however on brass., which renders them difficult

to read with certainty. However judging from the extreme error in the

sum of the three angles, and supposing it to be the same way on every angle
it

i
,

of the three, we shall get 7 as the extreme possible error on each angle.

Now if we take an equilateral triangle, (not too favorable a supposition),:

we shall find that this error on each of the two angles jised in concluding

the new side, and supposing them to be m the most unfavorable sense,

would only effect .the result by ^^ part of the whole. Hut even in a few,

triangles, this error ought in a great measure to correct itself, so as to pre®

v&nt.tbe error increasing in Jh§ ratio of the number of ihe triangles*

4. Now the closing station is brought in at ihe 14th triangle, and if all

tjliose that only answer as checks be rejected, it will be but the 10th in

order. This would appear to be a sufficient warrant against any great ac-

cumulation of error5 but I have as a check chosen to follow out the result by

other series. The 35tli figure^ lurnishes |he 3d vahie of the distance of

the two principal stations Burfcanda and C'hmidpur ; the mean of the three

values, is taken for the foundation of the large triangulatiom Those after

the 35th, are meant from some of the preceding results, to deduce the dis-

tances of the intermediate stations of the great triangulation, and in one

case, by means of a concluded angle. But this result is checked again by

one of the great triangles,
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5. None of the angles on the sine of which any connecting side
o

depends is less than 40, except in one triangle, (the 15th) and in this the

o

angle is 16, but from this a very short side of 17,000 feet only is concluded,

as part of a longer side of 58,000, from which the series was to continue.

The reason of requiring this small side, (the distance of the 12th and 13th

stations), was an inability to distinguish the 13th station from the 10th.

I was therefore obliged to make a quadrilateral of the 10th, 1 1th, 12th and

13th. The distance of the 1 1th and 13th is checked by 2 other quadri-

laterals, in which other stations were substituted for the 12th. I have

numbered these in the order of the triangles. This method of deducing

a side, from the known angles and all the sides, but one or two, of a 4, 5,

or -6, sided figure is very convenient, and I think equally satisfactory, as

the more direct one ofa triangle. I have therefpre not hesitated to employ

it, as in the figures marked 23, 265 28, 31, 33,

6, What follows consists of,—first, a detail of the angles observed at

each station with an account of the stations, and the reductions to the

centre where required. To this, I have subjoined a table of the angles

reduced and arranged in triangles or quadrilaterals, with all the logarithms,

necessary for their verification. It would appear to be affecting an accu-

racy, of which operations (conducted with such limited means as ours),

are not susceptible, to have used more than 6 figures of logarithms. In

fact on an angle of 60, an error of 7 would produce an alteration of 8,

in the 6th figures of the sine. And on aline of 21,000 feet, the error

of two feet, which I suppose possible, might alter the logarithm 4 in the

5th pla^e. So that 6 figures appear to be more than sufficient. The

vol, xiv. 3 Y
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knowii sides of the triangles are always on the third or last line. The

heading of the columns is sufficiently intelligible. Some triangles are

resolved by cosines, for instance, when 2 sides and 3 angles are given,
o

those angles being very acute, that is less than 30. In resolving 4 sided

figures, the general method that has been followed is to draw parallels

to the 2 unknown sides—by which means 2 triangles are obtained,

in which all 3 angles are given, and one side. In resolving a 5 or 6

sided figure I have preferred, letting fall perpendiculars, from each of

the angular points on the unknown side, and calculating the several sides

or pieces, intercepted by these perpendiculars. But from the paper itself

it will be sufficiently clear, how each result is obtained, and from the

lull detail that is given, it will be an easy task to detect any mistakes

that may have been made*
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Detail of the Angles of the Triangulalion founded on the measured Base.

In the following there has been no selection nor rejection, but where

it was quite evident, that the wrong object had been bisected. There

are three columns, one for the various readings on the same point of the

limb, the other for the various means of these, and a third for the true

or correct angle*

1st Station^ Southern Extremity of the Base.

Readings on same Readings on dif-
Mean or correct

valu? of the

Angle.
point of Limb. ferent point.

o . t o
I n ° . a

1 98; 26 48-7 98 26 30-7

.

38-8

42-5

22-5

SO
20
37-5

22-5

11-2

45-6

98 25 43-3

26-5

11-2

45-6

26-8 26.8

2 22 40 55-5 22 40 51'Q>

45
52-5 22 40 41-0

3 75 45 18-8 75 45 31*1

37-5

21 -2

47 75. 45 31-1

Base subtends,,

2d Station, Newada.

49 21 19-1

11-2

IIS

Southern extremity of the base and ZephyrHall, 71 37 33-7

|

43-7

56-2

37-5

49 21 19-1

11-5

05-7

32-5

11-4

71 37 42-8

35.3

49 21 140

71 37 39-0
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2d Station Nevada,—Continued.

3l Northern extremity of the base and Nalapani,

_ 4\Mitha Bcri and Nalapani, ..............

Readings on same] Readings on d/f-

point of Limb.

22 17 585
18 165

74 03 46-2

ferent point.

Mean or correct

value of the

Angle.

22 18 07-5

02.5

74 03 46-2

49-4

u
i ii

22 18 05

74 03 47-8

3d Station, Zephyr Hall.

- 2

The base subtends,.

Nevada and southern extremity of the base,

Northern extrctsityof the base and Nalapani,

Nezeada and Nalapani,.

50-49 587
50 12-5

49 58 8

50 49 47.7

538
50 50 000

49 527
32 36 363

26v3
41 2

32 36 46-3

42'

5

32 35 38-8

47-5

42-5

96 43 20.0
12-5

16-2

96 43 24.8

250

180 09 55

56-2

180 09 58-8

10 01-3

50 49 56'8

50' 50 033

49 507

49 56-3

32 36 34-6

32 36 44-4

32 36 42-9

96 43 I6'2

96 43 24-9

96 43 138

180 09 54-2 I

180 10 000
J

32 36 4Q-Q

96 43 18'3

180 03 57-

1

4th Station , Nalapani.

1 Zephyr Halland northern extremity of the base. 57 51 37.5

42' 5
j

57 51 406

1

39-9 57 51 400
412

a Newada and nor.tb.ern extremity of the base, .

,

57 59 57-5

62-5
57 59 59'3

GO'G
•

58

57

00 00-2

59 58-5

3 Nevada and Mitka BtrL 58 OS 51-2

43-8
58 08 42

I
'

'

48-5 58

1

08 47-8

36-1
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4ih Station. Nalapani,—Continued.

Miiha Beri and Dudhili station,

Dudhili and Masirana station,-. .... . . ......

Masirana station and Surkanda,

7 Tank and Dudhili station, . .

.

8 Tank and Bhadruj Dan,
9 Bhadruj and Dudhili station,

.

10 Bhadraj and Masirana station,

11 Tank and Masirana station,-.

e Readings on dij-
M

point of Limb

67 26 33-3

37-5

352

5i 32 07-5

06-5

07

47 53 20'

23-5

2U-2

9 45 83-8

37-5

35-5

SI 17 41-3

44
42-5

ferent point.

67 26 355
28-3

5! 32 07
11-2

47 53 21-2

22-5

9 45 35-6

61 17 42-6

5th Station, Miiha Beri.

Dudhili station and Nalapani,.

Nalapani and Neisada,

value . of the

Angle.

u
i ii

67 26 31-9

51 32 09-1-

47 53 21-8

66 44 40
56 59 04-1

9 45 35-6

61 17 42-6

118 16 47

65 23 44-0 65 23 57-8

65 24 12-5

10-6 65 24 11-5

47 47 37-1 47 47 43-2

47 47 37-5

40-0 47 47 38-8

47 47 53-8

6th Station, the Tank.

Dudhili station and Nalapani,

Bhadraj and Nalapani,

Timli and Bhadraj Dun,

4iBhadraj and Dudhili station, (1 from 2)'. .,

5 Nalapani and Masirana station,

Bhadraj and Masirana station, . .

,

Nalapani and Timli, (2 from 3) ,

56 03 08-8

02 56-2

26 35 05-0

03-7

56.02 59-4

56 03 02-5

72 43 51-3

44 00 -0

85 18 52-4

43-8

26 35 04-4

56 03 01-0

72 43 55-7

85 18 48-1

16 40 54-7

26 35 04-4

46 08 49-7

15S 01 43-S
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7th Station, Northern Extremity of the Base.

1

Readings on same Readings on dif-
\Mean or correct

lvalue of the

Angle.
1

point of Limb. ferent point..

1 j
Nalapani and Zephyr Hall,

!

25 25 10
02-5

25 25 07-5

07-5

25 24 53-7

25 01-3

j (i

25 25 06-3

07-5

24 57-5

> O
25 25 03-8

2 Nalapani and Nevada, . . . . . 99 42 00
41 588 99 41 59-4

99 42 02-3

99 42 14>8
,

42 137
S9 41 47 5

£8-8

i

42 14-3

41 53-2

3 Zephyr Hall and S. extremity oa the base, . .

.

106 20 187
07 5

106 29 21-3
106 29 131

106 23 12-9

• 20
106 29 05 8

106 29 20-7

037 £06 29 04-8

4 Newada and southern extremity of the base, .

.

32 12 062 32 12 08-3
11 57 5 32 12 018

\

32 12 140
138

32 12 120
32 12 13-9

06-3 32 12 09-1
"==-l=1*-' -1-*

8th Station, Tim ft.

lJTank and Bhadraj Dun3

Tank and Bairdt flag staff,

SjTank and Bhadraj-Jaunsar,.

4 Tank and Surkanda,

5 Bhadraj Dun and C'handpury, ,.,,

I

61 Bairdt flag staff and C'hmdpur, . .

.

Pfiae let

41 25 45
44
54

61 21 55
52-5

66 19 08 7
025

68 52 49-5

45

48 56 39-5

37-5

12 Bairdt fort and Bhadraj Dun,
j

2—1
7\C ,handpur and Surkanda,

j

8! Ohandpur and Chur, 14 08 20-5
I

j 32-5

41 25 47-7

41 25 460

61 21 53.7

61 21 55

18 28 27-5

335

68 52 47-3

426

48 56 38-5

33-5

91 50 07
49 54-5

14 08 26-5

4&-5

41 25 46-8

61 21 54-3

66 19 05-6

318 23 30-5

68 52 44-9

48 5Q 36

19 56 07-5

91 50 00-8

14 08 34-5
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8th Station Ttmli,—Continued.

I

Readings on same
point of Limb

Readings on dif-

ferent point.

9\Surkanda and Chii/j.

\0\Chur and Bairat flag staff, . . ., . ,

ll\ Bhadraj-Jaimsar and B. F. S. ...

'Mean or correct

value of the

I
Angle.

105 5b 27-5

63 05 00
00

105 28 27-5

37

105 58 3 c2-3

63 05 00

4 57 09S>

9th or Musirana Station.

Nalapani and Surkanda^

Nalapani and Dudhili station,,

Nalapani and Bhadraj-J ounpur, . ,

Nalapani and tank,

Dudhili station and Bhailraj-Jounpur, .. • .

,

Bhadraj-Jounpur and tank, ,

,

92 03 25
243
265

77 57 40
325

119 13 26
35 03 06 2

41 15 398
84 10 198

92 03 25-3

77 57 36$

119 13 26
35 03 06-2

41 15 39-8

84 10 198

10th Station, Surkanda.

40 03 13 g 40 03 25-i
17-5 40 03 15-6

40 03 33-5

418
31 40 03 35-4

-
40 03 25-5

29 40 03 27-3

11th Station, Bhadraj-Jounpur.

Bhadruj Dun and Masiranu station, . . .

.

2 Bhadruj Dun and Bairat flag staffj,

.

3 Bhadraj Dun and Bairai M®^ „ . » « „ . «>* »

•

4\Masirana station and Bairat flag staff,

b Bairat flag staff and Bhadraj Dun old station,

93 37 §3
32-5

61 14 525
58

67 26 55
60

154 52 27-5

30-5

59 39 112
168

12th Dudhili Station.

1 47 10 47-5

537
9 57 263

138 24 45
55

138 24 53-7

475

J 38 24 50

138 24 506

47 10 50-6

S 9 57 26-3

3 Nalapani and Bhadraj Dun
y . . .

,

t » • e • 5JO» 138 24 50-3
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12th Dudhiti Station,—Continued.

1

Readings on same
paint of Limb.

Readings on dif-

ferent point.

° i it

Nalapani and tank, 57 08 088
12-5

Nalapani and Masirana station, . . ..

.

Masirana station and Bhadraj Dun, .

Tank and Bhadraj Dun,

Mean or correct

value of the

jingle. -

o

57 08 10-6

25-0

50 29 01-2

28 52-7

171 06 20
12-6

....[ 81 16 38-7

41-2 81 16 40-0

81 16 30-0

57 08 17-8

50 28 57-4

171 06 120

81 16 35

13th Station, Bhadraj Dun.

\\ Nalapani and Dudkili station, ...

.

2 Nalapani and Bhadraj-Joum^ .

.

3

4

5

6

7
8
9

Jo

ii

12

Nalapani" and tank, .......

Timli and C'handpiir, ..

Timli and Bairat flag staJf
3 „

Timli and Bairat Math, . %

Bhadraj old station and Chandpur,
Bhadraj old station and Bairat flag staff*,

Bhadraj-Jounsar and Bairat flag staff, .

.

Bairat Math and Bhadraj-Joanpur, . . ....

Bairat flag staff and Bhadraj-Jounpur, . „

Bhadraj-Jounpur and Dudhili station, . .

.

13'Tank and Timli,

14:Tank and Bhadraj-Jotmsar, .....',

15lTank and Bhadraj-Jounpur, . . .

,

16\1MdkiM station and tank, ....

53 16

133 47
136 01

82 02

31 50 21-3

85 49 52-2

50 11 51-3

69 54 35-9

109 07 49-4

104 25 57-2

31 34 49-3

70 48 063
28 36 032

66 16 14-8

61 34 185

53 59 31-2

53 16 11-2

133 47 52-4

136 01 44-4

82 02 16-3

14th Station, Bhadraj-Jonnsar.

Bairat flag staff and Bhadraj Dun new station.

Bairat flag staff and Timli, . . .-.

Bhadraj Dun new station and Timli,. .......

70 20 17-5

22-5

150 54 46-3

56-3

74 34 28-8

33-8

76 20 20

150 54 51-3

74 34 31-3
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1 5th Station, Beirut Fort.

5
6

7

8
9

10

11

Bhadraj-Jounpur and Bhadraj new station, .

.

Bhadraj-Jounpur and Bhadraj old station, .

.

Bhadraj-Jounpur and Timli, .......

Bhadraj-Jounpur and Surkanda^

Bhadraj new station and Bhadraj old station.

Bhadraj new station and Bhadraj-Jounsar, .

.

Bhadraj new station and Timliy

Bhadraj old station and Surkanda, . . „

Bhadrqj-Jounsar and Tiinli,

G'handpur and Timli, ....

Qhandpur and Surkanda,

.

Readings on same
point of Limb.

O I It

57 10 88
12-5

59 11 S3-8

108 06 01-3

15

6 03 17-5

27-5

2 01 23-8

75 02 16-3

088
50 55 51-3

56-3

53 08 16-3

24 06 25
12-5

75 22 26-9

18-5

177 25 10-7

06

Headings on dif-

ferent point.

a ». ,,

Mean or correct

value of the

Angle.

57 10 10-7

59 11 33-8

108 06 08-1

6 03 22-5

2 01 238
75 02 12-5

50 55 538

53 08 16-3

24 06 18-7

75 22 227

177 25 08-3

16th Station, Bairdt Math.

Bhadraj-Jounpur St Bhadraj Dim new station,

Bhadraj-Jounpur and C'handpur, .

3] Bhadraj Dun new station and Qhandpur, ,

2—1

46 17 30
26.2

Id
175 21 16.5

30
129 03 57.4

04 11.3

46 17 237

175 21 233

129 04 04-4

17th Station, Qhandpur.

huti at right comer and 2'itnli,

Bairdt Math and Timli, . .

Bhadraj Dun new station and Timli,.

55 42 42-5

58 37 58-8

41 13 30

55 42 42-5

58 37 58-8

41 13 30
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Account of the Stations, at which the foregoing Angles were observed,

and details necessaryfor their reduction to the centre of the Station,

The greatest part of these stations are either on rising grounds or on

the summits of peaks, Indeed there are but four out of 17, which are on

the low grounds. The signals used were, in the Dun, and where other

objects did not offer, pyramidal frames of wood covered with cloth. These

when projected on a dark ground, are very distinguishable, and can on

account of the sharpness of their summits be intersected, with the greatest

nicety* Their axis were set truly perpendicular by means of a plummet

and wedges driven underneath them. This plummet was also made to

coincide with the centre of the station, and the signal then fixed by driving

in- strong pickets to which it was lashed. For two stations, the northern

and southern extremities of the base, a flag staff was used and after conclu-

ding the angles in the Dun, this flag staff was erected at the connecting

.station in the Dun, in order that it might be more distinguishable from the

mountains. The other objects observed were various as will be seen in the

following account of the stations. I shall give also the reduction of the

observed angles, to the true, as referred to the centres of Use several stations.

1st Station, Southern Extremity of Ease?

A Large picket was driven in to mark this station, The signal was

placed immediately over it as also the circle in obeying. There are

therefore no reductions to be made.
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2d Station, Newada.

The same as the first station, it is about 100 feet wast or north-west

of the Math or Hindu temple, near the village of that name, four miles

south-east of Dehra,

3d Station, Zephyr Hall.

The same as the two preceding. It is near the north-west corner of

Captain Young's Bungalow, on the Nalapam lull, distinguished by the

above name.

4th Station, Nalapant.

Thus is the site of the fort of that name, before which Genera!

G-illespie fell; The station is marked by a large picket (Plate 3,

fig. 1). In observing, the circle was placed accurately over it. The

signal was also adjusted to it, but it happened that when observing at the

Dudhili station, the pyramidal frame having been blown down, I was

compelled to take the angle on a tree close to which the signal had been

placed. It is a well defined object, and its stem is short and straight

The distance of the station from it was determined to great nicety, by observ-

ing the angle between them from Zephyr Hall, distant only one mile.

This angle was, 16 25

The angle at the north P. signal was, 96 45

o

3d Angle, 82 58 35 Sine Ar. Co. 003 28
feet.

Log.distance of signals, = 5485 3 739 16

Sine, 16 25 7 679 01

Feet.

Distance of centre of station, from centre of tree, 264 = 1 421 45
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New at the centre of station, the angle between the tree, and the Dud-

tt' signal was 137 50 the tree being to right of the latter. The distance

of the signals is 53,064 feet. The reduction will then be

;

Log. 53,064 Ar. Co. 5-2752

Sine, 137*50 9-8269

Log. 26-4 1-4214

Sine, 1 Ar. Co.
1

5*3145

Correction in seconds, 68*9 1*8380 additive in Azimuth.

5th Station, Mitha Bert.

Marked by a picket as usual. No reductions. It is about three fur-

longs S. E. of the village of that name, and not far off the road to

Dehra from Sahmspur.

6th Station, the Tank.

This station is on the road from Sahmspur to Dehra. There is a tank

surrounded by high banks, on the southern of which are several small white

buildings erected, to commemorate Satis that have taken place. It is the

eastern of these that marks the station. The place of observation is marked

by a picket of the usual size. From Nalapam the proper object was not

visible, being hid by a tree, I was therefore obliged to intersect another of

these buildings, the distance of which I carefully determined, A plao of

the station, shewing the relative position of the three points is given

plate 3, fig. 2.

The distance of the western Sati, from the picket as measured by a

brass chain was found to be 68° 1 feet, and of the eastern 7*3 feet.
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o

The angle which the former made with Nalapani was found to be 155

153 the latter being to the right. The eastern was to the right of Nalapani,
o ,

again 56 1%, With these data,, and the following distances we obtain

the reductions.

Reductions to Centre, Distance 6H Feet, Longitude 9Q'7853<>

Stations.
j

Distance

[from centre

J
of station,

Logarithm.

\Nulupatoi, ....

iDudhili
station,

Bhadraj Dun, .

Timli, «

Masirana.Q . .

.

Feet.

53-720

58 '807

58-689

71-086
82-316

4-7301
•7694

•7685

•8518
"9155

Angle be-

tween stati-

ons # centre.

Sines.

Reduction

in

Azimuth.

56 12 L.

112 15 L.

128 56 L.

214 14 L.

82 47 L.

9-9196

9-9664

9-8909

9-7502

9-9965

Az. „

194 —
19-7—
16-7 —
9-9 +

15-2—

The reduction of the other Sati to the picket may he found thus:

Log. Ar. Co. 53-720 5*2699

Sine, 155-15 9-6219

169. 2*2279

5-3144

!7l-7 2-4341

4 31-7 add reduction to other Sati,

19 -4 sum is 4 51-7. Which is the angle subtended by the two Satis}

at Nalapani,

7th Station, Northern Extremity of Base.

Marked with a large picket as usual. It is on the edge of the Ris-

panna Nala, about 400 yards north of the village of Dalanwala. No

reductions.
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&th Station, TimlL

This station is about one mile or a little more S< W. of the village of

that name, on a rising ground, a large picket as usual marks the spot.

No reductions,

9th 0?* Masfrana Station,

This station is on a peak of the range which bounds the Dihi to the

north, shutting in the Aglar, one of the feeders of the Jumna. The point

observed was a small pyramid of trees which had been formerly erectedo

From Nalapanf, however this point was not observed, but a pillar that

had been built on the occasion of a former visit. The stand of the circle

was placed exactly under the summit of the pyramid. The distance of

the pillar observed at Nafapamwas 2.3 feet, and the angle which it form-
o

ed with Nalapamwas 159, the latter being to the left. This gives with
it

the distance, 41°8S7 feet, the reduction is = 4*1—additive in Azimuth,

(Plate S. fig, 3),

IQth Statioti, Surkanda.

This is one of the stations of the great triangulation, and it was for

the determination of the distance of this and the Chandpur station, that

this triangulation was instituted. The point observed is the centre of -a

small Math or Hindu temple. The place of observation is a stone pillar,

which is 14 feet from the centre of the building. The centre forms an

angle with Nalapanf of 90, being to the left, and consequently with the
o

'irxina station an angle of 130. .With these and the distances, the
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ii

reductions to the centre are found to be 44*7, for Nalapmu (in Azimuth -\ ) v

and for the' Masirana station 45 '9 (in Azimuth+ ),. (Plate 3. %. 4)

iltfj Station, Bhadraj-Jounpur,

This station is on a mountain of Jounpur, situated between the Aglar

and the Jumna, a wooden temple with conical roof on the summit was the

point observed, but the place of observation was on a stone pillar 9*5 feet

from its centre. The angles which it formed with the different points

intersected and their distances, as well as the reductions are given in the

following table.

Reductions to Centre, Distance 9*5 FeeL

Stations.

Masirana station,

Bhadraj, '.

Bairdt fort, ....

Bairtit Math, . .

.

Distance Angle . be- Reduction
from centre Logariihm. tween stati- Sines. VI

of station. ons &\ centre. Azimuth.

Feet.
! ° ' t *i

43-966-4 51 30 L. 34-0 —
37-218 42 07R. 35-3-f-

. 38-946
1 103 22 R. 1 489 +

47-141
| 109 34 R.

j

39-2 -h |

12th or Dudhili Station.

This station is on a peak of the range to which Bhadraj, Mmrana

and Surkanda stations belong. The point observed was a pillar which

had been previously erected, and it was on this that the circle was placed

in observing, There are therefore no reductions.

\

1 3th Station, Bhadraj.

This station is on the eastern summit of a well known peak. The

circle was placed on the pillar which was the point observed from the other

stations, consequently there are no reductions. To distinguish it from the

.
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station of the great triangulation which is on the western summit, I have

called it the new station., and the other the old, their distance which will be

useful Y/as well determined from Bairdt, and from BJiadrqj-Jounsar*

14th Station, Bliadraj-Jounsar*

This station is on the ascent to Bairdt fort from Kalsi. The place

©f observation is a pillar built in the centre .of a platform of loose stones.

The points intersected from other stations were the extrem comers of this

platform. The plan £fig. 5) of the station will shew how the reductions

are obtained,,

The corner observed at Timli is the S. E. one ; it is 9*6 feet from the
°

•

pillar, from which place it forms an angle of 103 38. These data with

the distance 90,456, gives the -reduction at Timli 2 1 *4
-J-

in Azimuth. From

JBhadraj, two -different corners were observed at different times. The first

time the S. E. or middle one as it thence appeared. The angle which

this forms with Bhadraj was found to be 29 04, which with the distance of

JBhadraj 3^60^ and that of the corner from the pillar 9'6 feet, gives the
•I

reduction at Bhadraj 25*0— in Azimuth, The second time the extreme

corners were observed, which gives the place of the centre or middle point.

Now from the diagram it may be seen that this point as viewed from

Bhadraj, falls to right of the pillar *6 feet, which at that distance subtends

31 the reduction* in Azimuth it is — <.

I5ih Station, Bairdt ForL

'This, is also one of the points of the great triangulation. The station is

however, different in the two triangulations, in the small one it is the south cor-
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ner of the outer fort, In the large one, it is a pillar within the inner fort, the

distance between these points has been determined accurately, beino- neces-

sary far the solution of some of the great triangles. The figure (fig. 6) will

shew the relative positions, and distances of the several points.

The point observed was a flag staff at the comer of the bastion, but the

circle could not be set up exactly in this point. It. was placed on a pillar
O i

9*1 feet from it, which formed an angle of 23 25 with Bhadraj, the latter

being to the right; with these data, and the distances, the following reduc-

tions may be calculated.

Reductions to Centre? Distance T°6 EeeL

Stations.

Distance

from centre

of stations.

Jr. Co. of
Logarithm.

Angle be-

tween stati-

ons 6c centre.

Sines.

Keduction

in

Azimuth.

Bhadraj-Jounpur, . . .

Feet.

38-946
38-829

38-380

107-576
127-455
19-131
98-212

5-4038
•4108

•4159 :

4-9883

•8946

5-7183
5-0078

° «

33 45 L.

23 25 R.
25 26 R.
74 20 R.
27 43 L.

98 28 R.

149 42 R.

9*7447

•5992

•6329
,

•9-835 '

•6675

•9952
•70 9

22-4 —
16-0 + j

175 +j
14-0 +
05-7 —
80-9 4-'

08-1 4-

Bhadraj Dun old station,

Ti/nii, , ,•; .

Swrkanda, . , ...................
Bhadraj-Jounsar, . .........
C'handpur, ............ . . .

16th Station, Bairdt Math or Silgur Stockade.

The point observed was the centre of a small Math or temple about

one mile from the fort, the following reductions are calculated.

Reductions to Centre,

Stations.

Distance . n A Angle be-
. . Ar. do, of\. a

. ..

from centre \ T -n \tween stati-J
j, . j. Logarithm. s .

of stations. ° o is of centre.

Sin

Reduclio?i

in

Azimuth.

Bhadraj-Jounpur, ,

Bhadraj Dun, . . .

C'handpur* ......

Feet.

47-141

47-559
90-111

5-3266

•3228

•0452

177 38 R.
136 05 L.

%

8-6159

9-8411

9-0S59

"VOL, XIV. 4C
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17th Station, C'handpur Peak.

This like Bhadraj, Surkanda, Bairat, is one of the stations of the great

triangulation. It is a lofty mountain being elevated above Sehdranpur

7548 feet. The object observed was the centre of a stone temple. The

v distance and the relative situation of this building, and the pillar on which

the circle was placed, are shewn in the figure. With the data these con-

tained, and the distances, the following reductions are calculated.

Reductions to Centre^ Distance 44 Feet

Stations.

Distance

from centre

of stations.

Timli, .

Bhadraj Dun,..

.

Bairat,

Silgiir Stockade,

,

Surkanda,

Jr. Co. of
Logarithm.

Angle be-

tween stuti

ons fy centre.

Sines.

Feet.

126013
125-164
98-212

901 11

225-606

4-8995
•9025

5 0078
•0452

4-6467

1 59 00 h.

159 46R.
145 17 R.
137 21 R.
146 45 R.

9-5543

•538S
•7555

•8309

•7390

Reduction

in

Azimuth.

25-8 —
25-7 4-
52-6 -f
68-2 -f
22O -f

FiioM every station but Bairat this point was observed, but from that

place it could not be clearly seen, being in a great measure hid by another

building, which is shewn in the plan, (fig. 7). The distance between their

centre measured on a perpendicular to the direction of the Bairat station

is 5-3 feet. This subtends at the distance of 98,212 feet an angle 10'8, and

this is the value of the reduction in Azimuth. It is 4- the true centre

being to the right of the other as seen from Bairat.
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The preceding determinations may be so arranged as to draw from

them a very satisfactory mean value for the Height of any one of the moun-

tain stations (the Chier) above that in the plains, Behille : those that are

nearest to each other, being" supposed most correct as free from the uncer-

tainty of refraction, and having larger- angles of elevation, and depression,

answering to equal differences of level.

Thus, Bairat is above Bliudraj, ...<.,»-...'...-.... 89

Chandpur above Ditto, .. ..v. J. . *-., 1 . .*. J. . 1082

Ditto above Bairdt, , . «. »,.».... * ,..',. 973

By direct calculation, ? » «, * » , . . ,

»

. 953

Mean,. 963

Again, Burlcanda is above MhadrGJ,.^ *>....,,.... 1,772

Bairdt above ditto, ,,„.,.. ., ... * 89

Snrkanda above Bairdt, ,»;.,» ..»»..., 1,683

By direct calculation,. ,.. . £. . , . , . .......... 1,671'

Mean, 1,877

I

*

ur above Bairdt, '

. , . . . . 8 *j« .
'£,

. i . «c 1 963

Surkanda above Chandpur, .'..*...*-.....,... 7M (2 Results).,

By direct calculation* , ? « »> ..!..,-..;..., '701 (1 Result) e

Mean r - 710.
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Chuf above Baircif,

Chiir above Chandpur, ......... 3,128

Chandpur above Bairat, . . . ,\ . 963'

Ch&r above JyteJi,. .......... 6,833-

J?/£e& below Bhadrdj, 2,658

Bhadrdj below Bairat, ......*,. 89*J

4>0S

. 4;086

By direct calculation; 4,092

Chandpur above Belville,, . .

.

7,550

Chur above Chandpur, .... 3,128

Bairat above Belville, ...<..«,. 6,54ST

G&wr' above Bairat^, . . M ,w.

-

4,090

Bhadrdj above Belville, . . .

.

6,4 1 §

C7w*r above Bairat, 4,090

Bairat above Bhadrdj, ...... 89

Mean, 4,090

CAiir' above Belville.

10,678

10,63^

10,589

Surkandd above Belville, .... 8,326

D&fti above Chandpur,.. .... 710

C/wr above D/tto, .......... 3, 128 -

10,744

By direct calculation, 1 0,73

1

Mean of 5 values, 10,676

vol. xiv. 4 L
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This then may be taken as the probable height of the Chur station

above Belville. To which adding;* 1013 feet for the height of the latter,

above the sea as determined from barometrical calculation, we get finally

for the height of the Clivr station above the sea 1 1 ,689 feet. From this

the following mean values may be fixed by applying the several mean dif-

ferences of level before found.
Feet.

Clwr station above the sea, . .
1-1,689

Bairat, • • • i
7,o99

Bhadrdj, •••"*•• 7
'
510

Surkanda, • • • • 9,271

Kedar Kanta, • 12,689

Uchaldru, • 1 4,302

Jytek, 4,854

Chandpur, , 8,561

The refractions it appears are greater where one of the stations is in

the plains.

Thus, Belville-Chiir give, . .

.

Bairat,

Surkanda,.. .

.

Bhadrdj, .....

Chandpur, .

.

.

J 0.44
I

1T29
1

10.99

]

11.73

_J

,,Mean, 1

11 59

* The first calculations gave but 853 feet for this height, but the observations were much less

complete than those subsequently made as described below. It has therefore been necessary to

cancel the first list of results, and to substitute a new one in which the difference of 160 feet has

been added to the elevations formerly inserted., and a number of additional observations have been

appended.
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While for Iieights varying from 7,000 to 14,000 we have,

Surkanda-Bhadrdj, _L_U>
15 41

Bairat, ,._
16.44

Chandpur, ...,,,.. _!_
'

14.26

Uchalaru, ........ _L
16.84

Chandra Madam,. . _J_
17*50

Chur-Bairat, _J_
21.46

Chandjmr, ........ _L_

WItartu fort, ..«,... .

'
.

18.74

Bmrdt-Chandpur, .

x
.r

19 36

Bhadrdi, _L_
. 16.84

Kedar Kdnta. .... _L_
L£>M

Uchalaru,. ...... i

11.53

Chandipur-Bhadraj, *

Mean,
16.81

Now although from the elevations of the snowy peaks being far beyond

14,000 feet, we might safely take a much smaller ratio than i yet to be

within the mark, we will content ourselves with that quantity. The ex-

treme difference in the coefficent, is -^ to jj that is nearly as 2 to 1. Suppos-

irig an arc of 60, this will be either 6 or 3, leaving a doubt of 3, and this

generally on angles of 3 or ^ of the height, that is of 10,000 feet =170 feet.

And it most be recollected that this is taking not a fair view of the question,

but an exceedingly unfavorable one, for it might be safely asserted that in
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no case is the refraction hi viewing a snowy peak from an elevation off

7,000 feet, so great as ^ of the arc, while the distance also is never 60'.

The following table, contains all the elemeats of the calculation of the

elevations of the snowy peaks. The formula is H= Dtang, (E + | S—
- 5

") where H: means the height, D the distance in feet, ,$ the angle subten-
16 ' —

ded between the verticals of the two places, and Ethe> observed altitude.

In finding.8 allowance has been always made far the figure of the earth by

using table 3 of the appendixa

Accompanying there is given a catalogue o£ latitudes andlongitudes of

all the positions that are trigonometrically determined, with the elevations

of as many as have yet been fixed; . The formula.used is sufficiently ex-

plained in the appendix. It only remains to say, that the latitude of Bel-

ville has been assumed as that likely to be nearest the truth, being deter-

mined from a greater number of observations, and under more favorable

circumstances*

.

The Azimuth of the Cliur station from Belmlle, was determined, by.

a

number of double elongations of the pole star, made by both observers, with

the circle, to be 3 25 05 W. of N. Azimuths, were also observed from

the Chur, from Surkanda, Bairdt, Uehaldru and Kedar-Kdnta. The

several differences of Azimuth being calculated by the formula, and tables

given in the appendix, and applied to these, the. differences are in no case

found to exceed what may be fairly attributable to observation, that is to,

say, they never exceed ~. But as all, except the Azimuth from Bairdt, were
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©bserved with the theodolite and deduced from comparisons with the sun,

(a method not capable of the same precision as that of elongations, it

was thought more correct to confine ourselves to the original Azimuth from

Belville, determined in so much more satisfactory a manner. The others

indeed were principally observed as checks, and to be an assurance against

the intrusion of any errors, not properly belonging to the subject.

Barometrical Observations to determine tlie Height of the Station near

Saharanpur, above the level of the Sea.

This important point it is hoped is satisfactorily settled from the eigh-

teen corresponding barometrical observations made at Saharanpur and

Calcutta, for that express purpose, with correct mountain barometers, in

which the -level of the mercury in the cistern can always be adjusted. As

for want of the verification of the zero of their scales, the observations

usually made in Calcutta for meteorological purposes, are not sufficiently

correct, to use as correspondents where differences of height are desired:

we rather chose, to determine the differences of height of Saharanpur, and

the sea, from the assumed mean height at which the mercury is supposed

by philosophers to stand- at the sea level, on an average of the whole

year, but to render that mode of comparison, perfectly correct, it would

be necessary, to have the observations, taken during twelve months at

Saharanpur; therefore, on the arrival of a perfect mountain barometer

in Calcutta,, an? actual cotemporaneous comparison was immediately insti-

vol. xiv. 4:M;
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tuted, with a similar instrument at Salidranjmr as noted below. The

result, (all corrections made) is that 1013 feet, is the height of Suhdranjur

above the sea. Thus a more correct determination having been obtain-

ed, since this part of the paper, went to the press, it is substituted for

the former assumed difference of level, and the present list is more accu-

rate, and also contains more places, than the former, which will account

for the circumstance, of several of the pages bearing the same number.

-

Sahdranpur Cantonment, August 1821.
Surveyor General's House at Chow-,

ringhee, Calcutta, August 1821.

r •>
"2 « <5J 1i

C
^

to ~

<5

tu -e ft

« 2 1 2 'Remarks. ft 1 | 2 s
Remarks.

q 5

•a ^ 1eg e 5n
i

g H
Inches. o o l Inches! «)

7th 4 P. M. 28654 87- 885 Fair. 129.652 87 85 Cloudy.

8th 8 A.M. •732 83-7 85 6 Ditto. •712 83 83 Clear.

101 •730 85-7 90-3 Ditto. •720 85 84 Ditto.
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Appendix containing Geodesic Calculations and Investigations ofthe For

muUe, on which they are founded.--—With Tables*

1. It has Been generally deemed sufficient to perform the calculations

required in a survey, according to the method called Mercator's, rendered

very expeditious by means of the conformity, which the scale of logarith-

mic tangents bears to Mercator's- artificial table of cosecants of the

latitude. In - navigation, - where the distance is measured on the Rhumh,

this method is strictly true, but it cannot give the relation between differ-

ences of latitude, or longitude, and the distances of places. Considering

the earth as a sphere, it is evident that the shortest line between any two

points is the arc of a great circle, and it is in this line that distances pro-

perly speaking should be taken. In Geography, therefore, or Geodesie

this method is not allowable, where a certain degree of accuracy is aspired,

to; indeed where the distance is great, the errors occasioned by it may be

very considerable.

2. To employ the common analogies of spherical trigonometry in

these calculations,.when they are numerous, as is the case of this survey,

would be a prodigious waste of time : it would involve too, numerous petty

errors occasioned by the want of sufficient extent in the tables, which

might by accumulation increase to something considerable, that would in

all probability occasion mucli loss of time in fruitless endeavours to correct.

But supposing the contrary of all this were true, it is still to be recollected,

that the earth is not a sphere, but an irregular figure approaching

so nearly to an ellipsoid, as to be safely considered as such in our finest
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and most accurate calculation.* If then we can resort to a method of

calculation, so true as to have regard to the deviation of the figure of the

earth from the sphere, yet equally convenient and expeditious as though

we had considered it to be a plane, we shall I conceive be justified in

adopting it even though it may seem like affecting a degree of accuracy, of

which the operations of such a survey are not susceptible. When there

are two methods equally intelligible and equally short, one of which is

but an approximation and the other strictly accurate, there can be but

one opinion as to which should be chosen. In the one we cut off every

source of error but that of 'observation, and if we can do this without a

greater expence of time, it would seem like courting error to choose the other.

But those who have attempted these operations know how much will al-

ways attach itself to the work in the field, and how unnecessary it is to

increase it by additions from other sources. The calculations of this sur-

vey have therefore all been made on the supposition of the earth's being

an ellipsoid, and it is to be explained here what the nature is of the for-

mulae on which they have been conducted',

3, The first step is to determine the dimensions of the earth and the

degree of elliptfcity, and this has been done by means of Colonel Lamb-

ton's formulas, given in the 12th Volume of the Asiatic Researches, The

Data which have been adopted are those generally allowed to be the most

unexceptionable, as they are the latest measurements, viz. the French

* "On peut tnujoura concevoir un ellipsoide, tangent a chaque point dela surface tervettrs

u and sur Iequel les mesures Geodesiques, les longitudes et les latitudes, a partir dupoint de confiu-

" geuce dans unepetiteetendue seraieatles memcs qu'a cette surface." La Place. Mjec. Celeste,

vol. xiv. 4 N
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deo-ree,* as determined , by De La-mere ©i^Muhain* -The., 'English by

Colonel Mudge. • The.Swe^Va-by- S^ANB5JaG
;

and,OFBERBpoM^andthe

Indian by Colonel . Lajkbton.. .-These were arrangecllo.&rmArc^/es,

as. follows;. L . .,

.

'

.

•
•

"'

.

-/• Transverse Axis. Elliptieuy,

Indian degree compared with Swedish.gives, '.:.. *« 1-003270 $~
English degree compared with Swedish and Indian,. O0331!

.

,i
French degree compared with -Ditto' Ditto.- '; '0,03218- dL#«d

C* '*. j£ 310/5

Mean result,
;

1-0032663 .
i,.

_
.

With this elliptic!iy apd by -Colonel Jjambton's formulae the equatorial;

egree was calculated., substituting each ofthese 4 degrees in the equation,,

liis Himished four results as follows;

-

Ej the English degree, ,,...,.*,
,
;. ; -6QQ5 1

s8

French, • * v. •/Mr.^.Mf.*...:,. 74*6
t

'

i
' '

' -
-

:

% 9 • * »» « of 9 » 9 ,9 0'9* *

.Mean, 604*

* Ths arc from which this degree 5s deduced has been since extended by Messrs. Biot and

Arrago to 12, having it's middle point little differing 'from, the mean degree 45. As however Cap?

tain Hodgson fixed oa the ellipticity, which we were to- use previous .to:seeing any account of this.

measurement, and as the difference which would arise from admitting it into the calculation would

foave ^een very trifling, it was not thought necessary to loose. so much time as a revision of all our

work would have required, especially considering the lUtle
8 effect a small change in the ellipticity

would produce in tho results..
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(
With this mem : equatorial degree :'.tof^D460 -fathom^ and' the meari

ellipticity of ll^j, the degrees "of latitude, - and "of"the' ^erpendiciilar to

the meridian,/ were calculated i)y means" of' Colonel Lambtqn's formulae,-

for latitudes 8$ "Sf 'and. 32, being the limits of the -survey. The results

are'-given'm- tables -I, 2. Table -3, gives' the difference of the degrees of

latitude, andobTiqne degrees calculated from the same -Data by means of

Mr. Daley's formulae given in the 2d Volume, trigonometrical survey of

England and Wales.*' These tables will be often referred to.

-4. When from given 'distances' and; Azhnuitis we 'are" to calculate differ-

enced Of longitude and W^^d^^^^WLiM}to^Q^Q^^^xW^^k earth
ai

is required tb avoid eonsidei^ble'e'h^rs^as-is evidaii fVOm'tJe manner in

which longitudes and latitudes are reckoned : when however we are to cal-

culate' the side^
!

arid angles of triangles of comparatively small extent, it

is
J

certain^that 'a 'dkregsirabf the deviation of the figure 'From a sphere can-

not rd&Msl8n an^^rror. 1^ Instances therefore dri the ellipsoid if they be

riot too great, may* be determined by supposing
1

them referred' to a spnere.

This is an important distinction and not to be forgotten. The resolution

of sniall spherical' triangles has been made equally simple, as those on a

plane,' by the beautiful theorem of Legendrf, in which he proves 'that by

deducting '
3 'bf'lhe excess of

:

the three spherical angles above 180, from

•
.

;

* There are shorter and more convenient formulas (approximate however), which were not so

familiar -at the time as those used which are strictly correct,

+ It has been demonstrated by M. Legendue, that the difference between the spherical and

spheroidical angles iu the largest triangles that occurred ia. the 'French survey, does not amount to

~ o( & second.
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of them we obtain three angles, which are those of a plane triangle^

having it's sides respectively equal to those of the original spherical trian-

gle. The application of this rule is so simple as to require no explana-

tion, all that is necessary being a table of the spherical excess as it is

called, which being very small in most cases, and proportional to the area

of the triangle, may be determined sufficiently near a priori. This is given

in table 4.

5. Although this theorem be a very convenient one, yet it is not by

any means indispensible. It is easy to apply the common spherical ana-

logies to small triangles, and this without any extension of the tables; by

considering V-~ Rinps and tangents as referred to a radius whose length is

equal to that of the sphere, and expressed in the same measure as the sides of

the triangle. The sines and tangents of small arcs, differ so little from the

arcs themselves, that it appears to be the most direct as well as the easiest

way to find them by means of those differences. Thus the logarithmic

sine, (Bcnnycastle's Trigonometry)=Log. arc— ^ Q^ r
2 + ~r 5 r

2
&c.)

and Log. tang. == Log. arc + i (£ -f ij| 5r* &c£ The first

terms of these series are sufficient for our purpose, and taking these

it is evident that the difference of the tangent from the arc is double

the difference of the sine; that in the former case it is additive, in

the latter subtractive s All that is necessarv then, is to calculate — - „

being the radius of the earth, and i. being the reciprocal of the logarith-

mic modulus = 2-302581. Table 5, gives this correction for the proba-

ble distances of the survey. For sines, half of it is to be subtracted from
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the logarithm of the distance in feet, and for tangents it is to be added. By

means of this table, the calculation of small spherical triangles become

as easy as plane' ones, and this .without any reference to the sperical excess,

which is sometimes troublesome.

6. It is now to be considered what effect the figure of the earth will

have on the determination of differences of latitude, longitude and Azi-

math. In the first place it is very evident that the distance of any point,

from the meridian and perpendicular of another* may be found without

sensible error by considering the earth as a sphere -(Art*. 4)* This felien

gives the latitude of one end. of the perpendicular to the meridian; to

find that of the other with the difference of longitude, and Azimuth is

the second step*

Let PCM represent part of the elliptic

meridian, P 'being- the pole and C the centre

of the earth* Let A B he the given distance

from the meridian being ai right angles to P
i3. . It is required from the latitude of the

point B> and the distance A B to determine

first, the latitude of Ai secondly* the difference of longitude or angle at P,

and thirdly, the Azimuth ofB from A>

At the point B draw the radius of Curvature B JE),* intersecting the

• .
.
.

j

;

|

-

* If we suppose the earth to be cut at any point by a plane perpendicular to the meridian, in

that point the centre of curvature of this section* at the point where it cuts the meridian, is the

point in which the direction of gravity or of the plumb line intersects the aris of the earth.

Playfaik's Outlines of Natural Phil. p. 55. § 62* vol. 3d.

VOL. XIV. 4 O
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axis in E. Join A E, also A B. With the radius J3 E find the value of the

alible AEB. There are then given in the solid angle PE AB, the two

plane angles AEB, BEP (Co-Iat. B), and the inclination of their

planes= 90° to find the third angle P E B, and the inclination of it's

plane with each of the others. But this is evidently that case of right

angled triangles, in which the base and perpendicular are given to find the

hypothenuse and the angles.

7. It is however to be remarked that though the inclination of tli;?

planes P A E, P B £ be really the difference of longitude of A B, yet

the other results of the spherical analogy do not equally answer for the

spheroid. For the angle PEA which is that found by spherical compu-

tation, is not strictly speaking the Co-latitude of A. The true Co-latitude

of this point is the angle formed by the vertical A D with the polar axisr

that is the angle PDA, The difference of the two angles is D A E, and

this is the correction to be applied in order to have the- true Co-latitude

in the spheroid.* Likewise is it evident that the inclination of the planes

PEA, A E B is not the real Azimuth of -the point B .rom A, this being

determined by the angle which: the vertical plane passing through A, forms

with the meridian that is to say by the inclination of the planes A D B,

PDA. It is true, that each of these result? may for all practical purposes

be supposed the measure of the Co-latitude and Azimuth, but it was thought

necessary to make this remark and to give an expression for the two cor-

* It is not to be supposed that this is the only effect which the spheroidal figure has on the

difference of latitude. It has much more; the value of the angle AEB, depending altogether

on the degree of ellipticity.
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recticns, in order to shew that tile error' is really too small to be worth

attending to.

8. This then is the principle, on which the determination of the differ-

ences of latitude^ longitude and Azimuth, of the two ends of an arc of

distance, on the spheroid, is founded. The whole is reduced by consider-

ing the matter in this way, to the resolution of a right angled spherical

triangle. All that is required, being the Radii of curvature of the per-

pendicular to the meridian, for the points A and B> and the distance of

their points of intersection in the polar axis D E~ The former are con-

tained in Table % and the latter in Table 6, calculated from the formula

2 c (sine x— sine x ) where 2 c means the difference of the axes and x, \
t

the latitudes of the points B A.. It may be more conveniently expressed

as follows i

D E=-2cd L, sine I Cos <\ -f f d I/>

9. The problem being thus simplified and reduced to the resolution

of a common spherical analogy, we may next inquire whether the received

formula may not in the cases under consideration, be rendered something

more convenient in calculation, by employing the substitutions and deve-

lopment?, which the arithmetic of sines offers,-

10. In the spherical triangle P A B right angled at B, we have the

^ sides P B} (Co-latitude £)* A B (distance from the me-

ridian reduced to ° '
, and " ) to find the third side P A

(Co-latitude of A)> and the angles P (diff. long.) P A B

Azimuth of J3 from A*
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Put L ^the latitude of B, audi, that of J, L being == L -f d L

Let /* be the distance from the meridian in feet, and J the value of it m
o

degrees, and ===" A B P the difference of longitude, and P A B = 90

— dz. We have, (Bonnycastle's Trigonometry, p. 407).

Tang, i dL = tang. 2
i s, tang. {- (L + L). (1)

But the arc of 1 is the same as the tangent to 8 places of figures, and

a L, can never exceed 1, we may therefore for tangent J d L substitute

its equivalent 1—7, multiplying by 2 H we get,

dL~2 JfUang. 2
|-J , tang. \ (L + L). (2)

Now tang. | (L -f L) = tang. L + ± d L3 and tang. L + idL=:
(Bonnycastle's Trigonometry, p. 409). tang. L -f-

-
toei*^ on

account of the extreme smallness of value of the second member, it is equi-

i , . Sine A d L.
valent to _

*

COS x Jj.

The expression 2 becomes then,~

dL= 2 R, tang. % * , tang. L + g*>"s;n>"n«-M^ (3)

Substituting for sine ^ d L it's approximate value*

Tang.
2

f 5 , tang. L it becomes

. di L a= 2 #! tang. 2| 5, tang, L + **,"**** ^M, ****>.
" T *-' Cos *i/„

This second member is evidently equal to the 1st multiplication

^h t The formula may therefore be written, putting
.,
Cos *L.

J
,

A = first term ; d L = % U\ tang. % J> tang. L + A '^/|
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r
Putting now tang, fit* ^,/f (when/means the factor, the loga-

rithm of which is to be found in Table 5), and substituting this value in

the preceding, we shall have,

f
l

being rejected from the second member as too small to affect it's

value.,

1 t *.. , /» Tang, j, V A X»'« ^

Now S" was originally put equal to j, p being the number of feet in one

Second of the 'perpendicular.

Restoring this value we have
j t . 2 /,, Tang. LX iiH' „dL = *•/• ^~ Lf^ Cos L.

The correction indicated in article 7, may be easily found as follows:

It is evident (fig. 1), that A D -sine D E'A BE sine correction.

But ^ D is the radius of curvature at ACp). D E A is the Co-latitude

found by the above formula, and D E has been shewn, (Art. 8) to be

equal lo 2 c d L, sine 1 Cos (* + \ d L% on account of the smallness of

the correction we are seeking, this is equivalent io 2 c —7 Cos L putting

then x = correction sought, and recollecting that sine x" = -* we shall

foave

e -.Cos L : :
8cd"^ c? ^

: J
Or «r" __ 2 r JX, Cos 2 X.

f

This correction may be taken at once out of Table 7, it is additive as

noticed, (Art. 7) to the Co-latitude found by the above, that is subtractive

* The value ofyj yaiies of coune with that of £.

VOL. xiv. 4 P
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to the latitude, or it is additive to d h the difference of latitude, so that

putting: a — the factor
a
'^'„

.

found in Table 8, and b = the factor

—-— found in Table 9, and x" = the last correction.

cTX ~^7 3fl + ^^ + *>

cTX is evidently to be subtracted from the given latitudeX»

* EXAMPLE.

- The distance of a snowy peak from the meridian of Beluille is 762,810

feet The latitude of the intersection of the perpendicular with the

meridian is 30 23 39-5. Required the latitude of the peak?

Here «S == 762,810, and X = 30° 23 39*5.

1st term. Log. of 762,810 = 5*882,421

Log. factor for tang. —• 0-000,191

5-882,612

Squared, 1*765,224

A (table number), 0*139,81

80*358 — 1-905,Q^

2d term. Log.- of A = 1-905

&, (table 6-651

3036) 8-558
it

Corrections s= '390.
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Thus we have d L = 80-358

+ *036.

Hh -390

1 20-8 = 807$

30 23 39-5

30 22 1ST latitude of the peak.;

The 2d term not amounting in this extreme case, to/1 of a second, may

be always neglected, and consequently the calculation reduces itself to the

addition of 3 logarithms.

For the longitude we have>

Tangent P = lang
- *:

to Cos Z,.

ii w

But tangent P = £. _l -£ — —• -R being the number of seconds frv

the arc = to radius.
it

Therefore L _ I^^J __ I tl
it" Cos! 3 A« 3

Multiplying by ii; P = -fl I^ii —• •§ i-1
Cos jL A" »

Again in like manner tangent $ = L /, / being the factor given by
a"

Table 5, or that by which the arc being multiplied the product is the

tangent. Also \ == £ p being the number of feet in I of the perpendicular,

substituting these values the above equation becomes,

p Cos L 3 Ii"3
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As the second number is so small we may for P 3 substitute it's ap-

3 -p 3

proximate value ^ Co^, z
which will give,

i'
Cos ^ 3ii"* P 3 Cos3£.

It is evident that the second member is merely the cube of the first

divided by 3 R 2
: although this makes the calculation sufficiently simple,

yet I have given a table, (Table II), from which it may be taken by

inspection, the argument being the approximate value of JP, or that found

by the first part, p Cos L is given in Table 10?

To shew the use of the formula take the last example.

hog. pf
5*882,421

Log. /, 0*000,191 Table 5.

p, Cos L, Ar« Co, 3-057,697 TaWa 10,

8715*8 £-940,309

Correction to 8726, 5=2 Table II,

t ii

Long. 8710*6= 2 -25 10-Q true to. %

There now remains "only the Aximuth, and to determine this we have,

Tang. PB-.R : : sine A B Cot, PA B, or employing the proper notation,,

Cot. LiR:: sine &: Cot. (90 — dz.) = tang, dz,

T-r>0» rl 7
s
i!!

s and as -L- I* = tangent L this, is equivalent to sineACUJSjg. Ui. Cot. *-' *

tangent I*.
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Now substituting as in the last equation *« /for sine J we have,

Tans:, dz.

.ft p
Ac Tans-. £

Also tangent dz, = ^ +3 -~^i putting for this last it's approximate

value,

--TM
p'n^

f9 multiplying by R" and reducing, we have finally,

dz.= " Ta"g^y_ £1 A being the first term. Ta"g- *> is found

in Table 12, and the term Al
%
may be taken at sight from Table 11, the

argument being the approximate value of dz".

For an illustration of the formula take the same example^

q = 5-882,421

Log. /. 9-999,904 Table 5.

¥*± 7-761,804 Table 12*
p

1st term, 4406-8 3-644,129

2d ditto, — 0-7 Table 11.

1 »

4406. = 1 13 26

As to the reduction of this result to that in the spherical it must be far

below ~ second. For as the angles AD B, A E B, are the same, and as

the angles PD A, P E A, differ in this extreme case only * of a second;

it is evident that the inclination of the planes P D A, A D B and A E B,

must also be the same very nearly, or at least within the same limits : and

vol. xiv. 4 Q
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as Azimuths are far from the precision of 3 or 4 it would be a loss of

time attending to this corrections,.

It is thus then that the differences of latitude^ longitude and Azimuth

are found ; the calculations are short and symmetrical, and the employment

of the several tables are a good assurance against errors accumulating loo

much. The figure of the earth is fully attended to, and yet the whole

operation is shorter, simpler and less liable to oversight, than even the very

erroneous, though common method called Mercator's. Having shewn

the principles, on which the following results have been obtained, we may

now proceed to the details of the calculation

The latitude of the Belville and Chur stations have been stated at

29 57 10 and 50 50 18, the difference being 53 8. The Azimuth was

found to be 3 25 05 N. W. It is proposed to determine their distance,

regard being had to the figure of the earth.

Let C be the place of the Chur station, and B that of

Belville, L C being the difference of latitude, and C B

the distance. Draw the perpendicular to the meridian ppB„

Put*= CB * =p Bv=zC P) and ph = x,£CBL=
pf"*^ Azimuth = Z

By spherl. Trig. I. Tang. J Cos. Z=tang. *, or*/ Cos.£=*/= gTET
DivoV . by Cos. Z. 2

2J f=H±±f=lH±JU-° J °- Cos. % Cos. Z.

Articled 3. Bulx* = ^ 2Ta"g-^
St.

F

"N.

/, is aeglecled here as too 6maH to aff«ct the value of x-
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By spherL Trig. 4. And sine /* = sine & sine Z, or #jf=/ s sine Z,

Therefore 5. 5 f= *£L+ ^ 2sineS2Ta"g-^
^

Cos. Z g r.

r being" the radius of tbe spheroid,,

» |f on

Thus we have dL = 53 08 = 3188 'Log. 3*503,518

/, '000,344

feet in 1 of lat.—30 23± Log. of (Table 1), 2-004,401

3, Z 3 25 05 Ar. Co. 0-000,773

Approximate value § 322,620 5*509,036

/ Are Co, -999,656

A\ 1-018

Sine
2Z,

.
7-550.

Tang, L> 9-775

2r-Ar. Co. 2'679

+ 10 = 1-024

; = 322,630 feet.

Having thus determined the distance, the next point is to settle the value

of the angles. But before entering on this subject, it is necessary to give

some, short account of the stations, and the several reductions made in the

observed angles, to what is termed the centre of the station. 1. The Char

is a mountain which divides the province of Sirmor from Juhal, elevated

nearly 12000 feet above the sea, and covered for a considerable period of

the year with snow. It is the highest part of a great ridge- or chain of

mountains, running for a considerable distance, and easy to be traced.

Tine signal, which was a pyramid 40 feet in height, built of the trunks of
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trees, was erected on the crest or edge of the long back that distinguishes the

high part of this ridge, and which is properly called the Chur .* On account

of the exposed nature of this site, and the tremendous winds that reign on

such elevated peaks, it was found that nothing could be satisfactorily execu-

ted on such a spot, and therefore most of the observations were made at a

place a little below this, where the sudden sinking of the long back, I have

described, leaves a hollow tolerably sheltered, as well by its situation, as by

the forest which has here its limit. It was from this place that the white

lights, which it was necessary to use at Relville, were observed, and indeed

most of the observations made with the theodolite. This being the case, it

was thought necessary to have the distance of this point from the pyramid,

accurately determined, and this was done by means of a small triangulation,

proceeding from a base of 42 feet carefully measured. The distance was

found by two sets of triangles, in all of which the three angles were ob-

served, and the difference of the results is only a few feet : 447" feet may

I conceive be taken as the true distance of the station of observation from

the pyramid, and with this distance the reductions of the observed angles

are calculated.

2. Belville (the residence of the Judge and Magistrate), is, as already

noticed, the station of Sahdranpur. The place where the observations

have been made is a pillar of masonry, near a corner of the house, which

latter being entirely white, and sufficiently large, forms a very good signal,

and is visible at great distances in the mountains. Fig, 1, (Plate IV.) shews

* From ^fl Chud'a (Sanscrit), a crest. H. H. W.
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the position of the pillar, with respect to the house, with the dimensions of the

latter, and the directions of the principal stations from it. The reductions

are made by measuring the distance of the point to be reduced on a per-

pendicular, to the direction of the station which has been observed, or from

which the observation has been made, and turning the value of this normal

into seconds by Table 13.

3. Bairdt a fort in Jawisar, on the summit of a peak, elevated nearly

7000 feet above the sea, is the third station. It is a quadrangle of loose

stones with some slated huts inside. The place* of observation is a pillar

built by Captain Hodgson within the fort, the position of which is shewn

as well as the dimensions of the fort, in fig. 2, (Plate IV). There is an

outer wall, one corner of which is sufficiently high to be well defined: it

has been sometimes observed, a flag staff being erected to mark the spot.

This is also indicated in the figure.

4. Surkanda is a high mountain on the border of Gerhwal, and the

Dun. The pyramid which forms the signal is similar to that at the Chur,

and is erected over the centre of a small temple with a pointed roof, which

had been the point always observed previous to the erection of the signal.

The place of observation is a stone pillar built close to a corner of this tem-

ple: the direction and dimensions of the latter being all marked in fig. 3,

(Plate IV).

From the Cluir'as already noticed the station of Belville is not visible,

and we were therefore compelled to use white lights.

VOL. XIV. 4 It
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i

In October 1817, I made the following observations with the theodo-

lite, well levelled on a stone pillar.

« . t.

1 6th. The light was found to be to the right of the fixed mark, 4 5910

X 5 \j\.\t? cj C C a & (i C t- O b ', i. '.j t '' u -> '' ^ O * & b S O C " b t C C' O r.i o o (3 O Q v, a «w%Jr

Mean, 4 59 18

The fort of Bairdt, (centre) was again found to be left of

(LUG IXIcLk Ivm oeoooae'Jo&&O6oe90©o©oopecGeeec$oo«»<!!Q9©Q©»»Qo ^ f 'it J- 1 v/

rt^LiiVivikvi Udy^ • $ ©«•«©* a© <S©a©e»ea« oee » e o e i v a • • © © e 9 o « & * VsAi

Mean, 47 40 56

The point observed, is 9 feet from the direction ofthe pillar, . . »— II

47 40 45

This angle waafound to be by the large circle in June 1818, 47 40 35

Mean, 47 40 40

Belville, 4 59 18

52 39 58

The pyramid formed an angle of 131 818 with Belville, and consequent-

ly 183-38 with BairdL With these angles^ the approximate distances
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322-600,, and the distance of the pyramid 447 feet, we get the reductions

to the centre ofUhe station as follows

;

Reduction for. Bairdt in Azimuth, ................,.,,.,,,, + o SF-&.

Belville ditto, a o 6 .. 90 » Be6 o e o B , e8set69a9 — 3 34-5

1 otal reduction, • «

«

t %._• »i >»• «r »•••»•»»

«

s • —— 4 13

Observed angle,.MM.M,.„i v „„.i 52 39 58

True angle reduced to centre* tfvi&tirft^b • . , .;. .......... . . 52 35 46

At Belvilk I found the angle between the CMr pyramid, and Bairdt

fort, as follows :

The Azimuth of the C/^r taken by double and single elongations of

the pole star, was found by both Captain Hodgson and myself, to be

3 25 05o This was by a mean of 7 comparisons with the standard mark

The Azimuth of Bairdt centre was in like manner found by two such

comparisons1 to be 28 03 2£, (for details see observations in December),,

This gives the Azimuth of the pillar, »...,;....•.*..»,«. 28 03 30°5.*

Mean, 28* 03 30-5

3 25 05

31 28 35-5

< "
* By some unsatisfactory observations made before, Captain Hodoson bad found it 28 03 00*

Oo revising the angle however we found it as above.
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At Bairdt, again, the angle betv/een the CMr pyramid and left corner

of Belville, as observed by me with the theodolite3 was by a mean of

great many observations, 95 56 13. Reduction 21 feet = + 17

Corrected angle, 95 56*30

Captain Hodgson observed with his large circle, the angle between
° ! t!

the CMr pyramid, and the centre of Belville to be, 95 55 17

Reduction 91 feet, + 01 .13'

Corrected angle, 95 56 30

These agree well The three angles are then, Bairdt, 95 56 30 -—17

Belville, 31 28 35-5— 17

Chw,. 52 35 46 >— 17

Sum, 180 00

Should be, 180 00

a
• ii

Sine lit. Co., . . ., . 95 56 13 0002,336

: 322,630 5-508,705

: : Sine, 52 35 29 9*899,997

Feet.

Bdville-Bairdt, . . . 257,655 5-41 1,038

Sine, 31 28 18 9*717,734

Feet

CMf-Bairdt, ,..;.« 169,346 5-228,775
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Calculation of the Latitude of Bairat.

Distance, 257,655 Log. 5-411,038 -411,038
O I i|

Azimuth, 28 03 30) « , „

[Cos. 9-945,697 Sine, 28 03 20 -672,424
fSpher.Ex; — 2)

Log. * 5-356,735 * = 121,189 -083,462

Log. offeet in 1 lat. 2-004,394

Dif£ of lat. 1st part 2250-8 = 3-352,341

Log. distance from meridian == Log. ** 5-083 & **
2 = 0-166

Tab. 8 to

30 34 07 0-143

Difference of latitude second part, 2'6= 0*309
h

Diiference of latitude first part, 2250-8

Second ditto, — 2-0

2248-8 = 37 288

Latitude of Belville, 29 57 10

Latitude of Bairdt, 30 34 38-8

Position of Surkanda on the base, Belmlle-Bairdt = 257,655 feet.

vol. xiv. 4 S
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At Surkanda I observed the angle between the middle corner of Bairdt

fort and the centre of Belville, (vide observations of October), to be as

follows:

16th 64 47*55

17th 64 48 10

20th 64 48 37-5

21st 64 48 39

24th 64 47 34

'26th 64 47 27

Mean, 64 48 04

^ , ,
{Belville 14 feet, 10 + in Azimuth.

.Reduction to centre, <

(Bairdt 8-6 feet, 14 + Ditto.

64 48 08

Reduction to Bairdt pillar 1 8 feet, .

.

29 +
Belville pillar 98 feet,. . 01 1 1 — in Azimuth.

64 49 48

At Belville the angle between the centre of Bairdt fort and Surkanda,

pyramid was found, (vide observations for November and December),

26 27 15

16

Mean, 26 27 15-5

Reduction to Bairdt pillar 40 feet, r ,
:

* • 32 -

26 26 43
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At Bairdt the angle was observed by me in March 1818. The mean

of a great many intersections, gave reduced to the pillar 88 43 39.

Now we have,

Bairdt, ,
88° 43 39 — 3

Belville, 26 26 43 — 3

Surkanda, . . ... 64 49 48 — 3

180 00 10 9

Should be, . . . 180 00 08

Sine of 64° 49 45 0-043,330

: 257,655 5-411,038

: : Sine 88° 43 36 9-999,893

SurJcanda-Belvitte, 284,61 7 5-454,261

Sine 26° 26 40 9-648,682

126,7$0 5103,050
«

Calculation for the Latitude of Surkanda.

Distance from Belville, 284,617
° i p.

Azimuth, 54 30 16

Spherical excess, 9

Log. 284,617 5-454,261 -454,261

Cos. 54° 30 16.6 9-763,924 Sine 54° 30 16 -910,709

Log. » = 5-218,185 — 2 5-364,970
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Feet in 1 lat. 2-004,388

I 3-213,797

Diff.lat. 1st part, 27 16-1

Log. ***

Tab. 8 to 30° 24 =
0-730

0-144

7-5 0-874

27 08-6

29 57 10

30 24 18-6

But we may also calculate the position of Surkanda taking as our base,

the distance Belville-Bairdt as deduced from the observed latitudes.
°

Latitude of Belville> .... 29 57 10

Latitude of Bairdt, .... 30 34 28*5

Azimuth 28 03 15. Difference of latitude,.. . 37 !8°5 = 2238*5

Log. 2238-5 3*349,957

Feet in 1 lat. 2*004,392

Log. factor to tang. 0-000,01

7

5-354,366
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Cos, Z> 9-945,697

256,240 = appr. value s — 5-408,66$

Factor to tang. — 022

A 2 0-817 The square of the 1st term, or appro-

Sine Z, 9-672 [ximate value of K

Tang. Z, 9-727

Tang, L, 9-77!

r Ar. Co., 2-378

-f 232 = correction, 2-365

256,472 Belville from Bmrdt.

Sine 64° 49 45 Ar. Co. 0-043,330

256,472 5-409,042

Sine 88 43 36 5*999,893

Swkanda £bdi Belville, 5*452,265 = 283,312 feet.

Calculation of the Latitude.

Log. distance, 5*452,265 5-452,275

Cos, Z
J

S. excess, 9-763,924 Sine Z— % S. E. 9-910,709

Log. * 5-216,189 Log..** 5-362,984

Feet in 1 lat. 2-004,388

1628-6 3-211,811

vol. xiv. 4 T
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<x
2 0-725

Tang. L, 9-768

2 Rv A. & 4-385

f Ar. Co., 5-988

7.3 Correction, 0866

Sl-3 = 37 01-3

29 57 10

30 24 II *3 latitude of Surkand-a,

End of the Appendix,

*T
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Various Tables useful in expediting Geodesic Calculations; Calculated on

an EUiptieity of^~^ and an Equatorial Degree of 60,640 Fathoms.

TABLE 1.

The length of the Degree and Minute of Latitude in Fathoms with

their Logarithms, also the Logarithm of the Radius of Curvature of the

Meridian, to every 10 of Latitude.

Degree of
Latitude.

Logarithms, biff.

Fathoms

in 1

Biff.

Log. ofFa-
thoms in 1

orft. in 10"

3000
•10

•20

•30

•40

,
-50

31 00
10
•20

•3C

•40

•50

32 00

60607.7
09-2

107
122
137
152
167
182
19-7

212
22 7
242
25 8

15
1-5

1-5

1-5

1 5

15
I 5

15
1-5

15
15
1 5

782,5278
5385
5492
5599
5707
5815
5923
6031
6139
6248
6356
6464
6573

107

107
107
108

108
108
108

108

109

108

108

109

1010-128
•153

•178

•203

•228

•253

•278

•303

•328

•353

.378
•493

•430

•025
004,3764

3871
3978
4085
4193
4301
4409
4518
4627
4736
4843
4954

004,5062

Diff.
Log. of Radius

of Curvature.

107

107
107
108
108

108
109
109

109

109

109

108

540,6504
6611

6718
6825
6933
7041
7149
7258
7367
7476
7585
7694
7803

107

107

107,

108

108
108
109

109
109

109
109
109

TABLE 2.

The same for the Perpendicular to the Meridian.

Perpendicular

Degree.

. 30 00 60905-1
•5

•5

•5

•5

•5"

•5

•5

-5

•5

•5

>#

10 9056
20 906-1

30 906 6

40 907-2

50 907 7

31-00 908-2

10 908-7

20 909-2

30 909-7

40 910-2

50 910-7
•5

1

32 00 911-2

Logarithms. Diff.

Fathoms

in 1 I

Log. of Fa-

thoms in I"

or ft. in 10"
Diff.

Log. of Radius
oj Curvature.

784,653,83

657,42
661,02

604,62
668,22
671,82

675,42
679,01

682,60
686,19
689^78
693,37

096,97

1015 085
359

•093
008

360
360

•102

•110
360
360

•120

360
•128

•137
359

•145
359

•153
359

•162
359

•170
359

•178
360

•187

0065-0241
•0612

•0983
•1354

•1725

•2796

•2466

•2822

•3178

•3534

•3890

4246
•4605

371

356

6542,7764
7800
7836
7872
7908
7944
7980
8016
8052
8088
8124
8160
8196

36

36
36
36

36
36
36

36

36
36
36

36
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TABLE 3;

Difference of the Meridional and Perpendicular Degrees, multiplied by

the square of the sine of the Azimuth or p — m. Sine
2A

o DW-
\

Dip. o
!

o m> Diff. o

Az... Lat. 30
10 Az. WLat.

Lat. 32

1

Ax. Az.\ Lat. 30

1

10 Az. \0Lat.

Lat. 32 Az.

i

:

FATHOMS.

1

o-i

0-1

02

l FATHOMS.
1

1 o-i o-o 0-1 1 41 128-0
09
0.9

0.9

0.9

0.8

0-4 *122-8 41

2 0-4 o-o 0-3 2 42 133-1 ,0-4 127'7 42
3 0-8 00 0-8 3 43 138-3 05 132 7 43
4 14 o-o 14 4 44 143-5 05 137-7 44
5 2-3 o-o

j

2-2 5 45 148-7 5 142-7 45

6 3-3
02
02
0-2

0-3

03

00 31 6 46 153-9
08
0-8

0-8

0-8

0-8

05 147-7 46
7 44 00 4-3 7 47 159-1 0-5 152 7 47
8 5-8 o-o 56 8 48 164-3 0-5 157 6 48 •

9 7 3 70 9 49 169-4 6 162-6 49
10 9-0 8-6 10 50 174-5 0'6 167-5 5.6

11 10-8
0-3

0-4

0-4

0-4

04

00 10-4 11 51 179-6
08
0-8

0-8

0-8

0-8

€•6 1724 51

12 128 00 12-3 12 52 184-7 ,0-6 177 3 52
13 150 144 13 53 189-7 0-6 182-1 53
14 174 1 16-7 14 54 194-7 6. 186 8 54
15 19-9

1

o-i 191 15 55 199-6 0-7 19A 5 55

16

1

226
0-5

0-5

5

05
0-6

01 21-7 16 56 204-4
0-8

0-7

0-7 1962 56
17 25 '4 0T 24-4 17 57 209-2; 0-7 200 8 57
18 28-4 o-i 27-2 18 58 213-9 0)7 205-3 58
19 31-5 01 30-2 19 5.9 218-5 07

0-7

07

.0.7 209 7 59
20 34-8 o-i S3-4 20 60 2230, 0.7 2141 60

21 38-2
06
06
0-6

07
0-7

o-i 36-6 21 61 227-5
0-7

0-7
1 7 -

0i6

6

iO.8 218-4
1

61

22 41-7 1 400 22 62 231-9 OS 222-6 62
23 454 0-2 43-5 23 63 236-1 0-8 226 6 63
24 492 02 47-2 24 64 240-3 0-8 2306 64
<? t\ 5S1 0-2 .50-9 25 65 244-3 o-s 234-4

i

65JO mJ\J 1

26 57-1
0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

02 54-8 26 66 248-2
06

0-8 238-2 66
27

28,

613
.65-5

02
02

58-8

62-8
27
28

67 252D 0-8 •

0-8

241-9

245-4,

67
6868 255-7!

0-6

06
0-5

0-5

i

29 699 2 67-0 29 69 2592 09 248*8: 1 69 i

30 74-4 0-2 ii:$ 30 70 262-6; 9 2520 70

31 78 9
0.8

0.8

0.8
0-8

08

0-3 75-7 31 71 265 9
05
0-5

4
4
4

0-9 255-2 71
72

j
32 835 0-3 80-1 m 72 2690 0-9 '258-2

33 88-2 0-3 84-6 33 73 272-0 09 261.0 73
34 930 0-3 89-2 34 74 274 8 0-9 263-7 74
35 97-8 03

,
93-9 35 75 277-5 0-9 266-3 75 :

36 1027
0-8

0-8

08
8

0-8

.0-3 98-5 36 76 280-0
04

0-9 268-7
J

76
37 107-7 04 103'3 37 77 282-4

! -0:9 '2710 771
38 112-7 04 .108,1 .38 78

;

284-6 Q 3
0-3

6-3 -

03

fe'O 273-1 78 (

3£

4C

117-8

122$
0-4

0-4
1130
117 9

3S

4C

79 ! 286 6 [ 10 :

1-0

27 5

276-8
79
8080 288-4
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TABLE 3,—Continued.

m Diff.
1

Diff Diff.

Az. Lat. 30 10 Az. 10 Lot., Lat. 32 Az.\Az.\ Lat. 30 io Az. 10 Lat. Lat. 32 Az.

FATHOMS. FATHOMS.
81 2901

0-2

0-2

0-2

02
1

10 278-4 81 86 296-0
1

1

00
o-o
o-o

10 284 86
82 2916 10 2798 82 87 2966 10 284 6 87
83 293 10 2811 83 88 2970 1-0 285-0 88
84 294-1 10 282-3 84 89 297-3 1-0 285-3 89 i

85 2951 10 2832 85! 90 297*4 1:0 285-4 90 !

1

TABLE 4.

Spherical Excess.

Adjacent 100.000
Angle. Feet.

O o
If

1 89 •041

2 88 •083

3 87 •123

4 86 •165

5 85 •205

6 84 •245

7 83 •286

8 82 •326

9 81 •365

10 80
i

•404

11 79 v -443

12 78 •481

13 77 •518

14 76. •555

15 75 •591

16 74 •626

17 73 •661

18 72 •695

- 19 71 •728

20 70 •760

Diff. ! Logarithm, Diff.
Adjacent

Angle.

100.000
Feet.

Diff. Logarithm. Diff.

42
40
42
40
40

41
40'

39

39
39

38
37
37
36

35

35
34
33
32
31

8-6155

•9163

90919
•2162

•3124

3906
•4564
•5130

•5627

•6067

•6463

•6820

•7145
•7443

•7717

.7969

.8203

.8419

.8620

.8808

3008
1756
1243
962
782

658
566
497
440
396

357
325
298

;

274
252

234
216
201
188

174

21 69
22 68
23 67
24 66
25 65

26 64
27 63
28 62
29 61

30 60

31 59
32 58
33 57
34 56
35 55

36 54
37 53
38 52

39 51

40 50

n

•791

•821

•850

•879

•906

•932

•957

•980

1002
1023

1043
1 063
1081
1 096
1111

1-124

1136
1147
1-156

1-164

31

30
29
29
27
26

25
23
22
21

20

20
18

15

15

13

12
11

9

8

6

•8982

•9145

•9296

•9438

•9570

•9692

•9807

•9913

00011
00102

00186
00264
0334
0397

00457

0.0509
0555

0.0596
0.0631

0.0660

174
163
151

142
132
122

115

106

98
91

84

78
70
63
60
52

46
41
35
29
25
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TABLE 4,—ContinuecL

-Adjacent

Angle.
100,000
Feet.

Biff. Logarithm] Biff. Multiplier

o o

41 49
42 48
43 47
44 46
45 45

170
175
179

181

182

•0G85

0703
0716
0724
0727

25
18

13

8

3

Multiples of the preceding.

Multiplier.

1

2
3

*
5

6

7
8
9

10

11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18

IS

20

21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28

Length of the

given Side.
Difference.

I

100,000
141,421

173,205
200,000
223,607

244,949
264,575
282,843
300,000
316,228

.331,662

346,410
360,555
.374,166

387,298

400,000
412,310
424,264
435,880
447,214

458,2.58

469,041
479,583
489,898
500,000

509,902
519,615

41,425.

31,784
26,795
23,607
21,342

19,626

18,268
17,157

16,228

15,434

14,748
14,145

13,611

13,132

12,702

12.310

11.954

11,626

11,324

11,044

10r,783

10,542
19,315

. 10,102

9,,902

9,713

. 9,535

.29

30

31

32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50

51

52
53
54
55

56
57
58

59
60

61

62
63
64
.65

Length of the

given side.
Bifference.

538,516

547,722

556,776
565.685
574.456
583,095

591,608

600,000
608,276

616,441

624,500
632,455

640,312
648,074
655,744
663^325

670,820

678,233
685,565
692,820
700,000
707,107

714,143
721,110
7^8,011

J 734, 847
741,620

748,331
754,983
761,577
768,115
774,597

781.025

787,401
793,725

800,000

9 206
9054

8909
8 771
8-639

8 513

8 392

8-276

8165
8-059

7-955

7-857

7-762

7-670

7-581

7-495

7-413

7-332

7-255

7-180

7-107

7-038

6-967
6-301

.6-836

6773
6-711

6-652

. 6-594
6-538

6-482

6-428

6-376

6'324

6-275
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TABLE 5,

j

Of the Difference, of -the Logarithms, of the $r<s and Tangent, to six

places .of Figures, with the length of the Arc in Feet, both on the Meridian

and Perpendicular;, and the Logarithms of the . several
t
Arcs in Seconds

and "Feet.

Arc. Logarithms of
Feet on the

Meridian.
Logarithm.

Feet, on the , ...

u ,. , J Logarithm
perpendicular °

D/ff.Arc] n ./r.

& lang.\ "

j o

0-

1

I 2-3SQ2
1

D »ff-

24,244 4;3846 ^24.361
Oi5 2-6812 .48,480 ,4-6856 48:720

I 15I 2-8573 , 72,730 ,4-8617 73,080
ill i 2 9823 .97,000 4-9867 97,460
2C 1 .3 0792 121,230 5 0836 121,820

-24 ^3-1584 145,480
.

5-1628 1-46,180
1 28 3 2253

i
169.710 5-2297 170.530

32 3 2833 193.960 5 2877 194.900
36 3 3344 i 218,170 5-3388 -219,230
40 3 3802 , 242,440 5-3846 .243,620

'42 3-4014
r

254,570 5=4058 ,255,800
.44 3-4216

|
: 8 266,600 - .5^4260 ,268,000

-49 3 4409 278,810 5-4453 280,200
48 3 4504 290,900 5-4638 292,350
5C 3 4771 e 303,020 ; 5;4815 ,304,510

52 3-4Q41

1

315,210 5:4986
'

316,740
54 3-5105 327,270 5-5149 328,860.m 3-52Q3 339,400 -5-5307 341,040
.58 3-5416 351,570 55460 353,270

i.xx; > 3-5563 363,670 5 5607
. 365,430

m 3-5705 375,76-0 • 5 5740 •377, £80
04\ 36843 '< 387.890 55887 389,770
Of » 3-5977 400»400 5602! 401,970

0$ . 36107 412,200 5 6151 ,414,200

1C ) 3 -£232 424,230 56276 ,426; 300

12 3-6355 436,420 5-6390 438,540
It I 3 6474 • ,. 448,540 5 6518 450,720
It» 3-5.<589 - ,460,7,00 5*6634 462,920
1$J 36702 472,720 5-6746 475,010
2£> 3-6812 484,850 5-6856 -487,200

2^ ! 3-69-19 497,050 56964 499,4,60

24I 3-7024 509,100 5 7068 511,700
2f i 37126 521,200 5 7170 523,700

2*5 3-7226 533,400 5-7270 535,900

1

3l) 3-7324 545,500 57368 548,100

4-3867
4-6877
4-8638
4-9888

50857

5-1640
5-2318
5-2898
5-3409

5-3867

5-4079
-5-4281

5 4474
54659
5-4836

5-5007

5 5170
5-5328

5 5481
5 5628

5-5770
5-5908
5-6<)4:2
5 6172
5 6297

5-6420
5-6539
5-6655

5 6767
56877

5-6985

5-7090
5-7191

5-7291

57389

1

2

3

5

7
10

.12

16

20

22
24
26
28
31

33
36
38

.41

44

.47

50
53
57

60

63
67
71

74

78

82
86
91

95

99

3

2
4
4
2

2

2

3

2
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TABLE
.
5,—Continued.

Arc. Logarithms of
" Feet on the

Meridian.
Logarithm.

Feet on the

Perpendicular
\

Logarithm.
Diff. Arc]

§Tang.\ &ff\

,
Diff. |

1

1 32 3-7419 557,600 5-7463 560,300 5-7484 '104
4

5

5

4

5

34 37513 569,800 5-7557 572,500 5-7578 108
36 3-7604 581,900 5-7648 584,600 5-7669 113
38 3-7694 594,100 5 7738 596,900 5-7759 118

40 3-7781 606,100 5-7825 609,000 5-7846 122

42 3-7867 618,200 5-7911 621,100 5-7932 127
5

6

5

5

6

44 3-7952 630,400 5-7996 633,400 5-8017 132
46 38034 642,400 5-8078 645,500 5-8099 138
48 3-8116 654,700 5-8160 657,800 5-8181 143
50 3-8195 666,600 5-8239 669,900 5-8260 148

52 3-8274 678,900 5-8318 682,200 5-8339 154
5

6

6

5

3

54 3-8350 690,900 5-8394 694,200 5-8415 159
56 3-8426 703,100 5-8470 706,500 5-8491 165
58 3-8500 715,200 58544 718^600 5.8565 171

2 00 3-8573 727,300 5-8617 730,800 5-8638 176

01 3-8609 733.300 5-8653 736 r900 ' 5-8674 179
3

3

3

3

3

02 3 8645 739,400 5-8689 743,100 58710 182
0-3 3-8680 745,400 5-8724 749,040 5-8745 185
04 3 8716 751,700 5-8760 755,300 5-8781 188
05 3-8751 757,700 5-8795 761,400 5-8816 191

06 3-8785 763,700 5-8829 767,400 5-8850 194
4
3

2

4
3

1 07 3-8819 769,900 5-8864 773,600 5-8885 198
1 08 3-8853 775,900 5-8898 779.600 5-8919 201

09 3-8887 781,800 5-8931 785,600 6-8952 203
lO- 3 8921 .787,900 5-8965 791,800 5-8986 207

ll 3-8954 794,000 5-8998 797,800 5-901*9 210
3

4
12 '3-8987 800,000 5-9031 803,900 5-9052 213
13 -3-9020 806,100 5-9064 810,000 5-9085 217
14 1

3-9052 812,300 59097 816,200 5-9118 220 3

15 3-9085 818,300 5-9129 822,300 5-9150 223
3

4

16 3-9117 824,300 5-9161 \ 828,300 5-9182 227
17 3-9149 830,400 5-9193 834,400 5-9214 230

: 3

18 3-9180 836,400
:

5-9224 840,400 5-9245 233 3

19 3:9212 237 4

20' 3*9243 240 3

[ j

'

i
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TABLE 6,

Of the distance in Feet between the points ofintersection ofthe Verticals,

with the Polar Axis, for a given difference of Latitude.

Difference of Latitude.

Lot.
n

10
II

20 30 |

ll

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
ii

120
<i

130

o
1

30
32^

5-6

5-5

11-2

10-9

167
164

22-3

21-9

27-9

27<4

33-5

32-8
3J9-1

38-3

44-6

43-8

50-2

49-2

55-8

54-7

61-4

60-2

67-0
" 65-6

72-5
7-1-1'

TABLE 7*

Of the Spheroidal Correction of Latitude;

Argument, Difference of Latitude.
1

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
•<

80 90 100
ii

110 120 130 1

II

•o

ii

•1
M

•1

ii

•2
ii

2 •3
n

•3
„ 1 .,

•4
J

-4

ii

•5
'i

•5
ii

•6 «
)

TABLE 8.

Of the Factor for difference of Latitude, of the ends of a Perpendicular.

Logarithm Logarithm Logarithm
* Logarithm

Latitude. of L,tiitude. of Latitude. of Latitude. of
Factor. Factor. Factor. Factor.

O 1

3000
i

01 330 30-32 0-1423
o

1

3102 01 509 31-32 0-1594
•02 •1336 •34 •1429 •04 •1,515 •34 •1600
•04 •1342 •36 •1434 •06 •1520 •36 •1606
•06 •1347 •38 •1440 •08 •1526 •3S •1611
•08 •1353 •40 •1446 •10 •1531 •40 1617
•10 •1359

30-42 •1452 31-12 , -1537 31-42 •1622
3Q- 12 •1365. .

-44 •1457 •14 •1543 •44 •1628

•14 •137L •46 •1463 •16 •1549 •46 •1634
[

16 •1376 •48 •1469 •18 •L554 •48 •1639

•18 •1382 •50 •1474 •20 •1560 •50 •1645

•20 •1388

30-52 •1480 31-22 •1566 •52 •1650

30-22 •1394 •54 •1486 •24 •1572 •54 •1656

•24 •1440 •56 •1492 26 •1577 •56 •1662

•26 •1405 •58 •1497 •28 •1583 •58 •1C67

•28 •1411 31-00 1503 •30 •1588 32-00 •1672

! -30 •1417

VOL. XIV. 4 X
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TABLE 9.

Of the Factor -^1 R" 1

L p-

Argument, value of i* in Feet.

j
Feet.

100000
Feet.

200000
Feet. Feet.

300000 400000
Feet.

500000
Feet.

600000
Feet.

700000
Feet.

•

800000

Log. of

-Factor.

1
-

—

4760 5-362 5-714 5-964 6 158 6-316 6-450 6-566

TABLE 10.

Of the number of Feet in 1 of Longitude with the Logarithms.

j

Feet in Feet in Feet in

hat.
j

i

i

Logarithm. Lut.

'i

Logarithm. Lat.

1

Logarithm.

° ' 1
Feet. O |

Feet.
1

Feet.

30.00 87-91 1*944,033 3025 87-54 1 942,202 30-50 87-17 1-940,344

•01 •89 •943,960 •26
.
'52 •942,128 •51 •15 •940,269

•02 •88 •943,887 •27 •51 •912,054 •52 •14 940.194

•03 •86 •943,815 •28 •50 •941,980 •53 •12 •940,118

•04 •85 •943,742 •29 •49 •941,906 •54 •1! S40,043

•05 •84 •943,669 •30 •47 •941,833 •55 'C9 •939,968

•05 •82 •943,596 •31 •45 •941,759 •56 •07 •939,892

07 •81 •943,523 •32 .44 •941,685 •57 •06 •939,817

•08 79 •943,450 •33 •42 •941,610 •58 •05 •939,742

•09 •78 .943,377 •34 •41 •941,536 •59 •03 •9.39,667

•10 •76 •943,305 •35 •39 -941,462 31 00 •02 •939,592

•11 •75 •943,232 •36 •38 •941,388 01 •00 •939,516
'•12 •73 •943,159 •37 •36 •941,313 -02 86 98 •939,4 40

•13 •72 •943,086 •38 35 •941,239 •03 •97 •939,354

•14 •70 •943.013
j

•39 •33 •041,165 •04 •95 •939,288

•15 •69 •942;r 10 •40 •32 •941,091 •05 •si. 939,212
•16 •67 •942,867 •41 •31 •941,016 •06 '92

! 939.136
•17 •66 •942,791 •42 •29 •940,941 •07 •91 •939,060

•18 •64 •942,720 •43 •27 •940,867 •08 •89 •938,98t
•19 •63 •942,647 44 •26 '§40,792 >09 •88

,
•938,908

•20 •61 •942,572 '•45 •24 •940,717 •10 •ee •938,832

•21 ' •60 •942,498 •46 •23 •940,643 •11 •85 •938,756

•22 •58 •942,424 •47 •21 •940,568 •12 -83 •938,680

•23 •57 •942.350 •48 •20 •940,493 •13 •82 •938,603

•24 •55 •942,276 j
-49 18 •940,418 •14 •80 •938,527—

t-t
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TABLE 10.—Continued.
"

Feetf m Feet in Feet in I

.Latitude.

1

Logarithm

.

Latitude.

1

Logarithm. Latitude,
ii

1

Logarithm.

o
,

31-1.5 £679 1/838,451
° i

31-30 .86.56 1-937,301 31-45 86-33 1-936,139

•16 .•77 '•938,374 •31 {54 •937,224 •46 •31 •936,061

•17 *75 ^838,298 •32 •53 •937,147 •47 •29 •935,983

•18 ?74* -938,222 •33 •51 •937.059 •48 •28 •935,905

•19 •7,3 -•938,1.45 •34 '50 •936,992 '49 •26 •935,827

•20 •71 938,069 •35 •48 •936,915 •50 •25 •935,749

•21 •70 '937,992 •36 •46 •936,838 •51 •23 •935,671

-22 •68 .937T915 •37 •45 •936,760 •,52 •22 •935,592

•23 66 -937,839 •38 •43 •936,683 •53 •20 •935,514

.

.-•'2-4 •65 " £8.37*762 •39 •42 '9.36,606 •54 •19 •935,436

•25 •6-3 h«937,685 ' '40 •40 '936,528 .' '55 •17 •935,357
•26 •62 -.937,608 •41 •39 •936 r450 •56 •16 •935,279
•27 •60 .•937,532 •42 '37 =.936,373 *57. •14 •935,201
•28 •59 f937,455 •43 •S3 •936,295 •58 •12 •935,122

. .29 •57 •937,378 '44 •31 •936,217 •59 •11 •935,044

TABLE H.

Of the Correction of the Longitude found by the preceding.

1
—

Approxi-

mate

Longitude

Correc-

tion. !

Approxi-

mate
Longitude

Correc-

tion.

Approxi-

mate
Longitude

Correc-\

Hon.
]

Approxi-
mate

Longitude

Correc-

tion.

Approxi-

mate
Longitude

Correc-

tion,
j

180o"
ii

0-0 42Q0" 0-6 5700
ii

14 6480 21 7080
«

2-8

i
2400 o-i 4500 0-7 6000 1-7 6600 2'2 7000 2 9

3000 02 4800 09 6120 18 6720 ,2-4 73.20 3-1

,

3600 0-4 5100 1 6240 IV 6840 25 7440 3-2

3900 0-5 ,5400 I 2 6360 20 6960 26 ,-7560 3 '4

TABLE 12,

Of the Factor (Logarithmic) for finding differences of Azimuth.

^.Latitude. Logarithm. Latitude. Logarithm. Latitude
1

Logarithm. Latitude. Logarithm.

•o
,

30-00 7-7549
|

30-05 7-7564
i

30 10 7-7578
,

30 15 77593
•01 •7552 •06 •7567 •11 •7581 •16 •7596

•02 •7555 •07, •7^70 •12 •7584 •17 •7599

•03 •7558 •08 •7573 •13 •7587 •18 •7602

•04 7561 •09
.

7575 •14 •7590 •19 •7605
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TABLE 12,—Continued

Latitude. Logarithm Latitude. Logarithm. Latitude. Logarithm. Latitude- Logarithm-.

° i

3020 7-7607
O i

3045 77680
o ,

3110 7 7751
1

31-35 7-7822
•21 •7619 •46 •7683 Ml •7754 •36 . -7825

' «22 •76 L 3 •47 •7686 •1.2 •7757 •37 •7828
•23 •7616 •48 •7688 •13 •7760 •38 •7831
•24' •7619 •49 • -7691 14 -7763: •39 •7833

•25 •7622 30-50 •7C94 •15 •7766 •40 •7836
•26 •7625 .51 •7697 •16 •7768 •41 •7839
•27 •7628 •52 •7700 •17 •7771 •42 •7842
•28 •7631 •53 •7703 •18 •7773 •43 •7845
•29 •7634 •54 •7705 •19 •7777 •44 •7848

•30 •7636 •55 •7708" •20 •7780 •45 •7850
•31 •7639 •56

.
-7711 •21 •7782 •46 •7853

•32 •7642 57 •7714' •22 •7785 •47 •785®-

•33 •7645 •58 •7717 •23 •7788 •48 •7859
•34 •7648 •59 •7720 •24 •7791 •49 •7862'

•35 •7651 31 00 •7723 •25 •7794 •59 •7864-
•36 •7654 •Ol •7726 •26 •7796 •51 •7867
•37 •7657 •02 •7728 •27 •7799 •52 •7870
•38 •7660 •03 •773t •28 •7802 •53 •7873
•39 •7662 •04 •7734 •29 •7805 •54 •7876

•40 •7665- •05 •7737 "30 •7808 55 •7878
.41 •7638 •06 •7740 •31 •7811 '56 •7881

.42 •7671 •07 •7743 •32 •7814 •57 •7884

.43 •7674 •08 7746 •33 •7816 - -58 •7887

.44 •7677 •09 •7748 •34 •7819 •59 •7890

Use of the preceeding Tables,

TABLE L

This contains the length of the degree in fathoms with the logarithms,
it

also of the minute and its logarithm. As the number of feet in 1 is

the same with the number of fathoms in 1, divided by 10, it is evident

the logarithm will be the same, with the exception of the index, which must

be one less. For turning feet into seconds, the logarithms in column 7

may be used.
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TABLE' %\

Requires no explanation, being the same as the preceding.

TABLES.
Is the difference of the meridional and perpendicular degrees, multiplied

by the square of the sine of the Azimuth or (p— to). Sine

'

s
A. These

numbers are useful in finding readily the value of the oblique degree^

sometimes required to reduce arcs in feet to the angle formed by the

verticals, Hutton's expression taken from the 2d vol. Trig, survey is

for the oblique degree

d=P + {J™Pysi^7. « being the Azimuth, and p m
the perpendicular, and meridional degrees. This being expanded into

series is equal to

m + np + ^i + X

~T &c > being = (p— m). Sine
2
g,

Now as the correction is small and m p are nearly equal, and extreme

accuracy not required in the case in question, we may take the above as

equal to, for practical purposes,

m -f- (? — #0 ^me 2
-^ e

The table gives the correction (p— m) Sine
2
A, which is to be added to

the degree of latitude, in order to have the oblique degree.

TABLE 4

Is the spherical excess, that is the sum above 180, which the three

angles of a small spherical triangle amount to.

The arguments are the two sides and adjacent angles,

vol. xiv. 4 Y
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EXAMPLE.
Given a triangle having two of its sides = 227,000 and 300,000 feet

and its angles (adjacent to the two sides) 52° and 38. Required the
o

excess of the three angles above 180?

Table No. to 52 = 1-147 to 38 = -772

Multiplier to side 227,000 5-2 300,000 9

5-735

2-294

1st part,

2d part,

596

6-95

6-948

12-9 = spherical excess.

As the two angles are acute, both parts of the spherical excess are

positive, but if one of the angles be obtuse the part answering to it will be

negative. When the angle is not to be found in the table, it's supplement

is to be taken.

TABLE 5.

The difference of the logarithms of the arc and tangent, for probable

distances within the survey. It also serves to find the sines.

•
-

EXAMPLE.

What is the tangent to the arc measuring 345,000 feet in length ex-

pressed in feet. Also find it's sine. The distance being taken in the

direction of the meridian.
For the Tangent. For the Sine.

Log. 345,000 5- 537,819 5-537,819

Table No. 0-+000,039 —-000,020= \ Tab. No.

Log. tangent, 5- 537,858 Log. sine, '537J99
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The seconds and their logarithms, also the logarithm of the arcs in

feet being given, render the table, much more convenient in use.

TABLE 6.

This table requires no explanation.

TABLE 7.

Contains the spheroidal correction of latitude, it's use is evident.

TABLE 8.

Contains the logarithmic factor, for finding the difference of latitude

of the two ends of a perpendicular arc.

EXAMPLE.

Given the length of an arc perpendicular to the meridian = 400,000

feet, and the latitude of one end 30 53 00. Required the latitude of

the other end?

Log. of 400,000 5-6020

Squared, 1-2040

Log. from table 30 53 0-1483
«

22-5 = 1*3523

30 53 00

30 52 375 Latitude required.
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The; results found from this ta]?le may be corrected , by applying1 the

numbers from the- preceeding, although it may admit of doubt if in a

survey of this description, any quantity much below 1 be worth regarding.

TABLE 9.
*

Contains the logarithmic factor for correcting the preceding result,

though the operation of this correction be far too feeble to deserve being

attended to. It is less than that given in Table 7. The logarithm in the

table is 'to be added to the logarithm of the correction found by the pre-

ceding, the sum is the logarithm of the correction. It may be however

always neglected, and I have only given the table to shew how safely,

TABLE 10.

Contains the factor natural and logarithmic for reducing distances on

the perpendicular in feet, to their corresponding differences of longitude.

EXAMPLE,

Given the length of an arc perpendicular to the meridian .== 400,000

feet. Required the difference of longitude of its two extremities?

Log. of 400,000 5-602,060

Factor to 30 23 1-842,350

4587-9 = 3-659-710

Is the difference of longitude required, but it must be corrected by,

TABLE 11.

Thus, approximate longitude,. .. 4567-9

Correction to, . . . .
[ . . „ , v.

; — »7

True difference, ,,..;.... 4567'%
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TABLE 12.

Contains the logarithmic factor, for finding the difference of Azimuth

of the two ends of a perpendicular arc.

EXAMPLE.

Let the length of a perpendicular to the meridian be 375,000 feet,

and the latitude of the right angle 31 07* Required the difference of

Azimuth of its two extremities ?

Log. of 375,000 5-5740

Factor to 31° 07 . 77743

Difference of Azimuth required 22*30 = 3*3483

If this difference were greater it might be necessary to correct it bv

Table 11, as in the case of the longitude, but unless the correction

amounted to a few seconds it is hardly worth attending to, particularly as

Azimuths are not easy to be observed with great precision.

It is to be noted, that though these two tables give the correct dif-

ference of Azimuth of the two ends of the perpendicular, yet that this is

not always the difference answering to the two ends of the corresponding

oblique arc, because it is evident, that where the arcs are large there will

be a considerable spherical excess, and this must be taken into considera-

tion always.

vol. xiv. • 4 Z





DETAIL OF THE MEASUREMENT OF A BASE, EXECUTED WITH PINE RODS, IN THE DEHRA DUN.

Tebruary, 1819.

365

2 434-
2 41

14
1 07
1.12

1 52

47

3 43
3 30
2 61
2 37

1 38
1 18

COMPARATOR.

2 12
2 17

2 12

2 09
2 04
1 53
1 45
1 35
1 04—

57

38
ig

08+
2 17
2 09+
2 15

03
1 53
1 48
1 38
1 17
2 35
2 23
2 12
1 48
2 37
2 39
2 43
2 48
2 42
2 48
2 41
2 33
2 39

40
37

1025

1017
1052
1090
1115
1108
1098

no:
1102
105:

1162
1130
1107
1107
.105
1264

1264
1181

11SS
114i

1132
1143
1122
1111

1093
117'

ljg
1205

12

1221

1143
1136
1129
1110
1099
1088
1085
1059
1073
10-18

1022
1001

1083
1081

1061

1073
1082
1051

1071
KJ

1076
1083
1023

993
994

1120
1059
1078
1US6

6 70

5 13'2

13 21-3

18 1'3

10 12-8

13 80

JO

90

•15 0-3

4 12'5

12 15-7

7 154

21 3-5

8 10 2

11 0-3

7 14-1

10

10 2-3

21-2

9 .032

12 183

22 13

11 13

6 16-5

4 160

8 10-0

3 17-3

7 3-3

7 12-7

13 21-5

0-7S0

\ia

'ins

715

0'830

0-850

0-740

0-658

0-828

0-663

0-B88

0650

0-713

0-948

9 675
~0-678

1-025

0-858

0-758

0-758

l'(

' 0-755

0700

1-02O

0710

0-G95

0-695

07

0095
0700

O-063

0'B»8

1-140

28-058] '287 129-2

9 7-9

14 10

4 0-9

9 2-7

iO .7-0

15 6-0

10 02

12 40

6 3-5

12 00

11 4-6

15 01-3

Old N.

0-748

0-710

0-550

0-675

0-695

0-500

0-728

0-590

0-720

0-740

II 7-2R

0-570

0-633

0-725

720

0670

0-740

0-595

0710

0-755

0-710

0680

US

0-315

0-285

0-320

0-298

0-308

0-328

0.255

0-315

40 10 E.

1 40 05 E.

09 00 E.

28 35

24 00 E.

0.25 ,0E

0035

•0183

+ 0-3p

13-80 3-3 40-8 1-5

The pieasurementcomrfleuced 2 6 iiiCfres v behind the point-marking the extremity pf the baae.

Thei2'3 rod falls ishrjrt of picket No. I,1jy l-02feet estac.tjy: '

Thislhypothenu.se concluded the day's work—The plummet and tripod wcre.set to, mark the 4-5 rod -^ inch i

advance. In the morning found correct.

A new nonius was fitted on to the 4-5 rod, it matted here0'3l5.

The new nonius marked -330, after this {he old one was not observed.
The 2-3 rod cur—-' "-"•' -<- -•-•—' •-2-3 rod overshot the 2d pin by 1-32 feet exactly,

e the new nonius was observed.

Set the tripod to mark the point between the 4-5,and 1-2 rods. It was -04 inch in .advance of the 4-5 red, which
latter in the morning was found to have expauded 2 inch. The mean of the evening and morning is given.

The«nd of the 2;3 rod overshot the 3d picket .11-7 inches.

rhis,hypothenusa was commenced from the 3d picket 250'feet,"having been vitiated by. a mistake.

Set bipod to T
'
7 iijch in advance of the '4-5., rod. Surrounded it With a chain of stands, and posted a sentry. Commei

ou the Sill, by pns'hingout the langnette to rnept the wire, resumed the farmer nonius. The new one marked
here 0-310.

New nonius marked 0-240. Set the. tripod in advance of the 4-5 rod, 0-298 inches.

Commence by pusMngout the langnette to meet tiie wire of the plummet, marking the point on the tripccL

New nonhis-0-26,3. '

.

New nonius 0-315.

New. nonius..0-308.

New nonius .0 295.

New nonius 0-3,19.

New. nonius .0-250.

New nonius 0-313.

Sot Iripod in advance of the 2-3 rod 01 inch.

Commenced by pushiugoutihe lauguctte.to touch the, wire, marking the point on the tripod.



Contimathn of the Measwemeut of the Base,—February, 1819.

COMPARATOR.

15

3 07
3 05
3 01

2 48
2 55
2 42

17

45

1 03

2 23
2 41
2 23
2 55

3 32
42

3 50
3 50
3 52
3 42
3 15

3 14
3 10
3 07
2 50
2 34
1 31

2 52
2 48
2 38
4 38
4 32
4 33
4 22
4 20
3 47
4 00
3 48
3 50
3 50
3 30
2 47
53+

1 38

7U.3SS

1071

I0S6
10S0
1103
1068
1085
1073
1072
1077
1012
1053
1030
1042
102

1054
1102

1096
1089

1125
1093
1080
1050
1104
1080
1083
1069
1036
1021
1023
1007

1150
1154

1154
1147
1163
1100
1128
110)

1110
1082
1097
1087!

1085
1083

10C6

1039
1038
1037

1024
1019

1029
1024
1101

1096
1087

itraS

1091
1081

1084
1086
1086

1086
1059

1054
1048

THE RODS.

6 6-5

V 10-5

8 160

7 13-3

8 60

13 110

5 1S-7

3 13-3

11 2-5

9 186

14 20-6

Noni

28058

0768

818

0740

0873

0683

1055

0780

0698

0-76

0.755

0833

0750

1055

0919

0-75

0-774

0789

0-689

798

933

0-695

0-720

0-710

0800

0826

0-753

0748

0-850

0765

0-745

0-675

0-8C0

0-785

700

LnngnetiP. 1 Old N.

12 01-5

...A

552 6230 56,782

0700

0-675

0-700

0-725

650

0-700

0-68

0-635

0-695

0-670

0700

725

0-710

0-640

0-725

0-733

0-675

0725

680

0-650

0-720

0633

0-690

0700

0-690

0-735

0-700

0-650

0-700

0-710

0-705

0-515

0-705

0-730

34 25 E.

48 10 E.

39 20 E,

+ 0-06

59 05 E.

54 30 E.

+ 0-23

+ 018

+ 0-37

+ 22

0074
100C

+ 20

+ 0-20

+ 0-51

6-3 821

ght Over.

Set tripod 006 inch in advance,

Set the tripod in advance -22 inch of 2-3 rod.

Commence from wire of plummet.

Set tripod in advance of 2-3 rod 0-19 inch.

Commence from wire of plummet.

Set tripod in advance 375 inch.

Commence from vrire of plummet '6 feet above termination of last hypothenuse.

Gave over in consequence of r

Resume at wire of plummet.
-Set the tripod in advance 0-22 inch.

Set the tripod 0-375 inch in advance of the 4-5 rod.—Raining slightly.

Resumed at wire of plummet.

Set the tripod in advance 0-2 inch in order te change the direction of the hypothenuse.

Set the tripod, but omitted to note the exact quantity in advance, it was less than ^ inch however. Resume at

plummet 13* inches above last hypothenuse, a9 the comparator was at thia period of the measurement remark-

ably steady, scarcely differing -002 in the days work, it was not deemed advisable to lose so much lime as Ihi

observing and- entering its indications for eaeh 50 feet.—The column is however ailed up in order to have the

reduction of the length of the rods.

Set tripod 0*505 inch in advi



Conlimiationofthc Measurement of the Base,—February, 1819. 367

DATE.

| 3

L |

COMPARATOR. THE RODS.

1
_ =

. • REMARKS.
i

»
I

|
1

12 2-3 34 4-5

fj 1 S

<

i

Q- 1 | J 1 . J = £
E

<

1*U> ; Feb. 13 69 146,2RS 552 623C 56-782
Languetle. Old N.

600 259 2 3S-996

New N.

2 722
°

'
u Feel.

•5808 — 10 60
Fei i

6-3 82-1 1*6 Brought Orer.

3 38+ 76-

104"

1037
103'.

10 1C 0-675

9 5-7

5 3-1

680

0-695

21 2 1022 6 70 0-700 53 25 E 0241 4- 006 3-1 11 The new lypothenuse began at a point 13 inches below the termination of the last.

1012 7 2-S 0715
100? 7 63 0-778

991 5 41 0-700

St 4 981 9 16-C 0S4S 39 40 E. 0033 (H

23 1 2 30 53 971 10 55 620 (0 06 28 li -0002 Of. Set the tripod 0-8-17 Inch in advance.

24 5

1 23
2 00

57

6S
1017
1046

9 7 0-75*

12 7-7 645 28 05 E. •0167

4- 0-85

4- 10 17 4-

Resume from wire uf plummet.

2 05 63 1049
1048

1016
1015
1043
1042
10*.

103S

6 05

3 133

8 28

9 OU

833

7J3

0.S03

OS87

9 3-6

6 77

7 1 4

5 60

666

685

0-570

1,50

3 25 74-3 1037 9 147 1613 Set the tripod ^ inch in advance.

25 44 3 40

2 50

7-i 3

607

1015
1008
1001

993
985
978
970
964
957

3 15-3

8 150

4 20

5 3 5

0-6S5

703

o?;u

OSJO
....

5 20

6 7-5

5 5-6

....

11 IS

6 62

0625

710

.0 5S5

0-710

415

35 40 E. •0242 + 09
+ Oil

1-3 4'! Increased the diiitauce of wire to £ inch more, and recommenced at that point

Set the tripod in advance y^ 3 inch.

" 26 3| 1 00' 51-0 1032 7 117 0-741 ) 51 CO E. •0432 + 002 5'5 Resumed by making the contact to the last rod of preceding day. which was found tn inn om-,*A :.A
j^- being

1031 6 1-8 0-580 ouly £S behind the tripod. It was covered with dew.
f

1029 6 121 C

101? 9 09 630
1025 7 15.5 715

1021 7 4-6 0870
iola 5 17 7 80J Set tripnd 0082 inch in advance.

27 8 1021

1019
1018

6 167 765

9 07

4 47

690

0625

.... ) 57 15 E. •1111 + 08 1-0 13 33 Resume from plummet.

3 10 70' 1016 170 Q-670 Set the tripod ^ inch in advance. On resuming found it Vb or 3 8 80ths taor 3. This must be ded ucted the
3 35 74' 1018

1 (Xlfl

1000
4 188 0698

8 70

7 a -4

515

- 0-705

— 004 contact being made to the rod and nut to the wire.

991 8 0.0 0715
982 7 87 780 Add ,*„. inch frr puch 100 feet measured to-day on account of an error of noui us just detested and set right
973 7 160 0815 =:

fV X 8 = ^ -= T'ts = -1 inch.
901 9 73 700 1

955 7 167 0778
946 9 2 1 33.5 Henceforward the new nonius before noticed is registered. The old one marked her e 0-730;
937 7 01 0-753

028 4 8-3 0-300
5 07 59-3 919 2 180 0883

. 18* B 11 J 50 12 5 965 8 0-5 0-320 ) 49 25 E. •1136 + 53 158 05 Set tripod and plummet in advance -538 inch, and commence the new hypothenusc ii
j' inches below the termini-

1

!?
980 7 70 0-843 tiou of the lust.

12 901 6 49 330
996 5 49 1075
998 10 32 310 The warping of this pnir of rods had during the few preceding hot and dry days, an ounted to ae much a S inch.

1000 4 15 3 0-700 TliU would produce on every 100 feet an error of £ X ysff
— twtj =~t*w °* aQ uch.

1001 5 8-0 330
1003 2 120 0-763

. 00 .7--, ions
1001 6 80 803

Vox 330

1002 11 7 4 315 •

1000 4 185 705 _J_ "
!10 y.: 748 937 2 82-52SJ :l 123-2 51:722 5-292 9172 - 8 80 10 3 I'lll'l .1 l



:vs
Conlinuu'ioii of the Measiirment of the Base,— February, 1819.

COMPARATOR.

9;

994
992

3 10+64
1 45

920
i I

'

915

931[

947
063 1

9601

953

959|

958
95*
949
9431

S3S

943
1

16

048

853

958
963
968.

66a
6,6

643

940
'

,

6 14

6JI

-
.

.<„.

6 12-7

2 20

10 12-5

IS 2:6

S 157

2 110

4 12 -5

12 11-5

3 9-5

82'K

0723

OS43

1 000

689

792

0943

0720

0750

0-715

715

695

74

0-728

0965

900

795

0683

1048

940

643

0-80

0-683

0G83

0735

1018 12-16 5

7 (

725

9 ;

0-658

8 C

0678
0-703

8 7

0-720

11 2

7m)

10 3

0865
7

853

9

0-765

7 1

0787
7

0-883

C 1

0860
1] 1

ISC

6 8

700

12-311 1142 648

0-320

0326

330

0-325

0.320

0-340

303

0-308

0317

u-33.

033.

0305

0-305

0315

0-303

0-326

23

0-350

338

0-315

31

0-315

0-265

0-31

31

0-313

30.

0-320

0-305

0290

31

350

o'iii

0321

i) MO

660

+ O;

+ 01s

54 25 J3.

16 'i-!l

+ 0-22

+ 012

3rougb.t Over

t tripod In advance -0 242 i

Resume by mating the couta
nuse.

> the- wire of the plummet 12 laches above the termination of the last byputhe.

Set tripod in advance '£* inch.

Resume from wire 8| incbes above the termiaation of the last hypothenuse.

The rod 4-5 overshot the 23d picket bv several feet. A plummet with silk thread, belonging to the great circle,

being brought over the centre of the picket, a mark was made on the rod where it intersected. The following
pair of rods after being carefully adjusted, were deranged, by a chair falling against them. It was necessary
therefore to replace the 45 rod, and of means of the plummet, and the mark which had been made to bring
it into the enact position it was originally in. This was done with great care, the, only difference being the
semtdiameter of the thread = -025 inch v.ticli must be subtracted.

Set tripod in advanee Yj' inch z= -391.

Resumed by making the contact to the rod, vhich had contracted '

6
- j being ' } from wire of plummet,

The new hypothenuse begins 10 iuch.es below the termination of the old, and -221 inch in advance.

Set tripod in advauce '12 inch.

Set tripod
'ffi inch in ndvonce.

Resume by making contact to rod which had contracted ; being Yj
1 behind the wire.



Continuation of the Measurement of the Base,—February, 1819. „,.,.

j

S g

s.iO

COMPARATOR THE RODS.
1

S
B

<•

i

2

a

REMARKS.
DATE.

1
I n

1 1 i

1-2 23 3-4 45
I 1 '

•fa

1S19; Feb. s ) 141
° •

581,573 1012,1245-5 112 311 1:42,5487
Old N. New N. , „
54 722 16-924 1-439' — 813 12-8 1897 Jl Brought Out.

S 574 67-5 919 13 8 3 .... 0-330

916 7 15-7 0753
913 It 6-3 0-33.

910 7 5- 0687
906 Jl 3 6 215

3 34
2 40

62-

53-
902 12 11-. 700 ..A Set tripod in advance- £ of an inch.

~" 897
901 8 OS

.... 13 52
0-774

0-315 Resumed by making contact to rod, which was still i inch behind the tripod.

33 9 90« 9 1 9 0-300 1 07 30 E 1734 17-7
91C 7 6-5 091.

3 00 58- 915

917 8 1-9 1-028
5 7-5 311

919 .... | 8 50 0275
. 921 4 178 0-773

922 9 7-2 0-295

923 6 23 93C

924 11 6-4 0-322

925 2 155 072C
3 53
4 40

67-5 926
924
919
914
909
904
899

8 0-0

6 18-2

6 9-2

768

683

0-795

7 20

16 6-2

8 5 1

12 6-7

0-320

304

0-310

0315

set tripod in advance -0? inch.
iesuma from rod which was found as at leaving of -OS inch behind wire of plummet.

34 5 4 20 67 9
894
889

11 20-9 0-750

17 7-5 0-260 56 40K. •0680 8-2
The rod 2-3 overshoots the 30th picket.

8S9 8 20 0715
890 6 0-5 0320
889 4 4-5 783

4 00 64 9 890
888 10 11-5 848

5- 1-3 0-255
*. few drops of rain.

a887 9 6 6 352
885 8 1-6 0-950 fj
884 9 67 0-295

35 $*

3 37
1 40+

60-6

64-
883
1098
1107

5 146

4 '49

0-748

0-840

7
' 4-9 0290 51 15 E. •0945 + 012 0-6 127

The rod 2-3 overshoots the 31st picket, set tripod in advance 12 io:b,
lesume by making contact to wire.

1 47 67- 1116 11 2 2 0-310
1092 9 167 715

1 40 HI- 1068 9 29 0-290
1 1076 7 17-5 858
i 2 08 ST' "1081 6 77 310

2 06 64. 1057 8 9-6 0-735
2 31 69' 1067

1056 14 ' 1-5 872
6 07 291

lain. Set tripod in contact with rod 2-3

lesume from rod.

2 07 63' 1045
10441 6 0-3 972

4 02 315

2 04 62-3 1043
1050 2 13-5 0-710

3 5-3 0-295

I 59
29

68'

57;

69'

1058
1238
1238
1289
1239

6 6-8

10 3-0

2 7-7 0-285
tain. Gave over and set tripod lo rod 2- 3
lesumed from rod.

l'he new hypothonuse began 18l inches above the termination of the old, and -188 inch in advance.

36 6 41
7 re

14 4-8

305

0-305
46 25 E. 0542 + 019 1-5 81

1 04 72-8 12-10 11 3 0-945

) 43 B9-5

1210

1241 8 58 850
13 3 7 0-307

The compnrator as registered in these two lines has been by mistake reversed, but as they are both the same it has

! 10 76'8
1209
1177 7 15-6 945

5
" 1-9 302

not been thought worth wbilo defacing the paper to alter it.

1

4a 75-5
1190
1202
1197

9 8-1

....

0-708
11 27

8 6-2

0-320

0-325

— 002
ip.t tripod In advance ft inch.

Resume by making contact to rod which had gone back 'ft
'02 inch.

48 75' 1192 11 17 743

1 7 4C a-3
1186

1179
» 1 o( 72r.

9 81

9 7-2

0-316

0-315
3D 50 E. 0404 Hie rod 2-3 overshoots the 3llh picket. From the end of it (fore) the station of la'ilnde Lieut. Toon's Bungalow,

70
28 70-5 1179 8 160| 0-892 formed an angle with the flagstaff, marking the northern extremity of the baoe of 90 28. The distance nas

1170 5 1 0-280 1200 feel.

08 36- 1160 5 5-6 0705

J 48 5S-

1162
1163 9 63 730

11 6-8 300
^

j

1163 » 6-9 0291

H
-

*
I

I 175J 356,626 281.1', 58-3 141.130 1473 723 2 61-725 28064 1-8702 — 7-84 14-9 243.4
4.

p



'"l\
Continuation of the Measurement of th e Base,—February, 1819.

. . u

COMPARATOR. II1E RODS.
1

S£ ^

f -
"c 3 , REMARKS.

DATE. I
I 1 12 2-3 3-4 4-5 ll s ^ i

4

3
"•g

i

E

|

*a

'sS 1
1
E

•<
1

a c
z I

1
s

lTd°

;JL 1
356,626

Lsns..etle.

I2S1 15583
Nonius.

141. 130
twiguetlc

147J 723.2

O.d N. |New H.| . ,i" Feet. Indies. "To--- 1 -- Brought Over.

Set liipod 076 inch in adranco.V ; :.-

54-72! 2S064 1-S702 — 784 149 2-i-» -1

!6 1 18— 50-

1163
1230
1220

12 00

S 17-7

0'71S

0-745
10 SO 325 — -03 Resume from rod which was found -061 inch behind tripod.

.Is 24

31

-IS

55 4

585

1211

1239
1267

4 145 0-S43

6 6-7

10 58

338

0330
1 02 40 E. .0415 + 013 OS 4-6 The new hypotlrenuse begins 10 j inches below the termination of the old one, and -125 incl id advance.

1269 10 15-6 0S26

0'16 'J- 12-0 7 S'9 O-2S0

;j 11

1 3S-T- 70S 1263
1240

8 90 0-700

9 50 300 1 04 05 E. •1914 + 0-09 or 20-5

1 S3 75 3 121S 4 9-7 0-S20

1200 10 41 0-330

1 49 74- 11S2
1176

9 15 0-770

12 20 0325

1-54 73-6 1170
1182

6 17-5 1068
G 40 0275

1 30 "2 3 1194 4 19 3 0-758

1

1 3S

1 30

1 2!

712

70-9

70-

1137

1179

HSU
1IS0
11S4
1187

8 6.3

7 190

13 130

832

0-695

795

4 1 5

9 2-5

6 5-5

0-305

0238

0-295

1177 5 "4-3 .. 0-280

1 18 67 5 1165
1162

4 17 745
12 2-3 0-325

1 00 63 S 115S 10 3 695

1IU3 7 16
0-235J

i 30 SO 1167
1167

5 145 0758
11 3-3 0.238

.

l~ 1214 6 05 765 .... | + 03

4 6 1-241 8 00 0-295 56 00 E. 0796 + 0-19 OS 98 The new hypothenuse begin! 9-5 inche! above the termination nf the old one; and -187 inch in .ul :oa
41— 533 1244 4 ' 165 0-750 The rod 2 3 overshot the 38tb picket.

1240] 5' 3-6 0-315

25 58- 1235
1245

8 2> 990

9 33 0-225

1 01+ 73 9 1255

1240

10 00 0-903

4 2-5 0325
1 134 74 1237

1244
11 5-0 0808

9 3-5 0-322

1 12 74 6 1250
1249

10 33 0-742

11 1-4 0-338

-

41 r.

'

1248
1247

9* "37 0-713

6

'

' 7-3 0-335 1 20 30 E. •2882 2-1-6

The rod 23 overshot tbe 39th picket.

2 17 85- 1246 15 7 0-745

1214 9 0-7 0-318

12! 5 170 0-792

1211 11 48 0-320

2 IS 1238

i a
10 10 3 0-960

8 8-3 0-328

2 07 79- 120
120!i

10 207 0-708

'l'f's-i 0-291

2 19

2 15

1 35

1 17

-

75.

71

71 3

1:1

120f

11B8
119f

1161

117

1174

1160

115*

6 10-8

4 10 j

....

11 9-8

4 17-9

9 14-9

0858

0-792

958

0-926

0-686

11 77

5 4-8

15 17

7 2-3

0-315

O330

0-336

am
1165 8 30 oaiol

.

' . 3 1152 4 125 0-740 ....
. 1 - 3 * a'.sa&l Set trinnd aji? i,,.-f. In movmu.

Mircb. '

1 .- ; 1 33 -'•:. 117l| 5 19C 821 '0 55 20 E 05 IS + 0-3C « 1 07 The Bewhypothenuae began 9 inches below the termination, and '^ inch in adrubce,

!

llil 3 1<. 0-30 1

i liaS 9 4 0-71^ ,
•

....
|

.... 10 64 .... 0-32

. . 1 17 - 4 6-5 a 78'

?0
1

.... •1 3 i 0-21 i

j| 3 8' 140,91 ' 1588 19191 ! 169 05 1760 860- h 1
72' 38 736] 2522 5 — 7-12 17- 3 309

.



S 2* i 13 1-2 2-3 B-
<t-i «*- .c . • Uc O O M s 3
c * £

0)

a
0)

XJ
5—1

•a
—

^ \tr>

o Languette. Nonius. Lang

1819
i March, 1 209| 440,994

1160
1538 19491

8 120
169054

0-680
1760 tbencis3,

3 00+ 82- 1150 . . .

.

.... 9

43 *l 1133 5 130 0-735 . .

3 06+ 80-8 1116 ..... .... 8

3 44+ 86 8 1130 8 65 0-945 . .

44 A\ 1120 .... o . . . 8

3 39 84-0 1109 10 1-7 0-806 .

.

s 1102 .... .... 4
3 38 82-3 1094

1102
7 11-3 0805

4
3 20 82-0 1119

1113
1107

8 35 8

8 50

0-7S3

0-690
10

1101 .... l- • • • 9

45 2 3 09 77-8 1095 12 12-3 0753 s

1080 .... .... SO eet -which must!

2 51 720 1066 11 14-7 763 .•oamet 4 09 inch

— —
217$

1029 *• * * . ..... 14

1
460,920 1615 2041-4 176-022 1836 — -

""



Continuation of the Measurement of the Base,—February, 1819. 371

§

COMPARATOR. THE RODS.

21
s _

DATE.
E

E

13 3-4

REMARKS.

>.j 1
s

12
= 1

1*
3i

a

< I

i

C

ISIS; Marcl,
°

1 440,994

Lunguelle.

I53S 19491
N-imi*.

169054 1760 860-9
Old N.

54-722 38736
•

h

2-5228 — 7-12 17-3 309-3 3-8 Brought Over.

1 1160 8 120 0-6SO + o-u This pair of rods owinj to a sudden, falL or hollow was measured below thegenerallevel ef the hypothennse*
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On the ancient Geographi/ of India.-

By Lieut. Col. F. WILFORD.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

A. FEW years after my arrival in India, I began to study the ancient

history, and geography of that country ; and of course, endeavoured to

procure some regular works on the subject : the attempt proved vain, though

I spared neither trouble, nor money, and I had given up every hope, when,

most unexpectedly, and through mere chance, several geographical tracts in

Sanscrit, fell into my hands. I very much regret, that they did not make

their appearance somewhat earlier ; for time passes away heedless of our

favourite pursuits.

In some of the Purddas, there is a section called the Bhuvana-cosa,

a magazine, or collection of mansions: but these are entirely mythological,

and beneath our notice. Besides those in the Purdrias, there are other

geographical tracts, to several of which is given the title of Cshetra-samdsa,

.or collection of countries ; one is entirely mythological, and is highly

esteemed by the Jainas ; another in my possession, is entirely geographical,

and is a most valuable work. There is also the Trai-locya-derpana, or
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mirror of the three worlds: but it is wholly mythological, and written in

the spoken dialects of the countries about Muttra. St. Patrick is supposed

to have written such a book, which is entitled de Irihus Habitaculis, and

this was also entirely mythological.

There are also lists of countries, rivers and mountains, in several PMa-

rias, and other books; but they are of little or no use, being mere lists of

names, without any explanation whatever. They are very incorrectly

written, and the context can be of no service, in correcting the bad

spelling of proper names. These in general are called Desd^ndld, or

garlands of countries ; and are of great antiquity : they appear to have

been known to Megasthenes, and aferwards to Pliny.*

Real geographical treatises do exist: but they are very scarce, and the

owners unwilling, either to part with them, or to allow any copy to be

made, particularly for strangers. For they say, that it is highly improper,

to impart any knowledge of the state of their country, to foreigners;

and they consider these geographical works as copies of the archives of

* Consult the "20th Chapter of the 6th Book, in which the account of so many countries all

over India, cannot be the result of the travels of several individuals, but must, be extracted from such,

lists. In the 17th Chapter of the same book, Pliny says that Seneca, in his attempt towards a de-

scription of India, had mentioned no less than sixty rivers, one hundred and' twenty nations or coun-

tries, besides mountains, and in the latter part of the said chapter, out of this account of Seneca,

he gives us the names of several mountains, nations and rivers.

It is my opinion that in the times of Pliny and Ptolemy, they had a more full and copious geo-

graphical account of India, than we had forty years ag.o, Unluekily through the want of regular

itineraries and astronomical observations, their longitudes and latitudes were only inferred ; and

this alone was sufficient to throw the whole of their geographical information, into a shapeless and.

inextricable- mass of confusion.
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tire 'government of their country. Seven of them have come to my know-

ledge, three of which are in my possession. The, two oldest are the

j$lunja-praii-des\a-vyavastlui, or an account of various countries, written

by Rdjd Munja, in the latter end of the ninth century: it was revised

and improved by Rdjd Bhoja his nephew, in; the beginning* of the tenth,

it is supposed; and this new edition was published! 3 under the name of

Bhoja-prati-desd-vyavast'hd. These* two treatises* . which, "are volumin-.

ous, particularly the latter, are still to be foui\d in Gijardt, as I was

repeatedly assured, by a most respectable Pandit, a native of that coun-

try, who died some years ago, in my service., I then applied to the

late Mr. Duncan, Governor of Bombay, to procure these two geogra-

phical tracts, but in vain: his enquiries however confirmed their existence.

These two are not mentioned in any
1

Sanscrit book, that I ever saw, The-

next geographical treatise, is that written by: order of; the famous Bucca-

raya or Bucca-sinha, who ruled in the peninsula in the year of Vicra-

ma'ditya, 1341, answering to the year l'2&5 of our era.
:

It is mentioned

in the commentary On the geography.o£ th&jMahd-bhdra4a, and it is said,

that he wrote an account ;of the 310. ItyjfeMpsf-'pf Ir^dki, and Palibothra

is mentioned in it. I suspect that this is the geographical treatise called

Bhuvana-sdgara, or sea of mansions, iir the JJtekllm
t r

A passage from it, is cited by professor Sig. Bayer, in which is menti-

oned the town of Nisadabilram, in the Tamul dialect,* but in Sanserif

Nahushapur, or Naushapur, from an ancient and famous king of that name.

* In which da is the mark of the possessive case.
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more generally called Deva-nahusha, and Deo-naush, ia .the spoken

dialects. He appears' to be the Dionysius, of our ancient niythqlqgists,

and reigned near mount Merit, now Mar-coIi, to the S. E. .of Cabal. ...

The fourth is a commentary on the geography of the Mahd-bhdrat,

written by order of the Raja of Paulasiya in the peninsula, by a Pandit,

who resided in Bengal, in the time of Hussein-shah, who began his

reicrn in the vear 1489. It is a voluminous work, most curious, and

interesting. It is in my possession, except a small portion towards the end,

and which I hope to be able to procure. Palibothra is mentioned in it.

-

The fifth is the Vicrama-sdgara : the author of it is unknown here:

however it is often mentioned in the Cshetra-samdsa, which, according to

the author himself, is chiefly taken from the Vicrama-sdgara. It is said

to exist still in the peninsula, and it existed in Bengal, in the year 1618,

It is considered as a very valuable work, and Palibothra is particularly

mentioned in it, according to the author of the Cshetra-samdsa. I have

only seventeen leaves of this work, and they are certainly interesting.

Some, suppose, that it is as old as the time of Bucca-ra'ya, that it was

written by his order, and that the author was a native of the Delchin.

But the author could not be a native of that country, otherwise, he would

have given a better description of it ; for his account of the country about

the Sahijddri mountains, of which an extract is to be found in the Cshetra-

samdsa, is quite unsatisfactory, and obviously erroneous even in the general

outlines. The account he gives of Trichind-vaU is much better, and there

he takes notice of an ancient city, which proves to be the Buta of Ptolemy,
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.
*?

the metropolis -of' the Botce. Its-'.Sanscrit name is Vat a or Bat'a, so

called because it was situated in. the Bacdranya, or forest .of the Vat' tree

or Ficus Indica. Our author says, that it is two Cos from Cuttdlam, called

Curtalam in Major Rennell's map of India, and to the west of Tranque-,

bar: it was a famous place formerly; but it is hardly known in the

Caliyug, says our author. Close to it is Trimbdlingdli-grdma. Two Cos

to the west of Vat'drariya, is Madhydrjuna, a considerable place, and five

Cos from this is Cumbhdcolam a large place also, inhabited chiefly by

pot-makers; hence its name, and it is the Comhaconum of the maps. The

distance between Cuttdlam and Cumbhdcolam is nine Cos, and according

to Major Rennell's maps, it is about sixteen B, miles, which is sufficiently

accurate*,

The sixth is called the Bhuvana-cosa, and is declared' to be a

section of the Bhavishya-purdria. If so, it has been revised, and many

additions have been made to it, and very properly, for in its original state,

it was a most contemptible performance. As the author mentions the

emperor Selim-siiah, who died in the year 1552, he is of course posterior

to him. It is a valuable work. Additions are always incorporated into

the context in India, most generally without reference to any authority;

and it was formerly so with us ; but this is no disparagement in a geo-

graphical treatise : for towns, and countries do not disappear, like histo-

rical facts, without leaving some vestiges behind. I have only the fourth

part of it, which contains the Gangetkk provinces. The first copy that

I saw, contained only the half of what is now in my possession; but it is

exactly the same with it, only that some Pandit, a native of Benares, has
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introduced a very inaccurate account of the rebellion of Chaityan-sinha,

commonly called Cheyt-sing, in the year, I believe 1781 : but the style is

different.

The seventh is the Cshetra-samdsa already mentioned, and which was

written by order of Bijjala, the last Raja of Patna, who died in the year

1648. Though a modern work, yet it is nevertheless a valuable and

interesting performance. It contains only the Gangetick provinces and

some parts of the peninsula, such as Trichind-valiy &c. The death of the

Raja prevented his Pandit Jagganmohun from finishing it, as it was

intended, for the information of his children.

The last chapter, which was originally a detached work, is an account

Of Pdfali-putra, and of Pali-bhdta as it is called there, and it consists

of forty-seven leaves. This was written previously to the geographical

treatise, and it gives an account, geographical, historical, and also mytho-

logical of these two cities, which were contiguous to each other. It gives

also a short history of the Raja's family, and of his ancestors, and on that

account only was this small tract originally undertaken. We may of

course reasonably suppose that it was written at least 170 years ago.

The writer informs us that, long after the death of Raja Bijjala or

Baijjala, he was earnestly requested by his friends, to complete the Work,

or at least to arrange the materials, he had already collected, in some

order, and to publish it, even in that state. He complied with their

request; but it must have been long after the death of the king, for he

mentions Pondichery ; saying, theft it was inhabited by Fimngs,, and had
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three pretty temples dedicated to the God of the Firangs, Feringies or

Frenchy who did not, I believe, settle there before the year 1674. He

takes notice also of Mandardjya, or Madras.

The author acts with the utmost candour, and modesty, saying, as I

have written the Prabhoda-chandricd after the " Pracriyd-caumudi (that

H
is to say from, and after the manner of that book) so I have written this

is work after the Vicrama-sdgara, and also from enquiries, from respect-

" able well informed people, and from what, I may have seen myself."

In the Cshetra-samasa, two other geographical tracts are mentioned

:

the first is the Dacsha-c'handCaca, and the other is called DSsa-vali, which,

according to the author's account, seem to be valuable works. There is

also a small geographical treatise called Crita-dhara-vati, by Rame'sVara,

about 200 years old, it is supposed. I have only eighty leaves of it,

and it contains some very interesting particulars. In the peninsula, there

is a list of fifty-six countries, in high estimation among the natives. It is

generally called, in the spoken dialects of India, CKhapana-desa or the

fifty-six countries. It was mentioned first by Mr. Bailly, who calls it

Chapanna de Chalou, Two copies were possessed by Dr. Buchanan, and

I have also procured a few others. All these are most contemptible lists

of names, badly spelt, without any explanation whatever, and they differ

materially trie one from the other. However there is really a valuable

copy of it, in the Tdrd-tantra, and published lately by the Rev. Mr.

Ward. I have also another list of countries with proper remarks, from the

Gdlava-tantra, in which there are several most valuable hints. However

these two lists must be used cautiously, for there are also several mistakes.
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This essay on the ancient geography of the Gangetick provinces, will

consist of three sections. The first will treat of the boundaries, mountains,

and rivers. In the second will be described the various districts, with

some account of them, as far as procurable. The third section will be a

comparative essay
5
between the geographical accounts of these countries

by Ptolemy, and other ancient geographers in the west, with those of the

Paurariics, Then occasionally, and collaterally will appear accounts,

both historical and geographical of some of the principal towns, such as

Palibothra and Pdtali-putra now Patna, for these two towns were close to.
»

each other, exactly like London and Westminister,

The former was once the metropolis of India ; but at a very early

period it was destroyed by the Ganges : an account of it is in great for-

wardness, and is nearly ready for the press. Its name in Sanscrit was

Pdli-bhafid, to be pronounced Pali-bhothra, or nearly so. Bali-gram near

Bhdgalpur, never was the metropolis of India ; yet it was a very ancient

city, and its history is very interesting. It was also destroyed by the

Ganges. Chattrapur or ChaUra-grdm, was the metropolis of a district in

Bengal called Ganga-Riddha. It is now Chitpnr, near Calcutta, and it

was the Ganga or Gange-Ilegia of Ptolemy. Dlidccd, or rather Firingi-

Bazar, is the Tugma of Ptolemy, the Taukhe of El-Edrissi, and the

Aniomela of Pliny, &c.

Accurate copies of these Sanscrit treatises on geography, will be

deposited with the AsiaticJe Society, and ultimately the originals themselves.
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SECTION I

Boundaries of Anu-Gangam. Its Forests, Mountains and tlivers.

jlLNU-GANGAM, signifies that country, which extends along the banks

of the Ganges. The GangeticJc provinces are called to this day Anon-

khenlc, or Anonkhek in Tibet, and Enacac, by the Tartars; and they have

extended this appellation even to all India. The Ganges is called Kankh,

or Kankhis in Tibet, and Kengkia, or Hengho by the Chinese:*

Anu-Gangam, has to the north the Himalaya mountains, and to the

south those of Vindhya, with the bay of Bengal: the southern boundary of

Ardcan, is also the limit oi^Anu-gangam towards the south, in that part of

the country. To the west it has the river Drishadvati, now the Caggar.

Of the eastern boundary, we can at present ascertain only a few pointy

which however will give us the grand outlines. The Baglm-nandana

mountains to the east of Ardcan and of Chat'ia-gram, are the boundary in

the south-east: from thence it trends towards the N. E. to a place called

Mai'rdm, eight Yojanas or sixty miles, to the east of Maiiipur, which last is

* See Alph. Tibet, p. 344, and Dm Guignes, &c. &c.
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upon a river called Brahmo-tarir, Mairdm's true Sanscrit name is Maya-

rdrria, and is amongst hills on the river Subhadrd, which goes into the

country of Baramd according to the Cshelrasamdsa* The Subliadrd is

the Kayndwayn, mentioned in the account of the embassy to Ava, and it

falls into the Airdvati, in the Barman empire. From Mai'rdm the boun-

dary goes to a place called Mdnaldrd, near the mountains of Prabhu-

cuVltara, which join the snowy mountains, in some place unknown. The

Prabliu mountains are the eastern boundary of Asam, and through them

is a tremendous chasm made by Parasu-ra'ma, and which gives entrance

to the Brahma-ptUra into India.

Beyond these are the famous Udaya, or Unnati mountains, or range,

beyond which the sun rises.

The Vindhyan hills extend from the bay of Bengal, to the gulf of Cam-

hay, and they are divided into three parts, the first or eastern part extends,

from the bay of Bengal, to the source of the Narmadd, and Sow a rivers

inclusively, and this part contains the Ricsha% or bear mountains. To the

west of this, as far as the gulf of Cambay, is the second or western part,

the southern part of which is called Pdriydtra, or Pdripdtra, and the

northern part, which extends from the gates of Dilli to the gulf of Cambay,

is called Raivata,

Now the third or southern portion of these hills, is simply called Vin-

dhya, and is to the south of the source of the rivers Narmadd) and

Son a : the rivers Tdpi or Tdpti, and the Vaitararit near Cuttac, rise froni
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the hills of Vindhya, simply so Galled. Ml Vaa Euran as agree, in their

description of the hills and rivers of India, except that the Raivat hills

are always omitted in this account; but they make a conspicuous figure in

the history of Crishn a.

The inferior mountains in this extensive region, are first/ the Raja-

radial hills, called in Sanscrit, Sushuni: they are well described in the

commentary, on the M'tthd-bharat : they are also called Cacshwat, from a

tribe of* Brahmens of that name, settled there, and well known to the

Puranas*

Then come the Chad'gadri, or the rhinoceros hill, from Chad'ga, to be

pronounced Charga or nearly so, the Sanscrit name of that- animal; and

which still remains in the names of the two districts of CurrucJcpnr, and

Carrucdea. They are mentioned in the Cshetra-samdsa, Elian observes,

that in India, they gave the name of Carcason, to an animal with a single

horn. This word comes from Charga, and in the possessive case, and

in a derivative form Chargasya. In Persian, this word is pronounced

Kharrack and Khark.

To the S. W, of these according to the Gcdava-tantra is the Gridhra-

cuia, or the vulture peak ; the hills, called Ghiddore in the maps.

,

Between these, and the Soria are the famous hills of Raja-grVm,

because there was the royal mansion of Jarasandha. They are called

also Giri-vraja, because he had there numberless Cow-pens. Between
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the Soiia, and tlie Ganges at Benares and Chitnar, are the MauU hills*

called also -Rohittt; or the red hills, and after them the fort of Rohtas is

deii-offiraated.

Between the Soria, and the Tamasd, or To>nsa,is the extensive range of

rCaimar, in Sanscrit, CimmrUyn, so called because it is fortunate to die*

.amongst them. The hills of Cdlanjara, and Chilra-cut'a, or Chtira-sdmi

in Eandela-cliand, are often mentioned in the Pardnas, and also in

some poetical works. Beyond the Chambaiq are the famous hills of

Raivata, which stretch from the Yamuna, down to Gurjardt", and in

a N. W. direction along the Yamuna, as far as DillL That part of

them which lies to the west of Matlmra, as far north as Dilli, is called

the Dcva-giri hills, in the Scanda-purdna, and Mdya-giri, in the Bhdga-

vat.'f They were the abode of the famous Maya, the chief engineer of the

Dailyas. He makes a most conspicuous figure in the Puran as, and parti-
S" j

cularly in the Mahd-hhdrata. The scene of his many atchievements,

and performances was about DillL The inhabitants of these hills calls

themselves Mayas or Meyos, to this day: but by their neighbours they

are denominated Meyovdti, or Mevatis.

The inferior mountains in the east, are the Gdra hills, in the spoken

dialects Gdro, between the Brahma-putra and Silhet, along the southern

boundary of Asdma. They form a very extensive range, the western parts

cf which are called Dordnga-giri or Derdn-girit from the country they are

* G. Commentary, p. 695 of my MS.

+ Scanda-purdna, section of Reva. Bhdgaval, section the 10th.
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in; in the eastern parts they are denominated Ndmrdpa, from the country

likewise.* To the south of Gdda or Gdrgdnh, are the Sdradd hills, men-

tioned in the Cdlica-purari a : the natives call them Sdraidd, and there are

the tombs of the kings of Asdma.

There is another range of mountains to the east of Tiperah, and, which

forming a curve towards the N. E. passes a little to the eastward of the

country of an ancient king called Hedamba, or Heramba. The name

of the country is Cdsdr, and its metropolis is Chaspwr, the Cachara and

Cuspoor of the maps. These hills are called Tilddri, or mountains of

Tila, in the Cshetra-samdsa. In them and to eastward of Cdsdra is

Tilddri-mdld-grdm, or the village of Mdldy in the hills of Tila. It is called

in the spoken dialects Tildndrira-mdld,. and the author of the above tract,

says that it is a pretty place.

To the north of India are three ranges of mountains, Hima or snowy,

is to the north of Nipdla or Naya-pdla; Hema or the golden mountain, is

beyond Tibet, and Nishadha, is still further north. Nay-pdla is between

the Pddapa or foot of the mountains, and Hima. Our ancient geogra-

phers were acquainted with the two first; Hima or Imaus; and Hema,

Hemada, Hemoda, or Emodus. Their information was no doubt very

defective, and their ideas concerning them were of course very indistinct

and confused, as appears from Ptolemy's map. That author has added

an inferior range, which he calls Bepyrrhus. This range, with Imavs and

* Ndmrupa, is different from Cdmrupa, which is toward the N. W. in A'sama* and the former

toward the S. E. Cdmrupa is to the north of the Brahma-putra, and Ndmrupa to the south of it.
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Emodus, he has disposed hi. the shape of the letter V. Imaus is the shaft,

and the others make the two branches; Emodus 'is to the left or north,

and Bepyrrlms to the right or south. Emodus beyond Tibet, is entirely

out of its place here, and of course must be rejected. Bepyrrlms is derived

from the Sanscrit Bhfma-pdda, or Bhaya-pdda, or the tremendous pass

up, and down the mountains ; literally the tremendous footings, rests for

the foot, or steps. These words are pronounced by the Nm^pdles&

BMm-phSd, or Bhim-pher, and Bhay-phed, 01- Bhay^pher : \mi\nHinde&

they say Shim-paid, Bkaij-pair and Bhfm-pairi, Bhay-^paid, or Bhay-pairL

The Paurditics admit it is true, this etymological derivation of these

words, and of BIwna-pur or Bhaya-pur, the dreary mansion: but they have

transferred the sensation of terror from strangers and travellers, to
:

the

inhabitants themselves, and have framed several legends accordingly.

When Parasu-ra"ma, undertook to destroy the Csliettris, the Cliasas,

who then lived below in the plains, fled to the mountains, where they con-

cealed themselves in the greatest dismay, and consternation. A vast body

of them went to Jalpesa or the plaCe of the lord of speech, at the foot of

the hills and a little to the eastward of the Tisid, to consult him, and elaim

his protection; They then ascended the tremendous Ghats, according to

the Cshetra-samasa. In the same treatise, it is said, another body of them

to the north of Asdma, ascended the hills and settled at a place called also

Bkmia-vahi-puri, or the town -replete with fear and terror, more commonly

Bhim-puri and Bhini-pairi, which implies that the town pur, the valleys

and passes paw or paer, at the foot of these hills, were filled with alarm,

and the inhabitants still tremble at the name of Paras v-ra'ma. In the
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commentary on the MaM-bharat, the name of this place* is written

BMma-'Spharddha, or rather Rhinia-sparddka> because Biiima, having

defeated, in these passes, the army of Baridsuras laughed and rejoiced

in consequence of his victory. The first etymology, I think is by far

preferable. This appears to be the mount Bepyrrhus of Ptolemy, and

its erroneous direction in his map may be rectified: Bepyrrhus, and

Ottorocorrha are parts of the Pddapa, or foot of mount Himalaya, and

ought to be connected as such, Bepyrrhiis, to the west and Ottorocorrha to

the east, and to the north of Asdma ; for the latter is only a prolongation of

the former. •

The country of Gad'a or Gdda-grdma is pronounced by the natives Gar-

go,nh3
Qr Guer-garih, that is to say the town of Gor> whatever be its mean-

ing, and through the rest- of Ii\dia it is called Gor, and also by our writers

of the 1 7th century. Even Ptolemy writes it Corrka as in Qtioro-corrha,

This country is generally called A'sama, and is. divided into two parts

Utiara; or Uttaro-gor'a, and' ' J^acshina-gora, in the spoken dialects

Uttur-gol, and Dckhhi-gol, that is to say, north and south Gora, In the*

§poken • dialects these two divisions, are also called Uttar-pdda^ and

Dekhva»pddat thai is to say the N, and S, division.

The Damasi of Ptolemy, imply the southern mountains, from the San-

scrit Ydmya, and Ydmas-ya, which signify the south ; because Ya'ma'

rules there. These words, in the spoken dialects, are pronounced Jamya,

* E *ge 538 of my MS,
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and Jamasya, from which last the Greeks made Damasol, as Diammia for

Jamuna ; and when Pliny says, that the Hindus called the southern

parts of the world Dramas®, we should read Diamasa or Dmnasa. Be-

sides, Jama,' or Pluto, is supposed to reside particularly there also, hence

these mountains or part of them are called Jama-dhara, which imply

either the southern mountains, or the mountains of Jama, the ruler of the

south, in Sanscrit. In the spoken dialects, they say Jamdhera, from which

Bernier made Chamdara,*

Beyond Asdmaaxe the Prribhu-cuChdra mountains, beyond which are

those called Udaya, or from behind which the sun makes his appearance.

Immediately after the mountains of Asdma, according to Ptolemy, are

those called Semanthini, which appear to be the Udaya mountains of the

Pauranics, and the Unnati of lexicons. These are declared to be the

Bamanta, or the very limit of the world, from which Ptolemf made

Semanthini. We may also say Samunnati the very place of the rising

of the sun; for the particle Sam is used here intensively. Samanta is

found in lexicons; the other never to the best of my knowledge; still it

is admissible, for it is correct and grammatical.

Let us pass to the mountains to the east of Bengal. Between that

country, and Traipura, there is a range of hills, which passes close to

Comillah, then all along the sea shore, and ends near Chafgdnh. This

^s~ '

i . ....

* Account of Asdma, Asiatick Researches, Vol. 2d p. 175.
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range is called Raghu-nandana in the Cshctra-samasa, and in the district

of Chatgunk there are two portions of it, one is called Cha?idra~secliara,

or Chandra-giri; in this is Sitd-cunda, or the pool of Sita", and the burn-

ing well. The other portion is called Virupdcshya.

The mountains to the eastward of Traipura, and of Chatgdnh, are men-

tioned in the above geographical treatise: in the northern parts they are

called the Tilddri or Tailddri mountains, with several places of that

name, as we have seen before. The Peguers are called also Talians, and

it is possible that the Tailddri or the mountain of Tild or Taila may have

been so called from that circumstance: for they constitute, at least in the

lower parts of that range, the natural boundary between India, and the

Talian country or Pegu. Between Ardcan, and Avd} is the famous

pass of Tdlld or Tdlluki.

In the Cshetra-samdsa the Carria-pliulU or Chafgdnh river, is said to

come from the Jayadri or mountains of victory, and the Nabki or Ndf

river, from the Suvarria or golden mountains; but these are portions only

of the above range. The mountains, as well as the country to the east-

ward of Trai-pura are often called Reang by the natives. When we

read in Major Dow's history of Hmdoostan, that Sultan Sujah fled from

Dliaccd to Ardcan, through the almost impervious forests and mountains

of Rangdmati, it is a mistake, and it should be the forests and mountains

of Rean°\ It is not likely that, that unfortunate prince should fly from

Dliaccd to Rangdmati on the borders of Asdma, a great way towards the

VOL. xiv. 5 G
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north; but it is more natural to suppose, that he darted at once into the

wilds of Traz-pura and Reang.

Ptolemy has bestowed the name of Maiandrus on this range, but

which is now unknown. It is probably derived from Mayun, a tribe

between Chatganh, and Aracan* according to Dr. Buchanan. In this

case Mayunadri signifies the Mayun mountains, and the Peguers are also

Called Moan.f
f *

'—

By a strange fatality, the northern extremity of mount Maiandrus in

Ptolemy's maps, is brought close to the town of Alosanga, now EUasing

on the Lojung river, to the N. W. of D'hdcca. This mistake is entirely

owing to his tables of longitude and latitude, which were originally errone-

ous, and probably have been made worse and worse by transcribers : but

this may be easily rectified, by adverting to the interesting particulars,

which he mentions concerning mount Maiandrus. In the upper parts

of it, says he, are the Tilaidai, or the inhabitants of the Tilddri or Tila

mountains mentioned before; these are also called Basadm. In the

Vdmana-purana, section of the earth, the Bhasada tribes are mentioned,

as living in the easternmost parts of India. Ptolemy says, that the

Basadws had a short nose as if clipped, and were very hairy, with a broad

chest, and a broad forehead. They were of a white colour, and I sup-

pose like that of the Peguers, called by Persian writers, a wheat colour,

and in Sanscrit Capisa.

* Asiatick Researches^ Vol. 6th, p. 228.

t Asiatick Researches^Yoh 5th, p. 225=
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On one side of mount Maiandrus, according to our author, are the

Nanga-logce, which, he says, signifies naked people, and this is to this day

the true meaning of Nanga-loga in Hindi: their country is repeatedly

called Nagna-desa, or country of the naked in the Pw^drias, and they call

themselves Nanetds or the naked, but this word they generally pronounce

Lanctd.* • They are called also Cuci, and in the Cshetra-samdsa it is said,

that the original name is Cemu, and Cemuca, which are pronounced in the

dialect of that country Ceu, Ceuca or Ceuci; and Portuguese writers men*

tion the country of Cu, to the eastward of Bengal.

The Vindhyan mountains are in general covered with forests called in

Sanscrit, Arariya or Atwri, and this last implies an impervious wood, or near-

ly so. The Vindhydtams, are often mentioned in the Puran as, and poetical

works. They are divided into forest-cantons, mentioned in the lists of coun-

tries in the Purdrias) and in geographical works among these forest-cantons,

ten are of more renown, than the others: these are to the east of the river

Soria, and are called in the above lists Dasdrna, and in geographical

tracts Dasdrawya, or the ten forests, and in every one of them is a strong-

hold or fort Rma, and Dasdrria signifies the ten forts. Another name for

these forts is Uttamdrria, which implies their pre-eminence, and superiority

of power above the others. These ten strongholds are probably the

Dasapur, or decapolis of the last section but one of the Padma-purdria,

and of Cosas alsOi There resided ten chiefs, who availing themselves of

the supineness of their neighbours below, became hill robbers, and obtain-

ed at various periods much might and honor. They were like the savage

55 ' ' ' •
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* Asiutick Rematches, Vol. 7th, p. 183.
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tribes of Rajdmehdt, only they acted upon a larger, and of course upon a

more honorable scale.

These forests are in general called JhdH-c%anda, always pronounced

Jhari-c'liancT in the spoken dialects, which signifies a country abounding

with Jlidri, or places overgrown with thickets, 'and underwood. 'However

there are many extensive forests of large and tall trees of various sorts, but

under these there is no grass, and very seldom any underwood : therefore

the copses are most Valuable, being fit for the grazing of cattle.

These ten cantons included all the woods, hills and wilds of south

Bahar, with the two districts of Surugunjd, and Gangapur in the south.

We have also the Divddasdrariya, or twelve forest-cantons, including the

ten before mentioned with the addition of Bandela-c
,han& and Baghela-

cliand'. Another name for such woods and thickets is Jhdnci and Jhdncar;

which the natives of these forests, generally pronounce Ddngi and

Ddngar, according to the CsJwtra-samdsa, and to the natives also, who

call themselves Dangayas from Bandela-cliand', all the way to the bay of

Bengal, and their country Dangaya. The other Hindus however call the

Whole Jhdr-c'Jiand', and it is noticed in Dow's history of India, and in

that of Bengal by Major Stewart,* and also either by Tavernier or

Bernier, but supposed by them to be a town in the vicinity of Berham-

pur, instead of an extensive forest. They call it Geharcunda, and sup-

pose it to mean a cold place. In Bengal they call it often Jangal-teri and

* History of Bengal, p. 123. 265. 371.
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in the Csketm*mmd$ai
; Jangkl-csMtra

r
kndJdr-c'handi, h\\ implying the

-woody country. In the Company's Registers, they are called the Jungle*

mehals or foxest^cantons,;

According to Major Dow^s history, when the emperor Firose IH,in the

year 1358, was returning; from Bengal, he passed through the Fadmavati

'forest, which is one of the old names of Patrta, once the metropolis of that

country. These forests abounded with elephants, arid the emperor caught

many. For a similar reason, the mountains and forests of Jhdr-c'hanoV are

called, in the Peutirigerian tables, the In/modus mountains, abounding with

elephants, and placecr there to the south of the Ganges. They really were

in the country of'Magadh or Magd, as generally pronounced, and which

was also the name of Ptttna and of south Bahar. Much information con-

cerning India, was derived from Arabian merchants and sailors/ by whom

the Greek and Roman fleets were chiefly manned. These to
,Jthe names

of countries prefixed the Arabic article Al, as in Al-tihet, Al-sin,'&c.* thus

they said Al-mogd for Magadht Al-murica and Al-dryyaca, for Mura

or Maricd and Aryydcd, from which the Greeks made Limyrica and

Lariaca. El-maied or Patna is placed, in the above tables, 250 Roman

miles to the eastward of the confluence of the xJumnd with the Ganges*

and its name is written there Elymaide. These forests are called Ricsha-

van or bear forests, and the inhabitants Bhalldta or Bhdllatha, bear hun-

ted or bear killers* These are the BhylUtce of Ptolemy, and the Bulioits

of Captain Robert Covert. There were also the Dryllo-phyllitce, pro-

:
i

i

'
, , ,

I, .i
i ..

* Mahd-bhtij'at, Bhishma, section and commentary,

vol. xiv. 5 H
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bably from some place called Derowlyt the Condali now the Gond$

(as Bengala, from Banga) were part of the Phyllitm. This shews

that these bear hunters were spread over a most extensive region.

As these extensive forests abound with snakes, the country is called in

Sanscrit, Ahi-cshetra, or snake country, and Ahi-ch
y

hatra, from the snakes

spreading there, their umbrellas or hoods. In the spoken dialects, they

say Aic-het and Atc-shet. The country and mountains of Aic-shet are well

known all over the peninsula, according1 to Dr. F. Buchanan in his

account of Mysore. Ptolemy gives to the mountains of south Bahar and

in the western parts of Bengal, the name of Uxentus obviously from

Aic-sheL In the southern parts, or in Burrd-ndgpurs and adjacent coun-

tries, he calls them AdisaVhrus from Ahich'hatra. The country about

the Vindhyan hills, from Rdjdmehdl to Chundr, is divided into Antara-giri,

or within the hills> and Bahira-giri, or without the hills, and this last is

applied to the country to the south of Patna along the Ganges.

How let us pass to the rivers, and I shall describe first, those on the

right of the Ganges, then the rivers on the left of it ; and I shall conclude

this section with an account of the Ganges itself This I believe is the

best way, as it will obviate many repetitions.

The first river of note below Hurdwdr, and on the ri^ht side of the

Ganges, is the Cdlindi or Cdlint, for both are used indifferently by the

natives, and which Mis into the Ganges near Canoge. She is considered

as the younger sister of the Yamuna : hence it is called the lesser Yamuna
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or Cdlindi This accounts for Ptolemy mistaking it for the elder or

greater Yamuna, and making but one river of the two; Don Joan de

Barros did the same, when he says that Canoge was at the confluence of

the Jamund with the Gangesc Mr. D'Anville, better informed, removed

the greater Jumna to its proper place; but carried along with it Canoge»

which accordingly he placed near Allahabad, at least' in his first maps.

The royal road from the Indus to Palibothra crossed this river at a

place called CdltnUpacsha according to Megasthenes, and now probably

K'hoda-gunge ; Cdlini-pacsha'm Sa?iscrit signifies a place near the Cdlinfc

The next is the blue Yamuna or Cdlindi, the daughter of the sun, the

sister of the last Manu, and also of Yama or Samana, our Pluto or Sum-

manus. Her relationship with the lesser Cdlindi or Cdlini is not noticed

by the Paurantes, though otherwise well known. In the spoken dialects

it is called Jamund, Jumna, and Jubund particularly in Bengal It is

called Diamuna by Ptolemy, Jomanes by PlinY, and Jobares by Arria-n,

probably for Jobanes or Jubuna. It is called Cdlindi because it has its

source in the hilly country of Cdlindd, called Culindd in the Geographical

Commentaries, on the Malid-bhdrata. It is the Culindrine of Ptolemy

from Culinddn, a derivative from Culinddc

The confluence of the Gangd and Yamuna at Prayaga is called

Triverii by the Paurdnies; because three rivers are supposed to meet

there; but the third is by no means obvious to the sight. It is the famous

Sarasvatt, which comes cut of the hills to the west of the Yamundj passes
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dose to Thaneser, loses itself in the great sandy desert and re-appears at

Prayag, humbly oozing from under one of the towers of the fort, as if

ashamed of herself. Indeed she may blush at her own imprudence: for

she is the goddess of learning and knowledge,'and was3 then coming down

the country with a book in her hand, when she entered the sandy desart,

and unexpectedly was assailed by numerous demons, with frightful coun-

tenances, making a dreadful noise. Ashamed of her own want of fore-

sight she sank into the ground, and re-appeared at Praydga or Allahabad,

for as justly bbserved, learning alone isansuincient.

These three rivers flow then together, as far as the southern Triverii

in Bengal, forming the Triverii, or the three plaited locks: for their waters

do not mix, but keep distinct all the way. The waters of the Yamuna

are blue, those of the Sarasvati white, and the Ganges is of a muddy

yellowish colour. These appearances are owing partly to the nature of

the soil below, and above to the reflexion of light from the clouds.

The Tamasa,ov dark river, from its,being skirted, at least formerly,

with gloomy forests, is called Tonsa or Tcnso in the spoken dialects, and

by Ptolemy Touso or Tousoa,

It is not to be confounded with the Sgria;, for the . Touso, according, to

him falls into the Ganges, above Cindia now Canti or Mirzapur, It is

occasionally called Pqma$a, as in the Vdyu and* Matsya-purarias ; and

§... .Sectsos of tfe«e eartit,
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at its confluence with the Ganges, there is a very ancient place, and fort

called to this day Parnasd, \

The next river is the hateful Carmmandsd, so called, because, by the

contact aloit-3 of its waters, we lose at once the fruit of all our good works.

Its source is in that part of the Vindhya hills called in the Puran as

Vindhya-maulica, which implies the heads, peaks or summits of the original

mountains of Vindhya,

This mountain presumed once to rear his head, above that of Himalaya,

and thus consigned it, and the intermediate country, to total darkness.

One day Vindhya perceiving the sage Agastya his spiritual guide, pros-

trated himself to the ground before him, as usual, when the sage as a pun-

ishment for his insolence, ordered him to remain in that posture, We had

such mountains formerly in the west, which kept the greatest part ofEurope

in constant darkness, and which must have met with a similar fate, though

not recorded All the ground he covers with his huge frame is denomina-

ted Maulij or the heads or peaks of Vindhya,, and is declared to be the origin*

al VinDhya^ which gives its name to the whole range, from sea to sea, and is

supposed to extend from the Soria to the Tonga. As the Carmmanasa

comes from the country of Mauli, there is then a strong presumption, that

it is the river Omalis of Megasthenes: thus the great river., which he calls

Commenasis, is the Sarayu, and is so called, because it comes from the

country of Comanh, or Almora. The river Cacufhis of the same author is

the Puna-puna, and is so called because it flows through the country of

VOL. XIV. .5 I
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€kaia. It is also called Magadhi by the Pauranics, for a similar reason.

In this manner the Yamuna is also called Calindt," because it comes from

the hilly country of Cdlinda, as I observed before.

The waters of the river MauK were originally as pure, and beneficial to

mankind, as those of any river in the country. However they were long

after infected and spoiled, through a most strange, and unheard of circum-

stance, in consequence of which its present name was bestowed upon it.

Tui-s'ancu was a famous, and powerful king, who lived at a very early

period, and through religious austerities, and spells, presumed to ascend to

heaven with his family. The gods enraged at his insolence, opposed him,

and lie remains suspended halfway with his head downwards. From his

mouth' issues' a bloody saliva, of a most baneful nature. It falls on

Vindhya, and gives to these mountains a reddish hue: hence they are

called Rohita or Lohita, the red and bloody hills in the vicinity of Rotas,

It is unnecessary to remark, that this infectious saliva, mixing with the

waters of the river Mauli, would naturally infect, and render them most

inimical to religious purposes. This legend is well known; but the best

account I ever saw, is in the Maha-Ramayaria, in a dialogue between

Agastya, and Hanuman. The next is the 'Son a-,' or red river:' in the

Purdnas it is constantly called Son-a, and I believe'
:

never otherwise. In

the Amara cosa, and other tracts, I am told it is .called Hirmiya-hahu im-

plying the golden arm, or branch -of a river,- or the golden 'Canal or channel.

These expressions imply an arm or branch^of the Sofia, which really forms

two branches, before it falls into the Ganges, The easternmost, through
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the. accumulation of sand, is how nearly rilled up, and probably will soon

disappear.

The epithet of golden, does by no means imply that gold was found in its

sands. It was so called probably, on account of the influx of gold, and

wealth, arising from the extensive trade carried on, through it ; for it was

certainly a place of shelter for all the large trading boats, during the stormy

weather, and the rainy season.

In the extracts from Megasthenes by Pliny and Arrian, the Sonus and

Erannoboas appear, either as two distinct rivers, or as two arms of the

same river. Be this as it may, Arrian 'says
1

,"' that the Erannoboas was the

third river in India, which is not true. But I suppose, that 'Megasthenes

meant only the Gangetick provinces : for he says that the Ganges was the

first and largest: he mentions next the Commenasis or Sarayu, from the

country of Commanh, as a very large river, the third large river is then the

Erannoboas or river Son a.

'

Ptolemy finding himself peculiarly embarrassed with regard to this

river, and the metropolis of India situated on its banks, thought proper to

suppress it entirely. Others have done the same, under similar distressful

circumstances. - It is however well known to this day, under the denomina-

tion of Hirariya-baha, even to every school boy, in the Gangetick pro-

vinces, and in them there is no other river of that name.

The origin of the Soria, and of the Narmada is thus described by

F. Tiepfenthatler, on the authority of an English officer, who surveyed
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it about the year 1771* " according- to an English Engineer, who went

" from Allahabad to the source of the Narmada, there are three rivers,

" which have their origin from a pool eight yards long and six broad, and

" surrounded by a border of brick. This pool is in the middle of the

a village of Amarcarit'aca. Above it is a rising ground about fifty yards

high, on which Brdhmens bave built houses. "The Narmada flows

from the said pool, a mile and half towards the east, then falls with

" violence down a declivity of about twenty-six yards, and then runs with

velocity towards a village called Qajnldara and from Xhis place through

" an extensive forest, and then turning towards the west, it goes to

" Garamandel and thence into the sea. In coming out of the above pool

f,
it is one yard broad."

f The Sone makes its first appearance, about half a mile from the pool,

*e and then runs through a very narrow bed, down a declivity of about

" twenty-five yards. Five miles thence, it is lost in the sands ; then collect-

" ing itself again into one body, it becomes a considerable stream, and

" goes to Rhotas. The JuJmla (JoMla) is first seen about three miles from

" the pool, and is but an insignificant stream."

Tieffenthaler has omitted the name of the officer, hvX it was Wil-

liam Bruce, a Major in the Company's service, and mentioned fey Major

RENNEL.-f-

* ,Beschreibung von JJindooslan, &c. p. 298. Some account of it is given also, frem native

authorities by Captain Blunt, Asiatick Researches, Vol. 7th p. 100.

+ See Memoir of a map, fee. p. 234.
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The next river is the Puna-jmna, which signifies again and again, in a

mystical sense; for it removes sins again and again. It is a most holy

stream, and is called also Magadhf, because it flows through the country

of Magadha or Ctcata. Hence this river might be called also Cicati, and

it is the Cacuthis of Megasthenes. Then comes the Phalgu, the Fulgo of

the maps. I thought formerly, that it was the anonymous river of

Ptolemy, which he derives from the mountainous regions of Uxentos, m

Hindi, Aicshet, from the Sanscrit Ahicshetra. Our author has pretty well

pointed out its confluence with the Ganges near Miidgir, where it receives

another river from the south, called the Kewle in the maps, and which is

really the anonymous stream of that author, as it appears from several

towns on Hs banks : but Ptolemy has lengthened its course beyond mea-

sure ; as I shall show hereafter.

Let us now proceed to the Sulacshrii, or Chandravati, according to the

Cshetra-samasa. It is now called the river Chandan, because it flows

through the Van or groves of Chandra, in the spoken dialects Chandwan, or

Chandan. In the maps it is called Gogd, which should be written Caucd,

because according to the above tract, it falls into the Ganges, at a place

called Cucu, and in a derivative form Caucava, Caucwa, or Caaca. It flows

a little to the eastward of Bhagalpur : but the place, originally so called,

has been long ago swallowed up by the Ganges, along with the town of

Bali-gram. In the Jina-vilas, it is called Arariija-hahd, or the torrent from

the wilderness, being really nothing more.

5 K
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The other rivers, as far as Tarn-look, are from the Cshetra-samasa. The

Mddd now the Bdiuli, falls into the Ganges near Jungypur. I believe it

should be written Udd'lid, because it flows through the country of.that name.

The Dwardca is next: then, the Mayurdcshi or with the eyes of a Mayura,

or peacock; this is the river More. To.the N. E. of Jemmjaecmdi are the

following small rivers, the Gocarni, and beyond this the Child, and the

Griuamot'icd, in the spoken dialects Garmora. Their path towards the

Ganges, is winding and intricate.

The next river is the Bacreswari, which comes from the hot wells of

Bacreswara-mahddeva, or with the crooked Linga. These hot wells are

of course a most famous and holy place of worship. It falls into the

Ganges above Catwd, and it is called in the maps Babld.

The Ajf, or resplendent river -is the next: its name at full length is

Ajdvaii or Ajdmati, full of resplendence. The Ajmati, as it is pronounced,

is the Amystis of Megasthenes, instead of Asmytis. It fell into the Ganges,

according to Arrian, near a town called Catadupa, the present, and real

name of which is Cata-dwipa; but it is more generally called Catwd.

The Aji is called also Ajayd, Ajayi and Ajasd, in the Gdlava-Tantra,

As Ajaya may be supposed to signify invincible, it is declared, that

whatever man bathes in its waters, thereby becomes unconquerable. The

next river is the Ddmodara, one of .the sacred nam as of Vishnu, and ac-

cording to the Cshelra-samdsa, it is the Vedasmriti, or Vedavaii of the

Purdnas. Another name for it is Devanad, especially in the upper parts of

its course. In the spoken dialects it is called Dam-odd or Damodi. It is
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the Jndomatis of Arrian, who says that it comes, as well as the Cacuthis,

now the Puna-puna, from the country of the Mandiadini, in Sanscrit

Manda-bhdgya or Manda-dhanya.

The Ddriceswarf, or Dances i, is called Dwdracesi in the Galava-

Tantra. It is the Dalkisor of the maps, near Bishenpur. It is so called

from Ddriceswara-mahddeva.

Then conies the Sildoati, Sailavatf; or Sailamati* called simply Sailaya

by the natives, and Selai in the maps. It is the subject of several pretty;

legends, and a damsel born on its banks, and called also Sailamati" from

that circumstance, makes a most conspicuous figure in the VnhatcaChd.

It is the Solomatis of Megasthenes.
'to'

The next river is the Cansdvaii, called Cansaya by the natives, and

Cassai in the maps. The three last rivers joining together form the

lliipa-Ndrdyau a, or with the countenance of him, whose abode is in the

waters, and who is Vishnu.

Then comes the Suvarria-rec'M,. or Hiran'ya-reclid, that is to say the

golden streak. It is called also in the Purdnas, in the list of rivers,

Suctimati, flowing from the Rtcsha, or bear mountains. Its name signifies

abounding with shells, in Sanscrit Sucii, Sanc'ha, or Cambu.

* In Sanscrit the words t««, vati, or mati, man, and mant originally signify, in composition, liko-

ness ; but in many instances they imply fullness, abundance. In Latin we have Farcimen, fare:-

ihcntum likewise, &c.
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From Cambu, or Cambnja, in a derivative form, comes the Cambuson

mouth of Ptolemy and which, he thought, as well as many others till

lately, communicated with the Ganges, or even was a branch of it.

The Suvarria-rec'hd, it is true, does not fall into the Ganges any more

than the four rivers, which I am going to mention ; but they are so situated,

that it is necessary to give some account of them, for the better under-

standing of this Geographical Essay. Of these four rivers the first is the

Soria, which flows by Balasorc, and is not noticed, as far as I know, in the

Purdrias.

The next is the Vaitararii, which runs by Ydjdpur, the Jaugepoor of

the maps. In the upper part of its course, it is called Cocild, and in the

spoken dialects Coil.

There are two rivers of that name, the greater and the lesser; this last is

I believe the Salundy. of. the maps. The greater Vaitararii is generally

called Chittrotpald in the Purdrias. The third is the Brdhmarii, called

Sanclid in the upper part of its course. This and the Vaitararii come

from the district of Chuta-Nagpur.

The fourth river is the Maha-nada or Mahd-nadi, that is to say the

great river. It is mentioned in the lists of rivers in the Purdrias, but other-

wise it is seldom noticed. It passes by Cat oca,

Ptolemy considers the Cocild and Brdhmarii rivers as one, which he

calls Adamas, or diamond river, and to the Mahd-nadi he gives the name of
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Dosaron. He is however mistaken : the Mahd-nadi is the diamond river,

and his Dosaron consists of the united streams of the Brdhmam, and the

Cocild and is so called, because, they come from the Dasdranya also

Dasdrria, or the ten forest-cantons. He might indeed have been led into

this mistake very easily, for the Brdhmam and Cocild come from a dia-

mond country in Chuta-Nagpur, and in Major Rennell's general map

of India, these diamond mines towards the source of these two rivers are

mentioned, and seem to extend over a large tract of ground.

Before we pass over to the other side of the Ganges, let us consider

the rivers which fall into the Yamuna. The first river is the Goghas, to

be pronounced Goghus, which passes close to Amara, or Amere near Jaypur.

It comes from the east, and is first noticed at a place called Ichrowle, as it

passes to the north of it, at some distance. It winds then towards the S. W.

and goes towards Amere and Jaypur, thence close to Bagroo, wiien it;

turns to the south and soon after to the S. E. The village of Ichrowle, being

near the Goghus, is also called Goghus after it, or Cookus, as it is written

in Arrowsmith's map : but it is considered by that famous geographer, as

a different place from Ichrowle. This river is called Damiadee, by some of

our writers of the seventeenth century, and is supposed by them to come

from the mountainous district of Hindoon, and then to flow close to that

city towards the west, and to fall into the Indus at Bdcdr, according to

Cantain R. Covert, who was there I believe in the year 1609 or 1610.

Tliis is by no means a new idea, for this is the river without a name menti-

oned by Ptolemy, who places, near its source, a town called Gagasmira,

in which the names of the Goghas, and of the town of Amere are suffi-

VOL. XIV. * *-*
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qiently obvious. Some respectable travellers, who have occasionally visited

that country are of the same opinion, being deceived by seeing that river

flowing towards the west a considerable way.

The town of Hindoon still exists, and the inhabitants of the adjacent

country who were formerly great robbers, trusting to their fastnesses,

among the hills, are still so, whenever they can plunder with safety. It is

most erroneously called Hindour, in Arrgwsmith's map, and I am sorry to

observe, that otherwise admirable work disfigured by bad orthography,

the result of too much hurry, and carelessness, and the errors are

equally gross and numerous, and sometimes truly ludicrous. As to the

Damiadee* this appellation is now absolutely unknown. The first notice'

I had of the Goghas was from a native surveyor, whom I sent to survey

the Panjab, and who accidentally passed through Jaypur, but remained

there several days.

The Damiadee was first noticed by the Sansons in France; but was

omitted since by every geographer, I believe, such as the Sieur Robert,

the famous D'Anville, &c; but it was revived by Major Rennell, under

the name of Dummody. I think its real name was Dhumyat% from a thin

mist like smoke, arising from its bed. Several rivers in India are so named

:

thus the Hirariya-hahd, or eastern branch of the Soria, is called Cujjhatt,

or Cuhtf from Ciiha a mist hovering occasionally over its bed. As this

branch of the Sona has disappeared or nearly so, this fog is no longer to be

* See Andrmv Brice's Dictionary ad vocem aad others.

+ Commentary on the Geog. of the M. Bh.
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seen. I think, this has been also the fate of the Dhumydti, which is now

absorbed by the sands. This Dhumydti , seen at Baccar by Capt. Covert,

did not come from Hendown, but from some place in the desert, still un-

known, but I suspect that it is the river, without name, placed, in Arrow-

smith's map, to the E. N. E. of Jaysulmere. It passes near a village called

Lauty or Ldtyanh, which village is said to be twenty Cos to the east of

Jaysulmere, by the late Major D. Falvey, who travelled twice that way,

in the years 1787 and 1780: according to him there is no river, nor

branch of the Indus between Jaysulmere, and Baccar. He was a well

informed man, who understood the country languages, and in his route

he always took particular notice of the rivers which he crossed. The

Damiadee is now called by the natives, Lohree or Rohree, from a

town of that name, near its confluence with the Indus. I am assured,

that, during the rains, the backwater from the Indus, runs up the dry

bed of a river, for a space of three days. This dry bed is supposed, to

have been formerly the bed of a river, formed by the united streams of

the rivers Caggar, and Ckitangh from the plains of Curu-cshetra, but

this I think highly improbable.

The next is the Charmmanwatt, or abounding with hides. It is often

mentioned in the Purdrias, and is called also Charmmabala, and Siva-

nada, in the spoken dialects Chambal and Seonad. It is sometimes repre-

sented as reddened with the bloody hides put to steep in its water.'*

* In the Megha Duta this river is said to have originated in the blood shed by Ranti Dkva
at the Gomidhds or offerings of kine.

\
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The hides, under the name of Chembelis, were formerly an article of

trade.* The country about its source is called Gharmma-dwipa, which

is certainly between waters or rivers, which abound in that country.

There is a town called Sihnagara, or more generally Seonah, the town

of Siva, after whom this river is denominated.

The Siprd, Siprd, Cshiprd, called also the Avanti river, falls into

the ChambaL

The Sindhu or Sind, is occasionally mentioned in the Purdnas, as

well as the little river Para, commonly called Pdrvati, which, aftes

winding to the north of Narwdr, falls into the Sindhu near Vijayagar.

It is famous for its noisy falls, and romantic scenes on its banks, and

the numerous flocks of cranes and wild geese to be seen there, particu-

larly at Buraichd west of Narwdr. The next is the little river Paujd,

which falls into the Yamuna, and is called in the spoken dialects Pauja,

and in the maps Puhuj.

The Vetracatf, or abounding with withies, is a most sacred river.

Vetra or Betra is a withy, and so is Vithr in the old Saxon. In the

spoken dialects and in English, .the letter R is omitted; in Hindi they

say Beit and in English With or withy. In the spoken dialects, it is

called Betwd and Betiounti.

The river Dussaun, which falls into the Vetravati is probably the

Dasarria of the Paurdates.

v:r
Si£E Dictionnalre de Commerce
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The next river is that, which we call the Cane: but its true name is

Ceydn, and the author, of the Cshetra-samdsa, says, that it is the Criyd,

or Criydm of the Purarias, and called Ceyan in the spoken dialects.

Another name for it is Crishna^gangd, which, according to the Vardha-

purana flows by Cdlanjara.

Let us now pass to the rivers to the north of the Ganges, or on the left

of it. The first is the Sardvati, or full of reeds: another name of the same

import is Bdria-gangd, this is used by natives; in the Muhd-bliarata, it

is called Sw- Varna, or most beautiful : its present name, and of the same

import is Rama-ganga, or Ramya-gangd. In the Saravan, or Saraban,

that is to say the thickets of reeds on its banks, Cartice"ya was born.

This name is sometimes applied to the river itself, though improperly, and

from Saraban, Ptolemy made Sarabon and Sarabos. It is called Su-

shomd, in the Bhdgavat, or the most beautiful. It may be also translated

the beautiful Shomd or Soma.

In the Amara-cosa, and commentary, it is called Sausami in a deriva-

tive form from Su-samt. It is declared there to be in the famous and

extensive country of Usinara. The reason for its being introduced into

that work is, " because, there is in it a city called CanVha, and Sau-sami-

" canVlia. This word is of the neuter gender, provided the compound

" term be the name of a town in Usinara, else it is feminine. Example

;

" Sau-sami-canVha, and Dacshiria-canVhd names, of towns; the first in

" Usinara, the other out of that country.* These two towns still exist

:

* dmara-cosd) and translation by Mr. Coi.tBB.oonE, p. 385.

vol. xiv. 5 M
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the first, in the late surveys niade by order of Government, is placed on

the western bank of the Rama-gangd, in 29 7 of latitude: the other or

south Can?ha is in the district of Budaijoorij and is the head place of the

Purgvdak of Kant according to the Ayin Acheri* There is little

doubt, but that the Soma or Sami is the Isamus of Strabo, the boundary

of Menander's kingdom."!*

The beautiful Vdmd was mentioned by Megasthenes, as a river falling

into the Ganges, according to Pliny. This river consists of two branches,

tlie western is called Gdngdn, according to the late surveys made by

order of Government; the eastern branch is the Ram-gangd, and they

unite about twenty miles to the south of Rdmpoor. On the banks of the

former lived the Gangani of Ptolemy called Tangani in some copies.

The next river is the Gaurd, Gauri or Gaurdni. There are many

rivers so called, but it is doubtful, whether this was meant by the

Paurdnics. The inhabitants of the country call it so, this is sufficient

authority, and it is probably the Agoranis of Megasthenes.

The Gomatiy or Vdsishti river, is called in the spoken dialects Gnmtt.

About fifty miles above Lucknow, it divides into two branches, which unite

again below Jounpoor. The eastern branch retains the name of Gumti;

the western branch is called Samhu and Sucti, and in the spoken dialects

SS-"
-

' '

. . .
-— .!' . -.- .,-——.-.— n ,,. _ i SSSS ii. urn n—rn— il l T im e J=«

* Ayin Acberi, Vol. 2d Tucseem Jum?iia, p. 84.

f Strabo Lib. 11, p. 516.
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Sye, because it abounds with small shells. This is really the case, as

I have repeatedly observed, whilst surveying, or travelling along its banks.

They are all fossile, small and imbedded in its banks, and appear here

and there, when laid bare by the encroachments of the liter. They

consist chiefly.of small cockles and periwinkles. Many of them look fresh,

the rest are more or less decayed, and they are ail empty. I know several

other rivers so called, and for the same reason. In the spoken dialects,

their name is pronounced Sye as here, Soy and Sui, at other places, from

the Sanscrit Sucti. This river is not mentioned in any Sanscrit book,

that I ever saw, but I take it to be the Sambus of Megasthenes.

.' k i

The next river is the Sarayu, called also Devicd, and Gharghara £

in the spoken dialects Sarju, Devd, Delia and Ghdghrd. ThiBaurantes

consider these three denominations, as belonging to the- same river.

The natives here are of a different opinion ; they say that Dewd and

Ghdghrd are the names of the main stream, and the Sarju a different

river as represented in Major Rennell's maps. The Sarju comes from

the mountains to the eastward of the Dewd, passes by Baraich, and joins

the Dewd above Ayodhyd or Oade, and then separating from it, below

that town, it crosses over to the other side, that is to say to the westward

of it, and falls into the Ganges, at Bhrigurdsrama, in the spoken dialects

Bdgrdsan. In the Cshetra-samdsa it is declared, that the Gharghara is

the true and real Sarayu, and that it is called Mahd-sarayu or great

Sarayu, and the other is the little Sarayu. According to the above

Geographical Treatise, the Saraiju is also called Prema-bdhini, or the

friendly stream. Towards the west it sends a branch called in the
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Purarias, Tamasi, and in the spoken dialects, and in the maps Tonga*

it is a most holy stream, and joins the lesser Sarayu in the lower parts

of its course.

It is omitted by Ptolemy, but it is the large river called by

Megasthenes, Commenases, or the Comaunish river, because it comes from

the country of Comaunh, called also Ahnorah. It is called Ocdanes by

Artemidorus, as cited by Strabo, because it flows by the town, and

through the country of Oude, called Oeta by the poet Nonnus.
"

•
•

....
The Gharghard is called Gorgoi^is by the Anonymous of Ravenna:

for thus I read, instead of Torgoris, as the original documents were in

the Greek language, in which there is very little difference between the

letters Ti$h&Greek T. The Rdvd or noisy river, is mentioned in the lists

of countries hi the Puran as, otherwise it is but little known. In a deriva-

tive form,$ becomes Rdvati, and in the spoken dialects Rdbtt and Raptf,

The Gandaci or Gand'acdvati, is called Gandac in the spoken dialects,

and it is the Condochates of Megasthenes. This river is left out by

Ptolemy; but it is obvious, at least to me, that he had documents about

it and the Sarayu, which, either he did not well understand, or were very

defective. All rivers to the north of the Ganges flow in general towards

the south, declining more or less toward the east. Here Ptolemy has a

river, which, according to him, flows directly towards the south-west,

and he has very properly bestowed no name upon it. What is remark-

able is that the source of this imaginary river is really that of the

Gandaci, and its confluence with the Ganges is that of the Dewd. On
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its banksrlte hasva towH:ieaifed
:

; Cassida,. the Sanscrit name of which is

t

CushadkSt or &iis^a(iydyt\W^'a^A&miiXi Oude ;&n&, as it were to complete

the sum of blunders,. hejJhas!; placed :Ganogiza m f^mioge on its banks,

Afccording:to;pTOiiEMY, fthesoili'ce of this xivejr is in the northern hills, at

a: place; which. ;Re callsi 8eimi%pwc£% (^-4t is written and accentuated in*

the Greek ongiTddXyy ^thq{^ .so. called from*

numerous passes through it and calledv.l;o &hm 'dag? MMmpkeri, synonymous^

with Bhayrpl.bexiy.Gfc the tremendous passes^ as we have seen before,

Selampoor, is i^eali^ a Samerit name of a place, Sailapi&ra, or Sailampur,

for both, are;grammatical, and are syi^onymous with* Sailagrdm, and the

obvious meaning ,and; we may say fthe only one of both, is the town of

Saila, wiaieh signifies a rocky hiikw ,

-.Enthusiasts, have endeavoured to frame etymologies suitable to the

rank, and dignity of this, stone> which is a deity, and is god in its own

%lnV for it is Vi^iNu;Jb.ut they are rejected by sober and dispassionate

Pandits, as too^ far fetched, and sometimes ridiculous. The name of this

stone is written Sd'agrdm, Sailagrdm, Saita-chacra . and Gandacf-Sila,

People, who go in.search -of$ke Sdlagrccim, travel ^as far as a place called

Thdccd^cote, at the entrance nearly Lof the snowy mountains. To the

south, of it is a village, where they stop; and procure provisionSo This

village was probably called Sailapur or Sailagrdm, from its situation

near a Saila or rocky hill, and from it this famous stone was denominated

Sailagrdm, as well as the river. Thdccd is mentioned in Arrowsmith's

map.

vol. xrv. 5 N
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The origin of this rocky hill is connected with a most strange legend,

which I shall give in the abstract Yesknu, unwilling to subject himself

to the dreaded power* and influence, of the ruler of the planet Saturn

and having no time to lose, was obliged to have recourse to his Maya,

or illusive powers,, which- are very great, and he suddenly became a

rocky mountain. This is called Saila-maya, of a rocky mountain the

illusive form: but Saturn soon found him out, and in the shape of

a worm, forced himself through, gnawing every part of this illusive

body. For one year of Saturn was Vishnu thus tormented, and

through pain and vexation, he sweated most profusely, as may be

supposed, particularly about the temples, from which issued two

copious streams the Cnshna or black, and the Sweta-Gaudacz or white

Gand'aci ; the one to the east, and the other to the west. After one revo-

lution of Saturn, Vishnu, resumed his own shape, and ordered this stone

to be worshipped, which of course derives its divine right from itself) with-

out any previous consecration, as usual in all countries in which images

are worshipped.

There are four stones, which are styled Saila-mdya and are accordingly

worshipped, whenever they are found. The first, is the Saila, or stonejust

mentioned ; the second, which is found abundantly in the river Soria, is a

figured stone, of a reddish colour, with a supposed figure of Ganesa,

in the shape of an elephant, and commonly called Gariesa-ca-pafhar

:

the third, is found in the Narmmada ; and the fourth., is a single stone or

rock, which is the Saila-mayd, of the third part of the bow of Paras'u-

Ra'ma, after it had been broken by Ra'ma-chanbra. It is still to be seen,
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about seven Cos to the N* E. of Janaca-pura in Taira-bhucta, at a place

called Dhanucd-grama, or the village of the bow, occasionally called

Saila-mdyd-purt or grama, according to the Bhuvana-cosa.

I rafts b lb i
i H • "

-."'
.

'
'"-

• '

The river Gand acd is so called, because it proceeds from a mountain of

that name. The people of Naypdla call it Cmwfaci, because it proceeds

from the Cunda-sthala or the two cavities, or depressions of the* temples of

Vishnu, in the shape of a mountain, as I observed before.

i

- .-:;;' "
' '

"
"

!

'

It is also called Sala-grdma, because of the stone of that name found hi.'; '

"

^ ;

its bed. Another name for it is Nardyanf, because Vishnu or Na'rayana

abides in its waters, in the shape of the above stone.

There is a place, near Janaca-pura, which as I observed. before, is

called Saila-mdyd-pura or Saila-mdyd-grdma, and which becomes Saila-

pura, or Saila-grdma, in the spoken dialects.*

Some believe the Saila-grdm to be the eagle stone: if so it is not anew

idea; for Matthiolus, who lived I believe towards the latter end of the

fifteenth century, says, that eagles do keep most carefully such a ^tone by

them, and that, for this purpose, they travel to India in order to procure it.

For without it the eggs in their nests would infallibly rot and be spoiled.

* In the original MS. these words are written Sala-maya, Sdli-pura and Scut-grama^ that is to say,

ihay have adopted the pronunciation of these words, such as it is in the spokeo. dialects.. This is

occasionally the case in geographical books in the Sanscrit language.
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The next river is the Bdgmatfor Bdngmdti, tnsMrto say Ml of noises

and sounds. According to the Himavat-c'hMid'd, a section of the Soanfta-

puraria, it conies from two springs in the skirts ofthe peak? of diva-..' The

eastern spring is the Bdgmatf, and the western is called after Marines -

wafa or Marines a, or the lord in the shape of an ariteltfpe; We read in

^tie above section, that Siva oiice thought proper to withdraw from the busy

Scenes of the world, and to live incognito in the shape of an ugly and

deformed male antelope, that lie might not be recognised by his wife,

and by the gods, who, he knew would immediately go in search of

fiim, as he was one of the three grand agents of the world, He was
--. .- . . <

'

\

not mistaken ; for 10,000 years of the gods, they searched for him all

over the world, but m vain. His lubricity at last led to the discovery; for

some of the gods took particular notice of the behaviour of an ugly male

atitelbpe, and they wisely concluded, that it was Siva himselfin that shape.

Since- that time Siva is worshipped along the banks of the Bagmatf, under

the title of H'ariri-eswara, or Marines®* The peak we mentioned before, is

called to this day, according to Colonel Kfukpatrxck, Sheopoory, the place

or abode of Siva or Seo. The pool, where he and his female friends used

16 allay their thirsty is called in the above Fizraim, Mrigas'rihgodaca, or

Marinas ringodaca, or the water of the peak of the antelope, meaning

Siva in that shape. The western branch again flows into the Bagmati;-

and I believe, that it once communicated its name Marin est to that river;

and similar instances occur occasionally m India* Hence I suppose that

it is the Erineses of Megasthenjes,, who besides says, that it ran. into the

Qanges, through the country of tli'e Matho& This country is that of

Tirhnt, called: also in Sanscrit JMaitlia, and MaJtMla from.a Rajd^whose-
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father was called Mit'ha, and from him the son was called, in a deriva-

tive form, MaitW and Mait'hila',

The next river is the Camala, which retains its ancient name. The town

of Dwdra-bhangd, was originally on its banks, according to the Bhuvana-

co&a. It was formerly a very extensive town with a fort built at a very early

period. What was its original name is unknown : for Dwdra-bhangd, signi-

fies that the gate, either of the fort, or of the palace of the Rdjd, had been

destroyed, probably by a sudden overflowing of the river Camala. It was

repeatedly destroyed, during the wars of the natives with the Muselmans.

It is now a small town, and the palace ofthe Rajas is no longer on the banks

of the Camala, but on the Bacayd, called in the maps Buckiah, a little to

the westward of the old site of the town. It appears to me, that the river

Camala, was from the town being on its banks called the Dwara-hhangd

river, and synonymous with Dwdra-bdhd. It is then the river Tiheroboas

and Taberuncus for Tabero-bancus, mentioned in an account of the

Brahmens by a certain Palladius, who wrote in the latter end of the fourth

century. The name of this town is written Dwdra-bhanjd and' Dwara-

hhangd, and also Dara-bhangd, and it is the Durbungah of the map,

and they all signify that the gate or door, had been broken down or

carried away. In scripture likewise the gate of a town or of a palace

Was no insignificant building: there were held public meetings, and it

was also a court of justice. On the banks of the Camala was the native

country of Calanus; for it is obvious from the above account, that

with regard to persons travelling from the west, this river was to the

eastward of the Ganges, It appears also that the country on its banks

vol. xiv. 5 O
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was chiefly inhabited by Brahmens, or at least, that they were in great

numbers there ; and this is very true of Tirhut. On the Divya-nadi or

divine river, but more generally called the little Gaud act is Pushd-grdm,

or the town of the sun in his character of the nourisher. It is called also

Pushd-ghdtY; and the founder was a worshipper of the sun. The inhabi-

tants are Bhumihdras or husbandmen, and are very fond of horses. On

the seventh of the month of Agrahdyana, they worship their horses. Tins

place was, it appears, famous at an early period for the breeding of horses,

and there is now one of the Company's studs: the place is generally called

Poossah. To the S. W. of it is the river Nund, which, having incurred the

sun's displeasure, was cursed by.him, and its waters became poisonous.

The Caus'ici comes next and is a large and famous river commonly

called Cusd and Cusi. It is formed by the junction of seven large streams,

between the two first ranges. They are all called Cusi, with an epithet

peculiar to every one of them. The main branch is said to come from the

hermitage of the sage Caus"ica or Vis'wa mitra, which place with a village

hi its vicinity is called Cusagrdma, or Cusagdnh, and this river Cmsa

or Causa is the Cosoagus or Cosoagon, in the objective case, mentioned by

Megasthenes.

The next is the Bdhudd, called also Mahodd in the Matsya-purdria.

In the list of rivers in the Mahd-Bhdrala, we read Bdhudd Mahd-nadi*

These denominations imply, many waters, great waters, or the great riven

In the Tricamda-cos'a it is said to be called also Saita-VakM, or the

white river. Its present name is, Dkabala or Dhahali, which is also a
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Sa7i$crit denomination of the same import Another name for it is Arjjuni,

synonymous with Dhahali. It consists of two branches, the greater, and

the lesser. The greater is simply called the Mahd-nada, and the lesser the

Dhahali river. This, I suppose, to be the Sito-catis of Megasthenes, from

the Sanscrit Sita-canti, to be pronounced Sito-canti or nearly so, and which

signifies the river with a white resplendence, or shining white This river,

and its western branch, are mentioned in the Cshetra-samdsa, where the

author describing the country of Asdma, and Cdma-rupa, proceeds westward

as far as the Tistd, and says, that the next river is the Sita-prahhd,

brought from Himalaya by Saha'-deva, and the next is the Situ brought

from the hills by Brahma. Sita-prahhd signifies shining white, and is the

same with Sita-canti, or Mahd-nadi. The Sita or white river, is obviously

the Dhahali. This last was probably the original name, as it is still cur-

rent among the natives.

Ptolemy mentions this river, but without any name; otherwise its

course is tolerably well delineated. He makes it fall into the western

branch of the Ganges, because he was unacquainted wi-th the eastern

one, or the Padmd. He places its confluence between Tondota, and

Celydna. Tondota is from the Sanscrit Tandd-hatY, or market place of

Tand'a, whieh still exists. Celydna is from Ciritnd or Cilitnd-devi, wor-

shipped at Cirit-cona, near Moorshedabad.*

Through an obvious mistake in the longitude of the confluence, he

makes it protrude a great way to the westward of the two last places.

* Erroneously written Terele-coonah by Mujor Rennell, ia his beautiful map of the island of

Coisinubazar,
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The next river is the Icslmmati so called, because the adjacent country

abounds with Icshu or sugar-cane. It is also called in the Purdrias

Tritiya, because it divides into three branches or streams, in Sanscrit

Tri^srold, as it is repeatedly called in the Cshetra-samasa. In the spoken

dialects the letter R is invariably left out, in the two words, which form

this compound. We must say of course Tisotd, from which comes Ti&ta

its present name.

The first or western branch is called Purarid-*bahd, or the old stream,

and in the maps Vurnabalia. The middle branch is named Atreyi, in the

maps Atri: the third or easternmost, is still called the Tistd. It spring's

from the main body, a little above Sahih-gimge, passes to the north of

Hung-'poor, and falls into the Brahma-putTd^

Ptolemy has noticed this river, and, with a considerable degree of

accuracy, he has delineate^ the relative situation of what he supposed to

be its source, with regard to that of the Mahd-nadt, as may be seen by

comparing it with that part of Major Rennell's atlas, in which these two

rivers., are represented, as coming out of the hills, .with a ridge between

them, as in Ptolemy's map.

Our author has left out the first and second branches, and has carried

the whole body of the river at once, through the third branch into the

BraJima-puiroi which' he calls Daonas, and this name he has also bestow-

ed on the Tistd.
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Tnn IcsJmmaif is the Oxymaiis of Meg/Istji^nes," for thus- we should

read instead of Qxyma^is; the same suhstitu'ii.jii ofT fr T having taken

place, tfekt v. is noticed in a former instance. It is aiso the Uypobarus of

Ctesias, who says, that it is a river in India about two furlongs broad, and

that its name in Hindi, signifies, producing every thing thai is good, and,

that during thirty days, it produces amber. A few lines after he says,

that this amber proceeds from trees called Sipachora. -This word is

variously written in different MSS. Some read Siplachora, and Pliny has

Aphytacora* which, says he, signifies great sweetness, or very sweet.

This last is the true reading, for it is obviously derived from the Sanscrit

Mishtdcara to be pronounced in the spoken dialects Miidcord, and which

signifies very sweet; from Misht'a sweet, and Acara, which implies

excellence, excellently sweet. This amber is the common sugar, of a

light amber colour, transparent, and in crystals before it is throughly

refined.

The river Hypa?*cho$, called Hypobarus by Plixy, ferens omnia hona,

producing every thing that is good, is from the Sanscrit Saroa-vara, every

thitig good, to be pronounced Sabobara, for they say Sab or Sub for Sarva9

all. There is a small river of that name mentioned in the Scanda-

puruna,"\- which falls into the Bdgmati. It is called Sarvaricd from

Sarva-vara^ and in a derivative form Sarvaricd or Sarbarica, producing

every thing that is good. Hypobarus and Hyparchos, are obviously

* Pliny Lib. 37. Cap. 2.

. . t Suction of the Himavat-Chand a,

VOL. XIV. 5 P
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corruptions from Suhbara and Subharicds
for the letter H is often substitui-

,ed to the letter S; thus In Sanscrit we have Sepia seven, Septem in Latin,

Hepta in Greek and Heft in Persian, g Another name for this river, is

OncTa, because the country on its banks, produces abundantly Guda or

raw sugar.

Caratoya a sacred stream in the north of Bengal, At the wedding of

Siva and Pa'rvati, the water, which was poured upon their hands, fell to

the ground, and became a river called Cara-toyd from Cora the hand, and

Toya water. It is the Currdtyd of the maps.

Let us now pass to the Brahma-putra or Brahmd-tanaya, that is to say

the son. of Brahma", or rather his efflux. The account of this river, and of

Its various names is somewhat intricate,- but above all its strange origin^

which cannot well be passed unnoticed. It is to be found in several

Purdtim, but the Cdlica is the most explicit on the subject; and I shall

give it. here in the abstract.

Brahma', in the course of his travels, riding upon a goose, passed by

the hermitage of the sage Santanu, who was gone into the adjacent

groves, and his wife, the beautiful and virtuous, Amogha' was alone.

Struck with her beauty, he made proposals, which were rejected with

indignation, and Amogha' threatened to curse .him. •,

Brahma", who was disguised like a holy mendicant, began to tremble,

and went away: however before he turned round, his efflux fell to the
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i grouiids at the door of the hermitage. The efflux is described, as Hdtaca

like gold, CarorMtaca, radiant and shining like gold, which is the colour

of Brahma"; it is always in motion like quicksilver. On Santanu's return

Amogha' did not fail to acquaint him with Brahma 's behaviour • he gave

due praise to her virtue, and resolution ; but observed, at the same time,

that with regard to a person of such a high rank as Brahma', who is the first

of beings in the world, she might have complied with his wishes, without

any impropriety. This is no new idea; however Amogha' reprobated this

doctrine with indignation. I shall pass over, how this efflux was convey-

ed into her womb, by her husband. The Nile was also the efflux of

Osiris, and probably the legend about it was equally obscene and filthy.

In due time she was delivered of a fine boy, amidst a vast quantity of

water, and who was really the son of Brahma', and exactly like him.

Then Santanu made a Cund'd or hole like a cup, and put the child and

waters into it. The waters soon worked their way below, to the depth of

five Yojans or forty miles nearly, and as far as 'Patdl, or the infernal

regions. This Cuuda or small circular pond or lake, is called Brahma-

cund'a, and the river issuing from it, Brahmd-putra, the son of Brahma'.

The water in it is in a constant motion, always violently agitated, as may

be supposed ; and wonders are related of this place.

From this pool issues a stream, which forces its way, through the

famous chasm, and pass of Prahlm-cufhdra, and rushes through the valley

of Asdma. It receives from the north the Lohitd, which flows through

the country of Tibet, then through Asdma and Bengal.
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This pool is occasionally mentioned in the Purdaas, and always placed

at the extremities of the east, near fhe Udaya, or mountains of the rising sun.

In the Amhicd-cliand a it is said, that the sun performs there his ablu-

tions, before he appears above the horizon. It is called Sddya-hradu, or

the deep pool where the sun gets rid of his weariness, Sad or Sddi, after

his fatiguing task. For this/ reason the Brahmd-putra, which comes out

of this pool, is called Gahhasti, or the river of the sun.

.... if - •
.

In the Cshetra-samdsa
f

it is said, that this pass is sixteen Yojans, or sixty-

ibur Cos to the eastward of God agram, or Gorgdnh : and the natives of

Asdma, with several pilgrims, whom I have consulted, reckon the distance

to be about seventy Cos; the difference in the present case is trilling, and

the whole distance may be about 125 British miles.

From the above pass to the Cund'a, the journey is always performed in

eight days, because travellers must keep together, on account of the

inhabitants, who are savages, great thieves, and very cruel. There are

fixed and regular stages, with several huts of the natives. The kings of

Asdma are sometimes obliged to chastise them; but in general they con-

trive to secure the friendship, and protection of their chiefs, by trifling pre-

sents. The country is covered with extensive forests, with a few gpots

cleared up, with very little industry and skill Tygers are very numerous,

and very boldo
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The stag7es are very long, and every day's march is reckoned between

nine and ten Cos, and as there is, I believe, a resting day, the whole dis-

tance may amount to about sixty-five Cos or 120 British miles.

There are in Asdma two rivers called Lohitd, and both are mentioned

in the Matsya-purdria, in the list of rivers ; the Chacra-Lohitd or greater

Lohitd, and the Cshitdra-Lohitd, or the lesser one. This last falls into the

Brahrnd-putra near Yogi-gopdr and is noticed in the Bengal Atlas. The

original name of the greater Lohitd is Sama or Sam,, and this is conformable

to a passage in the Vardha-mihira-sanhita. There is a long list of coun-

tries, and among those situated in the easternmost parts of India, there is

a Samd-iata, or country situated on the banks of the river Samd. This

country of Sam is probably the country of Sym of Haitho the Armenian,

and it is part of Tibet, called Tsan by the Chinese.

The Samd was afterward called the red river, from the following cir-

cumstance. The famous Rama, with the title of Paras'u or Pars^u,

having been ordered by his father to cut off his own mother's head, through

fear of the paternal curse was obliged to obey. With his bloody Paras

u

or Pars'u, or cimetar in one hand, and the bleeding head of his mother in

the other, he appeared before his father, who was surrounded by holy men,

who were petrified with horror at this abominable sight. He then went

to the Brahmd-cunda to be expiated ; his cimetar sticking fast to his hand

all the way; he then washed it in the waters of the Samd, which became

red and bloody, or Lohitd. The cimetar then fell to the ground, and

with it he cleft the adjacent mountains, and opened a passage for himself

vol. xiv. 5 Q
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to the Curida, and also for the waters of the Brahmaputra; he then flung

the fatal instrument into the Cmida. The cleft is called to this clay

Prahlui-CutVidra, because it was made with a mighty CutVidra, or cime-

tar. This is obviously the legend of Perseus, and the Gorgon's head.

The BraJimd-piitra, is also called Hradini, as I observed in a former

Essay on the Geography of the Purarias. This word, sometimes pro-

nounced Hlddini, signifies in Sanscrit a deep and large river, from Hrida,

to be pronounced Hrada or nearly so, and from which comes Hraddna

and Hradini. In the list of rivers in the Padma-purdna, it is called

Hrddya or Hrddyan, and its mouth is called by Ptolemy the Airradun

Ostium, or the mouth of the river Hrddan : and according to him, another

name for it was Antiboli, from a town of that name, called also by Pliny

Antomela, in Sanscrit, Hasti-malla, in the spoken dialeets HaIti-malla, now

Feringy-hazar to the S. E. of D'hacca.

El Edrissi says, that in the Khamdan, which joins the Ganges,* there

was a Trisula, or trident, firmly fixed in the bed of the river. It was of

iron, had three sharp prongs, and rose about ten cubits above the surface

of the water, and says our author, its name, in the language of India, was

Barsciul, or in Sanscrit Vara or Bara-sula, the most excellent trident.

Near this iron tree, was a man reading the praise of this river, and saying,

" O thou, who abundantly bestowest blessings; thou art the path leading

" to paradise; thou flowest from sources in heaven, the road to which thou

* P. G9 & 70.
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li pointest out to mankind: happy the man who ascends this tree, and

" throws himself into the river;" when, some one of the hearers, moved

by these words, ascends the tree, and jumps into the river, and is drowned>

whilst the spectators wish him the eternal joys of paradise. This is really

in the style of the Paurdnics ; and though suicide is forbidden in general,

yet there are privileged places, where it is meritorious to kill one selfP

According to Rameswara,* this place is in Asama, and its name is

Visva-natlia, the place of the lord of the world, or Maha'-de'va: I find it is

well known to natives of the eastern parts of this country, and is said by

them to be eight days to the east of Goda-grdma, and about two east of

Cdli-vdra, in the spoken dialects Calyd-bdra, a strong place on the river. It

is a small rock at the confluence of another river with the Brahma-putra,

with the Linga or Sul of Maha'-de'va upon it, and a small temple erected

there by a Rdjd, above 300 years ago. According to Rames'wara, this

place of worship is not mentioned in the Purdn'as, but only in some

Tantras, and more particularly i-n the Yogini-Tantra.

It appears from the above author's account, that some people visited this

place with a view to put an end to their own lives there, and others

out of religious motives only, to obtain certain benefits. But even this last

was attended with much danger, for it was necessary, it seems, to swim or

wade in going, and coming back from the rock, and in the mean time

there were Jala-manushas ready to devour the pilgrims, whom they could

* In his Commentary on the Maha-Bhdrat.
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catch* Jala-manusha literally signifies watermen; however, it is never

used in that sense; but it implies people, who in a compound shape of

men, and of sea or river monsters, devour men and all living creatures,

that come within their reach*

Maya-batu was a king, who went to worship at Visva-nath, and hav-

ing entered the water, he saw three alligators, who wanted to devour

him. They were then tearing the body of the Raja, of Gqja-pur in

Mohura-bdnja. Maya'-bat'u dived into the water, and effected his escape

to the shore. There was then the Raja of Rasanga or Aracan, who was

going to perform his ablutions, and who informed him, that these three

alligators were originally three notorious gamblers, and cheats, living in,

the town of Codaru, near Raja-mahendra,* They were obliged to leave

the country, and to take refuge on board of a ship, that was just ready to sail

to distant countries. A sudden storm from the Malayan mountains in the

peninsula drove them northward (it should be S.E.) to the country ofCirdta

which is near Pdrhidra, or the lion's country, or Sinhapur, not far from

the lesser China. The ship was wrecked upon the magnet rocks, near the

mouth of the Chan river. The three gamblers were devoured by alliga-

tors, and were born again of them in that odious shape, and they remain

still in the Brahma-putra, round a hill in the middle of it. According to the

natives, on the day of the Asocdshtami, in the month of Chaitra, they sacrifice

men, buffaloes, goats and all sorts of animals in great numbers, when these

alligators spring up to receive the blood into their mouths, and devour the

* Pkobably the Codura of Ptolemy.
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flesh, which is abandoned to them. Great rejoicings are made to celebrate

the entrance of the Brahma-piitra into their country on that day, when

Parasu-Ra ma with his cimetar cut a passage for its waters, through the

eastern mountains. It is said however that human sacrifices, are no

longer allowed at that place. The magnet or loadstone, is emphatically

called Marii, or the jewel, besides which, it has in Sanscrit many other

names, more scientific, and which will appear when I pass to the countries

and islands in the Indian t>cean. In this manner Aristotle styles the

magnet % A<m the Marii or jeweh for such is the meaning of a/a©., when

of the feminine gender.

In the Chatur-varga-cJiintamarii, it is declared, that the Daityas having

been once worsted by the gods, fled from before them: but finding no

place of shelter, their counsellor Sucrdchdryya created an immense magnet

like a mountain, which attracted the arrows of the gods, that were pointed

with iron. Indra perceiving this, struck the mountain with his thunder, and

divided it into numberless splinters : some fell upon the land, some into the

<sea. One fell into the sea to the south-east of Chattala or Chattgdnh, and

this is the reason, that it is so difficult to get over that sea. We are

acquainted with two splinters of that mountain; one near the mouth of the

Tiver of Negrais, and called by the natives Marii, and by us Diamond

Island, which denominations are implicitly synonymous; for this jewel was

known formerly in Europe under the name of Adamant, whichoriginally

signified a diamond. The French say to this day Aimant, not surely on

'account of its love of iron. These magnetic rocks, of which we are now

vol. xiv. 5 R
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speaking are mentioned in the Arabian Nights, and in the English transla-,

lions, they are called the rocks of adamant. The other splinter is near

Pdrindra, or the lion's place in the lion's mouth, or strait of Sincapur*

This magnetic rock, or rather rocks, constitute the Manioloe islands of

Ptolemy, which, he says, attracted the iron nails of every ship, that passed

that way. There were ten of them, and among the islands of Sincapur,

there are about ten larger than the rest. Their name Maniolm is obviously

from Marii in a derivative form Marii-yalax which is admissible in the pre-

sent case.

El Edrissi, has placed such another splinter or rock, at the entrance of

.the, red sea, and calls it Mandeb, which I take to be from the Sanscrit

Mani-dwtp,snid in the spoken dialects Marii-di'h

RJmeswa-ra has confounded these two splinters into one, by placing the

latter close to the shores of the country of Cirat, which does not extend

beyond Cape Negrais. The trident of the lord of the world is certainly

Vara-s'ula, Pra-sula and Si 'i-sula, which are- denominations implying,

excellence and power. The rock on which it stood was of course Vara-sila,

Para-s-ila and Sris'ila, or the most excellent, and blessed rock, and the river

in which it stood was once so called probably, at first by favourite poets,

. who sang the praises of Maha-deva, and of his linga, not forgetting the

rock, on which it stood, nor the river in which it was situated:.for we find

the Brahma-putra called by European writers of the seventeenth century
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PersiMs, md.Bersilis, in the easternmost parts of Hindustan," and it is con-

nected by them with the river Lacshd or Lakya.*

In the long lists of rivers in the Maha-bharat and Padmq-purdria, the

Brahmd-putra is called Anta-sila, or the river of the rock of oar latter end

;

alluding to the above rock.

With regard to these Jala-manushas, it is to be observed, that in general

the Hindus believe, that all living beings originate from an atomlike germ

endued virtually with life ; but inert till placed in a proper medium; when

. it becomes actually a punctum saliens or an embryo. It is indivisible, and

-cannot be destroyed by any means whatever; but will remain till the end

of the world. When a man dies, his body restores to the earth, and to t^ie

other elements, all that augmentation of substance, which it had received

from them ; but the atomlike germ remains the same. The three gamb-

lers, whom we. mentioned before, having been devoured by three alligators,

their germ of course remained undigested, and unhurt, and soon after

they were naturally conveyed into the wombs of females.

This atomlike germ is called in Sanscrit Atibdhica, and is mentioned in

the Garuda-purdria.^ It is called also Vdyaviyam, because it goes faster

than the wind, and I am assured, that it is mentioned in the Vedanta:J

* Modern Uuivers. History, Vol. 5th. p. 279. See also EdwAud Terhy and others.

t Section of the Preta-c'hand'a.

% Vbdanta- dars'ana, and in the Alma-tatw&nu-sandhana.
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they say, that it is exactly the sixth part of these atoms, which we see mov-

ing in the rays of the sun, when admitted into a dark room, through a

small aperture. Its situation is above the nose inwardly, and between the

eyebrows. However, some place it, either in the right thumb or in the

right toe. Muselmans in Arabia suppose this germ to be the sesamoid

bone of the first phalanx of the great toe.*

Yama cannot inflict any punishment on the Atiba'hica, unless whes

united to the Pinda-deha, for otherwise it is susceptible Reither of pain, nor

pleasure. I am told, that in the Bhdgavata, it is considered as the same

with the Linga-s'arira : and others assert, that it is -really the Yoga-deha of

the Lamas in Thibet. Some schools, either reject entirely, these idle no-

tions, or substitute others of .their own.

•Ctesias mentionswild menliving in the waters ofthe river Gaita in India,

in some part of its course, and from the context, this was in the eastern-

most parts of that country. Gaita is 'perhaps for Khatai, another name,

for the Brahmd-putra, because it was supposed to come fro-tia the immense

country -of Khatai.f Palladius in his account of the Brahmens, says, that

there were in the Ganges, dragons seventy cubits long, besides an animal

called Odonto, who could swallow a whole elephant, and was so much

•dreaded, tliat no body durst cross that river, only at the time of the year,

when the BraJmiensyistled their wives, who lived on the other side, for, dur-

* See French Encyclopedia, v. Alfesdaraa caagical term in that country.

+ Avin AcberI) Vol. *2d. p. 8, &&»
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ing that season, the monster was never seen. Palladius supposes this river

to be the Ganges, which seems to have been the limit of his geographical

knowledge towards the east, but it was more probably the Brahmd-putra.

The denominations of Par-silts or Sersilis are now unknown in India, as

well as that of Khamdan mentioned by El Edrissi, who says, that it is a

large river, which comes from China, and falls into the Ganges. There is

no doubt however, that at an early period it was current in India, for it is

the Camas of Pliny, and the Doanas or Daonas of Ptolemy. These two

words, beingjoined together, make Cain-Doanas. In Sanscrit Cdyan-dhu,

and in a derivative form, Cdyan-dhava or Cdyan-dhau, Cdyan-dhauni or

dhaund and Cdyan-dhuni, would signify the river of Caya or Brahma, and

of course it is another name for the Brahmd-putra, implying exactly the

same thing. Now Dr. F. Buchanan says, that the western branch of the

Airdvati is called Kiayn-dwayn, which, in the language of the Burmdn

empire, signifies the fountain of Kiayn, which comes nearly to the same

thing.* The case obviously, at least to me, is, that these two rivers come

from a country called Kiayn or Cayan, and the same with that called

Cdhdng in the Alphab. Tibetanum. It is described as an immense country

between China, Tibet, India, Pegu, &c. It is annexed to Tibet and is to

be pronounced Cdhdnh or Cd-dnh.

Edward Terry, and others I believe, say, that the Sersilis comes from the

borders of Canduana, the capital of which is Carha-tanka. Canduana is

unknown now, and is never mentioned in any book that I ever saw ; but it

* Asiatkk Researches, Vol. 5. p. 231.

VOL. XIV. 5 S
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goes by- the name of its supposed capital Cara-hdiaca, It is mentioned

twice in the Mdlia-bhdrata, where it is called in the list of countries Hdtaca

and Cara-hdtaca. In several lists of countries from the peninsula, and

published by Dr. F. Buchanan,' and in another from that country also,

given to me by Colonel Mackenzie, the country of Cara-hdtaca is mention-

ed; However it is absolutely unknown in this part of India; but I do not

think that it was the name of city, but of the pool of Brahma', the water

of which is declared, as we have seen before to be Hdt'aca, and Cam-

hataca.

In the list from Avd published by Dr. F. Buchanan* there is a country

called Kian-dan, and that gentleman declares, that the Kiayn-duan comes

from the country ofth^Riayn tribe. According to the journal of the

four Ghinese merchants, in their way back from Siam to their native

country, and inserted in Du Halde's China, the river of Siam comes from

the mountain or mountainous region of Kyang-daw. Haji-Khalifa men-

tions, in that very country, a river called also Khamdan^ but he meant by it,

it seems, the river of Cambodia, for he says, that the town of Khancu, was

. situated upon it9 This is not true of the town, but may be of the country

of that name. For Al Bergendi says, that it was rather the name of the

country, and that the town was called KJmtha, and is probably the same

place, with a fine harbour, called at present Catanh, with an island in front,

and of the same namcf This harbour is no longer frequented, and even

* Asiatic!: Researches, Vol, 6. p. 227.

+ D'heebklot ad voc. Khancou.
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hardly known. However it is probably the Cattigara of Ptolemy, and

the Caitaghora of El Edrissi, the fort and town of Catanh.

This country of Cayan or Cayan-dhu is mentioned by M. Polo, with a

river called Brim, which is the Brahma-puira. This region, says he, is to

the west of Carayan, and an extensive country. As M. Polo speaks of these

countries from report only, he is generally inaccurate, and it is a difficult

task to recognise the countries he speaks, of, and to arrange them property.

Be this as it may, he says, that Carayanis eighteen days from the city of

Mien, which is Avd, and that the three first days,, you descend through

frightful precipices. Mr. De Guignes shews, that it was part of Yunnan*

and I beg leave to add, that it extended a great way towards the west, as

far as the country of Cayan-dhu, on the eastern banks of the Brahma-putra.

It extends along the northern frontiers of Mani-pur, from which it is sepa-

rated by a ridge of mountains, called Carrun to this day, according to

Colonel SvMEs.-f To the west of Carayan,. and of the CotTun hills, was

the country called Cayndu by M. Polo, and which was bounded, towards the

west, by the river Brius. This is the Brahma-putra, which is often styled,

if not called, the river Biryyd, because it is the efflux of Brahma', and this

word is always pronounced in the east Birjja. The country to the north

of Asdma, on its banks is called Bramasong in the Alphab. Tibet., and

in the Purdrias, Brahmd-tunga, in the list of countries. It is called also

Bregiotig because it is on the banks of the river Birjj or Birjyam, in a

* HistoiREdes Huns. Vol. 4. p. 176.

+ Embassy to Avd
}
Vol. 1st. p. 181.
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derivative form. The Capucins, who had a small convent in Tacpu, to

the north of it, had some correspondence with the petty king of Bregiong*

This Bmhma-curid'a, from which issues the Brahmd-putra, is the same

which is called Chiamay by De Barros, and other Portugese writers. De

Barros calls the Brahmd-putra the Caor river, and says, that it comes from

the lake Chiamay, and from thence it goes to the town of Caor, after which

it was denominated, thence to Sirote, to Camotay, and afterwards into the

sea. Caor is the famous town of God'a, or Gaur generally, called

Gorgdnh, that is to say, the town of God'a. Sirote is probably Sarada a

famous place of worship mentioned in the Cdlicd-purdna, and Camotay is

the place of Ca'macshya-devi, called also Cdmd-piilia, or the seat of

Ca ma-deVi. The whole country is also called Cdmd-pitViam, pronounced

formerly Camptd and Camtd.-f

This is the country called Pitan, by some of our writers of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, and which was separated from Candwanah, by

the river Persilis according to Edward Terry, who says, that this river

(which is the Brahmd-putra) comes from the country of Gor: and

this is in some measure true for it passes through it, in its way into

Bengal. The Chiamay lake was said to be 180 miles in circumference,

which may be true of the country of Sayammay or Chiamay, noticed by

* Rafpresentazia de Padre Cappuc. Mission, della stata presents della mission delgran. Thibet,

Eo?na, 1738; also Alphab. Tibet, p, 422 & 423.

+ Ayin Acberi, Vol. 2d. p. 5.
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Dr. Buchanan.* Ortelius in his map of Asia in 1580, calls this lake

qayamay, with two dots on the letter Y, and with the cedilla, or dash

under the letter C, and to be pronounced Sayamay, as it is writen by Dr.

Buchanan
; but in his map of India, he spells it Chyamai, which sounds

exactly like Chyamay in English. He mentions also the country of

Camotay, the towns of Chirote and Caor.

Four rivers are supposed to spring from this lake, but except the

Brahmd-putra, the others must issue from it, through subterraneous chan-

nels. The Paurdnics delight in such mystical Communications, and they

are really very numerous in India. But this sort of paradise, with four

rivers issuing from it, is obviously taken from our sacred books. With the

Jews we have one, the Hindtts another: the people of Tibet have one of

their own, and the nations beyond the Brahma-putra claim very properly

the same priviledge.

The Brahma or Brahmi river, another name for the Brahmd-putra, is

called Caya, one of the names of Brahma", hence the river of Av&3 sup-

posed to spring from the above lake, is called Cay-piiino, or the Burmdn

Brahma-putra; for the Burmdn country, is also called Pummay according

to Dr. Buchanan, and Puma-hang by the four Chinese merchants, menti-

oned by Du Halde. The two heads of the Doanas ; and those of the two

next rivers the Dorias, and the Serus or river of Avd in Ptolemy's

maps, do not correspond with the mouths, he has assigned to them on the

sea shore. This mistake originates from the imperfect notions which he

* Asiaticlc Researches, Vol. 6. p. 226.
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bad of the geography. of so remote a country, which he fashioned into a

map according to some pre-conceived opinions, and an erroneous system of

his own. The mouth of the Brahmd-putra, for instance, does not appear

on the sea shore, even in our most modern maps, and the Paurdriics, in

their geographical diagrams, make the Hrddini or Brahma-putra, with

the Pdvani or Avd river to flow toward the S. E. The source of the

eastern branch of the Doanas, or Brahmd-putra, is really at the Brahmd-

cwida, and thus far Ptolemy was right. To the upper part of this river

through Tibet, he properly gives the name of Baute$ or Bautisus. Bhoti-

su, in the language of Tibet, signifies the water or river of Bhota, the

Sanscrit name of that country^ He did not know however, what became

of it beyond Thogara or Tonker. The next river is the Meghanqd or

Megha-vdhana, in the spoken dialects Meghwdn, and Meghnd, It is a well

known river, and the general drain of the waters of Silhet, and adjacent

countries. It begins I believe, to be so called near Azmarigunge, below the

junction of two considerable rivers, the great Bawd, and the Baleswan

from Silhet, and commonly called Bowlee. The original stream is the oreat

Bacrd, which according to the Cshetra-samdsa, comes from the country of

Hed'amba, now Cachar or Cuspoor, to the eastward of Silheh It is re-
to

markable, that the Brahmd-putra, on being joined by this inferior river,

and of obscure origin* being from Megha or the clouds, loses its name aj

once. The Megnd, now an immense river goes into the ocean, but, pro-

perly speaking, without joining the Ganges; though they approach very

near to each other. But the mouths of the Ganges and of the Brahmd-

putra, are so masked by large, and numerous islands of various sizes, that

they are by no means obvious from the sea, like that of the western branch
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of the Ganges. Yet there is no doubt that formerly they united their

streams, and that they will again at some future period.

The Meghwdn isthe Magoneof MEGASTHENES>ascitedby Arrian, as

one of the rivers that fell into the Ganges.

The next river is the Dumurd or Bumburd, for the letter M easily admits

B and P after it. In the lower part of its course it is called the Carma*

phulli, and falls into the sea at Chdtgdhh; butPtolemy has carried its mouth,

and that of the Doanas into the gulf of Siam. According to the Cshetra-

samdsa, it is the eastern boundary of Traipura or Tippera, and fourteen

Yojanas or about 105 British miles from Agratold, now Nur-ndgar, and

formerly the capital of that country. Dumurd is a very common name in

India, and in the spoken dialects generally pronounced Burnrt, Dumriya,

Bumroy, &c. It is the river Borias of Ptolemy, for Bomrias. He has

placed its source in some country to the south of Salhata or Silhet, and he

mentions two towns on its banks ; Pandassa in the upper part of its course,

but unknown ; in the lower part Rangiberi, now Rangamati near Chdtgdnh,

and Reang is the name of the country on its banks. On the lesser

Dumurd, the river Ckingree of the Bengal atlas, and near its source is a

town called there Reang. Rangamati and Ranga-bdti to be pronounced

Rangliari imply nearly the same thing..

The next river is the Pdvani from Pava?ia, which in lexicons, as in the

Amara-cosa, becomes in a derivative form Pavamdn or Paumdn. I believe
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it is so called because it flows through the country ofPama-hang* orBw^md>

which according to Dr. F. Buchanan is also called Pummay. Hence it

is, that the first Portuguese writers, called one of the supposed branches of

the Cayan river, flowing through the Burmdn country, Cay-pumo, and by

Pliny it is called Pumas or Pumdn. The Pauranics, as usual searched for

a Sanscrit origin for it, and derived it from Pavuna, which signifies wind.

In the Cshetra-samdsa it is called Su-bhadrd, or the beautiful and great

river, The river Brahmotdri, says the author, flows by Mani-pura, and

going toward the east, it falls into the Su-bhadrd. The Pdvam or Paumdn,

called also Su-bhadrd, is the Airdvati, which flows by Amard-pura. It

forms the upper, or northern part of the river, which Ptolemy calls Serust

the lower part of which is the Menan, which flows by Siam. The true

spelling of the name of this river, and its Sanscrit origin, if derived from

that language, are rather obscure, as it is not mentioned in any book, that

I have seen. I suspect however, that it is hinted in the Garuda-purdria,

in a curious route performed by the souls of all those, who die, at least, in this

part of the world. These souls, having assumed a pygmy form, no bigger

than the thumb, which is compleated in twelve days after the decease,

on the thirteenth are seized by the servants of Yama, and carried

through the air to Yama-puri or Yama-cofa, on the high grounds in the

center of the Malayan peninsula, and called Giam-cout (Jama-coia) by

Muselman writers. There they remain one month, and thence go by land

to Dharma-puri in the N. W. quarter of the world, on the shores of the

western ocearVthere to be judged by Yama, with the countenance of the

* Bu Haldb's China, Vol. 1st. p. 63.
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Dharma-ra'ja" or king of justice; for he has two countenances, one

remains at Dharma-puri, and the other at Yama-puri. There are two

roads, one for good men, called Saumya or beautiful, the other Cashfa-

mdrga, or the painful road : for now they travel on foot.

In fifteen days they reach Sauri-pur, where rules Jangama with the
''

dreadful countenance. When they see the town and its ruler, they are

much afraid; and there they eat the funeral
-

repast of the third pacsha.

or of the first month and half, offered by their sons.

Thence they proceed, through dreadful forests, to Vdrendra-nagara

;

where they eat the funeral oblation of the second month, and receive some

clothes, and then they set off for the next stage. The district of Vdrendra

in Bengal, between Gauda and D'haced, is well known.

Of the kingdom of Jangama we have some knowledge, and it is about

half way between the Malayan peninsula and Vdrendra. Its name is

written Jangoma or Jangomay by European writers, and it is a great way

to the north of Siam. It has the Laos to the east, and the country of

Am, or the Barman empire to the west. Its capital Sauri, still unknown

to us, is upon a river called, I suppose after its name, Sawa or Sauri.

Ptolemy has delineated tolerably well, the two branches of the river of

Avd, and the relative situation of two towns upon them, which still retain

their ancient names, only they are transposed. These two towns are

Urathena, and Nardos or Nardon ; Urathena is Rddhana, the ancient

vol. xiv. 5 U
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name of Amara-pur, and Nardon is Nartenh on the Kayn-diveen.* For

Nardon is a town according to Ptolemy, and by no means the name of a

well known plant, and which I believe does not grow in that country.

He says, that it was situated in the country of Rhandamar-cofa, literally, the

fort of Randamar; after which the whole country was denominated: but

of the town itself he takes no notice whatever, -

The Sanscrit name of this country is Cas&ra, and Hedamha or

Hidamba; the king of which was killed by Bin ma, who fell in love with

his sister Hidamba, and remained with her a whole year. From this

union,, are descended the present Rajas of that country, who come occasi-

onally to Benares to worship. Hid amea', and his subjects were cannibals^

and he and his sister wanted very much to eat Biiima, as he was fat and

plump, HilTamba' was also called \ RundCa-murida, because, whenever

he could catch any unfortunate traveller, he made his body Rurid'a or

headless ; and also he made his head Mundar that is to say, he cut it off

and separated it from the body; for it is customary with men-eaters to cut

off the head imediately, and to throw it away. It was enough to call

him Runda or the Runda-ra'ja', because this necessarily implies the

other; but Rmida-munda is an alliteration, highly delightful in the ears of

Hindus, who are great admirers of such aj ingle of words. However, a field

of battle though strewed, both with Rmid'a and Murid a, is simply called

Rwidica, instead of Rurida-mwidica, because the beauty of the alliteration

is entirely lost, by this compound assuming a derivative form. Runda

* Embassy to Avd, Vol. 1st p. 180.

f Commentaky on the Mafia- bkdrata, section the third.
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was the name of every Raja of Hedamhd to the last, who was killed by

Bhima, who for that reason, was, I believe, surnamed Runda-mara, or he

who killed Run"da : thus the famous king Dhundha-ma'ra was so called,

because he killed the Daitya Dhundhu. Rurid'a-mdra-cot a signifies the

fort of him, who killed Run da. Run d'a was a Daitya, and a native of

Sonit-pura, near Gwdl-pdrd, on the borders of Asdma, and that place was

the metropolis of the Daityas or devils, whilst the gods or followers of

Brahma', lived to the westward of the Brahmd-putra. The country of the

Daityas, extended from, that river eastward, to the banks of the Irdvati, and

was parcelled out amongst several chiefs ; but he of Med ambd, conquered

them all, and Hillo&a and Va'tafi, two Daityas, who resided at Sonit-

pura, were so much, afraid ofhim, that they left their country, and fled to

distant places ; for he was remarkably fierce and cruel. His kingdom was

very extensive, and was three months in extent from north to south.* Pjliny

calls the river ofAm, Pumas or Puman, in the objective case ; and says, that

many nations in that part ofthe country were called in general Brachmanoe,

it should he Barmdnce. One is particularly noticed by him, " the Macco-

" calingce, with two rivers called Pumas, and Cainas; both navigable,

" but the Cainas alone,, says hey fall into the Ganges.'''' It is therefore the

Cayana, or Brahmd-putra. The Maga-calingas are the Magas or Mugs,

living near the sea shore in Chatgdnh, and Ardcan.

Haying thus described the heads of such rivers toward the east, as were

known to the Paurdriics, let us now proceed to the sea shores.

* Cihctra-sam&sa,) section of Hed ajisji.
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Ptolemy says, that the easternmost branch of the Ganges was called

'Jntibole, or Airradon. This last is from the Sanscrit Hraddna, and is the

name of the Brahma-putra. Antibole was the name of a town situated at

the confluence of several large rivers to the S. E. of Dlidccd, and now called

Fringy-bazar. It is the Antomela of Pliny, and its Sanscrit name is

Hasli-malla, in the spoken dialects Hdthi-mdlld. In the Swarodaya-

mdhdtmya, Hasti-malla, as well as the country about it, is called Hasti-

bandh, because the elephants of the Raja were picketted there, or in its vici-

nity. It was, says Pliny, situated at the confluence of five rivers, and on

that account it is called Panchanada-nagara in the Harivansa.

The next is the Pham or serpent river: it is mentioned in the Ma/id*

hhdrat, under the name of Airdvat, a large sort of serpent. On its banks

lived the famous Ulupi, daughter of Aira'vat, or Pannaga, or the serpent

king: from her, and Arjuna, the Pandwan, are descended the present

jds of Trai-pura or Camillah. This river is the Fenny of the maps.

Let us now pass to the Carma-phulli, or Chatgdnh river. It is menti-

oned in the Scanda-purdna, in several Tantras, and Geographical Tracts.

In the Bhuvana-cosa, it is declared, that it is so called, because there

Carma, or good works do blossom and flourish most luxuriantly, so as to

produce fruit most abundantly. In short, every thing on its bank flourishes

in that manner, such as Dliarma, or religious doctrine, Carma religious

deeds, Punya or righteousness : even the very spot or grama, flowers in that

wonderful manner ; for Glial'gram is called in the Puranas, Phulla-grdma.

Chat fa is a royal mat spread under a tree, in those times of simplicity
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of manned: Fait a, oxPit'hd, any seat, with the addition of Phulli,

implies a blessing to the royal mat, to the royal 'seal. This explanation of

the meaning ohCdrma-phuUi and Chatia-grdma, is in the Bhuvana-cosa.

I&Jhe.Scandarpuraria,* the words Pat (a and Chart a are acknowledged,

as the names of Chatgdnh, but with another meaning. Devi, having des-

troyed there, the Daitya Mahisha'sura; his bones, the flesh being rotten,

appeared upon the ground like immense flag stones, or Pattana in Sanscrit,

and Chat tana in Hindi. The right or southern point at the mouth of the

river, is called Pengui, because it is towards Pengu or Pegu : the left or

northen point, on the side on which the town is situated, is called to this

day PatTanh. There can hardly be any doubt, in my humble opinion,

but that this town is the Pente-polis ofPtolemy, for Paita, or Pat t an-phulU,

the flourishing seat.

The Carma-phulli is also called, though rarely Carria-phulK, and it is

the Carnabul of the Edrissi, who wrote about the year 1194: but that

geographer has bestowed that name, rather upon the town of Chatgdnh,

because situated on its banks.

The Carma-phulli, as I observed before, is called in the upper part of

its course Dumburd, Dumurd, or Dumriyd: on its passing through the hills,

it assumes the name of Carma-phulli: but its original name is Bayulior

* Section of the bridge of Rama,

VOL. XIV. 5 X
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Bayitld.* In the Bhuvana-cosa, it is declared, that it flows - through the

country of Ari-rdjya, or kingdom of Am, where it assumes the name of

Fdblu, according to the Cshetra-sarndsa, and is commonly called the Ndf,

and Teke-naf. This river is called in the BMvana-cosa, He'ma or golden

river, probably because it comes from the golden mountains, st\Ied fie ha,

£mwh<im* Canaca &c, which signify gold. In general all the rivers of

this country are considered as • branches of the CarMa^phulli, some are

actually so, others are so only in a mystical sense, This accounts for the in-

land communications between the Carmu-phuUU and the Ardcun river, as

delineated in former,maps. It is not to be traced, as yet, beyond Rdrieu

or Rdmu, though it may exist still further south. In the first map of the

Bengal atlas, this inland communication by water is well delineated

from Chatgdnh, to Chaconyd; find Mr. Bartholomew Plaisted, Ma*

rine Surveyor carries it as far as Rdmu.-f In the Cshelra-smnasa, it

is asserted, that the river to the south of Rdmu, about two Yojanas, or

eight Cos,- is an arm of the Carimirpkidli, and* the boundary of the Banna

country, or Ardcan; and the author says, that there are in that country,

five rivers or branches of the Ciirma, the IchMmati, which flows by

Rdmwia or Rdmu; the Sanclid, the Sunkarof the maps: the Sirmati: the

Sivarddchari, called in the spoken dialects, according to our author,

Sondcharf, but these two are unknown to me. The last is the €esdrd, in

the spoken dialects Cactihdrd, and on its banks is liavila<ldra-grdma,

* Csheira-samdsa and Bhiivcina-eosa.-

i See New Directions, &c. by Benjamin Lacajm, p. 20. Mr. B. Pt.usxtB, wHtst surveying some

parts of the SuriUerSuncts, was carried away by an alligator, which he mistook for the rotten trunk

of a tree. This was written at the end of his ?suurvey, where he thus left off, in the Surveyor

General's Office, where I saw it about 40 years ago.

[
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Commonly called Ranguncij which is inhabited by Magas, and is situated

amongst hills; and from it this river is called Havilddra in the maps.

The river we mentioned before^ two Yojanas to the south of Udmu

is called Majji^ which in Sanscrit signifies both a rope, and a bamboo

Rtyju is also synonymous- with Guria and Duma; which last is the name of

several places on that coast. Perhaps these words imply, that there was

either a cable, or a boom of bamboos lashed together, laid across the riven

There the king QiSoti>itpur,N<2rticd} placed the Linga or Phdla of Maha-

deva, under the v&me of AUya-ndtha or Adi-ndthaT the primeval lord,

Linga and Phallus.. In the BMvana-cosa, it is said, that this place

was laid waste by the Yaumas, or Miiselmans. Another name for it, was

Phatgunltgar or town of Fhalguna, having been built by Arjuna, called

also Phalgmia* In the CsMtra^saituisa, it is said, that it was near a river,

and that it was built by a man of that name, and it is, says our author,

commonly called Ptiangima or Phalgim. Another name for it, he adds, is

Phdrmgdva, and this, in my opinion, is the Baracura of Ptolemy; Phalgim

k Called Palong in the maps, with the epithet of Burra or the great, which

might have been the case formerly, ;

To the south of the Rajjoo, about forty miles is the river Ndhlu, vulgarly

Ndf, because it proceeds from the navel of a certain god, who resides

amongst the hills. It is more generally called Teke-ndf, and in official

reports, made to Government, I understand that it is generally so called.

Teke-ndf implies, that it flows through the country ofTeke, written in some

Sanscrit books Tecu3 and 2\ceu, to be pronounced Tccoo and Tehjcu.
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It is now the boundary of Ardcan; and m some maps, it is called the

Dombac river, from a place of that name situated on its banks. The

Sanscrit name of Ardcan is Barmd, Barman and Barmanaca proper; by

the people of Pegu it is called Takain. Dr. F. "Buchanan* says, that

Thoelc is the name of a tribe, living on the eastern branch of the river

Naaf; and who sent a colony to the upper parts of the Carna-fidli; and

this circumstance is recorded in the Bhuvana-cosa, in the these words : " at

" .Carcandaca, in the woods, will come a Tecu-ra'ja, who will abolish all

" distinctions of casts; but Naga'rjuna will destroy him." In the Cshetra-

-samdsa, it is called Carcdndu, near the Carma-phullf, and its present

name is Cdcundi, says our author. It is also in the country of Cemuca, com-

monly called Ceu or Ceuncd ; and its inhabitants Ceuci or Kookies. A res-

pectable native of Rangoon, who came some years ago to Benares with

many persons of that country, informed me, that he had been at Ardcan,

and that he understood, that the bulk of the inhabitants were of a tribe

called Teh or Teke; and from it the country was called Tekain or Takain.

He suspected that Tecain, Yecain and Rccain, might be the same name

differently pronounced, and indeed Dr. Buchanan says, that indistinct

articulation is fashionable through the Burmdn empire, and the adjacent

countries.

The next river is the Mahd-nadi or great river, which flows by Ardcan*

There is Sila or Saila-pattana, or the stone city, the seat or throne of the

Maga Rdjds.

*. Asiatklc Researches,, Vol. VI. p. 229.
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There in the Mahd-nadi is Veriu-garlta, or the bamboo fort; but the

sea overflowing will destroy it, and leave in many places shoals, and sand

banks. This is the second inundation of the sea, which will do so much

mischief to the whole country. The first, it appears from our author, af-

fected chiefly the shores of Chatgdnh. This bamboo fort, I suppose has been

rebuilt more inland, for it still exists, and is mentioned in a French map by

the Sr. Robert in the year 1751, where it is called Fortde Bamboux. In

a sketch of the mouth ofthe river of Ardcan by D'Anville, it is inserted, but

without a name. It is placed there about sixteen miles to N. E. of the

pagoda, at the entrance of the river on the left side.

Venugartta is literally a bamboo pit in Sanscrit, but in Hindi it is

eitl^er Veriu-gdr or Veriiirgdrd: the first, signifies a bamboo fort; the

second, a bamboo-pit, which last is hardly admissible. The town of

Ardcan may be called with great propriety the stone city, being surrounded

by steep craggy rocks, cut artificially like fortifications.

The Ardcan river, in the BMvan-cosa, is called Malid-nadi, or the great

river; but its real name among the natives is unknown. Ptolemy calls it

Tocosanna, the true pronunciation of which is, I believe Telcu-shdn or

Teke-shdn: and we have in that country the Teke-ndf; the inhabitants of

Ardcan are of the Tekcu tribe, and the country is called Takain, and the

word shorn is certainly obvious in Rau-shdn another name for Ardcan, and

I believe, that Ru or Yu, Ra>', Yai, are the names of a tribe in that country

:

for, says Dr. Buchanan, what is written Rm, is pronounced Yce in that

country. The meaning of Shdti is unknown; but I take it to be an

vol, xrv. 5 Y
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honorable title. It is says Captain Symes, a very comprehensive term,

given to different nations, whether independent or not.* It appears to me

that TeJcu-shdn, was pronounced by the Portuguese Touascan, for Teke-

slidn, or Tecwd-shdn, in a derivative form from Tecu-shdn. Portuguese

writers' mention also another district called Co-Dowascan, which I suppose

to be Cu-Tecwd-shdn, and to allude to the invasion of the Cuoy Cud coun-

try by the Thazke tribe, as mentioned by Dr. Buchanan. Mr. D'Anville

in his map of India of the year 1752, mentions four places in the district of
)

Chatgdnh; three of which belong to Aracah: the fourth or Cu-Tecwd-

shdn, belongs to Chatgdnh; being situated in the upper parts of the Carma-

phulli. The three other places are Towascan, or the town of Ardcan

:

Suridar or the town of the moon, in the dialect of that country, and called

Vidhu in the Cshetra-samdsa, synonymous with Chandra or Sundar, is

some where near the Teke-ndf: the last is Sore, probably the town of Zara

mentioned by Portuguese writers, as belonging to Ardcan ; its situation is

unknown, but it is probably to the south of Ardcan,

With Portuguese writers Towascan is not the name of a river but of a

town, which, I conceive is no other then Ardcan, the metropolis of the

Teke-slian tribes. Ptolemy places on the Tocosanna the metropolis of the

country, and calls it Tri-lmgon, a true Sanscrit appellation. Another

name for it, says our author, was Tri-glyplon, which is an attempt to

render into Greek, the meaning of Tri-Unga or Trai-linga, the three

Lingas ofmaha'-de'va, and ofwhich the Tri-sul, or trident is the emblem.

. . \ ',

'*

'

-Embassy to Jva, Vol. 2d. p. 258.
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It is often represented by three .perpendicular cuts, parallel to each other;

and this in Greek is called Tri-glyptan. Aracan is part of an extensive

district called Tri-pura or Trai-pura in the Puranas, or the three towns

and townships, first,, inhabited by three Daityasr the maternal uncles of

Ra'vana. These three districts were Camilla? Chattala and Barmdnaca,

©r Rasang? to be pronounced Ha-shanJi or nearly so; it is now Aracan.

Maha -de'va destroyed these three giants, -and fixed his Tri^sul in Camilla,

which alone retains the name of Tri-pwray the two other districts having

been wrested from the head Rdjd~ The kings of Aracan,-and -of Camilla,

Were constantly striving for the mastery, and the former even conquered

the greatest part Of Bengal, hence, to this day, .they assume the title of

lords of the twelve Bhuniyds, Bhattis, or principalities of Bengal. At such

times Aracan was the metropolis of the Trai-puras, and of course it became

the seat or place of the Tri-Unga, or three fold, energy of.Maha'-deva, the

emblems of which are the Tri-sul, and the three perpendicular cuts.

Ptolemy says, that in the country of Tri-lmga, there were white ravens5

white parrots and bearded cocks,

The white parrot is the Cacatiixc; white ravens are to be seen occasi-

onally in India, as well as in Europe, and- their appearance is considered

in this country as most inauspicious. Some say, that this white colour

might have been artificial, and the result of a certain liquid preparation,

which after the removal of the old feather's is poured upon the new ones.

The colour will last of course, as long as these feathers do; but will disap-

pear with them, at the next moulting season. (Maselmans- in this country

very often dye their beards likewise.} The bearded cocks have, as it
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were, a collar of reversed feathers, round the neck and throat, and there

only, which gives it the appearence of a beard. These are found only in

the houses of native princes, from whom 1 procured three or four; and am

told that they come originally from the hills in. the N. W. parts of India.

We have also bearded eagles in Europe,

The Maha-nadi, or river of Ardcan is the last on that coast, in our

Sanscrit records, and the district of Sandowy, called also Thayndwa or

Saindwa by Dr. Buchanan, and declared by him and* Captain Symes,

to be the southernmost division of Ardcan, is also the most southerly district

of the empire of the followers of Brahma', or India, along that coast, ending

in about eighteen degrees of latitude north. In the Bhuvana-cos a, it is

called Sandwipciy but, I believe it should be Sandwl In that district is a

river, and a town called in modern maps Sedoa for Saindwa, and in

Ptolemy Sadus and Sada. Between this river and Ardcan, there is another

lame one concealed behind the island of Cheduba, and the name of which

is Catd-baidd or Cdtd-haizd. This is the river Cata-beda of Ptolemy,

which, it is true, he has placed erroneously to the north of Ardcan; but,

as it retains its name to this day among the natives, and as it is an uncom-

mon one in that country, we can hardly be mistaken.

As that part of the country is very little frequented by seafaring people,

the Cdtd-baidd is not noticed in any map, or sea chart whatever. It was

first brought to light by the late Mr. Reuben Burrow an able Astronomer,

* Asiatick Researches
t
Vol. 6th. 199 &ad 201.
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and who visited that part of the coast by order of government.* In the

language of that county Cata is a fort, and Byeitsd or Baidzd is the name
of a tribe in that country,f Thus Cdtd-baizd is Fort baidzd, and Baidzd-.

Cdtd is the Baizd-fort.

The island of Cheduba, opposite to this river, is called very properly

Bazacaia by Ptolemy, and Dr. Buchanan informs us, that the letters

T, D, Th. and S, Z, are almost used indiscriminately in that country, where

even indistinct pronunciation is fashionable.

In the countries of Chaftala, and Barmdnaca, Ra'ma-chandra began his

first bridge, in his intended expedition against RaVana. The abutment

" took up the whole of these countries ; and then Ra"ma-chandra carried on

his works, directly towards Subela or Sumatra, and had nearly reached

that island, when by the advice of Vibhisban king of that country, he

left off, and began another bridge at Rdmeswara in the south of India. Of

the former bridge seven piers are still to be seen, which form the archipe-

lagos of the Andaman and Nicobar islands, exhibiting vast ruins consist-

ing of all the rocks, which surrounded them. The Hindus fancy that all

ledges of rocks, and all islands placed in a line are the remains of bridges

made either by the gods, or by the devils, for some particular purposes,

generally unknown to us at present.

* Asiatick Researches, Vol. 4. p. 328.

i Asiatick Researches, Vol. 5. 224.

VOL. XIY. 5 Z
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The Portuguese maps exhibit only four rivers on that coast; that of

Chatgdnh; the Choeorid, to be pronounced Khocorid ; the river and gulf of

Mdmeu, and the river of Ardcan. The gulf of Rdmu, now called the bay

of Cruzcool, has a considerable river, that falk. into it, called Mush-

colley after which is denominated the opposite island, but called by our

seafaring people Mascal, this appellation being more familiar to them

;

but in the Portuguese maps, there is no name affixed to it.. The name of

the island to the north of this, is Cuccura-dimpa^ but in. the spoken dialects

Cuccur-divd or Cuccur-did, or the island of dogs. In these dialects a dog

is generally called Cut a-, and from Cufd-dwip I suspect they have made

Cuttub-ded. There is a place in it called Cakerd-hanserd, which, the pilots.

Say, signifies Dog-swimming Creek*. It is called Quoqor-^divd by Lindschot

in his map of India, and Cuccuri-dwd by F.„ Monsbjrrat..*1

The course of the -Ganges has not been traced beyond Gangautri, for

the stream, a little farther, is entirely concealed under a glaciere or iceberg,

and is supposed to be inaccessible. Be this as it may, the source of the

Ganges is supposed to be in a basin called Curid'a, because it is in the

shape of a drinking vessel, so called in Sanscrit, and Piydld in Hindi.

Thus the source of the Nile, and that of the Jordan, was called Phiala, or

the cup in Greek, because i« that shape, and the water, forcing its way at

the bottom, re-appeared at a considerable distance, through subterraneous

•channels...

* In an autograph. MS. of the aufhor, in my possession,, The Padre wrote about the year

1590, in the prisons of Senna in Arabia.
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Tins is supposed -to be the case, with our Curida, which is said to be

deep, ami that water is constantly oozing, and dripping from its steep,

and guttered sides, forming- many little streams,, which are called the

hundred weepers, from the manner; in- which they fall, and also from the

noise, they make... These falling tathe bottom, form a considerable stream,

which, they say, forces its way through channels, either under ground, or

under the claciere- This place is said to be inaccessible to mortals, and

that the above particulars were revealed to certain Munis.* This stream

re-appears at Gangaulri, where is a fall of no great magnitude. Below the

fall, in the middle of the river, is a rock styled the head,, or top of the

Linga of Maha-de'va-.. The Ganges tumbles over it, hence this stone is

called, from that circumstance Patdcni, or Patcani, From thence the

river goes to the Awartta of the Ganges, or ofHam, Hari and Brahma ; and

thus we have Gangdwdrtla, BrahmaivarUa, &c; but it is more generally

called Hara-dwdra, the gate or pass of Hara, Awartta literally signifies

an enclosed place of a circular form, and is more particularly applied to

places of worship; but in general these places are circumscribed, by an.

imaginary line only*

The Paurdnics, declare, that the Ganges, issuing from under the feet of

Vishnu, under the pole, flies through the air, brushing the summits of the

highest mountains, and falls into the Curida of Brahma', which is acknow-

ledged to be the lake of Mana-sarovara, and from thence through the air

again, it alights upon the head of Maha'-deva, and remains entangled in

* They have however been revealed to Capt. Hodgson, see page 117 of this volume. the ac-

count here given is so correct that it proves the actual visitation of the spot by the Hindus.—H. II. W.
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the lock of hair on his head, from which it drops continually into a bason

beneath, called Bindu-sarovara or the dripping pool, but this cannot be

the same with our dripping Cunda.

This curious account of the origin of the Ganges, was not unknown to

our ancient writers ; for Pliny says, that the Ganges, after such fatiguing a

journey, brushing the tops of.mOuntains in its way, as Curtius says, rests

itself at last in a lake. Mr. James Fraser of the Civil Service, in his sur-

vey of the source of the Ganges, saw the peaks which surround this hollow,

but the road to this holy Cuiida was impracticable, and this holy place

remains inaccessible to this day.* Below Haradwdra the Ganges sends

forth several branches, which rejoin the parent stream at various distances.

These branches are in general the remains of old beds of the river, at dif-

ferent periods.

On the western side, they form an almost uninterrupted chain as far as

Furruckabad, according- to the latest surveys of that country.

These branches have various names ; but in general, they are called hj

the country people Buri-Ganga, or the old Ganges. Another name is

Bdn-gangd, or the reed river, because, whenever the Ganges, or any other

river forsakes its old bed, this old bed and its banks are soon overrun with

Bdria or reeds, Which form numberless thickets, in Sanscrit Saraban : and

these two denominations, are used by the learned, particularly the latter.

* See Asiatick Researches, Vol. XIII.
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It is by no means an tincommon name in India, as well as Saravaii, or

abounding with reeds. It has also the name of. the Rama-gangd, to the

eastward of the Ganges.

The only branch of that name,- which can attract our notice, is to the

westward, springs out at Hardwdr, and rejoins the Ganges at Bdnghatt.

This pari is well delineated in the general map of India. It springs out

again, according to the late surveys, at Succur-taid, passes to the eastward

of the ruins of Hastina~pur, and rejoins the Ganges at Gar-mucteswar.

This Ban ox Saraban river was formerly the bed of the Ganges, and the

present bed to the eastward was also once the Bm or Saraban river.

Thus Ptolemy mistook for- the "Rama-g&nga, called also the Ban?

Saraban and Sardvati river. For the four towns, which he places on its

banks, are either on the old, or on the new bed of the Ganges. Btom%

nnd Sapotus.are Hastnaura, or Hastind-nagara on the o!d bed; and.

Sabal, now in ruins, on the eastern.bank of the new bed, and is commonly

called Sabidgitr* Haslma-pur is twenty-four miles S. W. of Bara-nagarj

and eleven to the west of the present Ganges: and it is called Ha$ttiawer$

in the Ayin AcberL* ILorta is the, Awartta, we mentioned before, or I£an~

dwar. It is called Arale in the Peuting, tables, and by the Anonymous

of Ravenna.

In the immense plains of A/ui-Ga&gani or the Gangetic provinces.,

there are two declivities or descents. One towards the east, and the other

* Vol. 3d. p. 5*7.

VOL. XIV. 10 ^
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from the northern mountains towards the south. This precipitates the

waters of the Ganges, against its right bank, towards the south, and makes

them strike with violence against the Pddanta or Pddaniica, the foot's

end of the mountains to the south, and which begins at Chuiidr, and

ends at Rdj-mahl, The soil of the country to the south of the Ganges

consists entirely of native earth, stiff, of a reddish colour, and strongly

fortified with huge rocks, and stones of various sizes. The soil of the

country to the north, as far as the mountains, is entirely alluvial, with

large tabular concretions of Cancar or Tophus aquatilis. The depth

is unknown, as excavations have been made to- the depth of about 108

feet without coming at the bottom, or to the native earth. In the upper

parts of the course of the Ganges, as far down as the pass of Sancri-

-galiy its aberrations and wanderings are confined, within narrow limits, and

its encroachments and devastations are comparatively trifling. It is a

female deity, and in her watery form, is of a most restless disposition,

seemingly bent on mischief, and often doing much harm. This unrelent-

ing disposition of hers to encroach, is greatly impeded, and checked

by the Pddanti, or the foot of the mountains with its rocky points pro-

jecting into the stream such as Churiar, Mudgir., Sidtan-gunge, Patter-

gotta, Pointy, Sancri-gali and Raj~mahl.

The word Pdddnti is pronounced Ponty in the spoken dialects, and

-is spelt Paenieehy Dr. Hunter, in his Dictionary. But by Pointy we

generally understand~now, that rocky point, which is near Patter-golta*
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The Sanscrit name of Churidr is Charariddri, or Chararid-giri, which

is nearly synonymous with Pddantica. This last is mentioned in the

Raina-cosa, and in some Purdrias, where it is oalled Pddapa.

Between these huge rocky points the Ganges' is constantly at work,

excavating deep bays and gulfs, which, after long- periods, she nils up

entirely, and then scoops them out again. Even the huge rocky points,

I just mentioned, have by no, means escaped her unrelenting activity.

They are cut down almost perpendicularly from top to bottom; and it is

written in the Purdrias, that the Gauges has carried away the half of the

Mis of Chun dr, and Miidgir; but there was no occasion for any written

authority in the present case.

It is written in the Vdyu and Vishnu-purarias, that Hastuid-pur was

destroyed by the Ganges, early in the .Cali-yuga. The Vdyu places this

event in the sixth generation after the great war, and the Vishnu-puran a

in the eighth ; that is between elevea or twelve hundred years before our

-«ra; and it is recorded there, that the seat of empire was transfered to

CatisaiM near Allahabad. It is well known that the old site of Pdtali-

putra or Patna, has been entirely carried away by the Ganges, and in its

room, several sand banks were formed, and which are delineated in Major

Remnell's map of the course of the Ganges with his usual accuracy.

However Colonel Colebrooke, Surveyor General, having made anew survey

of the river, found that these several sand banks were consolidated,

into an island about sixteen miles long, and which masks entirely the

mouth of the Gandaci, nay it has forced it, in an oblique direction about
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six miles below Paina, whilst in Major Rennell's time, it wras due north

from the N. W, corner of that town, and in sight of it.

The most ancient town of Bali-gur or Baiini-gur, close and opposite

to Bhagal-pur, was entirely destroyed by the Ganges, in the beginning

of the thirteenth century, according to the Cshetra-samdsa, Its place is

wholly filled up with sand and loose earth, many villages are now upon it.

This spot at some future period will be scooped out again and so on

alternately.

As the Ganges is a most favourite deity of the Hindus, they have in

various shapes applied to it the ineffable and mysterious numberTHREE,

the type of the Hindi triad. It comes down from heaven in a threefold

stream, which upon earth forms a Triveni, or three plated locks. This

stream at Prayag meeting Yamuna and Saraswatf, forms here a second

Triveni, and the two last rivers near Hoogly, forsaking the Ganges, form a

third Triveni. Besides these illustrious streams, the Ganges receives

many inferior ones divided into various classes. Seven belong to the first,

one hundred to the second, and one thousand to the third. All these hav-

ing joined the Ganges, to pay their respects to her, part from her as they

approach the sea. Hence the Ganges is said to rush into the ocean

through three, seven, one hundred and even one thousand mouths. This

beautiful arrangement conveys but little geographical information.

The Ganges lias also three Gangantris ; one in the north, which is well

known, the second is at Hardwar, and the third near Patier-gotta,
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The two last are certainly falls; but of that kind only called Rapids in

America. The last was well known in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,

and a considerable town a£ the mouth of the Causici, with the surrounding

district was from that circumstance called GangautrL*

There are several inferior rapids, in the Ganges, which are called by

the natives Patdcni, Patcni and Patcanyd. The last Gangautri begins

at Palter-gotta, and ends at Sancri-gali, and is certainly a dangerous rapid,

where many accidents happen. It was formerly much dreaded, nofe only

on account of the violence of the current, of the many rocks and sands in

the bed of the river; but also, on account of the thievish, and. cruel disposi-

tion of the natives on both sides.

#

Hence I am told, that poets sometimes called it the reach, stream or rapid

of the blessed or departed, Nirvdnu-vdhd, answering to the American

phrase of Rapid des Noyes, or des Trepasses*

There were also three remarkable Charanddris, or Pdddntis, Ghundft

'Mudgir and Pointy, each of which had a Gala, Gali, a pass or Gully. The

last is called Sancri-gali, from the Sanscrit Sancirna-gali, or the bitricate,,

and narrow pass.

The two other Pdddntis, with their passes, or Gullies, are Si^igala,

another name for Churidr, and the Sagala of Ptolemy: the other h

Sac'hald, or Mudgir, and called Sigala by our ancient geographer.

* History of Bengal, by Major Stewart, p. 52.

VOL. XIY. 6 B
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Let us now pass to the lower parts of the Ganges, in its course towards

the sea, through the Antarvedf, or Delta of the Ganges. Ptolemy reckons

five mouths, which luckily he describes with tolerable accuracy.

The first mouth is the Cambuson, now the Suvarna-rec'hd, or Pipley

river, which was considered, as the westernmost mouth of the Ganges, till

the country was surveyed, under the inspection of Major Rennell.

The next or second mouth, which is that of the Bhdgiratlii, is called in

Sanscrit, Vriddhamanteswara-Samudra, literally the swelling lord Oceanus

alluding to the Bore, which makes its appearence in this branch of the

river. It begins, at Fulid and reaches sometimes as far as Nadiya.

Phulla-grdm is the Sanscrit name of Fultd and is so called because Samu-

dra swells with joy, at the sight of his beloved son Lunus, and his heart,

like a flower, opens and expands, at the sight of him. Vriddhamanta

implies increase, either in bulk, consequence or wealth, &c. In the spoken

dialects it is called the Buddmanteswara, and simply the Manteswari

river. It is said in the Cshetra-samdsa to consist of three channels ; one

leads toward Hijjili, and was called the old moorish, or western channel

formerly ; for the present western channel, to the eastward of the former, is

very different. The old moorish channel, I believe is no longer used.

The second goes toward Gangd-sagara, this is the eastern channel ; and

the third in the middle is called Rdgi-masdna. These channels are

formed by sand banks, denominated in some places braces, and in others

reefs, and 'flats. • The Rdgi-masdna is along that sand, corruptly called

by seafaring people, the mizen-saad, Rdgi signifies lusting after, greedi-
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ness of prey. Masdna is supposed to be derived^ from the Sanscrit Masi,

which signifies a change of form : but Masdn in the spoken dialects, when

speaking of the water of the Ganges implies a particular part of the chan-

nel, where the stream puts on a new form, and which looks like a gentle

boiling of the water, with sand rising up and falling down. That part ofthe

Channel is carefully avoided by boatmen, as it shews that there is a quick-

sand, which causes this appearance. I am assured that it is also called

Ran -masdn, nay some insist that this is the true reading. Ran a implies

a tumultuous struggling, attended with a quick motion, and running and

answers here to the English word race, as used by seafaring people.

This mouth is thus called on account of its size, and of the tremendous

appearence of the Bore in it, Samudra, is Oceanus, Sdgara, is Pontus5

Narayena, is Nerens, or Nereon, and Varuna, called also Naupath or

Naupatin, or the lord of ships is Neptune, and perhaps the Nephtyn of the

Egyptians. This is the Ostium magnum, the second mouth of the Ganges,

according to Ptolemy. The third mouth called by him Camberikhon, is

that ofthe river Cambdraca, the true Sanscrit name of which, is Cumdraca,

according to the Cslietra-samdsa. It is called, in the spoken dialects Cam-

had ac, or Cabbddac, and by our early writers, Gundi-uc probably for

Gurnbruc; and also Gaudet, which is a mistake; for this is the Godupa,

called in the spoken dialects God id and GodavdM, and in the maps Gorroy,

to the eastward of Bhushna.*

* See aslo Geog. Diet, of And. Biuce, of Ereier voce Jesual
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The Qumaracli and Ictiliamati, are branches of the Bhairava, or

Boy-rub in the spoken dialects, and which proceeds from the sweat bi

Maiia'-deva.

The fourth is called the false month by Ptolemy, probably because if

is so broad, and extensive, that it was often mistaken for the easternmost

branch of the Ganges, which lies concealed behind numerous islands. Its

Sanscrit name according to Ca vi-Rama's Commentary, is Trina~caclilia3
*

on account of its banks being covered with luxuriant grass, and of course

abounding with Hariria, deers and antelopes ; for which reason it is also

called liarhi a-ghatYa, from their frequently making their appearence, at

the landing places or Ghatfs*

Ptolemy's description of the Delta is by no means a bad one, if we

reject the longitudes and latitudes, as I always do, and adhere solely to

his narrative, which is plain enough. He begins with the western branch

of the Ganges or Rhagiratlii, and says, that it sends one branch to the

right, or towards the west, and another towards the east, or to the left*

This takes place at Tri-verii, so called from three rivers parting, in three

different directions, and it is a most sacred place* The branch, which

goes towards the right, is the famous Saraswati; and Ptolemy says,

that it flows into the Cambusan mouth, or the mouth of the Jellasore river,

called in Sanscrit Sactimati, synonimous with Cambu, or Cambuj or the

river of shells. This communication does not exist, but it was believed

to exist, till the country was surveyed. This branch sends another arm

says our author, which affords a passage into the great mouth, or that of
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the BhdgirafM or Ganges. This supposed branch is the Rupanardyaiia,

which, if the Saraswati, ever flowed into the Cambuson mouth, must of

course have sprung from it, and it was then natural to suppose that it did

so. Mr. D'Anville has brought the* Saraswati into the Jellasore river in

his maps, and supposed that the communication took place a little above

a village caJed Danton, and if we look into the Bengal Atlas, we shall

perceive, that during the rains, at least, it is possible to go by water, from

Hoogly, through the Saraswati, and many other rivers, to within a few

miles of Danton, and the Jellasore river.

The river, which according to Ptolemy branches out towards the east,

or to the left, and goes into the Cambarican mouth is the Jumna, called in

Bengal Jubund* For the Ganges, the Jumna and the Sarasicati unite at

the northern Triverii or Allahabad, and part afterwards at this Triveni

near Hoogly. It was known to the ancients ; for it is called Tropina by

Pliny ; and by the Portuguese Trippini, and in the spoken dialects they

say Terboni. Though the Jumna flows into the Camberican mouth, it

does by no means form it; for it obviously, derives its name from the

Cambdddcd, or Cambdrac river, as Tobserved before. But let us proceed:

Ptolemy says, that the Ganges sends an arm toward the east, or to the

left, directly to the false mouth or Haruiaghattd. From this springs

another branch to Antiboli, which of course is the Dlidccd branch, called

the Padmd or Puddd-gangd. There is a mistake, but of no great conse-

quence, as the outlines remain the same. It is the Paddd or D'hdccd

branch, which sends an arm into the Harina-ghattd. The branching

vol. xiv. 6 C
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out is near Custee, and Comercolly and under various appellations, it goes

into the Hariria-gkat't a mouth,

It was my intention to have described the western boundary of Aim*

gangam in the same manner as I have described the others: but I find

it impossible, at least for the present. A description of the country, on

both sides of the said boundary would certainly prove very interesting;

but the chief difficulty is, that the natives of these countries, insist that the

Setlej formerly ran into the Caggar or Drishadvati, and formed a large

river called in Sanscrit Dhutpdpd, and by Megasthenes Tatapus. This

is also my opinion, but I am not sufficiently prepared at present to lay an

account of it before the society. As the Caggar, or some river falling into

it, is supposed by our ancient writers to have been also, the boundary of

the excursions of the gold making ants toward the east, I shall give an

account of them, as possibly I may not have hereafter an opportunity

of resuming the subject: the legends are certainly puerile and absurd, but

as they occupy a prominent place in the writings of the naturalists and

geographers of classical antiquity, they may be regarded as worthy of our

attention, and it may at least be considered as a not uninteresting enquiry,

to endeavour to ascertain their source.

Our ancient authors in the west, mention certain ants in India, which

were possessed of much gold in desert places, amongst mountains; and

which they watched constantly, with the utmost care. Some even assert-

ed, that these ants, were of the size of a fox, or of a Hyrcanian dog, and

Pliny gives then horns and wings.
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These gold making ants are not absolutely unknown in India;, but

the ant in the shape, and of the size of a Ilyreaman dog, was known only

on the borders of India, and in Persia. The gold making ants of the

Hindus are truly ants,, and 'of that sort called Termites.
\ To those, how-

ever birds are generally substituted in India: they are mentioned in the

institutes of Menu * and there called Hemacaras, or gold makers. They

are represented as of a vast size, living in the mountains to the N. W. of

India, and whose dung mixings witli a sort of sand peculiar to that

country, the mixture becomes gold, The learned here made the same

observation to me, as they did to Ctesias formerly, that these birds, having

no occasion for gold, did not care for it, and of course did not watch it;

but that the people, whose business it was to search for gold, were always

in imminent danger, from the wild and ferocious animals* which infested

the country. This was also the opinion of St. Jerome in one of his

epistles to Rusticus.

These birds are called Hemacaras, or gold makers; but Garuda, ot

the eagle is styled Sivarria-chura or he, who steals gold, in common with

the tribes of magpies and crows, who will carry away gold, silver and

any thing bright, and shining,

Gjrud'a is often represented somewhat like a griffin with the head, and

wings of an eagle, the body and legs of a man; but with the talons of

the eagle. He is often painted upon the walls of houses, and generally

* P. 353.
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about the size of a man. This is really the griffin of the Hindus ; but

he is never even suspected of purloining the gold of the Hemacdra birds.

The large ant of the size of a fox, or of a Hyrcanian dog, is the YuZ

of the Persians, in Sanscrit Chittraca-Vydghra, or spotted tyger, in

Hindi Chittd, which denomination has some affinity with Cheuntd or

Chyonta a large ant. This has been, in my opinion, the cause of this

ridiculous, and foolish mistake of some of our ancient writers. The Yuz

is thus described in the Ayin Acheri.(2) " This animal, who is remark-

Ct able for his provident, and circumspect conduct, is an inhabitant of the

" wilds, and has three different places of resort. They feed in one place,

" rest in another, and sport in another, which is their most frequent

" resort. This is generally under the shade of a tree, the circuit of which

" they keep very clean, and enclose it with their dung. Their dung in

" the Hindovee language is called Akhir"

Abul-Fazil, it is true ri q not say positively, that their dung, mixing with

sand, becomes gold, and pi ibly he did not believe it. However, when

he says, that this dung was called Akhir in Hindi, it implies, the transmu-

tation of the mixture into gold. Akhir is for C"hir in the spoken dialects,
1

from the Sanscrit Cshira ; from this are derived the Arabic words Acsir,

and El-acsir-EMxir, is water, milk also, and a liquid in general. To effect

this transmutation of bodies, the Hindus have two powerful agents, one

liquid called emphatically Cshir, or the water. The other is solid, and is

called Maiii or the jewel; and this is our philosopher's stone, generally

called Spars'a-wimiij the jewel of wealth; Hirariya-marii, the golden jeweL
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There are really lumps of gold dust, consolidated together by some un-

known substance, which was probably supposed to be the indurated dung

of large birds.

These are to be met with in the N. W. of India, where gold dust is to

:be found. They contain much gold, it is said, and are sold by the weight.

In Sanscrit these lumps are called Sioartia-mdcshicas, because they are

supposed to be the work of certain Macshicas, or flies, called by us flying

ants, because in the latter end of the rains, they spring up from the ground

in the evening, flying about in vast numbers, so as to fill up every room,

in which there are candles lighted, to the great annoyance of the people

in them. These flies are one of the three orders of termites, apparently of

a very different, though really of the same species. This third order con*

sists of winged, and perfect insects, which alone are capable of propaga-

tion. These never work, nor fight, and of course if they can be said to

make gold, it must be through the agency of their own offspring, the

labourers, or working termites, which in countries abounding with gold

dust are supposed to swallow some of this dust, and to void it, either alono-

with their excrements, or to throw it up again at the mouth. According

to the Geographical Comment on the Mahd-Bhdrata, the Sitvarria-Macshica

mountains, are on the banks of the Vitasta. There are also Macshicas

producing silver, brass, &c I never saw any, but Mr. Wilson informs

me that they are only pyrites, and indeed, according to Pliny, there were

gold and silver and copper pyrites. Alchemists, who see gold every where,

pretended formerly, that there was really gold and silver in them,' though
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not easily extracted. If so if -st have been accidentally. These were

called Pyrites auriferi, argentti, and Chateo-pyriies. The pyrites argen-

tei are called, in a more modern language, Marcamta-argentbai

These gold making birds,. Hies and spotted tygers, are by the Hindus

to the N. W, paits of India ; and the Yuz, according to the

j.,0 Jtcberi, begins to be seen about forty Cos beyond Agra. Elian is of

that opinion also, when he says, that the gold making ants never went

beyond the river Campylis and Cte3ias, I believe with Megasthenes iike->

wise, places them in that part of India, The Campylis* now Cambali, is

a considerable stream, four miles, to the west of Ambdld, toward Sirhind:

and it falls into the Drishadvati^ now the Caggar, which is the common

boundary of the east, and north-west divisions of India, according to a

curious passage from the commentaries on the Vedas, and kindly commu-

nicated to me by Mr. Colebrooke, our late President.

* JEiliari'dc.animal) Lib. 3. G\ 4,

. .^ . i.
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On the Sorex Glis.

By Messrs. DIAED and DUVAUCEL,.

Communicated

By Major General HARDWICKE, j

- To the Secretary of the Asiatick Society*

Sir,

A HAVE the honor to lay before the Society a drawing* and description

of a small quadruped, native of Penang and other islands in the Indian.

seas : they are offered on the authority of the. French naturalist M. Diard3

and presented by the Honorable Sir Stamford Raffles* to be disposed

of at the pleasure of the Society*

I have seen this little animal, and the drawing I believe is pretty

correct : a living" one was brought to Bengal by a medical gentleman

some months ago : it runs about the house, tame, but would not allow

itself to be caught for close inspection: though at liberty to run out of

doors, whenever it likes* it shows no disposition* to leave it's quarters, and

evinces some attachment to the family ; for whenever strangers enter the

house it shows a disquietude by a chattering like noise.
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It occasions no trouble in feeding, for it is always on the search after

insects, and its favorite food seems to be flies, crickets, grasshoppers and

cockroaches.

It bears most resemblance I think to the Genus Viverra, particularly

to V. Ichneumon: Mr. Diard, ascribes to it the habits of a squirrel, and

from which I suppose he has placed it under the 4th order of the class

Mammalia, but his description of the teeth by no means accords with the

number which characterise the animals of this order: they have two

cutting teeth in the upper jaw and two to four in the lower.

The result of future examination may remove this doubt; at present, it

must rest on the authority offered.

I have the honor to be,

Sir,

Your Obedient humble Servant,

THOMAS HARDWICKE,

Major General

Fort William,

February 25th, 1820.

Notice.—Sur une nonvelle espece de Sorex.—Sorex Glis CD. D.)

Lorsque les recherches d' histoire naturelle,, n'avaient, pour ainsi

dire, d'autre but-que'Paccumulation des especes et la distinction des formes

exterieures ; la decouverte d'un petit animal qui ii'eut ete remarquable, ni
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par sa forme, ni par sa couleur, ni par ses habitudes, n'eut pas etc d'un bient

grand interet pour les Naturalistes: mais aujourd'hui que la science

veut surtout agrandir son domaine, d'observations anatomiques, et assurer

ainsi sa marche sur des caracteres invariables,P Etre qui lui parait le plus

precieux n 5

est plus celui qui se distingue le plus des autres, par la richesse

de sa parure, ou la singularite de ses proportions, mais bien celui qui peut

lui fournirle plusde faitspour la confirmation ou la modification des loix

organiques qu'elle a reconnu. Aujourd 'hui enfin que le scalpel scrutateur,

a prouve que la nature a souvent enfoui ses mysteres les plus admirables,

sous les formes les plus viles et les plus communes,, nous avons droit d'es-

perer que les naturalistes verront avec joie leur catalogue s'augmenter

de T histoire du'ne nouvelle espece, qui n'a non sculement rien de desagre-

able ou de repugnant, mais qui au contraire nous fournit pour la premiere

fois, T exemple d'un petit Animal, des plus gracieux, possedant tons les

caracteres generiques, qui semblaient etre reserves exclusivement a quel-

ques etres ou difFormes, ou revoltants.

Pendant la duree de nos sejours a Pulo Penang et Sincapore, nous

avons plusieurs fois tue dans les bois un petit quadrupede, que nous primes

d'abord pour un Ecurueil; mais que nous reconnumes bientot en 1'

examinant, appartenir a la famille des Insectivores t la forme alongee de

son museau, avait pu seule nous faire soupconner qu'il n'etaii pas un rongeur

:

car ainsi que nous venons de le dire, par toutes les autres proportions de

son corps, par sa taille, par ses oreilles rases, couvertes de poils tres courts,

tout a fait formees comme celles de Phomme, et surtout par la disposition

empennee des poils de sa queue, il ressemblait parfaitement a une petite

vol. xiv. 6 E
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espece &7
Ecureuil, qifon rencontre a chaqne pas dans les bois de Sinca-

pore : du reste sa couleur n'a rien de reinarquable ; elle est en dessus d'un

brtm rouge melange de fauve et de n©ir, et en dessous un gris blanchatre

uniforme ; mais ce qui doit etre note;,, ce nous sercible, c'est la teinte rosee

de la peau de ce joli animal, qui parait telle principalement autour des

yeux et des levies,.

Si le museau allonge" et les pieds pentadactyles de cet animal, devait

faire aisement reconnaitre qu'il appartenait a la famille des Sorex, la sin-

gularite de sa forme pouvait aussi faire presumer naturellement qu'il

ii'appartenalt a aucun des genres quelle renferme ; et c'est en effety ce qui

a ete confinne par le nombre et la disposition de ses dents..

La macholre superieure est armec de 4 Incisives, a peu pres cylindriques,

peu longues, legerement usees en biseau, et tres ecartees: entr'elles et les

molaires au nombre de 5 et herissees de pointes coniques, est une laniere

isolee, a peu pres de la meme longeur. A la machoire inferieure on compte

au contraire 6 Incisives serrees, coucbees en avant, dont les quatre inter-

mediaires sont tres longues. La canine est aussi plus allongee que celle

de'n haut, elle a derriere elle une petite fausse molaire, puis une rangee de

4 molaires tricusyndes.

A ces particularites dans la forme, et dans la dentition de notre animal,

si Ton ajoute la presence d'un petit caecum a I* origine des Intestins,

caecum qu' aucun des Sorex n'a encor presente, on aura certainement tout

le droit possible de le prendre pour type d'une nouvelle sous-division : nous
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lui assignerons le nom de (Sorex Glis) qui donne a la fois, I' idee de sa

forme exterieure et de sa veritable nature^

Enfin pour terminer rhistoire-d'ece veritable Sorex, deguise sous des

habits d' Ecureuil, il a de grands yeux, 4 mamelles ventrales, une langue

longue, un estomach simple, et mi tube intestinal replie 7 fois. sur lui.

memo, et suivi comme nous 1'avons.deja dit, d'un petit ccecum.

Ce petit animal se nourit d'insectes et principalement de larves qu'il

cherche sur le tronc des vieux arbres, et meme aterre sous les debris des

feuilles: nousl'avons trouve rarement, et toujours dans des lieux ecartes;

il parait cependant qu'il n'est pas d'une nature tres sauvage, car lors que

nous etions a Penang, une personne de cet endroit en possedaii un ires

apprivoisi, quil nourissait dans une cage comme un EcureuiL

DIARD ET DUVAUCEI*



On an Indian method of constructing Arches*

By Captain MACKINTOSH,

To the Secretary of the Asiatick Society.

Nagpore, 20th No vember, 1820.

SlR
?

.AVING lately witnessed at Nagpore, the construction of

a semicircular arch, which was erected by native workmen

without any centering,- or other usual temporary support, in

a way I believe peculiar to this part of India, I venture to

communicate to you the principles upon which this work

was conducted, in the hope, that even professional men iri

Em-ope, may thereby derive advantage ; it being generally un-

derstood, that the centering for an arch, is attended with con-

siderable expence.

The arch was semicircular -f- 22 feet in span ; the piers

were built in the usual manner and very substantially.



Arch viewed from abov<
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At the spring of the arch, stones of a considerable length

were used, having the inner ends cut, so as to suit the curva-

Fig. I. ture of the arch. Six such layers were laid on each side, in

A A the manner stories are placed, in what is generally termed the

Egyptian arch. The upper layer having a groove, five inches

wide* and two in depths

B B B B B On arriving at this height, stones of a smaller size were

made use of,, each having a groove cut in two adjoining faces,

two inches in depth by four in breadth, with corresponding

projections on the opposite sides*.

These stones were so placed, that when a layer was com-

C C C C pleted, there appeared a channel or groove the whole length

of the building ready to receive and bind to it by their projec-

tions, the next row, of stones when applied. The stones

were of a fine sort of free stone easily cut. Common cement

was used

»

Eight layers of the stones last described, having been

placed on both sides, each layer occupying about six inches

of the curvature of the arch, it becomes necessary to prevent

the work, if carried on, from falling inwards. A space of ten

feet in length, on each side of the unfinished arch was marked

Fig. 1 & .2 off, and at these points two strong horizontal beams, were
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D D forced into the grooves, extending across the chasm. From

these as from a new base, the grooved stones already described

Fig. 2 F F were used. The length of each succeeding layer contracting

Fig, 3 E gradually, until the application of the key stones.

When the arch is of considerable span, a series of bases

such as now described, is placed, each base higher than the

Fig. 2 other, in order to support the work until it is secured by being

I H keyed.

Fig. 2 When the center portion of the arch has been thus com-

F F pleted, the beams are removed, by being sawed asunder in two

places.

In a similar manner the arch was continued m different

F G portions at either end of that part first finished. The introduc-

H tion of a new beam constituting with it, a renewed base. A
slight scaffolding supported the workmen.

In. this simple, though ingenious manner, was an arch

across a space of twenty-two feet, ;erected, -without any frame

for its support while building.

The principle seems- applicable either in masoK.ry or cast

iron, to an arch of any dimensions.
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Having witnessed with great curiosity the operation I haye

endeavoured to describe, I deem its communication may prove

of utility, in the construction of bridges, domes, and other

arches, or vaulted buildings.

I have the honor to be

Sir,

Your very Obedient humble Servant,

B. MACKINTOSH,

Captain Madras Artillery,



Aft account of the Inscriptions on the Cootub Minar, and on the Ririns in

ifs Vicinity.

By Walter ewer, Esq.

X HE Society is already in possession of a description of this extraor-

dinary building, drawn up by Captain Blunt, of the Engineers : but as

that officer was unable to procure copies of the inscriptions, and limited

his communication to a general account of the Minav only, the enclosures

may probably be acceptable*

The plan was made from actual measurement, and has, I believe, no

important fault as far as it goes. The inscription No. 1, is copied from a

stone over the entrance door ; No. 2, from a slab over the door in the first

balcony ; No. 3, from the fourth door ; and No. 4, from the white marble

portion of the fourth story, the letters being in relief on a band which en-

circles the pillar The inscription over the door in the second balcony

was not deciphered.* and there is none over the third.

I have some reason to believe that, with the exception of the first,

these have never been read3 since the ruinous state of the galleries ren-
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dered it dangerous to venture on them: nor could I find that any person

in Dehli was in possession, of a copy, i With the assistance of a tele, c.;pe

of great magnifying, power I was enabled to copy them. with the inmost

facility, and to ascertain the general meaning of the contents of each,'

although some words remain imdeciphered on account of the imperfect

state of the. letters.,

.

! No. I, records die repair; of- the.Minar by Secander son of Bahlol

in the year 909 Hijri, A. D. 1503, and No. 3, is to the same effect with'

the addition that the damage was caused by lightning. Nos. 2 and 4 are

much the same i® purport, the- latter a, perfect facsimile-; and both state

the Miriam to have been built in the time of Sultan Shems-ud-din Altemsh.

This is again repeated in the first inscription- in red? stone which encir-

cles the building above the lower; gallery.

The abovementioned Sultan reigned from A. D. 1210 to- 1231; corres-

ponding with A. H. 607 and 629, and may be looked upon as the prince

under, whose- auspices the Minar was compleated, and some progress made

in the neighbouring mosque, on the subject of- which I shall now offer a-

few remarks..

The line of arches runs directly north and south, and consists at pre-

sent- of six compleat arches, and as many of which the pieces only remain

:

the total length is about 350 feet and the height of the center arch 53.

There are fragments of inscriptions round the eastern front of each arch,

by which it appears;, that the southern portion of the intended mosque
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was compleated in the Wjri year 617, and the centre arch in 594, corres-

ponding with A. D- 1220 and 1197; the latter inscription also calls the

building *1jai' •**—•.;. the date of the northern portion could not be deci-

phered.

Immediately opposite to the centre arch is the iron pillar, about 25 feet

high : and to the eastward extends a court enclosed by a high wall, and

surrounded on two sides by arcades formed of pillars carved in the

richest style of Hindu, architecture. The domes are particularly elegant,

and were evidently formed before a knowledge of the principles of the

arch had reached this country: arcades of the same description but with

little ornament extend to the south and east of the Minor. Over the eas-

tern gate of the court is the inscription No. 5, and over the northern,

(now blocked up), No. 6. I am of opinion that the former is modern

for the Cootue-ud-din mentioned therein, having none of the royal titles^

cannot be the viceroy, afterwards Suitan of that name; and as to the saint

we have nothing but traditional proof of his existence: neither am I certain

of the correctness -of No. 6, the hundred being very indistinctly marked:

in this will be found the name of Mohammed ebn Sham (Ghori) : besides,

the wall of the court to which it was an entrance, is certainly posterior

to the centre arch which it encloses, and as that was compleated in 594,

the gate cannot have existed two years before.

The large unfinished Minor is an immense mass of rough masonry

nearly double the circumference of the Cootuh, and offering no means of
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ascertaining' its antiquity. To the west of the northern entrance of the

arches is a tomb called that of Shems-ud-djn Altemsii but I was unable

to decipher any of its inscriptions.

1 shall now offer the (results which appear to me deducible from an

attentive examination of these ruins. 1st. That the line of arches is the

east front of an intended mosque, which was commenced \mder the reign

of Mohammed GhorT, by his viceroy Cootub, and carried on by

Altemsh, but never compleated. 2d„ That the Cootub Minar is of equal

-antiquity, but that, it never was intended to form any part of the mosque,

and was erected within the precincts of the temple as a monument of the

supremacy of the Musselman faith, over the religion of the conquered

Hindus. 3d. That the unfinished Minar is equally independant of the'

intended mosque.

The regularity of the range of arches, and the similarity in size and

generally in ornament, of corresponding portions, at once shew that they

belong to one building, and that this was intended to be a mosque is obvi-

ous, not only from the circumstance of its being called so in the inscription

on the centre arch, but also from the facts of it's being exactly in the

meridian, and of the arches being profusely covered with extracts from

the Koran: it was intended for the east front of the mosque, because that

side is richly adorned with carving, and the western on the contrary quite

plain, and also because in this country, the western wall of every mosque,

being that which faces Mecca, is invariaby closed, such is the case with

the Adina mosque near Matda, which was built by Ali (Secan&r Sani)
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in the Hijri year 707, A. D. 1307; and the same with- ever)'; oilier I -have-

seen. It is also plain that it was never finished, for the plan will shew

that a portion of the old Hindu arcade passes through the line of arches,,

and into what would have been the interior of the mosque. Some of the

flintki pillars a?e even built into the western side of the centre piers,,.

The plan will shew, that the Cootuh Minar is distant about' 160 feet

from the centre of the southernmost large arch,, to which it is directly op-

posite. This position alone is quite sufficient to prove that it never was in-

tended to be a part of the mosque,, for Miliars, are almost always placed at,

some angle, and are in general joined to the mosque,,and if we choose to
s

suppose that the range of arches is the western instead of

the eastern fourth, and. that it was intended the latter

should be a tangent to the Minar, that building will

compleatly block up one of the principal entrances in ,'""", 7^S
this manner, instead of being as usual at the entrance of the

front. I do not recollect a single instance of a Minar attached to a

mosque, being inscribed with dates as this is^ more particularly called

i»jj\*£, as if it was an independent building. It is also worthy of remark,

that in general the stairs of Miliars commence from the roofof the mosque*

and not from the ground, as those of the- Cootuh.,

I believe it was by no means uncommon for the first Mohammedan
emperors to erect Miliars of more than ordinary magnitude on the sites of

Hindu temples. There is part of one at Cod, about 20 feet in diameter

and 35 high: it has evidently always been an independent building, and as
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apears by the inscription was built in the reign of Nasir.-ud-din, A. H.

652, A. D. 1254. Although we cannot now find any Hindu ruins in the

vicinity of this town, yet the existence of a temple in former times is clear-

ly proved by pillars covered with Hindu carving, being used as beams,

to support the stairs of the Miliar similar, to the Cootub, also the door is

to the north; the steps reach the ground, and it is denominatedj building

(cjjUO ni the inscription.

The Hindus are said to claim the Cootub as the work of one of their

princes, new-faced and ornamented by the Musselmans. I think there

are some circumstances which create strong doubt of the aeeuracy of the

tradition. 1st. The three lower stories of the Minar are externally gener-

ally built of the red stone, from the quarries of Futtehpur Sicri^ and a con-

siderable portion of the interior is constructed of the same material, which is

not to be met with throughout the extensive Hindu ruins, which surround

the tower on every side, and which are comparatively of great antiquity.

2d. The entrance passage and staircase of the Cootub are both arched,

thus exhibiting a knowledge of architecture in the builder, which the

Hindus of that age did not possess. The small domes which remain entire

among the Hindu ruins, are all built of stone, each a segment of a circle

and each decreasing in area, and projecting over that beneath it, until, the

dome is compleat, also the roofs of the arcades, are invariably formed of

blocks ofstone, extending from one pillar to the next.

The unfinished Minar bears north from the Cootub distant a'bout'426

feet : it is therefore considerably beyond the northern extreme of the line of
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arches, and could not consequently have been intended to form part of the

mosque. Even had the architect proposed to extend the front beyond the

unfinished Minor, the same circumstance which prevents the Cootub being1

considered a part of the mosque, (its distance from the front) applies with

equal force to the large tower. It could never have been intended to

match the Cootub, for it's circumference is nearly double. It is not built

in the same style, being surrounded by a sort of projecting basement, on

which the door (facing the east) is raised. There are no steps in the

inside, the masonry is extremely rough, and the walls and centre pillar

about 40 feet high. From the appearance of the mortar in many places,

it seems to me that this building was formerly cased with smooth stone,

but why this was removed, or for what purpose, and by whom the tower

itself was commenced, and afterwards left unfinished, I cannot pretend to

say. ' M

The present state ^of the Cootub Miliar is calculated to excite appre-

hensions of its speedy destruction. On the west side many stones have been

forced out with a degree of violence sufficient to cause a vertical crack in

the staircase and centre pillar* On the east a Banyan tree has taken

firm root, and if no one takes the trouble to remove it, there can be no

doubt that it will ensure the fall .of the tower, before many years have

elapsed. This is to be regretted, for the Cootub Miliar is a -work unri-

valled of it's kind in this country, and in some respeets in the world, when

wre consider its great size, the materials of which it is built, the richness

and profusion of its ornaments, but above all the solidity of its construction,

which, for all we know to the contrary, has enabled it to resist the effects
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of time, storms and earthquake, during* more than 300 years, without being

ever repaired.

I would recommend that copies be made of all the inscriptions which

surround the Cootub; for I suspect that they detail the circumstances

which led to the building of it, instead of being extracts from the Koran,

as is generally imagined.

Copies and Translations of the Inscriptions.*

No. I.

aa] f (^aaj ^J 1*j aaJ I as:^ p to ^^ A>»j aaac aAJ I Cjs^ L5^ *jM*

w
1

J>>.xl ! Jac ^ f ^> ILawj oJ * o o<y£j & jjS \*>j Ua^ t^^j 3 «A& L^w*Xjii

-AC ' a AJ tiaXwjj AAA** &aJ I CAA=a« (^)UaAj*i fj^k J g l& (^.J ^j CAAA/m g (j& ^»t-^+ '

»W (^nj -$£ aa.Ij ^ j^\'j'^ o^.*e j** ^ t_> I^a^ -j iS^^-lJlJJ &j —Am

AJ lvJtMAJ « A^WyKj AAaN ,5*. i> I 2-*Jj

* The originals of Nos. 1, 4 and 6, are in the Toghra character, No. 2, in a rough Nuskh,

and Nos. 3 and 5, in Nastalik. The translations have been made in Calcutta: the passages which are

doubtful in the original have been under lined in the copies. H. II. W.
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The Prophet on whom be the mercy and peace of God, lias declared

*' whoever erects a temple to the true God on earth, shall receive six such

" dwellings in Paradise." The Minor> the building of the king of kings

Shems-ud-dunya-wa-ud-din, now in peace and pardon, be his tomb pro-

tected, and his place be assigned in heaven-—was injured by lightning in

the reign of the exalted monarch Secander the son of Behlol: (may his

power and empire last for ever and his reign be glorious) aad therefore

the slave Fatteh-Khan, the son of Mesned-Ali the liberal of the

liberal, and the meritorious servant of the king , repaired

it according to command. The 13th of RehUuUAkher in the year 909.

[^y^^^^J h J*' J i/^^UJ) J^I^U^I^/^/J

The Sultan Shems-ul-hak-wa-ud-din^ Altamsh——

—

f , erected

this building.
j

No. in.

In the year 907, this Miliar having been injured by lightning, by the

aid of and favor of God, Firozmend Yamdni restored whatever was need-

ed by the building: may the Supreme Lord preserve this lofty edifice from

future mischance.



ON THE .COOTUB MlNAR*
.

489

- No. IV.

The erection of this building was commanded in the glorious time of

the great Sultan, the mighty king of kings, the master of mankind, the

•lord of the monarchs of Tiwkestarl, Arabia and Persia: the sun of the

world and religion, of the faith and the faithful, the lord of safety and

protection, the heir of the kingdom of Suli'man Abul Muzeffer Altamsh,

Nasir Amin-ul-momenin*
No, V,

Kuttee^ud-din-Ibek, on whom be the mercy of God, constructed this

mosque.
No. VI,-

(^<A
yj^ * X*J \j f d» (J I \jS. t\j aaJ \j ^ J I^v^ J f aAJ f ^ m*aJ

In the name of the most merciful God. The Lord has invited to

Paradise and brings into the way of righteousness him who wills it. In the

year 592, this building was commenced by the high command of Moez-

UD-DUNYA-WA-UD-DIN, MOHAMMED BeNI SAM, NaSIR AlMIR AL MoMENIN.

END OF THE FOURTEENTH VQLU3IE.

Printed by P. Pereira, at the

llinduoslanee Press, Cukutla.
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C. Chapman.

Honorable John Cochrane.

Rev. W. Carey. D. D,

Sir J. E. Colebrooke, Bart,

Major W, Colebrooke.

Capt. Sir R. Coloquhoun,

H. T. Colebrooke.

Alexander Colvin.
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Captain E. Fell.
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Rev. J. Hawtayne*

am J. A. Hodgson.

William Hickey.

Henry Hodgson.

R. Home.

Hugh Hope.

James Howison.

H. Hough.

W. Jack.

Henry George Keene.
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Sir John Kennaway, Bart.

Richard Kennaway.
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Major John W.
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John Trotter.

N. Wallich. M. D.

Captain W. Walker.

Captain John Warren.

Captain W. S. Webb.

Captain F. S. White.

Lt. Col. Francis Wilford.
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II.

List of the Donors and Donations to the Library of the Asiatick

Society, (from January, 1820),

American Philosophical Society... » Transactions of the American Phi-

losophical Society new series,

Vol, 1st.

Historical Transactions of the Ame-

rican Society, Vol. 1st,

Heckwelder's Narrative ofthe Mo*

ravian Mission to the Indians, from

1740 to! 70S,

American Academy. . .

.

....,,,. < , . Memoirs of the American Academy,

Vol, 4% Part 1st,

Society of Arts and Science, &c. , , , Transactions of the Society, Vols. 36

37 and 38, Supplement to do,

Mons. Bodelio. .....,,...„ Petite Promenade Physique.

Captain Bjdwell. .,..,....,..,.< Vita Christi in Persian and L/atinl

by Jerome Xavier.

Captain Bryce « A Cingalese Manuscript.

Calcutta School Book Society. . , . . , Dig Dersan, Bengalee and English.

Geography in Bengalee,
'

The 2nd. Report.
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C. B. Crommelin, Esq. ;',,.....>.;. Morrieson's C/imese Dictionary.

* Ditto's Grammar.

1

1

Ditto's View of China.

Original Works in the Chinese Lan-

guage, viz.

1. San-tsai too hoon The Universe

delineated, containing a view of

, the heavenly bodies—the earth

—

distinguished persons—the four

seasons—various buildings in Chi-

na—the various arts—the various

parts of the human body—the

various articles of dress—customs

and ceremonies 1—precious stones

—ancient inscriptions—birds and

beasts—trees and plants: in 116

Vols, the whole illustrated with

wood cuts: nearly 200 -years old.

A scarce work even in China,

2. Poh koo too. A collection of

i Chinese cuts exhibiting ancient

vases and vessels of various kinds,

.- 26 Vols.

-

3. -Koo yoh too. A collection of

Chinese cuts exhibiting a great

variety of ancient carved stones

—

3 Vols.



4 - Lee sliee. A collection of anci-

ent inscriptions, and figures in

stone—9 Vols.

'

' 5. San hai king. A collection of

imaginary animals supposed to in-

habit the mountains and seas—

4

Vols.

6. Sou chin Jceei An exhibition of

Gods, deified heroes, and Saints—

3 Vols,

7. Hwa jfhoo^ A worL on the art?

of Drawing:—5 Vols.

S.< Tlwa chuon. Drawings ofvarious

beasts, birds, plants, &c.

—

5 Vols*

9. SAo/t chw chaL On the art of

writing, and sketching flowers, &a-

—12 Vols.

10. Puh-my-too, A hundred Draw-

ings of beautiful Women—4 Vols.

11. Lee nyeiij chuon. Memoirs of

illustrious Chinese Women,

12. Woo-shwang poo. A Treatise

on Drawing— 1 Vol.

13. Un ya too. Plates of various

kinds intended to illustrate the an-

cient Classics,-

vol. xiv.- 6 L
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Captain Fell. .....'.....,.. > Ram Gita and Ram Cavacha.

W. L. Gibbons, Esq. .......,..,,. Synopsis of the Catalogue of the

British Museum.

Steuart's Antiquities of Athens,

Vol. 1st.

Major General Hardwicke. ...... A Book of Drawings, from the Caves

of Dumror near Neemuch, by

Lieut. Bell and Ens. Roebuck.

jReport of the Agricultural Society

of Sumatra,

Description of Select Malay Plants,

by Dr. Jack,

Br. F. Hamilton.
~

tW? ...» ....... On the Genealogies of the Hindu

Deities, Princes and Heroes.

Joseph Von Hammer, » „ . . ...... p Mines of the East
?
Vol. 6, 3rd Part.

Umblick auf einer reise von Con-?

stantinopel nach Brussa und dem

Olympos, &c.

Morgenlandische Kleeblatt.

Jahrbucher der Literatur, the first

six numbers.

Professor Keiffer, f , i New Testament in Turkish.

Mons. Jullien. .,*......*....•.. f
. Revue JEncyclopedique, Vol. 4. Nos".

10 and 11.

Mens. Jomard. . , , .. ,.,.,, Notice sur les signes numeriques de$

aneiens Egyptiens,
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Mons. Langles. ,«....••.••«. Monuments de VIndomtan, to the

24th Number.

Revue Ifricyclopedique, 3 Vols, from

January to September, 1819.

Voyages de Sindbad, in Arabic and

French,

Recherches sur la decouverte de

1' essence de Rose.

Captain A. Lockett *»'*'•• Mr. Rich's 2nd, Memoir on Babylon.

L. B. Montague, Esq i'.i'»
..'•'•

* A Manuscript Grammar, Tamul and

Latin,

Arsacidarum Imperium, by Vail-

LANT.

Rev. S. Pickering. . . . , . , . , . .... . « On the Orthography of the N. Ame-

rican Languages.

Sir Stamfort Raffles. ...«,...,». Malayan Miscellanies, Vol. 1st.

Sir Sydney Smith , Dictionaire Chinois et Latin par De

Guignes; Paris.

Baron De Sacy ,,,.,..,.,,.» Pendnameh of Sheikh Ferid-Uddin-

Attar, with a translation.

A. W. Schlegel Indische Bibliothek, 2 first Vols.

Dr. Tytler. Systema Nosologica.

Colonel Wilford. ..... .......... Commentaries of Padre Montserraf,

autograph, 2 Vols.
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List of the Donors and Donations to the Museum of the Asiatics

Society, (from January, 1820J o.

Dr. J. Adam. ,...* ...-,,«,,,,..,„, A collection of Geological speci-

mens, from the provinces of Burw

delkund and Jubaipore.

Several specimens of Shells from

China, and Corals from Malacca^

and the Comoro. Isle.

A Chinese Compass, and three Boxes-

containing Chinese Insects and*

Fishes*-

J. Anderson, Esq. Prince of Wales^ >
T j 7 c A large Snake stuffed*.
Jsianol „

,

. ..i
- 0-- «- • » • 9 »

W. B. Bayley, Esq. ......... Ancient Greek Vases, discovered n>

an excavation, at Athens.

G. Burney, Esq. „ . . ,.,..„...•- Skull of an Alligator, and Skull of

a large Elephant.

Captain Bidwell. ..*.....»..,„...,. Several silver and copper Coins, and

one gold ; Greek and Roman.

Porcelain and metallic Images of

Egyptian Divinities.

Captajn Boileau, » » ,
. , r. - • , . *, . .

»

r * The Horns of a species of a Deer,
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Captain Bruce, Bombay Marine. Silver and copper Coins, -of the Ar-

sacides, and Roman Emperors,

found in Turkish Arabia..

Sir Robert Coloquhoun, Bt. ... .... A Nepalese Sword.

W. L. Gibbons, Esq................. . Two Weapons, used by the inhabi-

6 tants of the Garrow Hills.

Coins of the R/ijd of Tipera, and

Minerals, from Nepal.

J. J. Gibson, Esq. *.......*. ^..» Specimen of Human. Monster, froin;

Oude.

J. Kyd, Esq. .............. ..... . .... Kandyan and Siamese Coins.

Captain R. Lachlan. ..».,,.. P£si Hindu Statues,, and. specimens of

Petrified Wood.

Two Barometer Tubes, made by a

Native at Gazipore.

Geological specimens and Minerals*

from Behar, and the banks of the

, Ganges.

B. Lacy, Esq.,. *••,,.,,., . e,o. »..» Specimens of Lava, from Mount

Vesuvius and Pompeii.

A brass Ring, dug out of Mercu-

laneum.

Captain Lumsden.*. ....... ....... A large Tooth of the Nerwal or Sea

Unicorn, from the Arctic Seas.
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Mrs. Col.-McKenzie, .•..»••••••• Several specimens ofMineralsjmages

of Hindu Deities, Kreeses and

other articles, from Java.

Lieut. Col. O'Halloran, C. B. ° . • Silver pieces bearing impressions of

Hindu Deities. . ,

Lieutenant Ouseley. . . . . , Skin ofa large Snake, with its Head.

Captain Peach. Skull of Ethiopian Hog, with its

Tusks, from Caffraria.

Capain Presgrave. .»*» ...,...,.« Copper Head of a Spear, found at

Betoor.

Lieutenant Ralfe ........ An ancient Chinese Coin.

Dr. W. Russell. ............... * Specimens, of gold, silver and cop-

per Ores, from South America.

Lieutenant Swayne. * » . .... , . i » Specimens of Minerals, from Bundel-

khundL

Rev. Mr. Thom, Cape of Good Hope, Specimens of Minerals, from Cape of

Gvod Hope.

Miss Tytler. . o . 4 . . * . .

«

.,.*.,..,* » A great yariety of beautiful and in-

teresting models of Implements

and Machines, used by the Natives

of Hindustan, viz.

1. A HindustaniPlough, called Hal,

scale 1^. inch., to a foot.

B. A Hindustani Spade, called

Phaura, scale \\ inch to a foot.
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3. Khurpi, an instrument for dig-

ging and clearing lands of weeds,

scale \\ inch to a foot.

4. Hindustani Drill Plough, scale

\\ inch to a foot.

5. Two Hansuas or Sickles, 3 inches

to a foot.

6. Henga, an instrument for press-

ing the seeds into the ground, and

breaking clods like the English

roller, scale f of an inch to a foot.

7. A Mill for grinding corn: it is

called by the Natives Janta~Cha~

khi, scale 4 inches to a foot.

8. Another, ditto.

9. A DhunM or Chalni, used for

separating grain from the husk,

scale of 3^ of an inch to a foot.

1 0. Another, ditto, ditto.

1 1

.

Slip, used for winnowing corn,

scale of 4 inches to a foot.

12. A model shewing the manner

in which the oxen tread out the

corn, scale 1 inch to a foot.

13 A Kolhu, Hindustani Oil Mill,

scale \\ inch to a foot.
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14. CherkMj used for separating

the seeds from the cotton wool,

scale of 3 inches to a foot.

15. CherkM, also used by the Na<

tives for separating the seeds from

the cotton wool, scale of 3 inches

to a foot.

16. A CherJdia, spinning wheel of

India, scale of 4 inches to a foot.

17. Dlwnki, an instrument in two

pieces for beating cotton, after the

seeds have been separated, scale

3 inches to a foot* •••

18. Ukhli Mm&et, or Pestle and

Mortar, for separating grain from

husk, scale 3 inches to a foot.

19. Kaman, a Bow with which the

spinner beats cotton, scale of 3

inches to afoot.

20. DhenM, used for separating

"'•

-

grain from the husk.

21. A Hindustani apparatus for

making butter, scale 2 inches to

a foot.

22. Weaver's Loom, with a weaver

holding a shuttle in his hand*
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231 Model of an instrument, shewing

the first stage of preparation for

the Loom, scale of 2 inches to a

foot.

24. A model shewing the second

stage of preparation for the Loom,

scale of 2 inches to a foot.

25. Reel on which the skeins of

thread are put, scale of 4 inches

to a foot.

56. Paretq or Reel of India, scale

of 4 inches to a, foot.

27. Model of a Loom, for weaving

bobbin and tape.

28* Model of a Loom, for weaving*

Hindustaniwoollen carpets, scale

of 2 inches to a foot.

29. Model of a Loom, for weaving

Hindustani cotton carpets, call-

ed Satrinjh scale of 2 inches

to a foot.

30. Another, ditto,

31. Do. for weaving Izarbend sljj \j\

32. Model of machine for preparing

Hindustani Ch eeks.

33. Ditto, ditto for preparing Jhalar,

vol. xiv. G N
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34. Daera, instrument for spinning

hemp, scale of 6 inches to a foot.

35. A bundle of hemp cords.

36. Specimen of SirJa grass, with

which the spinners roll the cotton

into small quantities for spinning.

37. A machine for preparing single

thread from the leaves of Sirkt

grass.

38. Muli, a machine for raising

water from the wells, scale 2-5

of an inch to a foot.

39. Mut, used in Hindustan for

raising water, 2-5 of an inch to a

foot.

40. Koring or Persian wheel, a ma-

chine for watering land from a

tank or ditch, 3-4 of an inch to a

foot.

41. A machine for raising water.

42. A bamboo basket, with which

the people of India water the rice

fields, scale of 4 inches to a foot.

43. Lac-bracelets, worn by women

in India.
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44. An apparatus for drawing out

silver thread, scale of 3 inches to

a foot.

45. Another, ditto ditto for prepar-

ing golden thread.

46. Part ofthe floor ofa house, where

golden threads are prepared.

47. Model of a Saw, used by the Na-

tives of Hindustan.

48. A Chak or potter's wheel, scale

2 inches to a foot.

49. Model of a Potters instrument,

for preparing earthen pots.

50. Model of the Still for distilling

spirits^ made of the original ma-

terials, scale l'f inches to a foot.

5 1 . Model of a Still for distilling rose

water?,made of the original ma-

terials.

52. Model of a Hindustani fish^

mg canoe*

Dr. R. Tytler ....................... Specimen of Beetle, from Oude.

Brass casts of Hindu Deities, and

Fossils, called Salgrams.

Several ancient pieces of Sculpture,

found in the fortress of Kalinjer.
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Two ancient Coins..

Singular specimen of Human Cra*

nium, and the Ossa spongioses, of

a Kid.

Specimens of Minerals, considered

by the-Hindus as forms ofGanesa s

and other Deities.

J. Tytler, Esq. . , ... • . t . . G o • . « .» Two large Statues, found under

ground near Patna*

Captain Wilde. Collection of Minerals, from Berar*

H. H. Wilson, Esq. ... ..... t .... . Panoramic Painting of Benares,

by a Native artist.

Lieutenant General Wood. »/.»,V>m Model ofa Chinese Human Monster,



ERRATA,

Page 64 line 13 for 78 35 60,7 read, 78 35 09

— 153 Latitude of Hansee Fort, should be 29 06 15

Ditto Cantonment ... 5 40

Hissar ..,,.. 9 40
' i.— 154 Malum.. 28 58 30

— 163 — 35 The heading in Italics « On the Ganges Sec." should be in the column of

Province o» District.

— 164 — 2 for Tirhut, read, " On the Ganges."

— 189 — 8 — 81 2 ~ 81 02

— 194 note — North Zenith — North of the -Zenith;

— 195 line 6 dele 2nd Miles.

— 4 frombot. for 111634 — 144425

— 199 — '4 for correcting — connecting.

— 22—110 — 10

— 23 — Sang. -— Lang.

— 25 — Spati — Spiti.

dele comma after Spati and insert after Maksung.-

— 204 — 2 for 12589 read, 12689

— 14142- — 14302

~ 205 — 12 — Reflections — Repetitions. .•

— 209 — 1 — 11,529 — 11689

2—350 _ 460

14 — 11,581 — 10658

15 — 11,529 — 10676
o o— 210 — 13 — 62 — 55

— 218 In column of date 1817 0«. 18th — 1818 June.

— 221 line last for 3S _ 38

— 224 Nov. 8th — Nahar — Nichar.

VOL. XIV. 6 O



. Errata*

Page 230 line 13 for levelled read, bevelled,

=— 232 —- 16 — boriDg — boning.

—- 4 from bot. for Jirks — Jerks.

— 235 —• 3 from bot. for breadth of the read, breadth as the.

— 337 — 6 from bot. for Stags — Stays.

—

— 4 from bot. for boring ** boning.

— 239 — 13 after length, full stop.

— 16 — pair of rods, semicolon.

— 241 — 4 — being • read very

—- 244 — 2 from bot. for eight feet — eight tenths of 3 foot.

245 — 8 ditto after comparisons, a comma, instead of a period.

— 7 ditto for determination read. Termination.

— 247 — 8 prefix decimal point to 349

— 9 ditto 004

— 10 ditto . 345

— 12 for from read, through.

— 17 — Line of divisions or 1,2 — Line of Divisions of 1,?

— 248 — 15 — b measures «— 6 measures.

— 249 —.11 — rods e— rod.

— 250 — 3 — rods — rod.
Inch

— 4 insert decimal point before 3665

251 ^a

7

7

after 1,466 read,

for if-S. —
,
subtract 0,628
Inch

" 4
"'

252 — 1 — eosidsred — coincided.

' 3

15

— 051 4-4=^796 division—
— '054 —

, n^l Yd— 70K 'HiciiTn-iB

253
Inch

,054

19 4 , 4,90

2,86

25.6 — 21 — 107 — 10,7

257 ~ 9 — 57-9 — 57,9

._ 21 dele X

_ 22 — X



Errata.' •

Page 257 line 23 dele •—

— 259 «— 8 for register read, registers

— 12 dele 2nd=

— 260 — 1 for 28)bs -*- 381bs.
Inches Inches— 263 — 7 — 27,7 ~- 27,2

— n — 44,404
' — 41.404

Inches— 262 — 18 after 5 X,95 ^ =16,640
Inches— 19 dele s 16,640

— 20 for by « to

— 263 —- 15 — x — -f

— 16 — X '• ~ +
~- 264 — 7 before 1244 _ South Extremity of Base

—

-

8 dele South Extremity of Base

_ 9 for extremity — extremities

— 4 from bot. for c — b

— 276 — 9 for Axis — Axes

— 277 — 20 — North P, — Nalapani

— last — 264 — 26,4

— 279 Title of the Table for Longitude S0785S read, Const. Log. 0,7853,

i. ' " • ii

tins 6 from bot. — 4 517 — 4 5T1.

— 281 Insert Ar. Co. of Logarithms and Log. Sines.

— 283 Last Table
,
Insert after Reductions to Centre Distance 7,9 Feat.

— 285 5th figure for at the 3d Station. By the other two, read, at the 3d Station, by the

other two.
-r— 289 21st figure insert distances Stations 13 16 47 1403

11 16 47 556-S

— 292 Remark to fig. 31 dele full stop after 10 and substitute small for Capital S,

— 318 line 2 for foMowing read, other.

— — : «-* 11 — formula — formulas.

— 321 10 Omit, all.

— 323 note «— and,



EilRATA.

Page 324 line i

— *323 No. 132

— *324 No. 27

— *326 No. 65 — Pilrkydl

— 325 In the 2d Note at

for Muhain

— formula:

for Long. 76 41 17
o— 32

read, Mechain.

— formula.

. i,— 77 15 43
Q— 30

the foot of the pa

325 line 16

— — 17

'
. — Parky id.

eroidecal — Spheroidical.

for p r
.

:

FF 5 T% &c- ?
'ea<* <ra?f FWJ7* &c '

Similar correction.

%}-^

— — 2 from. bot. for 2-302581

*327 Heading of column 6 — of

• ii

Lat. Hurdrear — "5^ .6

328 line 4 — P E B

330 — 3 after and, insert P — and for A B P

2 fl 1 ' tang. *£ &, sine \dL.

331

15 f0r
Cos.*L.

— 18
« fl" Jang, i 'i §, tang. £.

Cos. 3 £.

— 19 — multiplication

— 1 — when

— 4

— 13 — AD : sine D E A : L

— ,4342345

— or

r— 57 16

— PEA
B P A

'Z R" tanjr. «| J, sine
|
d L

Cos.' Z,

2 il" tanjr. *§ S, tan<r. L
COS. 1

Zy

—
Multiplied

where

\

*331 Remark to No. 110 for Martine

line 15 for A (table number),

4 Ji"i Cos.* L

— AD : sine D E A :: D E &c.

—- Manme

— a (Tabular number).

— — 16 insert A =^ before 80,358

— — 18 for b. (table

333 — 12 dele—before R

*333 Longitude of Karnal for 77 00 23

*334 No. 145 Elevation of Manimajra for 3910 — 1220

334 line 15 for true to 2.

l- 1 i

Got. I,

— spheroid

b (Table 9)

— 75 58 43

— true to ,2

2 from bot. for T^-^

335 — 5 from bot. for spherical

*335 — last insert there before was ^^^'P^
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